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Abstract 
To work within, research and write about education in the contemporary contexts of  Australia is to be 

situated within a particular territorialised professional space (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987). Striations and 

sedimentation within this territorialised space of  primary school education have been formed and 

dominated by the movement of  globalisation in education and the neoliberal policy agenda in 

Australia; threaded through with dominant discourses of  childhood, and remnant tracings of  socio-

historical constructions of  infant/primary school education in a post-colonial Australian context. It 

was in response to this territorialised space that I sought to research with a school that might offer 

possibilities of  lines of  flight that deterritorialise and reterritorialise the ways in which pedagogy is 

imagined and enacted in the early years of  primary school. The case study presented in this thesis was 

conducted with children, teachers and parents at Collingwood College (with a particular focus on the 

early years of  primary school): a culturally, linguistically, and socio-economically diverse state-school 

community in inner-urban Melbourne. The school community  has a history of  thinking about 

education creatively. I constructed the theoretical armature for this study from connection points 

between discourses of  hope, feminist poststructural theories, and Deleuzio-Guattarian concepts. 

Located at  one connection point is the understanding that illuminating difference in the actual, in  

‘concrete’ lived experience, can allow a shift in what it is possible to imagine, and can open up new 

potentialities, new transformative hope for ways to enact pedagogy – possibilities that are multiple, 

diverse, connected. My focus then, was to move beyond critiquing rigid and limiting pedagogical 

territorialisations to explore what some other possibilities of  ways of  imagining children, teaching and 

learning could be, and how these pedagogical possibilities were being imagined and enacted specifically 

in the early years of  this primary school. The methodology was conceptualised through a metaphor of  

research praxis as listening, and methods of  data creation drew primarily on emergent, arts-informed 

research and the Mosaic Approach (Clark & Moss, 2001) to researching with young children. I drew on 

the data created with/in the case-school community to argue that space and place, knowledge and 

subjectivities can be seen as elements of  pedagogical practice that may have become territorialised, 

normalised, perceived as natural or inevitable ways of  ‘doing’ school. Analysing this data illuminated 

the generative possibilities offered by the case school in deterritorialising and re-imagining and 

enacting these pedagogical elements through the refrains of  movement, connectedness, openness, 

trust. By revealing that which was already taking place, and through exploring these  material practices, 

lines of  flight were revealed to ways of  transforming how we might think about, imagine, hope for  

and enact new possibilities for pedagogy in the early years of  primary school. 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Chapter 1 

Imagining Hopeful Lines of 
Flight: 
An Introduction 
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Personal and Professional Background 

I’m not sure where or when or how or why it started, exactly, this questioning of  the taken-for-

granted, the ‘normal’ ways of  thinking about school, about teaching, about learning, about education, 

about children. Perhaps it was in my first year of  full time teaching, when – jostling alongside my 

feelings of  joy, of  wonder, of  hope, of  connection, of  excitement, of  satisfaction – were feelings of  

frustration, and incredulity in the face of  the priority given by a teacher I was working with to so-called 

tracking, monitoring, assessing, recording, testing, ranking, grouping, and categorising the children in 

our classes. The strangest element for me was not just this apparent prioritisation of  ‘measuring’ over 

all else, but the way in which none of  these systems of  tracking or monitoring, none of  these 

assessments that grouped and classified children, ever seemed to follow through into the ways in 

which teaching or learning were planned or enacted.  This extreme surveillance (of  not only the 

children, but also of  me as a beginning teacher) in a quest for power over and power through the 

‘knowledge’ and classification of  these individuals, and for (what I saw as being) the ultimate goal of  

‘standardised’ or ‘normalised’ children, teachers and classes, brought to the surface of  my mind the – 

until then almost forgotten and quite deeply submerged – ideas from Foucault’s conceptions of  power 

in modern institutions that I had studied many years earlier as a part of  my Bachelor of  Arts degree.  

Later, around the middle of  that year, I received an invitation to a conference, with a quote on the 

front that read: “Sometimes I think we are so busy trying to weigh the pig that we are forgetting to feed it”.  To have 

my own feelings about the prioritisation of  tracking and monitoring over learning or teaching, 

articulated so clearly, reignited my desire to understand more about why this might be the focus of  that 

other kindergarten teacher (and why this focus was, in turn, so respected and supported by the school 

administration). I wondered: if  all this focus on measuring, comparing, assessing and classifying 

children (and the creation of  systems that more effectively monitor this assessing, and also monitor 

the standardisation of  the procedures and record keeping of  other teachers) is not actually about 

supporting children’s learning, then what else could it be about? Determinedly shuffling though the 

jumble of  papers in my filing cabinet that evening, I found a dog-eared, photocopied excerpt from 

Foucault’s Discipline and Punish: The Birth of  the Prison (Foucault, 1977) that I had read when studying a 

Semiotics subject in the mid 1990s. It was his exploration of  surveillance in the exercise of  power that 

I was interested in finding. However since that night, there has been so much that I have read on 

Foucault’s theories about practices of  power in modern societies, and particularly in institutions (over 

the ‘criminal’, the ‘insane’) that has continued to ring true about the way children are understood and 

how childhood is constructed in primary schools, and how power is exercised over children in schools 

through practices and ‘micropractices’ (Gore, 1998) that seek to partition, institutionalise, normalise, 
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marginalise and disempower. And while I turn my focus to the work of  other theorists in this thesis, I 

remain grateful for the important influence of  Foucauldian work in educational research. 

Perhaps the moment that finally propelled me into this PhD research was in my final term as a full-

time kindergarten teacher, when – after an exhilarating morning where one of  the children in my class, 

ErDong, had read in a book that the longest great white shark ever caught was 6.4m long, and all the 

children had been determined to find out how long 6.4m was, and had exuberantly raced out into the 

playground with long rolls of  paper and metre rulers to measure together not only how long that great 

white shark had been (“holy moly this is big!” wrote Alice on the 6.4m length of  paper), but also tiger 

sharks, hammer heads, and, ultimately, a 30m blue whale that stretched from our classroom right up 

past the car park to the second class building – I was asked by one teacher : “Weren’t you afraid they 

would go out of  control?”, and then by another: “How do you keep control of  them like that when 

you’re all outside?”, and told by yet another: “It’s alright for you, but I have so many who would go 

totally wild, and I would lose all control of  my class if  I ever let them do anything like that.”  I was 

taken aback by these responses. In reflecting on these responses of  teachers (and my reaction to these 

responses), it seemed to me that pervasive and limiting discourses were shaping what it was possible 

(or impossible) to imagine and enact in teaching and learning with children in the early years of  

primary school. Within dichotomous positionings (of  freedom/control, play/learning, body/mind) 

very slim options were available from within which this moment of  movement, exuberance, 

transformation, risk, uncertainty, collaboration and joy could be understood. Thus if  I was not ‘in 

control’ of  the children, the learning, or the teaching, the only other possibility must therefore be 

(within this dichotomous conceptual framework, and without access to alternative discourses) that I 

(and the children, learning and teaching) must have been ‘out of  control’. As I moved from classroom 

teaching into lecturing, tutoring and consulting, and as I told stories of  learning and teaching through 

reciprocity, conversation, trust amidst uncertainty, joy and wonder in doubt, questions and the 

unknown, and hope in the shared humanity of  learner and teacher – my stories once again were so 

often squashed and jammed into narrow discourses of  what was deemed (im)possible in school 

contexts by those who were listening. And within these discourses, the stories made very little sense at 

all. 

I began to question how certain elements of  pedagogical practice may have become normalised, or 

perceived as natural or inevitable ways of  ‘doing’ school, and I began to think seriously about 

embarking on a PhD research project to uncover other ways in which it might be possible to imagine 

and enact pedagogy in the early years of  school. 
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To work within, research and write about education in Australia (from 2008 when the research 

fieldwork took place, through the intervening years to 2018 when this thesis is being finalised) is to be 

situated within a particular territorialised professional space (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987). Striations and 

sedimentation within this teritorialised space of  primary school education have been formed and 

dominated by the movement of  globalisation in education, by the neoliberal policy agenda in Australia, 

and threaded through with dominant discourses of  childhood, and remnant tracings of  socio-

historical constructions of  infant/primary school education in a post-colonial Australian context. In 

the sections that follow, I will outline the ways in which the contemporary socio-political landscape 

shaped by globalisation and neoliberalism has influenced how pedagogy is imagined and enacted in the 

early years of  primary school. I then draw these threads together, along with those from the very 

particular socio-historical context of  education in post-colonial Australia, to consider the layered 

contexts within which my research took place. Within these layered contexts, in the remainder of  this 

chapter I will then go on to position my research focus and aims of  this study, and provide a 

description of  the case study school where this research took place. This introductory chapter 

concludes with an overview of  the seven other chapters that make up this thesis. 

Socio-Political Background 

My personal experiences teaching in the early years of  primary school that I described above took 

place within one small school community. But they were also an echo, a ripple, a fractal of  movement 

situated within the broader overarching socio-political contexts of  globalisation and neoliberalism in 

education.  

In Australia, as in many other countries across the world, our educational landscape has been shaped 

by an ever-increasing focus on the globalised educational policy discourse of  standardised, high-stakes 

testing, and the subsequent quantitative measuring and ranking of  children, classes, schools, districts, 

states, and countries in comparison with one another. The drive to track, monitor, assess, test, rank, 

and categorise children that I encountered in my early teaching experiences in Sydney, Australia, was an 

echo of  the then newly realised influences of  the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) on the globalisation and economisation of  education policy in Australia and 

across the world (Sellar & Lingard, 2014). The OECD’s development of  the Programme for 

International Student Assessment (PISA) in 2000, took the focus on ranking and measuring of  

individual children that I had been experiencing at a classroom scale, and created an approach to 
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testing, measuring and comparing ‘schooling performance’ that now ranks national educational 

systems at the global scale (Lingard, Sellar & Savage, 2014).  

Layered with the territorialisations of  global educational governance (Sellar & Lingard, 2014), 

Australian primary schools (and, it has been argued, Australian educational institutions at all levels) are 

currently operating within a socio-political context strongly shaped by the dominant neoliberal 

ideology of  the past 30 years. Attributed to the “neoliberal political, economic and management 

theory” (Doherty, 2007, p.273) of  the Austrian and Chicago schools, and the ‘public choice theory’ of  

the Virginia school, and particularly influenced by the economic philosophies of  Friedrich von Hayek 

and his follower Milton Friedman, neoliberal governmentality has been guided by a “new form of  

rationality” based in “a shift from a public service ethos to one of  private management, the sweeping 

transfer of  management practices, assumptions and technologies from the private sector” (Doherty, 

2007, p.275). The key neoliberal values of  choice, efficiency, freedom and the ‘logic’ of  the competitive 

market have been the guiding principles in not only the repositioning of  policy, but also, importantly, 

in forming (and informing) a new conceptualisation of  the “neoliberal self ” (Davies, 2005, p.9). 

Within this neoliberal context, education has been both positioned within and constructed as ‘the 

market’, with concepts of  inputs and outputs, products and consumers, value, efficiency, heavily 

influencing approaches to educational policy, and reforms within the field of  education. The reforms 

during this period have focused primarily on technical solutions to construct a new ‘market’ approach 

to State schools, and to help these schools perform better in the ‘market economy’ of  neoliberalism 

(Ball, 2015; Dahlberg & Moss, 2005; Davies & Saltmarsh, 2007; Lingard et al., 2014). For example, 

many reforms have attempted to increase regulation, increase efficiency and productivity, and create 

more effective performance measurement and quality control through the standardisation of  

curriculum to promote the teaching of  ‘basic skills’, “universal standardised norm-referenced 

achievement testing” (Luke, 2003, p. 142), a push towards ‘new managerialism’ of  school leadership, 

and a “business model of  education” (Luke, 2003, p.142) operating within individual schools. 

However, despite the dominance of  the neoliberal agenda at this current point in socio-political 

history, there have been serious concerns raised about the practicalities and implications of  applying 

these market principles to education as a whole, and to primary schools in particular. As Davies argues: 

“…in pedagogical spaces, neoliberal managerialism has taken externally driven regulation to such 

extremes that the new is at risk of  being shut down – with only the already-known being recirculated 

inside its tightly regulated relations of  power,” (2009b, p.3). The disquiet I felt when experiencing the 

surveillance and attempted standardisation of  children’s learning and lives and teachers’ work at one 
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primary school, has also been investigated and well articulated more broadly in the research literature. 

A considerable body of  research literature has been built around the implications for the field of  

education as it has been constructed within the socio-political context of  the dominant neoliberal 

ideology, critiquing particularly the commodification of  knowledge and educational practices (Connell, 

2013; Luke, 2003); an oversimplification of  the complexities of  education (Gorur, 2016; Hardy & 

Lewis, 2016; Kenway et al, 1993; Moss, 2014; Novinger & O’Brien, 2003); and a shift in the purpose 

of  education from the social, political, ethical, aesthetic, or critical, to the purely ‘utilitarian’ (Dahlberg 

& Moss, 2005; Devine & Lutrell, 2013; Keddie, 2013; Lingard et al., 2014; Lingard & McGregor, 2014; 

Novinger & O’Brien, 2003).  These priorities are placed alongside a focus on measurement, 

surveillance and auditing in schools, resulting in a growing “culture of  distrust” (Davies & Saltmarsh, 

2007, p.3), within and between schools (Gorur, 2016). Other critiques have centred around the effects 

of  the ‘educational Darwinism’ (Kenway et al, 1993, p.18) implicit in a purely market-based approach 

to education. The ‘user pays’ rationality of  the competitive market has been problematised as holding 

particular implications for issues of  social justice, and the role of  education in confronting or 

challenging (or perpetuating and maintaining) inequities within society (Davies, 2005; Doherty, 2007; 

Lingard et al., 2014; Lingard & McGregor, 2014; Moss, 2014; Novinger & O’Brien, 2003, Youdell, 

2006). 

Overlaid with the more recent emphasis on global and national standardised, high-stakes testing 

programs such as PISA and NAPLAN, concerns have also been raised regarding the lived experience 

of  teachers working within these contexts, both in terms of  the narrowing of  curriculum to focus only 

on that which is ‘testable’ (Cormack & Comber, 2013; Gorur, 2016; Hardy & Lewis, 2016; Lingard & 

McGregor, 2014), and also the dramatically increasing administrative workloads for teachers and 

principals as they attempt to comply with new data collection and accountability measures (Hardy & 

Lewis, 2017; McGrath-Champ, Stacey, Wilson & Fitzgerald, 2018; Thompson, 2016). Connell (2013) 

argues that: 

 the neoliberal policy claim that public schools are being freed from stifling 
bureaucracy and heavy-handed state control, is essentially a sham. Schools are 
being tied more tightly into a system of  remote control, operated by funding 
mechanisms, testing systems, certification, audit and surveillance mechanisms. 
(p.107-108).  

Indeed, recent large-scale quantitative research (McGrath-Champ et al., 2018) has revealed that the 

workloads of  teachers in NSW public schools have increased significantly in the past 5 years as a result 

of  compliance-based paperwork. In the survey of  18,234 teachers in public schools in NSW, Australia, 

teachers reported that due to this increase in data collection, paperwork and accountability measures 
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they now work an average of  54 hours per week. This quantitative research was designed to 

accompany previous qualitative research by the same authors (McGrath-Champ, Wilson, & Stacey, 

2017), which detailed teachers’ growing concerns that “a ‘blanketing’ of  administrative demands was 

encroaching on the work of  teachers, impeding their capacity to focus on tasks directly related to their 

teaching and to students’ learning.” (McGrath-Champ et al., 2018, p. 4). 

Finally, many authors are troubling the effects of  the adoption of  the “all-pervasive language of  

neoliberal managerialism” (Davies, 2005, p.1) over all other potential ways of  understanding (and 

therefore enacting) education (Moss, 2014). Indeed, many authors have critiqued neoliberal discourse 

as a language that silences debate about teaching, learning and education, and that leaves no room for 

“the passion, the excitement, the vision of  possibility, the connection to lived lives…for active 

participation in the co-construction of  knowledge and identity...of  caring, or connection, or 

love” (Novinger & O’Brien, 2003, pp.12-13). In a discipline such as education that centres around the 

possibility and potentiality of  humanity, this “language without human provenance or possibility” is 

clearly misplaced (Watson, 2003, p.12, cited in Davies, 2005, p.1). Moss (2014, p.5), too, laments what 

he sees as the ‘story’ within which pedagogy is positioned in the language of  neoliberalism: 

I am left deeply unsatisfied by the story itself  and the way it is told: by its lack 
of  curiosity, imagination and originality; by its instrumental rationality and 
reductionist logic that eschews complexity and context; and by the banality and 
dullness of  its language. Told repeatedly, the story of  quality and high returns 
has drained education of  its potential to amaze and surprise, to invoke wonder 
and passion, to emancipate and experiment, leaving instead a facile husk of  
facile repetition and clichéd vocabulary: ‘evidence-based’… ‘programmes’… 
‘quality’… ‘investment’… ‘outcomes’… ‘returns’… ‘assessment scales’… 
‘human capital.’ 

It was within this territorialised educational contexts that my research emerged: the contexts shaped by 

policy discourses of  globalisation and neoliberalism, the language that neutralised and obscured the 

complexity, the uncertainty, the unpredictability of  pedagogy, the approaches to curriculum that 

emphasised data tracking and standardisation over wonder, joy, curiosity. And it was in reaction to this 

territorialised space that I sought to research with a school that might offer possibilities of  lines of  

flight that deterritorialise and reterritorialise the ways in which pedagogy is imagined and enacted in 

the early years of  primary school.  
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Socio-Historical Background 

“Schools are the answer to a question asked many many years ago” said Stephen Kemmis (2008) 

when I told him of  my interest in researching the territorialisations (and de/reterritorialisations) in the 

early years of  primary school in Australia. Researching pedagogy within an Australian context brings 

the layering of  very specific territorialisations relating to the socio-historic background of  how the 

systems of  schooling were established in Australia after British colonisation. Studies relating to the 

socio-historical background of  and influences on the construction of  school systems (the majority of  

which focus on education in Britain) have been useful in understanding more about why a particular 

set of  understandings of  ‘schooling’ may have become seen as ‘normal, natural and inevitable’, along 

with particular constructions of  childhood, of  teaching, of  learning, and the associated practices of  

schooling that continue to perpetuate (and be perpetuated by) these dominant territorializing 

discourses. The influences of  the industrial revolution (Hendrick, 1997); the introduction of  child 

labour laws (Barcan, 1980; Hendrick, 1997; Kellet et al., 2004); the role of  the Church, the Evangelical 

Revival, and the Sunday School movement (Austin, 1965; Hendrick, 1997; Hunter, 1994); beliefs 

regarding reformation of  the working class (Austin, 1972; Barcan, 1980; Hendrick, 1997; Hunter, 

1994); the introduction of  ‘free, compulsory, secular’ schooling (Austin, 1972; Barcan, 1980); the rise in 

developmental psychology/child study (Hendrick, 1997; Kellet et al., 2004) have all been identified as 

significant in shaping the ways in which ‘primary school’ is imagined and enacted in Great Britain, the 

United States and Australia (the contexts investigated by these authors). Indeed, many of  the 

underlying understandings and practices that shaped the Australian system of  education can be 

attributed to their having been “taken directly” from Great Britain, through the colony “echoing the 

institutions of  its parent state” (Hunter, 1994, p.38). However, it is also important to acknowledge the 

distinct and unique context of  early colonial Australian society, and to recognise the impact of  the 

ways in which this context overlapped, intersected, or collided with the decisions and institutions 

related to education that may have been ‘taken directly’ from its ‘parent state’. For instance, the 

influence of  industrialisation, and the subsequent growth of  a middle class, with its particular social 

and moral agenda is often identified as being a strong drive behind the construction of  the system of  

schooling in Great Britain (Hendrick, 1997). In contrast, in colonial Australia: 

The vast majority of  Europeans in New South Wales were unwilling settlers, 
transported convicts, mainly of  lower-class origin, with a morality in almost 
complete conflict with that of  the leadership in Church and State. The free 
population consisted of  soldiers, who were mainly from the depressed lower 
classes, and officials, who made up a very small upper class. Middle-class 
influence was minimal. (Barcan, 1980, p.8) 
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Furthermore, while the Church (of  England) had consistently held a monopoly on educational 

institutions in Great Britain (Austin, 1965, Hunter, 1994), in Australia there was strong resistance 

against replicating, amongst other things, England’s system of  State support of  (as well as the wealth 

and influence within, and the divisive sectarianism and bigotry between) the Christian Churches. 

While many of  the decisions regarding systems and structures of  education were founded in 

ideologies and agendas of  the upper and middle class politicians and clergy, a strong tension existed 

between these assumptions and the lived realities of  the Australian colonial population. Analyses of  

these specific issues particular to Australia are detailed in accounts of  the socio-historical contexts of  

the development of  schooling in Australia by Austin (1965), who focuses in on the often troubled and 

messy beginnings of  a construction of  the system of  primary school education in the Australian 

colonies from 1788 – 1900, and Barcan (1980), who traces a broader overview of  the history of  

education in Australia. Through these historical accounts of  the construction of  a system of  primary 

school education in Great Britain and Australia, the origins of  many of  today’s ‘normal’ 

understandings and practices, ‘inevitable’ ways of  imagining enacting schooling, and ‘natural’ 

conceptions of  childhood, teaching and learning are revealed.  

Austin (1965) draws connections between the intensive regulation and standardisation in Australian 

primary schools and the perceptions of  the unpredictable, unwieldy, rural, and criminal nature of  

colonial society, combined with the condition of  colonial schools, characterised by “incompetence, 

squalor and brutality” (Austin, 1965, p.60). Standardised text books were relied on to help largely 

uneducated and unqualified pupil teachers, outlining standards of  “precisely what a child was supposed 

to have learnt by a certain age” (Austin, 1965, p.249). Anecdotes from the time suggest the quick 

emergence of  almighty power of  the standardised textbook and system of  assessment. One example 

(Austin, 1965, p.250) details the school inspector explaining to the Commissioner about failing a 

student on writing “even though he writes comparatively better than another child who is not failing in 

the same class” – “Yes”, the inspector replied, “because we take our copybook as our standard in 

judging what is better and what is inferior…I think in their training their ought to be a certain amount 

of  suppression and repression…”. Austin’s examples also reveal the “red tape, love of  power, 

uniformity, doctrinairism and non-allowance of  human weakness in teachers and scholars” (Austin, 

1965 p.257), and highlight the moral implications of  normalisation, obedience, standardisation, 

uniformity, for example where ‘bad handwriting’ is positioned as “evil” (p.250, Austin, 1965). 
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In situating my research within historical and contemporary sociopolitical contexts, I sought to explore 

the dominant systems, structures and discourses of  education. What is ‘natural’? What is ‘inevitable’? 

What is ‘taken-for-granted’? What ‘goes without saying’? What is ‘normal’ in pedagogy in the early years of  primary 
school education in Australia?  I realised quickly that illuminating that which is dominant can be extremely 

difficult, as one of  the by-products of  dominance is invisibility – practices, language and systems 

become so ‘inevitable’, so ‘natural’, that they almost become ‘self  evident’. As MacNaughton (2005) 

warns, “knowledge that is sanctioned institutionally can produce such an authoritative consensus about 

how to ‘be’ that it is difficult to imagine how to think, act and feel in any other way” (p.32). As the 

dominant discourses territorialising the professional spaces of  education and childhood serve to 

operate as a Foucauldian ‘regime of  truth’, all other possibilities and probabilities and alternatives may 

seem to be inconceivable, impossible, unimaginable. 

Empirical Research Literature: Positioning this Study in the 
Broader Conversation 

The empirical research literature concerned with identifying and deconstructing dominant 

territorialising discourses in education has been useful in providing insights into the types of  

discourses primary school communities may perceive to be available to them. It has also served to 

highlight how individuals within school communities may be negotiating their way through multiple, 

often conflicting discourses that they may accept, ignore, reject or move between in imagining and 

enacting primary school education. Above, I referred to some of  the empirical research that has been 

useful in learning more about the lived experience of  teachers in the current contexts of  globalisation 

and neoliberalism in primary schools in Australia (Hardy & Lewis, 2017; Keddie, 2013; Keddie, Mills, 

& Pedergast, 2011; McGrath-Champ et al., 2018, Thompson, 2016).  

Useful too, has been the research from Australian and international contexts that focuses on how these 

territorialising discourses “feed into educational practice” (Devine, 2000, p.26) through the shaping of  

children’s lived experiences within schools. Devine’s case study research in a primary school in Ireland 

(2000, 2003) revealed “the highly contained nature of  classroom life, in which the teachers’ behaviour 

is predominantly geared toward the management of  children in time and space through a variety of  

strategies for discipline and control” (Devine, 2003, p.65). Importantly, Devine’s research also 

highlighted that “in their accounts of  difference in status between themselves and their teachers, 

children expressed a keen awareness of  status hierarchies in their school, with themselves positioned at 

the bottom of  this hierarchy” (p.12).  Similarly, in her ethnographic research in a pre-primary class in a 
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metropolitan school in Western Australia, Millei (2005) found that “[the discourse of  control] formed 

teachers’ actions towards the conduct of  young human beings, disqualified other understandings of  

conduct and created the only subject positions for both teachers and young human beings” (Millei, 

2005, p.128). Millei’s research was concerned with analysing how particular conceptions of  disruption 

were produced by “power through knowledge and the use of  discourse” (p.130), and how these 

conceptions were enacted in practice. Her analysis reveals how the applications of  discursive 

positioning of  children’s “disruption as a discipline problem” (p.130) by adults within the school, 

authorised and sustained this discourse of  control as a ‘regime of  truth’. A recent case study by 

Brown, Englehardt, Barry and Ku (2018) in a kindergarten classroom in the USA further illuminated 

the “direct and self-governing acts of  discipline and regulation” (p.2) from not just the class teacher, 

but also the children themselves, that reinforced “the dominant neoliberal discourses of  public 

schooling” (p.2). I make use of  these studies and others in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 to map out the 

normalised / territorialised spaces of  early years of  primary school in Australia. 

I located a space for my own work in the need for research that not only problematised and 

deconstructed the dominant discourses of  education, but that then went further to push through to 

illuminate hopeful possibilities offered by pedagogy within a primary school. To create research 

“where alternatives are demonstrated and viable options promoted” (Hatch in Cannella, 2000, p.217) – 

to illuminate disruptions in the regime of  truth that create ‘new trajectories’, and to identify ‘lines of  

flight’ (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) that burst forth from the stratified rigidity of  the territorialised 

spaces of  the already-known. This thesis represents my exploration of  the potential possibilities 

offered in pushing through some of  the taken-for-granted elements of  the territories of  the early years 

of  school, and finding ways to follow hopeful lines of  flight to deterritorialisations and 

reterritorialisations that may offer new ways of  imagining and enacting pedagogy in Australian primary 

school education.  

Pedagogy as Multiplicity   

In turning my attention to the topic of  pedagogy in this research project, I was aware of  the perilous 

unwieldiness of  grappling with an entity so mutable, so complex, so multifaceted, so porous in 

definition and (perhaps even more so) in practice.  I was quickly drawn to the usefulness of  Deleuze 

and Guattari's work around the rhizomatic logic of  – amongst other concepts - multiplicities. Here 

were some tools that contained the flexibility and space needed to conceptualise the complexities of  

pedagogy in the early years of  primary school. Having been inspired in earlier research (Britt & 
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Sumsion, 2005) by the epistemological and methodological considerations offered by feminist post-

structural thinkers in creating space for multiple possibilities, uncertainty, the in-between, sites of  

overlap, of  the hyphen, both-and, I was eager to build on my experience of  the generative possibilities 

of  opening up to multiplicity, complexity and fluidity in researching and teaching in the early years of  

primary school.  

In the early days of  this study, when I encountered Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) work in A Thousand 
Plateaus, I was further intrigued by the provocations offered by their rhizomatic logic, with its 

foregrounding of  the interconnected, the interwoven, the non-linear, the strength found in 

connectedness between heterogenous elements. Like Deleuze and Guattari, I sought to understand the 

interweaving, interconnected lines and layers that comprise complex and sometimes contradictory 

concepts - in this case, those associated with understanding pedagogical practice in the early years of  

primary school in Australia. In this thesis, then, I understand pedagogy as multiplicity: pedagogy as layered, 

multiple, mutable, permeable. Pedagogy as science and art and teaching and learning and time and 

history and politics and policy and teachers and students and families and word and thought and 

documents and books and ideas and ideology and paper and pens and technology and place and space 

and relationships and buildings and desks and bodies and conversations and knowledge and risk and 

motivation and subjects and subjectivities and... and... and...  

For the purposes of  this study, I have focused on three elements from the multiplicity of  pedagogy: 

the pedagogical elements of  space and place; knowledge; and subjectivities. These pedagogical 

elements were selected after a thematic analysis of  the empirical research into children’s and teachers’ 

lived experience within primary schools, through which I identified them as key aspects of  the ways 

pedagogy is enacted and territorialised in the early years of  school. These three pedagogical elements 

have also helped to shape the structure of  this thesis, which I will outline later in this chapter. 

Research Focus 

My focus in this research project, then, was to move beyond critiquing rigid and limiting pedagogical 

territorialisations to explore what some other possibilities of  ways of  imagining children, teaching and 

learning could be, and how these pedagogical possibilities were being imagined and enacted specifically 

in the early years of  a primary school in Australia. It was my hope that in the act of  exploring, studying 

and revealing alternative discourses of  education and constructions of  childhood, other teachers and 

school communities might also “enter the space in which the fault lines in the social fabric can be 
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made visible – revisable” (Davies, 2005, p.4). In this way, this research project aimed to “move away 

from being simply a language of  critique, and redefine itself  as part of  a language of  transformation 

and hope” (Giroux, p.227). The potential transformative agency from the hope this school might offer 

in terms of  opening up new ways and multiple possibilities of  imagining schooling could be 

significant. I wondered: if  these alternative ways of  imagining and enacting education were made 

visible and available to other school communities, could there potentially be room created within 

discourses of  education for children’s voices, rights, participation in decision making, learning, and the 

co-creation of  community in their primary schools? Could there be the potential for 

conceptualisations of  space and place, knowledge, and subjectivities that disrupt or resist – or even 

operate outside of  – the limiting nature of  normalising discourses? 

Therefore, through this research I aimed to: 

• illuminate what happens when a primary school actively disrupts/resists the 

dominant territorialising discourses of  education; 

• investigate how this school community positions itself, and within what 

discourses; 

• explore how children in the early years experience this alternative positioning 

of  teaching / learning / school;  and 

• analyse what hope this school may offer in terms of  opening up new ways / 

multiple possibilities of  imagining and enacting pedagogical practices in the 

early years of  primary school in Australia. 

In seeking to understand more about schools that are resisting dominant discourses of  education, I am 

adding my voice to the substantial research conversation surrounding ‘alternative education’ that has 

been building over the past century. Studies that investigate schools that follow the methods of  Steiner 

(Bak, 2014, 2018), Montessori, Dewey (Mayhew & Edwards, 1966); and the ‘free schools’ as typified by 

A. S. Neill’s Summerhill (Hemming, 1972) have all been valuable in questioning the dominant 

assumptions of  education, teaching and learning, and in exploring alternative possibilities for 

schooling. More recently, this body of  research has also been expanded through studies that explore 

the possibilities offered by schools positioned within the Democratic Education movement (Apple & 

Beane, 1995; Goodman, 1992; Goodman & Kuzmic, 1997). Studies exploring translations of  particular 

theoretical perspectives or philosophies into practice have also been important in making alternative 

possibilities in education more visible. Goldstein’s exploration of  one early primary classroom teacher’s 

interpretation of  feminist understandings of  ‘teaching with love’ (Goldstein, 1997) illuminated 
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implications of  an ‘ethics of  care’ and of  ‘teacher love’ (as distinct from ‘mother love’) in teaching 

philosophy and practice. At a whole school community level, McInerney’s (2004, 2007) case study of  

“Wattle Plains” primary school in South Australia investigated the processes of  change this public 

(state) school community has undertaken to prioritise education for social justice. By exploring and 

illuminating case studies of  schools, teachers or classes that are ‘alternative’ to mainstream systemic 

schools, these studies serve to shift the focus from the status quo – that which becomes ‘normal’ or 

‘natural’, that which might otherwise be accepted without being questioned or troubled in schooling – 

to present other possibilities, other ways of  being in schools.  

Like these studies, I aimed to illuminate that which is possible in a school that resists or disrupts the 

dominant territorialising discourses of  primary schooling, and opens up possibilities for alternative 

ways to imagine and enact the early years of  primary school. Unlike the majority of  these studies, 

however, I resisted choosing one alternative ‘method’ or ‘model’ of  education to focus on for this 

research project. As discussed previously, in this research I aimed not to compare and contrast, or to 

find one true and good ‘model’ to implement as standardised practice, but rather to disrupt the 

regimes of  truth of  education (the ‘normal’, ‘natural’, ‘inevitable’ ways of  being in education where 

other ways of  being or possibilities are unimaginable, impossible) with multiple possibilities and many 

different ways of  imagining and enacting primary school (where we can imagine primary school, 

children, teaching, learning, education in different ways, multiple ways).  

Furthermore, unlike the majority of  these studies, I was interested in locating a primary school that 

was operating within the larger systems of  education, rather than a school that might have been 

conceived and established as an alternative to mainstream systemic schools.  A case study of  a systemic 

school disrupting the dominant territorialising discourses offers the potential to explore the tensions 

and negotiations of  a school that is moving between multiple, conflicting discursive positionings and 

to therefore understand the ways in which dominant discourses can be resisted or disrupted, and 

alternative discourses constructed or taken up within these broader systems of  primary school 

education. In addition, a primary school operating within mainstream systems may be more likely to 

offer hope for imagining alternative possibilities to other schools operating within similar systems with 

similar constraints and supports to negotiate, rather than, say, a school community that had positioned 

itself  as ‘alternative’ and separate from the mainstream systemic schools from its conception. 
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The Layered Contexts of the Case School 

I was interested in researching with a primary school that was operating within the larger mainstream 

systems of  education, that had ‘different’ or ‘alternative’ ways of  thinking about and enacting place/

space, knowledge and subjectivities, and that had the potential to open up possibilities of  imagining 

and enacting alternative discourses of  education in the early years of  primary school. The school I 

researched with for this case study research, Collingwood College, is a government school in inner-

urban Melbourne, Australia.  It is nestled within a community of  high-rise government housing, light 

industrial buildings and residential dwellings.  It has a history of  thinking about education creatively, 

and at the time that the case study was undertaken had a Steiner stream (Prep-Year 12) and a Reggio 

Emilia-inspired stream (Prep-Grade 5), followed by project-based and flexible learning programs in 

the middle and high school years. My research focused on the mixed age Prep-Grade 2 class 

community in the Reggio Emilia-inspired stream, which consisted of  about forty children aged 

between 5 and 8. This community was socio-culturally, economically and linguistically diverse. The 

students spoke a range of  languages including Vietnamese, Tamil, Amharic, Turkish, Indonesian, 

French, Swahili, Somali, English, Greek, Mandarin, Arabic, Slovenian and Norwegian.  There was an 

element of  the student population both at the school, and within the class I focused on, which was 

also quite transient, predominantly due to socio-economic pressures. Below is a diagram summarising 

key demographic information about the Collingwood College school community: 

!  

Figure 1.1. Diagram of the case school: An overview of the context 
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I travelled from Sydney to Melbourne several times before the field work commenced in May 2008 , 1

conscious of  the gradual and rich processes of  building connection, relationships, trust with school 

community and participants. I lived for 8 months in Melbourne, from May 2008 to December 2008, 

and spent time at the school most weekdays during this period. Members of  the school community 

who participated in the research included students (10 children, aged between 5 & 8, all of  whom were 

in the prep-2 class); teachers (5 teachers, who worked with either the prep-2 class and/or the grades 

2-5 class); parents (4 parents, all with children in the prep-2 class); and a Leader / Administrator (the 

junior school principal). The children who participated reflected the diversity of  the wider school 

community speaking a range of  languages including Arabic, English, Vietnamese, Tamil, Swahili, 

Indonesian and Amharic. 

Set against the backdrop of  globalised and national educational policy, my time at the school 

highlighted the lived experience of  teaching and learning under the increasing constraints of  the 

neoliberal policy agenda of  education in Australia. The year that I spent researching with/in the school 

community at Collingwood College, 2008, was also the year that saw the introduction of  NAPLAN 

testing across Australia. The Australian large-scale standardised testing program, National Assessment 

Program - Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) was introduced in order to test students in years 3, 5, 7 

and 9 every year, in nearly every school in Australia. At the time that the fieldwork for this research 

study took place, too, Collingwood College was undergoing a government review to assess its 

conformity to government standards. It was one of  several government schools in the state of  

Victoria selected for departmental review around this time, with contributing factors for this context 

being identified as: reviewing the compliance of  non-standard curriculum of  the Steiner stream with 

the VELS (Victorian Essential Learning Standards) syllabus requirements; a review and potential 

reform of  the way literacy and numeracy were being taught in the primary years in the light of  the 

 Once ethics approval at the university level had been gained, I applied for approval from each of the 1

Departments of Education in each of the Australian states and territories. At this time, too, I compiled a 
‘short-list’ of schools from each state and territory that might potentially be suitable for this project, based on 
recommendations from colleagues, recommendations from the state education departments, school website 
searches, and my own experiences visiting schools during events such as conferences, school tours and 
interstate visits. In May 2008, the Victorian Department of Education and Early Childhood Development 
Office for Planning, Research and Innovation was the first (by many months - and in some cases years) to 
approve my application to research with one of their schools, and a week later, a former colleague 
contacted me to let me know that a contact of hers from Collingwood College was interested in finding out 
more about the possibility of conducting my research project with them. I provide more detail about and 
critically reflect on the decision to research with just one school, rather than multiple schools, on page 264 
of Chapter 8.
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then-new NAPLAN testing; and reviewing the feasibility of  running the high-school programs, given 

the comparatively low enrolment in the high-school grades.  

The school community was, therefore, negotiating ways in which they might honour the flexible, 

contextual and diverse authenticity of  the lived curriculum, while also ‘proving’ their validity as an 

institution that adheres to the requirements of  compliance to government regulations through 

particular standardised formats, expectations and outcomes that are recognisable within dominant 

constructions of  accountability, ‘proof ’ and evaluation in primary school. Indeed, Lingard and 

McGregor (2014), drawing on Sahlberg’s (2011) analysis of  the Global Education Reform Movement 

(GERM), argue that educational reforms made in the context of  globalisation share “the following 

features: prescribed curriculum, focus on literacy and numeracy, top-down, test-based accountability, 

standardised teaching and learning and market-oriented reforms” (p.96). In the context of  my 

research, the “flows of  globalised educational policy discourses” (Lingard et al., 2016, p.2) are reflected 

in the ways in which departmental policy reforms (at state level, but also lead by the 2007-2013 Labor 

Government’s ‘Education Revolution’) shaped the lived experience of  children, teachers and the 

school community at Collingwood College.  

In Chapters 5, 6 and 7, I will provide a more detailed analysis of  the research literature to explore the 

ways in which the educational landscape in general has been territorialised and how these 

territorialisations have permeated the lived experiences of  this particular school community. But, as 

Deleuze and Guattari (1987) argue, the striations and ‘safety’ of  territorialised spaces are what is 

needed in order to rupture, to launch forth in a line of  flight to new possibilities. The case school’s 

deterritorialisation and reterritorialisations provide hopeful lines of  flight to new possibilities in 

pedagogy in the early years of  primary school. An overview of  these chapters, and the thesis as a 

whole, is outlined below. 

Overview of the Chapters 

The thesis unfolds in two parts. The first part of  the thesis (Chapters 2 - 4) outlines the framework of, 

and rationale for, theoretical and methodological approaches, praxis and processes taken in this 

research project. 
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In Chapter 2, Connection Points: Theoretical Framework, I outline the theoretical framework that has been 

constructed through the connection points between discourses of  hope, feminist poststructural 

theories, and Deleuzio-Guattarian concepts. Located at the intersection point between these ideas is 

the core of  the theoretical framework for this thesis: the understanding that illuminating difference in 

the actual, in ‘ material  reality’, can allow a shift in what it is possible to imagine, and can open up new 

potentialities, new transformative hope for ways to enact pedagogy – possibilities that are multiple, 

diverse, connected. 

In Chapter 3, Research Processes Part 1: Methodology, I outline the approach to research praxis (after Green 

& Kemmis, 2009) taken in this thesis. My research praxis is conceptualised as ‘research as listening’, 

using the ideas from Rinaldi’s (2006) different facets of  listening involved in a ‘pedagogy of  listening’, 

alongside an acknowledgement of  the rhizomatic connections inherent in these methodological 

processes, as informed by Deleuze and Guattari (1987). I use the metaphor of  ‘research as listening’ to 

explain the theoretical underpinnings of  the methodological approaches used in this study: case study 

research, arts informed methodologies, researching with children, ethnographic research processes and 

emergent methodologies. I also detail the methods of  data creation, representation and analysis that 

were used in this project, and explore issues of  validity, reliability and ethical considerations in relation 

to the particularities of  this study. 

In Chapter 4, Research Processes Part 2: Lived Emergence, I draw out some of  the complexities involved in 

the emergent data creation of  this project, and illuminate the interconnectedness between, and the 

emergent nature of, all the different elements of  data creation involved in this study. I explore these 

interconnections through the use of  narrative and description, and also through the use of  visual 

representations, photographs and mappings to try to capture some of  the links, threads, connections, 

movements, influences and parallels involved in researching in this emergent, arts-informed way. 

Drawing on Margaret Somerville’s work around ‘postmodern emergence’ in research, and Sajnani’s 

(2012) and Levine’s (2013) use of  the lens of  ‘improvisation’ in research processes, I analyse two 

examples of  ‘lived emergence’ from the research project to make visible how the unpredictable, open 

becomings of  artful research processes played out. The chapter concludes with the ways in which 

these forms of  data creation were collated, shared and celebrated in an exhibition at the end of  the 

research project.  

The second part of  the thesis (Chapters 5-7) is shaped by the data created in this research project. 

Three chapters comprise this section of  the thesis, each focusing on one pedagogical element (place 
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and space, knowledge, subjectivities). Each of  these chapters have been structured in similar ways, and 

thematic threads of  connection are drawn across all three. The chapters open with an analysis of  the 

research literature around the pedagogical element in question, in order to identify possible 

territorialisations of  space and place, knowledge and subjectivities in the early years of  primary school. 

I then locate the points of  rupture, the lines of  flight, the deterritorialisations and the new possibilities 

offered in the data from the case school in ways of  imagining and enacting pedagogy. The themes of  

trust, connectedness, movement and openness resonate through and across each of  the chapters, and serve to 

work also as a kind of  refrain: a call towards re-imagining hopeful lines of  flight to new possibilities in 

pedagogy. 

In Chapter 5, Storylines of  Place and Space, I draw on Margaret Somerville’s notion of  ‘storylines’ (2007) 

– the stories that run though place and that are constructed around a place, and that construct a place 

– as a way of  conceptualising the spaces and places of  the ‘early years of  primary school’, through the 

many overlapping, intersecting, disparate and contradictory storylines that are woven across and 

around ‘school’ (in general), and ‘this school’ (in particular). The data that I analyse throughout this 

chapter are primarily from the ‘mapping’ of  the school (drawings, diagrams, prose, poetry and 

photography), with a particular emphasis on data from the children’s extended collaborative 

photographic project. The analysis presented offers ways of  exploring the complex intersubjectivities 

and understandings inherent in notions of  connectedness between people and place, through 

exploring understandings of  place as inhabited (Gruenewald, 2003), embodied (Somerville, 2006), 

relational (hooks, 2009; Noone, 2007) and always becoming (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; Grosz, 2001; 

Massey, 2005).  

In Chapter 6, Assemblage of  Knowledge, I make use of  Deleuzio-Guattarian concepts of   schizoanalysis, 

assemblages, and tracings and mappings as ways of  seeking to understand complexity, multiplicity, and 

connectedness of  ‘knowledge’ without attempting to distil or simplify or reduce to a linear, predictable, 

rational explanation. I draw out some of  the strands of  the assemblage of  knowledge, attempting to 

understand these few particular strands better, but always acknowledging their entanglement, their 

complexity, their role as one small element amongst so many others. The data I draw on  are primarily 

from the creation of  the sculpture by the teachers, as well as from the sculpture itself. I also make use 

of  field notes, conversational interviews with the parents, teachers and children, and include document 

analysis of  examples of  pedagogical documentation from the case school. I illuminate and analyse the 

ways in which the children, teachers and community at Collingwood were imagining and enacting 

‘knowledge’ in the early years of  primary school in ways that step outside the constraints of  one 
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dominant discourse. I offer hope through foregrounding the processes of  learning: processes that are 

open to difference, uncertainty, questions without answers, that value interdependency, collaboration, 

community, that give voice and agency to children, that seek out multiple ways of  knowing, of  

expressing and representing knowledge, of  sharing knowledge. 

In Chapter 7, (Im)possible Subjectivities, I draw primarily  on the work of  feminist poststructural theorists 

such as Judith Butler, Deborah Youdell, Sue Saltmarsh and Bronwyn Davies who argue for the 

potentiality of  this term (subjectivities) to acknowledge ‘the self ’ as being multiple, constructed, 

contradictory, positioned, mutable. Using data from field notes, video footage, conversational 

interviews and visual representations, I explore the children’s own perspectives on how they were 

constructing individual and collective ‘student’ subjectivities, and also the ways in which the teachers 

and school community sought to actively challenge hegemonic constructions of  the ‘successful’ or 

‘legitimate’ student subject (along with (im)possible subjectivities for the teachers and school 

community). As well as (and sometimes in spite of) negotiating dominant regulatory neo-liberal 

territorialisations of  standardisation, measurement and surveillance, the school community offers hope 

in shifting from normalising discourses of  individualism and ‘personal success’ to what might be seen 

as the (currently marginalised) broader social goals of  schooling: the uncertainty and complexity of  

ongoing social justice and equity issues.  

The thesis concludes with Chapter 8, Towards Hopeful Lines of  Flight: Possibilities and Provocations, in which 

I draw out the potentiality for hope that is grounded in  lived example, examine the theoretical, 

methodological and practical contributions this study has made, and discuss possibilities for future 

research, policy and practice. 

(Postscript) Felting the Literature: a Mo(ve)ment of Overlapped 
Threads 

There is no discreet literature review chapter within this thesis – the literature reviews are integrated 

within the framework and data chapters. But perhaps ‘integrated’ is not the right word. To articulate 

the connections between the webs, the threads, the fibres of  theory, research and ideas from the 

literature that overlapped and intersected and were teased out or knotted together to make the fabric 

of  my thesis, I turn to the creative, deliberate, physical mo(ve)ments (Davies and Gannon, 2006) of  

felting. 
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I’m remembering as I write this, a day making felt together with a friend in the sun.  

When I arrived, I saw that she had been setting up her things outside in the garden, preparing to make felt/art in the 

sun. As we drank our tea, and I began to talk through the confusion in my writing that I was trying to untangle and 
make sense of  at that time, my friend started to make felt. Carefully putting what looked like a bamboo blind down on 

the table (“like a giant sushi mat”, she said), pulling out soft, fibrous bundles of  richly coloured unspun wool from a big 
bag, placing them next to each other to see the effect on the colours, and all the while listening so closely to me. And then, 

I was also choosing wool, placing rich reds next to deep purples and lighter pinks, imagining patterns, delighting in the 
incredible softness of  wool that has not yet been twisted into a continuous thread. And as I began to immerse myself  in 

this wonderfully sensory experience, I started to feel the tightness and heaviness of  the responsibility of  writing (or not 
being able to write) lifting, and my distracted, burdened mind clearing.  

Making felt seemed to be such an organic process – stretching out layers and layers and layers of  this incredibly delicate 
wool, building up the thickness one fine layer at a time, thinking about design and pattern as different coloured wools 

were added – in stripes, or in a thick panel down one side. My creation seemed to be emerging as one that was long and 
thin – like a scarf, I guess. Once we were happy with our designs, my friend showed me how to drench the wool with 

water and soap, and then we rolled up our creations in the huge bamboo mats, and pushed and rolled them faster and 
faster, till we were laughing and getting hot in the sun, and my hands started to become sore and my arms were aching, 

and I was imagining the action almost as a bodily memory of  the generations of  my women ancestors who would have 
spent so much of  their time washing clothes with a similarly rough energy.  

It seemed so odd to be treating something that had been so delicate and fine with such force and violence – my friend 
explained that the more the fibres are agitated together, the more they join together to become one, and the stronger the felt 

will be. She told me about how felt is thought to be the oldest created fabric, and that people say that perhaps it was 
discovered when shepherds lined their shoes with wool from their sheep, and as they walked, the fibres would join together 

to make this wonderful material that is so soft, and so strong. After we unrolled the mats, and took out our designs that 
were no longer layers of  individual sections of  different coloured wool, but had been transformed into single pieces of  

fabric, we squeezed out the water and beat the felt against the fence. My friend scrunched hers into a ball and threw it 
hard onto the ground, over and over. I was worried that I would break my precious new creation if  I was rough with it – 

those threads of  fine, unspun wool were so delicate, but she assured me that this was the joy and mystery of  the seemingly 
incongruous process of  felting – through that careful bringing together and overlapping of  different fibres, and the almost 

violent muscular energy of  rolling, beating, agitating, we could create something entirely new and unified (although with 
all those contributing threads still visible and identifiable through the fabric) and something very very strong. 

Felting the literature throughout the thesis allows for a centralising of  mo(ve)ment . The mo(ve)ment of  

felting literature with/in this thesis was a process which contained the moment  (just as I designed my 

fabric by choosing from the colours of  the bundles of  wool that were spread out before me on the 
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table on that particular day in the sun when I made felt, in a similar way, I designed this thesis by 

choosing from the data, readings, theories and ideas in that moment of  creation: highlighting different 

threads, overlapping colours in particular ways), and the movement (where strength was created from 

agitating the data, ideas, theories, research against each other – a process that was sometimes 

exhausting, sometimes exhilarating). Through the mo(ve)ment of  felting, in reading and thinking 

about and finding the connections between, the focus is no longer on literature/data/theory/analysis 

as individual threads, but rather on the combinatorial multiplicities: brought together, layered on top 

of  each other, design and patterns still visible as new fabrics of  thinking are created through these acts 

of  agitating, combining, connecting. 

Chapter 2 

Connection Points 
Theoretical Armature 
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Introduction 

This chapter outlines the theoretical armature of  this research project. In calling the chapter an 

armature, I take a concept from sculpture – wire, wood and metal, twists and clamps, bolts and beams, 

lines of  two-dimensional sketches and plans gradually joining to create a promise and then an actuality 

of  3-dimensions. An open framework yet to be filled in with detail of  moulded clay or fabric or metal 

or plastic; an open framework that still allows for possibilities in the gaps and holes that I can put my 

arms through and see the trees and sky through, but that is a sturdy armature, a well thought out 

design that has been researched, drawn, modelled, tested (is it sound? Is it strong? Is it beautiful?), and 

then carefully created, one point of  connection to another. What theoretical perspectives and 

traditions have been placed together to create the frame upon which the rest of  my thesis will be 

sculpted? How have I used these theories? How have I connected them? For it is the connection 

points – how and where and to what – that will dictate the particular shape of  the construction. 

Through this chapter I aim to construct a clear but complex armature of  connections across and 

between ideas of  discourses of  hope, of  feminist poststructuralist theories, and of  Deleuzio-

Guattarian philosophies. As mentioned above, the refrain, the clear chorus that comes through these 

points of  connection and overlap, will be the notions that illuminating changes in material lived 

experience can, in turn, shift what it is possible to imagine, and can open up new potentialities, new 

hope for ways to enact education. These ideas come from writers who draw on ideas around ‘robust 

hope’, hope that is firmly grounded in lived experience; they come from feminist poststructural writers 

and thinkers who urge us to not only question the existing ‘truths’, but to push through to imagine 

other ways, ‘otherwise’, and create space for voices that open up the potential to re-story, to re-

imagine; and they come from Deleuze and Guattari, who stress the importance of  shifts in the actual, 

the material, the lived, in allowing new possibilities in the virtual, the abstract, the imagined (and not 

just the other way around). These ideas were the core of  the motivation and decision making behind 

the design of  this research project – why I am doing what I am doing, why I think this study is 

worthwhile, why I chose the case school that I chose. And they also inform how I have researched, and 

what I have chosen to focus on in the creation, analysis and representation of  data in this project. As 

outlined in Chapter 1, the intent for this project was to conduct a case study of  an Australian primary 

school (with a particular focus on the early years of  primary school) that might open up possibilities 

of  imagining and enacting alternative discourses of  education: to illuminate the actuality of  a primary 

school that was a part of  the ‘mainstream’ systems of  education in Australia, and that had different or 

alternative ways of  thinking about and enacting space/place, knowledge, subjectivities. 
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This armature is primarily concerned with examining the generative connection points between robust 

hope, feminist poststructuralism and Deleuzio-Guattarian theory. These connection points are not 

without ontological tensions, which I will discuss further below. In the first part of  the chapter, 

however, I will discuss these elements of  the framework separately, in order to provide some 

background to why these ideas and theories have been useful to draw on for this thesis. The second 

section of  the chapter will focus on the connections between, across and through these theories which 

construct the theoretical armature of  this thesis. 

Hope 

Throughout this thesis, I draw on and position both my research project and myself  as a researcher 

within discourses of  hope. There has been a considerable interest in exploring and contributing to 

discourses of  hope within research literature for the past decade and a half. Much of  this literature has 

focused specifically on exploring the connections between hope and education (Freire, 1992; Halpin, 

2003, 2007; McInerney, 2007; Silin, 2017; Singh & Han, 2007; Sumsion, 2007); however Mary 

Zournazi’s (2002) conversations on the philosophy and politics of  hope with a diverse selection of  

intellectuals and writers, and Giroux’s (1997) links between hope, discourses of  possibility and feminist 

poststructuralism, suggest a potential widening of  the scope of  discourses of  hope within and across a 

range of  fields of  thought. Of  particular interest for this research project have been the ideas within 

discourses of  hope regarding hope and imagination, and hope in action. I will explore these ideas below. 

The role of  hope in imagination, and imagination in hope is a key underpinning of  the discourses of  

hope –  from the focus on creating ‘imaginaries’ (Zournazi, 2002), to the way in which the ‘utopian 

imagination’ can lift humanity out of  despair (Halpin, 2003) and give us the hope that leads to re-

imagining and remaking society (Halpin, 2007), to the “critical imagination” that involves “thinking 

differently as a precursor to acting differently” (Sumsion, 2007, p.319). Giroux (1997) describes: 

the language of  the “not yet”, one in which the imagination is redeemed and 
nourished in the effort to construct new relationships fashioned out of  
strategies of  collective resistance based on a critical recognition of  both what 
society is and what it might become. (pp. 223-224) 
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Discourses of  hope open up the power of  the ‘act of  doing’ (Singh & Han, 2007):  hope that is 

informing and informed by practice, a praxis-oriented hope with core notions of  human agency, 

freedom and emancipation (Zournazi, 2002). Zournazi (2002) examines the ways in which critiques of  

hope have warned that hope is “a negation or deferral of  life” (p.151), or “a kind of  future 

nostalgia” (p.15). The importance within discourses of  hope, therefore, is of  hope being rooted in 

reality. The expression of  hope in action is the concern here, not just a “wistful yearning” (Halpin, 

2003, p.2), “hope…demands an anchoring in practice” (Freire, 1992). The momentum behind ideas of  

‘robust hope’ (Singh & Han, 2007; Sumsion, 2007), the mobilising of  hope in political/social reform 

(Giroux, 1997; Zournazi, 2002) and, specifically reform within education context (Halpin, 2007, Silin, 

2017), is the understanding that hope is a drive, or an energy that “embeds us in the world” (Zournazi, 

2002, p.15), that is “grounded in the world such as it is” (Silin, 2017, p.96). And yet, as Silin (2017, p.

92) argues, to mobilise hope also may require a pause in action,  the patience and stillness of  holding 

space: “holding a space for hope involves learning to practice the arts of  waiting, watching and holding 

back”.  Silin takes up Munoz’s (2009) notion of  ‘educated hope’ to call for  

a hope that projects the future in concrete terms and asks about the ways 
things could be, rather than the way they ought to be. […] Educated hope is 
anticipatory, exploring the gestures, traces and ephemera that move us from the 
tyranny of  the here and now into the potentialities of  the then and there. (Silin, 
2017, p.97) 

The transformative process of  hope, through imagining alternatives, through allowing for “ambiguities 

and uncertainties” (Silin, 2017, p.92), and through the “realisation of  courageous vision” (McInerney, 

2007, p.265), creates new spaces and possibilities for exploration, for transcending limitations. 

Discourses of  hope have had particular relevance to this project, due to the focus of  my research on 

locating disruptions in the dominant discourses that create new trajectories, and allow us to identify 

lines of  flight (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) that open up ‘spaces of  freedom’ (Foucault, 1988) to 

imagine and enact new possibilities for pedagogy in the early years of  primary school. The links 

between hope and imagination, and hope and agency in transformative action suggest that by engaging 

with and operating within discourses of  hope in this research project, through exploring and 

illuminating the case of  this particular school, further spaces may be opened up for alternative 

possibilities to be imagined and enacted in the early years of  primary school. 

In the following section, I outline my theoretical positioning within feminist poststructuralism. 

Interestingly, Halpin (2003) positions what he calls  ‘postmodernism’ as “one of  the main enemies of  
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ultimate hope” (p.3). In my own thinking, however, far from being mutually exclusive or antithetical,  

philosophies of  hope and feminist poststructuralist understandings have broad spaces of  overlap, of  

intersection – spaces that have the potential to open up dialogue, creativity and imagination.  Indeed, 

Giroux (1997) draws strong links between a ‘discourse of  possibility’ and the languages of  critique and 

possibility found in feminist poststructuralism: “a discourse of  imagination and hope that pushes 

history against the grain” (Giroux, 1997, p.224). I see Davies (2004) as also articulating the hopefulness 

of  poststructuralist theory, “in its openness to meanings not yet thought of, and in its dedication to 

not getting stuck in old clichés and explanations” (p.9), and the potential for hopeful action and 

change offered within applications of  poststructuralism. 

Feminist Poststructuralism 

Much feminist poststructural research focuses on troubling what was once assumed to be “solid, 

substantial and whole – knowledge, truth, reality, reason, science, progress, the subject, and so 

forth” (St Pierre & Pillow, 2000, p.1), in order to address inherent power imbalances and the 

marginalised positionings of  those who are “on the wrong side of  humanism’s subject/object 

binary” (St Pierre & Pillow, p.5). The call within feminist poststructuralism “to move to the centre that 

which has been excluded and marginalized [… to] write narratives [… ] in which the previously 

subordinated are actors in the discourse, are speakers whose voices matter” (Richardson, 1997, p.59) 

resonates with my research. These ideas have been important in my desire to question and trouble the 

dominant discourses in primary schools (with particular focus on problematising the marginalised 

positioning of  children within these dominant discourses), and also in my decision to design a research 

project in which children are positioned as ‘speakers whose voices matter’. I will outline my theoretical 

and methodological positioning regarding researching with children in more depth in Chapter 3. 

As discussed above, I see feminist poststructural understandings as contributing to discourses of  hope 

by showing that “discourses are not closed systems” (St Pierre & Pillow, 2000, p.4), and that 

possibilities for shifts and changes to occur can be opened up through identifying “resistance and 

freedoms”, and locating “spaces, gaps, interstices in structures” (St Pierre & Pillow, 2000, p.4). 

Feminist poststructuralism offers a challenge “to ‘look awry’ (Zizek, 1991) and ask questions that 

produce different knowledge and produce knowledge differently, thereby producing different ways of  

living in the world.” (St Pierre & Pillow, 2000, p.1). These challenges have had a significant influence 

on this research project. The location of  sites of  disruption and resistance of  dominant discourses 

within a school community –  and identification of  alternative discourses and positionings within 
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discourses this school is contributing to and operating within – have offered possibilities for imagining 

and enacting education ‘differently’, and produced hope for ‘different ways of  living’ for the early years 

of  primary schools in contemporary Australia. 

I have also been greatly influenced by the call of  feminist poststructuralism to move towards the 

replacement of  a system of  hierarchical binary oppositions with a commitment to ways of  connecting 

across difference (Davies, 1994; Hopkins, 2001; Richardson, 1997). In thinking beyond the binary 

oppositions of  a dichotomous conceptual framework, I am challenged to no longer think in terms of  

‘either/or’, but rather ‘both-and’. In this way, new possibilities for change can be opened up with a 

focus on shifting from ‘the politics of  opposition’ into ‘the politics of  complexity’ (Cuomo, 2003). 

Hopkins (2009, p.5) draws on Cuomo's work to argue: 

A politics of  complexity, informed by both-and thinking, celebrates difference 
as well as sameness; a politics of  opposition informed by either/or thinking 
celebrates sameness but finds difference hard to accommodate. Under a politics 
of  complexity the ways we engage with oppressive discourses, people and 
practices are more fluid, more mobile, more attentive to the infinitesimal plays 
of  power than they ever could be if  we stuck to being fixedly oppositional.  

Using Cuomo’s conceptualisation of  a politics of  complexity, complexities can be engaged with 

attentively, rather than avoided or simplified in this research project; for example, the complexities of  

individuals and the school community, the tensions and negotiations that individuals and the school 

community may be encountering, and the movement between multiple, shifting, overlapping and often 

contradictory discursive positionings. 

Strong links can be drawn between the ‘politics of  complexity’ advocated by these feminist 

poststructural thinkers, and the ‘logic of  possibilities’ and the concept of  rhizomatic multiplicity as 

illuminated in Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) work. Indeed, in noting these connections, I add my voice 

here to many feminist poststructural theorists who have been influenced by ideas from Deleuze and 

Guattari (for example, Davies, 2009; Mazzei & Mcoy, 2010; St Pierre, 2004), exploring the overlaps 

between feminist poststructuralism and Deleuzio-Guattarian philosophy.  
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Deleuzio-Guattarian Theory 

I make use of  many of  the ideas of  Deleuze and Guattari, (primarily from A Thousand Plateaus [1987]) 

to construct the theoretical framework of  this thesis, as their focus on multiplicity, openness, 

connections across heterogeneity, movement, and transformation resonates with the ideas I explore in 

my research. Theirs is a ‘rhizomatic logic’, where everything is different and everything is connected, 

interconnected, in-between; where everything is understood in relation to processes of  becoming, 

moving, changing (whether or not the focus is on the line of  flight, or on the striated site of  fixed 

solidity – a safe space from which chaos can burst forth, and lines of  flight can connect with new 

possibilities). Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizomatic logic is one whereby rather than thinking of  

(knowledge / life / relationships / society / the human and nonhuman worlds as) a tree, as logical, 

free standing, ordered, linear (roots, trunk, branches), they think of  rhizomes, like a strawberry or a 

potato, where lumps or nodes are connected to each other, with no top or bottom, no linear logic, only 

middles and connections going off  to other nodes: 

 “Metaphorically, the rhizome describes an open system of  multiple 
interactions and connections on various disparate planes, with a view that there 
isn’t a single crossing point, but rather a multiplicity of  “transversal 
connections between different lines” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, p.11). This 
metaphor, by being used with regard to the question of  sources of  knowledge 
in the context of  philosophy of  education, permits a shift of  focus from the 
static body of  knowledge to the dynamic process of  knowing, with the latter’s 
having far-reaching implications for education as a developing and generative 
practice  (Semetsky, 2006, xxi-xxii). 

Throughout different sections of  this thesis, I make use of  Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts as 

theoretical lenses to help shed light on the complexities of  the data I seek to understand. In doing so, I 

join the conversation of  educational researchers who have found Deleuze and Guattari's work 

generative and useful. Deleuzio-Guattarian philosophy has been increasingly taken up in educational 

theory and research over the past decade. There has been a particular influence of  rhizomatic thinking, 

as seen in influences in methodologies (Coleman & Ringrose, 2013; Honan, 2007; MacNaughton, 

2004; St Pierre, 2004) and in ways of  conceptualising knowledge in non-linear, non-hierarchical ways, 

ideas around subjectivities and ‘becoming’ (Davies & Gannon, 2009; Leafgren & Bornhurst, 2016; 

Masny, 2013; Moss & Dahlberg, 2008; Semetsky, 2008), notions of  the possibilities of  

deterritorialisation (Noone, 2007, 2012, 2013), and the transformative potential of  ‘lines of  

flight’ (Davies, 2009). Furthermore, several authors have explored the potentialities of  Deleuzio-

Guattarian heterogeneous multiplicity as a possible hopeful counterpoint to the current context of  
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pervasive neoliberal constructions of  education (Davies & Gannon, 2009; Honan, 2015; Lenz Taguchi, 

2009; Olsson, 2009). 

In this thesis, the concepts from Deleuze and Guattari’s work have been, above all, useful. Massumi 

articulates the functionality of  Deleuzio-Guattarian thought – maintaining that it asks not what is 

good or true, but what works. What is useful: “The question is not, Is it true? But, Does it work? What 

new thoughts does it make possible to think? What new emotions does it make possible to feel? What 

new sensations and perceptions does it open in the body?” (Massumi, 1992, p.8).  Deleuze and 

Guattari’s ideas are seen by Massumi as “metaphysical bricks that can be thrown through walls in 

thought, or can be used to build new structures in thought” (1987, p. 8). Massumi goes on to explain:  

Deleuze’s own image is for a concept is not as a brick but as a “tool box”. He 
calls his kind of  philosophy “pragmatics” because its goal is the invention of  
concepts that do not add up to a system of  belief  or an architecture of  
propositions that you either enter or you don’t, but instead pack a potential in 
the way a crowbar in a willing hand envelops an energy of  prying. (Massumi, 
1992, p.8) 

Deleuze and Guattari themselves describe their ideas as tools – technologies for thinking differently, 

technologies of  thought that could be of  use to open up more possibilities. They have certainly been 

useful technologies of  thought throughout this thesis. 

In creating the theoretical armature in this chapter, I am particularly interested in the ideas surrounding 

the actual and the potential, as explored in Deleuzio-Guattarian concepts of  the counterpoint, and 

melodic landscape. As a result of  shifts in the actual (changes in things that are real, material, made or 

done), new possibilities in the virtual or abstract can be opened up that were not imaginable, or 

possible or potential before (rather than the material, actual or concrete being guided always by the 

virtual, the potential, the ‘transcendent’). These ideas in particular seem to form strong points of  

connection with the other aspects of  the theoretical armature behind the purpose of  this research 

project. Massumi elaborates on the movement, unpredictability and transformation between and 

across the virtual and the actual: 

Our world is not static. It is an eternally recommenced creation. Its existence, 
like that of  the living cell, depends on a constant infolding, or contraction, of  
an aleatory outside that it can only partially control. The world is stable only to 
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the extent that the strata working in concert can regularize their infolding of  
chance; it is stable only within certain limits. The strata can envelop chance but 
not abolish it, confine it but not banish it. Their judgements strike like fate, but 
since Einstein we know that they are only relative. We should thank God (or 
rather the lack thereof) that the objective indeterminacy of  the virtual world 
that cocauses our becoming renders total control impossible. If  it were 
possible, that continual chance-ridden creation, that eternal return of  
difference, would be an eternity of  the same. It might get boring (Massumi, 
1992, p.53-54). 

Woven throughout the next two chapters (Chapters 3 and 4) in this thesis are Deleuzio-Guattarian 

tools and concepts that have been useful in understanding the complexities of  the research processes 

and data creation. In particular, rhizomatic logic is drawn upon in an abstract sense throughout the 

thesis, but also more practically in the methods of  and approaches to data creation, representation and 

analysis which are influenced by ideas of  connectedness between multiplicities or heterogeneities (see 

Chapters 3 and 4 for more detail on methodological praxis and processes). This multiplicity is lived 

practically, as “something one must make or do, and learn by doing – le multiple, il faut le 

faire.” (Rajchman, 2001, p.6), through making and doing in the c lived actuality of  this research project. 

The influence of  Deleuze and Guattari’s focus on multiplicities can also be identified in the ways in 

which I seek out non-binary ways of  conceptualising the topic of  this research project, whereby I am 

not suggesting ‘one truth’, one model of  utopia to be replicated. I propose, rather, a framework of  

thinking that allows for – depends on – diversity and complexity. 

As overviewed in Chapter 1, the three chapters that form the second half  of  this thesis (Chapter 5, 

Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) are framed significantly by Deleuzio-Guattarian notions of  territorialisation in 

understanding professions and professionalisation – in the case of  my research project, understanding 

how the teaching profession territorialises (and also de/re/territorialises) its functions in particular 

ways that mark out what the dominant assumptions of  legitimated teaching practice may be: “In 

animals as in human beings, there are rules of  critical distance for competition: my stretch of  sidewalk. 

In short, a territorialisation of  functions is the condition for their emergence as ‘occupations’ or 

‘trades’” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 321). In these chapters, I look first at the ways in which the 

teaching profession has marked out the territory of  primary schools through particular functions and 

expressions of  territorialisation that first “organised a limited space ‘ to keep “the forces of  chaos… 

outside as much as possible” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p.311), and analysing how, perhaps, these 

territories have been marked out over time and within spaces. This has been a useful way to start to 

understand the ways in which the case school for my research may be ‘launching forth’ from the 
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marked territory to create a new region, opening up a line of  flight that potentially deterritorialises 

and/or reterritorialises the profession, or elements of  professional practice, and functions of  the 

profession. Transformation, creation and movement launch forth: “Finally one opens the circle a 

crack, opens it all the way, lets someone in, calls someone, or else goes out oneself, launches forth. 

One opens the circle not on the side where the old forces of  chaos press against it but in another 

region, one created by the circle itself ” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 311). The ‘rhizomatic logic’, or 

‘logic of  possibilities’, allows me to think in particularly transformative ways about the territorialisation 

of  the teaching profession in the context of  the case school within which I researched. In this context, 

once a professional ‘territory’ is stable, safe, structured, there is a strong platform to burst forth, to 

follow a line of  flight to deterritorialise to a new space – a space that comes from the old space of  

territorialisation, and is still connected to it, but that has new boundary lines to mark out, that has 

perhaps new refrains, new connections to other spaces, other ways of  being.  

There are also particular concepts from Deleuze and Guattari that have been useful for exploring ideas 

in the individual chapters, for example the use of  schizoanalysis and tracings and mappings in Chapter 6 

allows for a nuanced examination and analysis of  the tensions related to pedagogy, accountability, 

curriculum and uncertainty that the teachers are negotiating in the context of  the case school. 

Similarly, in Chapter 7, the concepts of  becoming are useful in moving beyond static constructions of  

individual identity when analysing the lived experiences of  and connections between members of  the 

school community. These ideas are explored in far greater depth in each of  those chapters. 

Hopeful Lines of Flight: An Armature of Connections between 
Hope, Feminist Poststructuralism and Deleuzio-Guattarian Theory 

In this final section of  the chapter, I construct an armature of  connections between theories of  hope, 

feminist poststructuralism and the theoretical tools of  Deleuze and Guattari. Here I explore one of  

those places where these three theories meet– the interesting and useful idea of  changes in the  lived, 

the material, allowing changes in the abstract. Through illuminating what is different and actually 

happening – the actual – we can open up new potentialities in what is possible in the virtual, what it 

becomes possible to hope for, imagine and think about. I think these ideas are particularly useful as 

perhaps, thinking is more often inclined in the inverse (which I also believe to be very useful and just 

as valid): that changes in thinking, imagining, the virtual allow changes in acting, creating, the material  

and the lived. Shifting this focus has the potential to open up new ways of  thinking about creating 

change and lived transformation, through those ideas from robust hope, about hope that is firmly 
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grounded in  lived experience, the ideas from feminist poststructuralism about the ‘otherwise’ – giving 

voice to those or that which disrupts the ‘taken for granted’ – as a way of  imagining ways to push 

through to new possibilities, and the ideas from Deleuze and Guattari about a counterpoint and lines 

of  flight that burst forth from sites of  territorialisation to deterritorialise, and eventually 

reterritorialise. 

The ideas of  robust hope, feminist poststructuralism and the Deleuzio-Guattarian concept of  the 

‘counterpoint’ offer a challenge to act in ways that make certain possibilities possible or impossible. 

Connected, these three perspectives have formed a theoretical armature for this research project. 

Throughout this research project, I have been very interested in exploring how the actual / material 

can change possibilities in the virtual. I am thus particularly inspired by the possibilities presented by 

Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of  the ‘counterpoint’ and the ‘melodic landscape’ in gaining a stronger 

understanding of  the role of  imagination, hope and possibilities in this research, and also beyond this 

project and into the potentially transformative nature of  robust hope in education. The concept of  the 

counterpoint suggests that new possibilities (that which can be imagined) are opened up through 

changes in the  lived (that which is being enacted) - not just the other way around. That is, it is not just 

vision and imagination that transform action and reality. A change in action, or what is happening in 

the material can in turn shift what it then becomes possible to imagine.  

The points of  intersection between these theories are not, however, without tensions, ambiguities or 

contradictions. For example, Rajchman (2000, pp. 6-7) argues that in Deleuze’s philosophy:  

What is supposed to be such experimental crossing of  borders is not so much 
hope as a kind of  trust or confidence – a belief-in-the-world. To connect is to 
then to work with other possibilities, not already given; but utopian is not the 
best word for them, so much is it still part of  the dream of  organization, 
development, or else of  some sort of  mystical messianism of  a “non-identity” 
called upon to interrupt continuities. 

Thus Rajchman sees Deleuze’s philosophies as being “not so much hope” (my emphasis) or “utopian”, 

but trust, confidence, and connectedness. I wonder, though, could we not see this very connectedness, 

this ‘interruption of  continuities’, (in the case of  my research project, this ‘line of  flight’ to ways of  

enacting the early years of  primary school that ‘interrupt continuities’) – as the impetus to a form of  

hope that is grounded in reality? A ‘robust hope’? An ‘embodied utopia’? 
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In imagining this 'embodied utopia', I am aware of  the intriguing tension raised by Elizabeth Grosz 

(2001), between feminist poststructuralism’s concern with embodiment, the significance of  lived 

bodily inhabitation, and the ‘idealised futures’ of  utopia:  

The phrase “embodied utopias” itself  hovers between terms that are tense and 
uneasy in their relations […] Utopias are the spaces of  phantasmatically 
attainable political and personal ideals, the projection of  idealised futures; 
embodiment, though, is that which has never had its place within utopias. It is 
not clear whether the phrase “embodied utopias” is an oxymoron or not! 
(Grosz, 2001, p.131) 

Grosz explores these tensions in her notion of  ‘embodied utopias’, when she questions whether 

‘utopian bodies’ can ever be conceived in a way that leaves room for diversity, for multiplicity: 

How do bodies fit into the utopic? In what sense can the utopic be understood 
as embodied? Here I want to suggest two contradictory movements: on the one 
hand, every idea of  the utopic, from Plato through to More to present-day 
utopians, conceptualises the ideal commonwealth in terms of  the management, 
regulation, care, and ordering of  bodies. Each pictures a thoroughly embodied 
social organization. On the other hand, there is no space or future, in utopic 
visions, for the production of  a position that acknowledges the sexual, racial 
etc. specificity and differential values of  its subjects. No utopia has been 
framed to take account of  the diversity not only of  subjects but also of  their 
utopic visions, that is, to the way in which visions of  the ideal are themselves 
reflections of  the specific positions occupied in the present. (p.143) 

Her discussion provokes important reflection on the connections between utopian thought and 

‘idealised’ homogeneity: is it ever possible to imagine or hope for a transformed future that can still 

allow for disparate bodies, multiple forms of  inhabitation? Despite these reservations, I find it useful 

at this point to draw on Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) ideas to argue, however, that perhaps this 

diversity might be possible when imagination, hope, ‘utopic’ thinking are opened up through  material , 

realised actuality. The importance here is on lived, material multiplicities, heterogeneities, diversity, that 

create new ways of  imagining, hoping for possibilities of  transformation: “Multiplicities are defined by 

the outside: by the abstract line, the line of  flight or deterritorialization according to which they change 

in nature and connect with other multiplicities” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, pp.9-10). Could these 

intersections between the ideas presented in this theoretical framework be a way of  potentially 

negotiating Grosz’s tension of  diversity in ‘embodied utopias’, or perhaps creating spaces for Rinaldi’s 
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(2006) ‘utopias in crisis’? As Rajchman (2000) explains, he sees Deleuze and Guattari’s multiplicities as 

not only supporting, but ultimately relying on diversity, and the connections between complex 

diversities that do not negate their very diversity: 

  

The components of  a multiplicity […] must be indefinite or vague, matching 
with the “vagabond” manner in which a multiplicity is constructed, and then 
the problem in Deleuze’s logic then becomes how to repeat “free differences” 
in complex wholes that don’t reduce what makes them differences, how to 
connect “singularities” in a “plan of  consistency” that preserves what makes 
them singular. (Rajchman, 2000, p.55) 

The point of  connection between hope, embodied materiality, multiplicity and diversity is extremely 

valuable in this thesis, as I explore what it might be possible to imagine and enact in the early years of  

primary school. Deleuze and Guattari (1987) suggest that: 

It is no longer a question of  imposing a form upon a matter but of  elaborating 
an increasingly rich and consistent material, the better to tap increasingly 
intense forces. What makes a material increasingly rich is the same as what 
holds heterogeneities together without their ceasing to be heterogeneous. (p. 
363 ) 

Indeed, in this thesis, these intersections in theoretical perspectives lead to a particular 

conceptualisation of  hopeful transformation that does not idealise (or negate or demonise) one way of  

being: the two (or three or a thousand) can coexists, and in fact become stronger with the more 

connections that are made. 

The research presented in this thesis is supported by an armature of  the connection points between 

three theoretical perspectives: hope, feminist poststructuralism, and Deleuzio-Guattarian theory. At 

one of  these intersections I have located the notion that through illuminating shifts, other ways, 

‘otherwise’ in the  material, the actual, new possibilities can be opened up in imaginative and 

transformative hope – possibilities that are multiple, diverse, connected. Thus, with the guiding 

armature of  these theoretical connections, it was important, in designing this case study, to locate a 

school that – in its enacted, embodied, lived difference –  offered the potential to disrupt that which 

may be ‘taken for granted’, and offer hope through shifting what it might be possible to imagine. As I 

will discuss in the chapters that follow, the data created in this research project, have been presented in 

ways that illuminate shifts in the lived enactments of  schooling (of  ways of  constructing place/space, 

knowledge and subjectivities), that have the potential to create lines of  flight to new possibilities in 
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imagining and enacting the early years of  primary school. Thus, rather than imagining what might be 

possible in education, then suggesting ways of  transforming practice in the lived realities of  school, 

this thesis aims to illuminate that which is already taking place, and through exploration of  these lived 

practices, to suggest ways of  transforming how we might think about, imagine, and hope for schooling 

differently. 

In the two chapters that follow, I will go into more depth and detail about the methodological 

decisions that were made throughout this research project, and also how the enactment of  this 

research played out – the ‘lived emergence’ of  the research processes engaged with in this project. 
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Chapter 3 

Research Processes part 1: 
Methodology 
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Introduction  

In this chapter I focus on the connections between my methodology and  research praxis, and also 

explain the methods of  data creation that were used in this project. Therefore, this chapter will first 

outline the approach to research praxis (after Green & Kemmis, 2009) taken in this thesis. Throughout 

the chapter I position my praxis in terms of  ‘research as listening’, using the ideas from Rinaldi’s 

(2006) conceptulisations of  the different facets of  listening involved in a ‘pedagogy of  listening’. 

‘Listening’ is placed alongside an acknowledgment of  the rhizomatic connections inherent in these 

methodological processes, as informed by Deleuze and Guattari (1987). I use this metaphor of  

‘research as listening’ to explain the theoretical, moral and ethical underpinnings of  praxis that shaped 

the methods used through this case study research, and the influences from arts-informed research, 

the Mosaic Approach to researching with children and emergent research. Finally, I detail the methods 

of  data creation and analysis which were used in this project, concluding with an exploration of  issues 

of  criteria and quality (Barone & Eisner, 2002) and ethical considerations in relation to the 

particularities of  this study. 

A Methodological Praxis of Research as Listening 

In considering methodology, methods and research processes, I have been challenged by Green and 

Kemmis (2009) to first acknowledge research as praxis and to respond to their call for a focus on the 

potentialities of  research praxis. To engage in research is to engage in a particular praxis – to follow 

particular actions and procedures as influenced and informed by particular theoretical, moral and 

ethical positionings around research. Here, therefore, I outline the moral and ethical bases for my 

research practice. My research praxis is deeply rooted in the desire to construct research as a site of  

empowerment for children, for teachers, for schools. My research praxis is also based in notions of  a 

disruption of  hierarchies of  knowledge within research (for example that of  science over art; 

numerical, quantifiable proof  over lived, qualitative understandings); of  a disruption of  assumptions 

of  certainty and linear focused research methods; of  a disruption of  the power of  researcher over 

researched; of  removing the ‘mask of  objectivity’ and refuting the possibility of  researcher ‘neutrality’.  

These ethical and moral positionings link necessarily with the practice/s of  research. Throughout this 

chapter, I draw links between the theoretical underpinnings of  my methodological approaches, and the 

actual methods of  data creation used in this research project. As discussed in the previous chapter, 
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these research practices are, to a large extent, informed by the writing of  poststructural feminist 

researchers  –– writing where feminisms inform approaches to listening, particularly in opening up 

ways of  seeking out points of  connection and openness – where researchers write through and 

celebrate the processes, emergence, uncertainty, and embodied nature of  research – not just the aims, the plans, 

the outcomes and the conclusions. I have found that conceptualising and articulating these 

methodological approaches through a metaphor of  research praxis as listening has been useful.  

The research praxis taken in this project foregrounds the interconnectedness between research and 

listening.  In exploring these connections, I have been particularly influenced by Carlina Rinaldi’s ideas 

around a ‘pedagogy of  listening’ (2006), and have drawn on her theorising around the political and 

ethical implications of  listening to illuminate the research processes involved in this project. Five key 

areas of  research praxis as listening have guided the methodology in my research:  

• listening to/for multiple perspectives and shared understandings; 

• listening to/for many languages; 

• listening to children; 

• listening and researcher subjectivity; and 

• listening and uncertainty. 

The first four areas of  research praxis as listening will form the shape of  the methodology as 

discussed under the headings below. The fifth area, listening and uncertainty, forms the basis of  the 

following chapter (Chapter 4), where it will discussed in depth. 

Listening to/for Multiple Perspectives and Shared Understandings  

In considering the complexities involved in listening to and for multiple perspectives and shared 

understandings, in my project the development of  the case study was informed by questions such as: 

How do I ‘listen’ to the voice/s of  community? How do I uncover / construct / illuminate a shared 

understanding? How are the complexities and contradictions cherished through this process? What 

might be the possibilities for collaborative research methodologies? Thus, notions of  the construction 

of  shared understandings, the seeking out of  multiple perspectives, the points of  overlap and points 

of  difference, the welcoming of  tensions and contradictions were all key issues which informed the 

research design, methodology and methods of  data creation throughout this research. Here I provide 

an overview of  the approach to case study research that I have taken in this project. 
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Case Study Research 

The literature around case study as methodology highlights the integral nature of  building a body of  

research that recognises the contingency and contextuality of  ‘knowing’ about humanity. Flyvbjerg 

(2006) emphasises the importance of  case study research in producing context dependent knowledge: 

knowledge gained through research that is conducted for the purpose of  learning, not ‘proof, 

conclusions or definitive answers. He argues that: “predictive theories and universals cannot be found 

in the study of  human affairs. Concrete, context-dependent knowledge is, therefore, more valuable 

than the vain search for predictive theories and universals” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 224). Thus, Flyvjberg 

argues in researching human phenomena (such as education, teaching, learning, a school community) it 

is necessary to move beyond context independent knowledge. In this project I have used case study 

research design as a way of  moving from abstract knowledge (such as, say, government documents 

about primary school) to lived, human, contextualised knowledge – as a way of  adding to learning and 

understanding about this human phenomenon of  primary schooling through a particular case of  a 

primary school.  

The Case School 

As explained in Chapter 1, the case school for this research project was defined as a primary school 

that was a part of  the ‘mainstream’ systems of  education in Australia, and that had different or 

alternative ways of  thinking about and enacting place/space, knowledge and subjectivities that could 

have the potential to open up possibilities of  imagining and enacting alternative discourses of  

education in the early years of  primary school. Flyvbjerg (2006, p.242) stresses the importance of  case 

studies within a discipline such as education as a means of  producing exemplars for the discipline. 

I was interested in locating a primary school that was operating within larger systems of  education, for 

example a state government‒run public school, for two reasons. Firstly, through this case study 

research I was interested in exploring the tensions and negotiations of  a school that might be moving 

between multiple, conflicting discursive positionings in order to understand the ways in which 

dominant discourses can be resisted or disrupted, and alternative discourses constructed or taken up 

within these broader systems of  primary school education. Secondly, I suspected that a primary school 

operating within this mainstream system may be more likely to offer hope for alternative possibilities to 

other schools operating within similar systems with similar constraints and supports to negotiate, 

rather than, say, a school community that had positioned itself  as ‘alternative’ and separate from the 

mainstream systemic schools from its conception.  
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In seeking to understand, through a case study, a school that offers lines of  flight to de/reterritorialise 

dominant discourses of  education, I am adding my voice to the substantial conversation of  case study 

research surrounding ‘alternative education’ that has been building over the past century. As discussed 

in Chapter 1, studies focusing on schools influenced by the philosophies of  Steiner (Bak, 2014, 2018), 

Montessori, Dewey (Mayhew & Edwards, 1966), and the ‘free schools’ as typified by A. S. Neill’s 

Summerhill (Hemming, 1972) have all been valuable in questioning the dominant assumptions of  

education, teaching and learning, and in exploring alternative possibilities for schooling. Subsequently, 

this body of  research has also been expanded through studies that explore the possibilities offered by 

schools positioned within the Democratic Education movement (Apple & Beane, 1995; Goodman, 

1992; Goodman & Kuzmic, 1997). Goodman’s (1992) case study of  Harmony school in the USA, for 

example, provides a rich investigation of  the culture of  this particular democratic school, as well as the 

complexities of  the lived experiences of  the school’s leaders, teachers, children and community, whilst 

also interweaving explanations and analyses of  the theoretical and philosophical perspectives 

informing the decision making within the school. 

Case studies exploring translations of  particular theoretical perspectives or philosophies into practice, 

have also been important in making alternative possibilities in education more visible.  As Goodman 

and Kuzmic (1997) maintain, “while studying what is wrong with conventional schools is useful as a 

basis for reform, it is also worthwhile to examine ideas, structures and practices that may serve as a 

catalyst for others to consider when designing new ways to educate our children” (p.79). Goldstein’s 

exploration of  one early primary classroom teacher’s interpretation of  feminist understandings of   

‘teaching with love’ in the USA (Goldstein, 1997) used data collection methods of  daily participation 

in the classroom, conversational interactions and a ‘dialogue journal’ (Routman, 1988 and Brookes & 

Kelly, 1989, as cited in Goldstein, 1997) to analyse implications of  an ‘ethics of  care’ and of  ‘teacher 

love’ in teaching philosophy and practice. In the Australian context, and at a whole school community 

level, McInerney’s (2004, 2007) case study of  ‘Wattle Plains’ (pseudonym) primary school in South 

Australia used methods of  extensive participant observation and purposeful conversations (McInerney, 

2004), as well as collection and analysis of  photographic records and curriculum documents to 

investigate the processes of  change this school community has undertaken to prioritise education for 

social justice. Miles’ (2012) research focused on case studies of  three Australian primary schools, 

drawing on methods of  in depth interviews,  observations and artefacts to understand more about the 

ways in which their (self-identified) commitment to place based and environmental education were 

enacted in practice.  
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Like these studies, my research focused on illuminating that which is possible in schooling that resists 

or disrupts the dominant territorialising discourses of  primary schooling, and opens up lines of  flight 

to possibilities for alternative ways to imagine and enact the early years of  primary school. Unlike the 

majority of  these studies, however, I resisted choosing one alternative ‘method’ or ‘model’ of  

education to focus on for this research project. 

Rhizomatic Logic of the Case Study 

The research praxis I have taken in this case study is firmly embedded in my adoption of  a theoretical 

positioning within Deleuzio-Guattarian notions of  multiplicity, diversity and heterogeneity, and also 

feminist poststructuralist questions of  collective identity: How do I ‘listen’ to the voice/s of  

community?  How do I uncover, construct, or illuminate a shared understanding?  How are the 

complexities and contradictions cherished through this process?  

In understanding my research praxis as listening, and considering listening as being an active verb, 

certain constructions of  researcher subjectivity need to be questioned here. The goal of  my research is 

learning, not proof  (Flyvbjerg, 2006). My aim as a researcher was not to find the ‘truth’ of  a case, but 

to foreground contingency: in this particular place in time, peopled with shifting, multiple 

subjectivities. My role as researcher was not to prove a predetermined hypothesis. Rather it was to 

actively seek out ways of  listening: to be open to uncertainty, surprise, unexpectedness; to be open to 

listen not only to what may fit into predetermined and assumed categories; to listen to (and ask) 

questions that may lead to more questions or very complex, ungraspable responses. Listening implies 

an openness to uncertainty (Rinaldi, 2006), to the unexpected, and to becoming (Deleuze & Guattari, 

1987), to the emergent (Somerville, 2008). These notions of  emergent research will be explored in 

more depth in the next chapter.   

The influence of  Deleuzio-Guattarian perspectives of  rhizomatic logic can thus also be seen in the 

methodology and methods of  data creation in this thesis. Honan and Sellers (Honan, 2004; Honan & 

Sellers, 2006; Sellers & Honan, 2007) have outlined the influence of  Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) 

notions of  rhizomatic thought on the development of  rhizomatic methodology/ies in “three disparate 

yet connecting ways” (Honan, 2004, p. 1). Honan and Sellers (2007) describe the ways in which the 

concepts of  Deleuze and Guattari (1987) can be woven into the practicalities of  research methods – 

data creation and analysis – as well as the writing processes of  research. In the case of  my research, 

there is a kind of  rhizomatic ‘logic of  possibilities’ in the connections between disparate forms of  data 

(the drawings and photos and poems and dialogue), and also in connections between different people 

and different perspectives. In my research, I place importance on the creation of  networks and 
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connections between many diverse data, perspectives and ideas – as, like in a rhizome, the greater the 

number of  connections between diverse points that make up a network or a web, the stronger it 

becomes. This strength in the connections between heterogeneities is further explored in the next 

chapter, where I explain how I put these notions of  rhizomatic, emergent research processes into 

practice. 

The active seeking out of  connectedness and multiplicities resonates well with my rationale for 

embracing arts-informed methods of  data creation and re/presentation in my research, alongside 

more traditional ethnographic case study methods, as well as methods of  researching with young 

children that I have been influenced by, such as the Mosaic Approach to researching with young 

children. A rhizomatic methodology offers exciting possibilities for me to draw out the “connections 

between and across and within various data” (Honan & Sellers, 2006, p.1). The recognition of  the 

importance of  many representations and many ways of  communicating, calls for research that is 

“composed of  different forms of  representation. These can challenge the violent dichotomy that 

institutionally separates image and text, body and mind, spirit and reason, female and male 

representations” (Lind, 2005 p.257).  Thus, methods of  data creation in this research project have been 

informed by the use of  Arts-Informed Research (Cole, Nielsen, Knowles & Luciani, 2004) and the 

Mosaic Approach (Clarke & Moss, 2001). Wide spaces of  overlap between arts-informed research and 

the Mosaic Approach can be identified, with both offering exciting possibilities of  richness, 

authenticity and depth through multiple means of  expression and communication. I will explore these 

two approaches in greater detail in the paragraphs that follow. 

Listening to Many Languages  

In articulating my methodological praxis of  research as listening, I have emphasised the importance of  

not privileging one language (verbal and written words) over others. In using the notion of  language in 

this way, I am extremely grateful to Loris Malaguzzi and others involved in the pedagogical project of  

Reggio Emilia (Edwards, Gandini & Forman, 1998) for their provocative and influential work around 

children’s ‘hundred languages’ as a way of  highlighting multiple and connecting symbolic modes of  

communication and representation. I have deliberately sought out greater possibilities of  richness, 

authenticity and depth through ‘other’ means of  expression and communication. Because this project 

is concerned particularly with ways of  imagining and enacting space and place, knowledge and 

subjectivities as pedagogical elements in the early years of  primary school, my focus is on research 

methods that might offer ways of  exploring these complex intersubjectivities and understandings. In 

order to research these imagined and lived notions of  pedagogy, I needed research methods that 
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acknowledged and addressed understandings and experiences that were not easily articulated verbally, 

or distilled into coherent, linear responses. Further, the rich diversity in languages and literacies of  the 

case school community highlighted again the importance of  engaging with arts-informed research 

methodologies that had potential to harness “the importance of  diverse languages for gaining insights 

into the complexities of  the human condition” (Cole & Knowles, 2008, p.59) by engaging with “forms 

of  representation [that] give us access to expressive possibilities that would not be possible without 

their presence” (Eisner, 2008, p.5).  

Arts-Informed Research 

Arts-informed research is concerned with deconstructing the positioning of  intellect and emotion 

within a dichotomous conceptual framework, and disrupting the privileging of  intellect over emotion, 

science over art, word over image in research (Barone & Eisner,  2006, 2012; Cole et al., 2004; 

Thomas, 2004).  It is based in the belief  that “research, like art, could be accessible, evocative, 

embodied, empathic, provocative” (Cole, 2004, p.16), and that “by shifting the boundaries between art 

and research, we awaken the ‘political’, the acts/art that provoke personal and social change, 

challenging us to perceive the unknown in new ways, and to bring forth the complexities of  aesthetic 

inquiry” (Springgay & Irwin, 2004, p.71). Arts-informed research can also be seen to create a rupture 

in “the [deeply embedded] text-based structure of  academic discourse” (Hamilton, 2004, p.117), 

opening up spaces for disruptions of  the “special privileges” this one form has been accorded over 

others (Hamilton, 2004, p.117). Hamilton states that: 

If  we’re looking to create forms of  knowledge that others might consume, or 
engage with, we can’t assume that everyone engages through the same medium, 
in the same way. We all need to use as many media as we can. (2004, p.117) 

Sometimes positioned as separate from or reactionary against ‘traditional’ forms of  research 

methodologies, increasingly arts-informed research is used as another layer of  understanding in 

research. Methods that use the arts in research are “not aimed towards a quest for certainty” – the 

purpose is “the enhancement of  perspectives” (Barone & Eisner, 2006, p. 96). In my project, I found 

arts-informed methods provided new ways of  seeing educational phenomena – raising questions “that 

might have otherwise been left unasked” (Barone & Eisner, 2006, p. 96). The major forms of  artistic 

expression and representation drawn on in this study as forms of  data creation – as well as methods 

of  data (re)presentation – were photography, sculpture, drawing, creative writing and poetry. Details 

about these specific methods will be given in the tables below, under the heading Methods of  Data 

Creation, and in the next chapter. 
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Listening to Children  

In designing a research project that involves researching with children, it has been important to reflect 

on and identify the theoretical positioning I have situated myself  within in relation to researching with 

children, and explore how this positioning may have influenced the ways in which this research project 

has unfolded. Making my theoretical perspectives relating to children and research visible is particularly 

crucial given the history over the past century of  research ‘on’ or ‘about’ children (Greig, Taylor & 

MacKay, 2013). Increasingly, the positioning of  children as quantifiable ‘objects’ upon which research 

is conducted, or passive ‘subjects’ about whom researchers gathered information (from other adults 

such as parents or teachers) has been problematised, with many researchers shifting their positioning 

of  children towards active participants and even as co-researchers in research projects, with a clear 

voice in the shaping of  research methods and processes (see, for instance, Clark & Moss, 2001; Cowie 

& Khoo, 2017; Fraser, Lewis, Ding, Kellet & Robinson, 2004; Gray & Murray, 2017; Harcourt, Perry 

& Waller, 2011; Spyrou, 2018).  

Children’s Active Participation in Research 

This conscious repositioning of  children has been heavily influenced by the discourses surrounding 

children’s rights (in comparison to the discourses surrounding children’s needs that have had perhaps the 

major influence in shaping researcher positioning of  children over the past century) that gained 

momentum in many fields after the UN Convention on the Rights of  the Child in 1989. In particular, the 

articles in the Convention relating to children’s participation rights, and the subsequent work by many 

researchers across diverse disciplinary areas (see, for example, Gray & Murray, 2017; Harcourt et al., 

2011; Yelland & Saltmarsh, 2013), has played a strong role in the development of  my own research 

with children. It is within this “rights based approach” to researching with children that I now firmly 

locate this particular research project and myself  as a researcher. In foregrounding children’s rights to 

be active participants in this research project, I have needed to remain particularly aware in my 

research praxis of  issues of  power and voice that existed and continued to emerge well beyond the 

completion of  the data collection processes (Soto & Swadener, 2005). It was important to recognise 

that the power imbalance of  ‘researcher’ over ‘researched’ (Lewis, 2004) would be further 

compounded when researching with children due to my privileged position as adult in the adult/child 

dichotomy, as well as my potentially high status of  ‘teacher’ or ‘researcher’ within the school hierarchy 

(Robinson & Kellet, 2004). Thus, in designing this research project, I aimed not only to seek out and 

create spaces for children’s voices (which have been traditionally ‘neglected’ or even ‘silenced’ in 

research), but also to ‘listen seriously’ (Holdsworth, 2000, as cited in MacNaughton et al, 2007) to 

children as participants in this study.  
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The Mosaic Approach 

My commitment to research praxis as listening - and specifically here, listening to children -  informed 

the ways in which research methods were chosen, in this case study. The Mosaic Approach has been 

useful in guiding the ways in which I have researched with the children who participated in this project. 

Developed by Alison Clark and Peter Moss, the Mosaic Approach is an approach to researching with 

young children that foregrounds children’s rights as active participants, and the empowerment and 

agency of  children within and throughout the research processes. Clark and Moss (2001) describe the 

Mosaic Approach as a framework for which is: 

• Multi-method: recognises the different ‘voices’ or languages of  children; 
• Participatory: treats children as experts and agents in their own lives; 
• Reflexive: includes children, practitioners and parents in reflecting on meanings; addresses the 

question of  interpretation; 
• Adaptable: can be applied in a variety of  early childhood institutions; 
• Focused on children’s lived experiences: can be used for a variety of  purposes including looking at 

lives lived, rather than knowledge gained or care received; 
• Embedded into practice: a framework for listening which has the potential to be both used as an 

evaluative tool and to become embedded into early years practice. (p.5) 

It is an integrated approach that “combines the visual with the verbal” (Clark & Moss, 2001, p.1), 

ensuring that listening is “not limited to the spoken word” (p.5). It is a “multi-method approach in 

which children’s own photographs, tours and maps can be joined to talking and observing to gain 

deeper understanding of  children’s lives” (Clark & Moss, p.3). This approach draws together a “rich 

combination of  data” (Clark & Moss, p.12) – or ‘pieces of  the Mosaic’ – such as child conferencing, 

photography, tours, role-play mapping, observation, and adults’ (such as teachers, researcher, parents) 

perspectives, to “form a ‘living picture’ of  what being in this place is like for these children”.   

The Mosaic Approach was particularly relevant in my research due to its widely supported focus on 

positioning children in research as active participants, and placing the voices of  even very young 

children at the centre of  the research processes (Fraser et al., 2004; Moore, 2014; Rayner & Garnier, 

2018). The focus on multiplicity of  perspectives and ‘languages’ in the creation of  data was also 

influential in selecting specific methods. I will explain the methods of  data creation in the paragraphs 

below.  
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Methods of Data Creation 

“A method should always hold an identifiable relationship to the methodological stand(s) of  one’s work” (Pederson, 

2008, p. 36). Here I draw close links between the methodological standpoint of  my research and the 

actual methods used to create data. Pederson suggests that as a poststructural researcher, I should not 

refer to data ‘collection’, rather the term ‘data production’ is more reflective of  a poststructural 

understanding of  the scientist / researcher as active producer of  data and of  analysis, as well as 

participants who also produce data for the research: 

Our methodology should bear a living connection to both ontological and 
epistemological positionings. Consequently, a poststructuralist position would 
therefore talk about ‘productions of  empirical data’ or ‘productions of  
analysis’, never of  ‘collection of  data’ or ‘findings / results’. This also implies a 
vision of  the scientist as a producing subject (Sondergard 1996, 53). (Pederson, 
2008, p. 35) 

I see Pederson’s notions of  ‘productions of  data’ as connecting with Eva Bendix Peterson’s (2003) 

ideas of  data creation - or ‘creata’. While the arts-informed elements in this research project may be 

easily identified as data that have been ‘created’, it is also important to acknowledge the creation of  

other forms of  data such as interviews, observations, videos and conversations. The processes of  

research are never neutral, and the acts of  creating data will necessarily change a context and 

participants through the presence of  the researcher, the focus of  the research and the ‘data’ that are 

being sought out in the particular research project. Thus, throughout this thesis I refer to data creation. 

Rhizomatic Generativity of Data Creation Methods 

The research methods that were used to create data for this case study research were informed by my 

conceptualisation of  a research praxis as listening, with influences from arts-informed research and the 

Mosaic Approach. The methods of  data creation form a generative rhizome of  connections and 

interconnections and intraconnections, each informed by the five key areas of  research praxis as 

listening that I outlined earlier in this chapter: listening to/for multiple perspectives and shared 

understandings; listening to/for many languages; listening to children; listening and researcher 

subjectivity; and listening and uncertainty. Below, I give an overview of  the methods of  data creation 

used in this research (there is also a comprehensive table of  data creation episodes included in the 

appendix, for more detail see Appendix 3). A combination of  some or all of  the following verbal, visual 

and written methods of  data creation were used with the participants (both adults and children) within 

the school community throughout the research project, depending on the decisions made by 
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participants (as individuals and in groups) regarding their preferred methods of  participation, creation 

and representation. These methods also overlapped and intersected in emergent, rhizomatic, 

unpredictable ways, as I will discuss in more detail in the following chapter.   Thus, while I have 

outlined the verbal, visual and written data creation methods in linear paragraphs below, in reality, the 

lived emergence of  data creation would be far better represented by the diagram in Figure 3.1, the 

Data Creation Methods Rhizome: 

 

Figure 3.1  Data Creation Methods Rhizome  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Verbal Methods of Data Creation 

Verbal data were created through the use of  group discussions and informal conversations. 

Group discussions and conversations were recorded and transcribed, or retold through 

narrative and reflective writing, if  not able to be recorded. Some conversations and 

discussions were spontaneous, but most were scheduled in advance, to enable deeper 

exploration or clarification of  themes emerging from the data creation. Group discussions 

were used as a method data creation with participants (adults and children), to focus on the 

construction of  shared understandings and stories, and collective identity. They also worked 

towards counteracting the power imbalance in researching with children (Fraser et al.,2004). 

My decision to focus on conversations as a method of  creating data was influenced by the 

value of  conversations in stimulating a deeper level of  reflexive meaning making and in 

constructing shared understandings of  lived experience (Black & Halliwell 2000, citing 

Francis, 1995, Goodson & Fleisser, 1995).  As much as possible, I endeavoured to ensure that 

conversations were conducted in “an atmosphere of  safety, trust and care between people 

who share a common ground” (Florio-Ruane & Clarke, 1993, as cited in Rust, 1999, p.

369-370). Conversations and group discussions also took place during the processes of  artful 

data creation, as outlined in Chapter 4 (examples of  conversation transcripts can also be found 

in Chapter 4). Transcriptions of  group discussions and conversations were given back to 

participants within the week of  the original data creation, to allow them to read and respond 

to the transcripts. This process often generated new conversations or group discussions. Some 

examples of  this rhizomatically generative process can be found in Chapter 4. 

Visual Methods of Data Creation 

Visual forms of  representation, such as drawings, photographs, video, and a collaborative 

sculptural work were created by children, teachers and parents participating in the study, in 

order to explore "that which is not easily put into words: the ineffable, the elusive, the not-yet-

thought-through, the subconscious" (Weber & Mitchell, 1996, p.304). Drawings were 

particularly useful in this study for their capacity in facilitating meaning making and 

communication that did not rely on shared verbal/written language (Brooks, 2009), but also 

for the “generative and divergent possibilities” that drawing can offer in making thinking 

visible (Brooks, 2005, p.89).The use of  photography by participants and myself  as researcher 

allowed for visual memories of  events, people, relationships and spaces to be recorded, shared 
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and analysed from multiple perspectives (Clark & Moss, 2001; Lind, 2005). Photography 

became an important tool to create and represent shared understandings, particularly across 

the broad linguistic diversity of  the school context. As Eisner argues, “photographs can be 

powerful resources for portraying what cannot be articulated linguistically” (2008, p5). 

Through photography, the abstract and complex became tangible in this research project, and 

conversations were mediated by images, rather than attempting to rely on the limitations of  

print-based literacies. Examples of  photographic data creation processes are given in Chapter 

4, and photographic data are also presented and analysed in Chapter 5. Video/film by the 

children was used to record and document a shared understanding of  place, community, 

identity and relationships. Video was also used as an ethnographic tool, and I used it to record 

particular lessons and stretches of  time within the classroom. Video/film has the potential to 

offer recordings of  events that “enable access to the fine details of  conduct and interaction” 

that might be unavailable through other methods (Heath, Hindmarsh & Luff, 2010, p.2), 

whilst also allowing recordings to be easily shared with participants for emergent analysis and 

feedback. Examples of  stills, transcripts and analysis from video data can be found in Chapter 

7.  A sculpture was designed and constructed collaboratively by teachers through the 

assembling of  drawing, painting, collage, map-making, three-dimensional sculpture, and found 

objects. The sculpture was designed in response to themes and metaphors that were identified 

from group discussions with the teachers, and the teacher’s use of  sculpture as visual data 

creation perhaps allowed for a more physical knowing – an embodied, bodily connection with 

the expression of  experiences and collaborative understanding that echoes Vaughan’s (2005, p.

34) assertion that “by creating life sized, three-dimensional […] sculptures, I could through my 

own body begin to relate to […] experiences”.  The emergent processes involved in this artful 

creation will be described in more detailed in the Chapter 4, and the sculptural data are also 

presented and analysed in Chapter 6. 

Written Methods of Data Creation 

Written reflections, memories, narratives and poetry from teachers, parents, children and 

myself  were created. Creative writing was used as a method of  data creation by the participants 

and myself, as inspired by the work of, for example, Cole & Knowles (2008), Richardson 

(1997), Somerville (2008) and Thomas (2004). Carl Leggo for whom poetry often is his data 

(and representation, and analysis), believes:  

we write the world, individually and corporately. Poetry reminds me to 
challenge the dominant discourses that are typically propagated and 
supported by school and university curricula and pedagogy. Inspired by 
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poetry, I seek to write in diverse discourses that are alternative, creative 
and unconventional. (Leggo, 2008, p.166). 

Like these writer-researchers, I situate writing-research stories in a place where art and writing 

intersect – where what we find in arts-informed research (the ability to connect emotion and 

intellect, explore layers of  complexity, harness the ways of  ‘knowing’ offered to us through the 

arts, in research) extends to a written art form. Similarly, the rhizomatic influences on 

approaches to writing - “an approach to writing that is partial and tentative, that transgresses 

generic boundaries, and allows the inclusion of  the researchers’ voice.” (Honan & Sellers, 

2006, p.1) – appeal very much to the concern throughout this research project to disrupt 

dominant modes of  academic writing and re/presentation of  research. 

Written documents relating to the school community and broader educational context were 

used as data in this research project, including, for example, statements of  philosophy, 

programs, brochures, policy documents, curriculum documents, newsletters and examples of  

pedagogical documentation from the school. These artefacts were chosen for their potential 

for rhizomatic generativity, and allowed for detailed document analysis (Bowen, 2009), adding 

a further layer to the rhizomatic discourse analysis of  the elements of  pedagogy as 

constructed within the school community.  

Listening and Researcher Subjectivity  

Throughout the 6 months that I spent with the school community, I made use of  many 

ethnographic research methods, such as spending time joining in the ‘living’ of  rhythms, 

routines, language, culture of  the school community and class, as well as taking field notes, 

photographing and videotaping.  

Ethnographic Research Methods 

As will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter, the methods of  data creation were 

emergent, and involved ongoing reflection, analysis, revisiting and seeking out of  clarification 

from the participants in the community within which I researched.  

Emerson, Fretz and Shaw (1995, p.13) argue: 

[…] the field researcher does not learn about the concerns and 
meanings of  others all at once, but in a constant, continuing process in 
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which she builds new insight and understanding upon prior insights and 
understandings. Researchers should document these emergent 
processes and stages rather than attempt to reconstruct them at a later 
point in light of  some final, ultimate interpretation of  their meaning 
and import. Fieldnotes provide a distinctive resource for preserving 
experience close to the moment of  occurrence and, hence, for 
deepening reflection upon and understanding of  those experiences. 

These moments of  ethnography created provocations and motivations for other means of  data 

creation. For example: my research journal mind-mapping of  ongoing analysis of  observations 

and field notes in the first weeks of  research were then taken back to the teachers to clarify in 

informal group discussions. These discussions were recorded, transcribed and analysed, and 

again, taken back to the teachers for further clarification, discussion and feedback. Feedback 

from the analysis of  these discussions then led to provocations for group discussions with 

teachers, whereby the teachers’ agenda became to find shared understandings, shared language, 

while allowing room for differences and openness. The preliminary identification and analysis 

of  metaphors used during this latest teachers’ group discussion was then used by the teachers 

in planning for the creation of  their collaborative sculptural artwork. In Chapter 4, I explain 

this example in much more depth. Another example of  this interconnectedness can be found 

in the movement from initial semi-structured conversational interviews (with parents one on 

one), which were then analysed, and then organising a group discussion with parents to probe 

more deeply into recurrent and overlapping themes from that initial analysis of  one on one 

conversational interviews.  

In working through these complexities, I also engaged in reflective and creative writing, 

influenced by Richardson (1997) who created prose and poetry from her experiences of  

researching, who writes “as a method of  inquiry”, and who maintains “I write because I want 

to find something out. I write in order to learn something that I didn’t know before I wrote 

it” (Richardson, 1997, p. 87). Emerson, et al. (1995, p.63) agree that: “[…] ethnographers often 

want to write because they realize that writing is a way of  seeing, that a lived experience is not 

only preserved but also is illuminated through writing about it”. Reflective and creative writing 

enabled me to keep working with uncertainty, through finding points of  challenge and 

dissention throughout these ethnographic processes. 

Thus ongoing reciprocity, revisiting and analysis played a strong role in informing the emergent 

research processes (as discussed in the following chapter), through attempting to clarify, but 

also in adding complexity and depth. I will discuss my approaches to data analysis below. 
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Analysing the Data 

Thematic analysis techniques were useful in identifying, categorising, analysing and 

understanding thematic recurrences running through and across the data. As recommended by 

Honan and Sellers (2006), thematic analysis was ongoing throughout the data creation phase 

and the identification of  initial categories often drove the direction of  the next phase of  data 

creation. Ongoing thematic and iterative data creation and analysis then, in turn, led onto new 

questions, new areas to focus on and explore in more depth (for example the analysis of  

metaphors in an early conversation lead to ideas for sculptural representation). The 

interconnected nature of  the emergent data creation processes will be discussed in greater 

detail in the following chapter.  To analyse further connections and complexity within the data, 

I also drew on rhizomatic discourse analysis, which will be outlined below. Honan and Sellers 

(2006, p. 1) maintain that: “[d]ata collected for educational research, while appearing to be 

disparate, can be analysed rhizomatically to find connections between writing, artworks, video, 

interview transcripts, and textual artefacts. This kind of  analysis allows (im)plausible readings 

of  connections between and across and within various data.” (Honan & Sellers, 2006, p. 1). 

Rhizomatic Discourse Analysis  

Discourse analysis has ‘two major arms’ (Lee & Poynton, 2000) – one that comes from 

linguistics (‘structural’ or ‘semiotic’ discourse analysis, as by informed linguists such as 

Saussure, Peirce, and, more recently, Halliday (Poynton, 2000)), and one from philosophy 

(poststructural discourse analysis, as informed by philosophers such as Derrida, Foucault, 

Kristeva and Butler (Threadgold, 2000)). This research project is positioned more strongly 

within the philosophical poststructural approach to discourse analysis, but this causes some 

problems in articulating the actual methods of  analysis I have employed. Very rarely in the 

literature about poststructural discourse analysis are actual tools or methods of  discourse 

analysis explained in any specific detail. Threadgold (2000) discusses the paradox of  the 

(im)possibility of  a ‘how to’ of  poststructural discourse analysis – while poststructural 

discourse analysis may resist the traditions and paradigms informing structural linguistics, many 

of  the analytic tools that stem from this heritage of  semiotics also happen to be very useful for 

the practicalities of  conducting poststructural discourse analysis in empirical research. The 

important point here, though, is that while similar methods of  analysis may be used in both 

structural and poststructural discourse analysis, the purpose behind them, and the 
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understandings of  language, text, and discourse that inform the analysis, will most probably be 

quite different (Threadgold, 2000). Thus, in my research, while analytic tools from the various 

disciplines of  literary criticism, cultural studies, visual arts, semiotics and early childhood 

education have been useful in ‘reading’ the ‘text’ of  the ‘data’, my understandings of  what 

‘reading’, ‘text’ and ‘data’ actually constitute, are informed by my positioning within a particular 

feminist poststructural research perspective. 

Discourse analysis techniques were used with the data, in order to make visible the ways in 

which the participants in this study were positioned and positioned themselves (and others) 

within the discourses they believed were available to them. I use the term ‘discourse’ here to go 

beyond the “apolitical usage of  ‘discourse’ within linguistics” (Poynton & Lee, 2000, p.6), to 

refer to  

regularities of  meaning used by those positioned as members of  
particular institutions, regularities which serve both to make sense of, 
but also to continuously effect, such positionings. Discourses in this 
latter sense are concerned with the government of  populations and the 
production of  subjectivity. They are certainly manifested in language, 
but not exclusively so, and they certainly do not arise from language 
itself, though their effectivity in continuously bringing into existence 
what they assert to be already the case can readily be misunderstood, 
especially by linguists, as an effectivity of  language itself. (Poynton & 
Lee, 2000, p.6) 

Discourse analysis can reveal positionings of  identity, meaning and power within a certain 

discourse or discourses (St Pierre, 2000; Wodak, 1997). 

The discourse analysis in this study focuses primarily on the ways in which metaphors and 

images are used to create meaning in ‘texts’ (Lakoff  & Johnson, 1980). Here I use ‘text’ in a 

meaning that “may involve various forms of  semiosis, not just language” (Poynton & Lee, 

2000, p. 5). Thus through discourse analysis, I analysed the ways in which stories, images, 

metaphors in the data could be de/reconstructed to highlight the discourses that the 

participants perceived were available to them as children/teachers/parents/administrators in a 

primary school – and where they chose to situate themselves and their experiences within these 

discourses. Deconstruction techniques were used to uncover, decode and analyse layers of  

meaning within the language and images of  the data created in this study. I align my processes 

of  deconstruction with that of  Davies (2004), who presents an image of  deconstruction as: 

“… ‘reading against the grain’. Instead of  achieving the reading the author imagined or 

intended, reading against the grain involves disrupting the frame through a deconstructive 
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examination of  the detail…” (p.40).  It was important for me to keep in mind that 

deconstruction does not imply that a text is necessarily bad or wrong, rather it investigates and 

makes visible the way in which meaning is constructed. For “deconstruction is not about 

tearing down but about rebuilding; it is not about pointing out an error but about looking at 

how a structure has been constructed, what holds it together and what it produces” (St Pierre, 

2000, p.482). My use of  deconstruction in data analysis was also closely linked to my 

theoretical positioning within not only feminist poststructuralism, but also within discourses of  

hope. As discussed in Chapter 2, I believe a strong relationship between deconstruction, hope, 

imagination and a ‘politics of  possibilities’ can be identified, as highlighted by MacNaughton 

(2005), who argues that deconstruction: 

 offers us ways to imagine new ways to ‘continuously wonder other 
forms of  knowledge’ (Huyn, 2001, p.24). If  we attend to the ‘other’, 
create metaphors, and place terms under erasure we are imagining that 
there is another way to see a text – another way of  knowing it. We are 
drawn to ‘wonder’ what other ways might be. (p. 108) 

Listening to the stories, visual images, metaphors in the data creation served to illuminate 

issues of  construction of  subjectivity, understanding of  discourses of  education, childhood, 

teaching, learning that may have been available to the participants (administrators, children, 

teachers and parents), and that they may have been positioning themselves within or outside of. 

In positioning themselves as a school community that was actively resisting or disrupting 

aspects of  the dominant discourse of  power and control within education, the participants in 

this study were also operating within several (perhaps conflicting) discursive systems. Discourse 

analysis was therefore useful in this study in exploring how participants may be negotiating 

their way through multiple, often conflicting discourses, and how they have chosen to accept, 

ignore or reject these discourses in imagining and enacting primary school education. The ways 

of  recognising and analysing interconnectedness and multiplicity of  discourses within the text/

s of  the case school through rhizomatic thinking also opened up possibilities for broadening 

and enriching my analysis of  the data created in my research: 

 Understanding that discourses operate within a text in rhizomatic ways 
– that is they are not linear, or separate. Any text includes a myriad of  
discursive systems and these discursive systems are connected to and 
across each other. A rhizomatic discourse analysis follows the lines of  
flight that connect these different systems in order to provide accounts 
of  plausible (mis)readings. (Honan & Sellers, 2006, p. 1)  
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Through rhizomatic discourse analysis, spaces were made for the co-existence of  multiple, 

conflicting, competing and complementing discourses within the research site of  this school 

community  (with its varying perspectives of  teachers, children, administrators, staff, 

consultants, department representatives, parents, researchers). Furthermore, this analysis 

allowed for the foregrounding of  rhizomatic connections within and beyond and across the 

school community (to philosophy, historical perspectives, local, state, national and international 

politics, policies, dominant media voices, discourses of  education, constructions of  childhood). 

Representing the Data 

The presentation and representation of  data created in this research project was a key concern, 

as “any form of  representation serves to filter, organize, and transform experience into the 

meanings that make up and display our knowledge” (Diamond & Mullen, 1999a, p. 23). Within 

an arts-informed research project such as the one described in this thesis, the ‘communicability’ 

and ‘accessibility’ (Cole & Knowles, 2008, p.67) of  the research to a wide and diverse audience 

was particularly important to consider. I have been particularly influenced by the 

representational possibilities of  the poetic. 

Following other feminist poststructuralist researchers I have been drawn to the use of  the 

poetic reconstruction of  transcripts as a method of  representing information which highlights 

representations of  emotion as well as intellect (Nielsen, 1998; Richardson, 1997). “Poetry 

allows for maximum input - in and between the lines” (Ely et al., 1997, p.135), while also 

capturing and representing the poetic elements of  speech, such as rhythm, pace, rhyme, pauses 

and repetition (Hopkins, 2001; Richardson, 1997). By setting the words of  a transcript out on 

the page as if  they were a poem, the researcher - and perhaps the reader - may become more 

emotionally engaged with the text than if  the words were set out in the traditional report-style 

of  writing). The reader (and researcher) is encouraged to interpret, to analyse, to look for 

underlying layers of  meaning far more so than if  the text were “straight sociological 

prose” (Richardson, 2001, p.142-143). Meaning is highlighted, and identity (through an 

embodied narrator) becomes more vivid. 

Below, I explain further the criteria that were useful for judging the quality of  this research 

project, drawing predominantly on the work of  Cole and Knowles (2008) and Barone and 

Eisner (2012). 
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Criteria for Judging the Research 

It has been important to consider appropriate criteria with which to judge my research, as, “like 

all research, studies following arts-informed research methodology must be subject to scrutiny 

to assess, and perhaps help to explain, their worth or value as research” (Cole and Knowles, 

2008, p.65). I have therefore drawn on Barone and Eisner’s (2012, p.148) suggestion of  criteria 

for judging Arts Based Educational Research: incisiveness, concision, coherence, generativity, 

social significance, and evocation and illumination, alongside Cole and Knowles’ (2008) 

‘Qualities of  Goodness in Arts-informed Research’:  intentionality, researcher presence, 

aesthetic quality, methodological commitment, holistic quality, communicability, knowledge 

advancement and contributions (p.65-68). Barone and Eisner (p.146-147) use the term criteria 

when discussing how to evaluate the quality of  arts-based research (after Dewey’s distinction 

between the terms criteria and standards) as a way to position their evaluative criteria of  quality at 

a distance from the assumptions of  universal standards that might be used as measures of  

quantity (and quantitative research). Their warning that “a common basis for assessment of  all 

arts-based research” may, in fact end up being a “liability [whereby] assessment practices 

become standardized” (p.155) resonated with me as I engaged in this research project, which is 

why I have been hesitant to fix the ‘evaluation’ of  my own work too rigidly to a predetermined 

set of  criteria. Acknowledging that “[o]ne can get locked into criteria that constrain innovation 

and that dampen imagination” (p.155),  in the ongoing and emergent process of  critical 

evaluating the decisions made in this project I therefore sought out points of  overlap between 

Barone and Eisner’s criteria, and Cole and Knowles’ ‘qualities of  goodness’, and positioned 

their suggestions alongside the key foundational aspects of  my own research praxis as outlined 

at the start of  this  chapter. 

Ethical Considerations 

In seeking approval from the Charles Sturt University Ethics Committee, I highlighted the 

considerations I made regarding confidentiality, anonymity, informed consent and reporting of  

findings to participants, as well as the special ethical considerations needed in researching with 

children. However, there were other ethical considerations that I needed to negotiate that were 

not a part of  the ethics approval form: How could I best address issues of  power and voice 

that would arise with my research with school communities, and, particularly, with children? 

What issues might arise due to the power imbalance of  ‘researcher’ over ‘researched’, of  adult 

in the adult/child dichotomy, and of  the high status of  ‘teacher’ and ‘researcher’ within school 

hierarchies? How could ownership over the research project be shared with participants? How 
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might I ensure privileging of  multiple voices in both the research processes, and the final 

‘product/s’ that will disseminate the research? Would my personal background in and passion 

for the research questions I was exploring lead to stronger connections with the school 

communities, or could these personal hopes, interests and passions blinker the ways in which I 

‘listened’ to participants and to data? Potash (2013) suggests that arts-based research 

necessarily involves movement between embracing subjective immersion and emersion, and 

objective distance (“relativising the objective”), as “[o]nly when standing back, could [Potash] 

begin to see patterns and connection” (p. 55).  Throughout the research process, questioning 

and critically reflecting on ethical considerations such as these was important, in order to 

engage with ethics at the local and personal level of  ‘living’ this research project, as well as at 

the general and ‘universal’ level of  its design. 

Issues of  listening through engagement, connection, understanding and becoming were further 

complicated by issues around the construction of  my own researcher subjectivity, and the 

relationships that were made (im)possible through these constructions, as well as the 

multiplicity, the blurring of  roles, the becoming other, the  ‘undoing of  self ’ (Somerville, 2007) 

throughout the research processes. Somerville draws on feminist poststructural notions of  

subjectivity and the processes of  ‘becoming self ’, and expands on these ideas to explore the 

interconnected processes of  an emergence of  research understandings and an emergence of  

researcher self. This process of  ‘becoming researcher’ was one that I felt keenly as, for the first 

time, I entered a primary school not as a student or a teacher, but as something else – as 

‘researcher’. The disorienting, unsettling process made clear the active construction of  self  in a 

particular context, but also the integral influence of  relationships with others in this 

construction (and continual fluidity of  de/reconstruction) of  self  as researcher. Nor was this 

‘researcher-self ’ fixed once constructed.  

In researching, I was negotiating the movement between these sometimes conflicting and 

contradictory selves, these multiple incarnations of  subjectivity. This could be disconcerting at 

times: self  as student, as researcher, as teacher, as teacher educator, as writer/artist? Elizabeth 

Grosz’s (2001) work around the complexities of  insider/outsider positioning was useful in 

considering and troubling potential ethical implications involved in my researcher subjectivity 

throughout this study: 

To be outside (something) is to afford oneself  the possibility of  a 
perspective, to look upon this inside, which is made difficult, is not 
impossible, from the inside. This is the rare and unexpected joy of  
outsidedness: to see what cannot be seen from the inside, to be 
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removed from the immediacy of  immersion that affords no distance. 
However, this always occurs at a cost: to see what cannot be seen is to 
be unable to experience this inside its own terms. Something is lost – 
the immediate intimacy of  an inside position; something is gained – the 
ability to critically evaluate that position and to possibly compare it with 
others. (Grosz, 2001, p.xv) 

Key to this subjectivity, as noted previously, and of  particular importance in this research 

praxis were the political and ethical implications of  listening (Rinaldi, 2006), as outlined in 

Rinaldi’s ‘pedagogy of  listening’. Throughout this research project, listening was seen as a form 

of  engagement, understanding, connection, and becoming. Thus I grappled throughout the 

project with ethical questions around new ways of  imagining researcher subjectivity within 

research praxis. No longer a distanced, neutral observer, making my subjectivities visible has 

been a core element of  the research praxis and the representation of  the research through the 

writing in this thesis. Engaging ethically with insider/outsider tensions meant that I necessarily 

have made visible my own subjectivity in the negotiation between my specific agenda in the 

researcher role, and the relationships and connectedness associated with ‘living’ with a school 

community for 6 months.  

In the next chapter, I examine in closer detail how the processes of  Lived Emergence unfolded in 

this research project. I will focus primarily on two examples from the research to unpack the 

uncertainty, relationality, unpredictability and fluidity of  the emergent and collaborative data 

creation processes, and to illuminate the connectedness and rhizomatic generativity of  some 

specific moments in time in this research project. 
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Chapter 4 

Research Processes part 2: 
Lived Emergence 
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Introduction 

In this chapter I pull apart and draw out some of  the complexities involved in the emergent 

data creation of  this project. Essentially, I answer the question “what actually happened?”. 

Here, then, I seek to describe and justify how the data were created, what was created, but 

especially to illuminate the generative rhizomatic interconnectedness between, and the 

emergent nature of, all the different elements of  data creation involved in this study. I explore 

these interconnections through the use of  narrative and description, and also through the use 

of  visual representations, photographs and mappings to try to capture some of  the links, 

threads, connections, movements, influences and parallels involved in researching in this 

emergent, arts-informed way. This chapter is ‘part 2’ of  the section that describes the research 

processes that took place in my project. It follows on from Chapter 3, where I described the 

methodology. In this chapter, therefore, I do not analyse the data, or even go into much depth 

explaining the details of  the data created - I will do that in the three chapters that follow this 

one. In this chapter, I use two examples of  ‘lived emergence’ from my research, Mapping the 

School and The Teachers’ Sculpture, to make visible how the processes of  unpredictable, open, 

artful data creation played out, concluding with the ways in which these forms of  data creation 

were collated, shared and celebrated in The Exhibition at the end of  the research project. 

Throughout this chapter, I weave in some of  the dimensions of  Somerville’s (2008) ontology 

of  postmodern emergence that have particular resonance within the context of  my research 

project: the importance of  notions such as becoming and wondering, the relational nature of  

this form of  meaning making, and the multiple and dynamic qualities encompassed in 

researching using a generative epistemology. 

Theorising Emergence in Research: Listening, Uncertainty 
and Postmodern Emergence 

In describing these processes of  data creation, I have been struck by the way in which written 

in a linear, structured, certain way, the research processes perhaps also take on a linear, 

structured and certain tone. This was far from the case. The processes of  data creation 

described here were often unexpected, joyful, surprising and emergent. What was described in 

Chapter 3 in general terms was personal, relational, complex and lived.  Both Sajnani (2012) 

and Levine (2013) use the lens of  improvisation as a way to frame discussions around the kinds 
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of  emergent processes that might occur in arts-based research, where research is seen as 

“action that looks forward to what has not yet been and what cannot be anticipated – the 

imprévu, that which cannot be seen in advance” (Levine, 2013, p.21). In conceptualising the 

emergent processes of  data creation in my research project, I have found their idea of  

‘improvisation’ useful. Sajnani explores the ways in which the metaphor of  research as 

improvisation foregrounds ‘openness to uncertainty’, ‘attunement to difference’, the ‘aesthetic 

intelligence’ and the ‘liveness’ (or ‘being in the moment’) of  research, arguing that: “it is an 

approach to knowledge creation that invites fleeting, emergent and evolving discoveries 

unfolding on canvas, in writing and onstage as they do in life” (p.84). I am also reminded here 

of  Diamond and Mullen’s evocative image of  the uncertainty of  research: “We float between 

text and figure, image and shade, evidence and doubt, and between ways of  thinking that no 

longer provide a hold on events and those that are being birthed” (Diamond & Mullen, 1999, 

p. 7).  

Margaret Somerville’s work around ‘postmodern emergence’ (2007, 2008) in research 

processes, where research is a “process that cannot begin with logic, but comes from a place of  

not knowing, informed by intuition and responsiveness” (Somerville, 2008, p. 210) has perhaps 

been most useful in helping me to theorise these processes. Below, I explore the points where 

Somerville’s ideas intersect with Carlina Rinaldi’s ( 2006) theorising around the role of  

uncertainty in a pedagogy of  listening. 

In the previous chapter Research Processes Part 1: Methodology, I outlined my use of  the metaphor 

of  listening as research and research as listening. Rinaldi’s (2006) theorising around a ‘pedagogy 

of  listening’ highlights the key importance of  uncertainty in listening.  

…Listening that does not produce answers but formulates questions; 
listening that is generated by doubt, by uncertainty, which is not 
insecurity but, on the contrary, the security that every truth is such only 
if  we are aware of  its limits and its possible ‘falsification’. Listening is 
not easy. It requires a deep awareness and at the same time a suspension 
of  our judgement and above all our prejudices; it requires openness to 
change. It demands that we have clearly in mind the value of  the 
unknown and that we are able to overcome the sense of  emptiness and 
precariousness that we experience whenever our certainties are 
questioned. (Rinaldi, 2006, p.65) 
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I have found it useful to draw on her articulation of  the ‘precariousness’ of  listening to better 

understand the processes of  becoming researcher (and becoming other through research) that 

the participants and I experienced, in particular the sometimes unsettling and disorienting 

nature of  listening to and for the unknown (and perhaps unknowable?). The ‘openness to 

change’ in becoming researcher, and within the processes of  researching (and through the 

embodied enacting of  a particular design of  a research project) is further theorised by 

Somerville, who argues for:  

an ontology of  postmodern emergence that emphasises the irrational, 
messy and embodied process of  becoming-other-to-one’s-self  in 
research. Any process of  making new knowledge necessitates opening 
the self  to this process, to the fact that in making new knowledge we 
will come to inhabit and know the world differently than we did before.
(Somerville, 2008, p.209) 

Somerville makes a distinction between emergent research projects and processes, such as the 

ones I describe here, that come from a “chaotic place of  not knowing” (Tamah Nakamura, in 

Somerville, 2008, p.210), and more traditional understandings of  research as a predictable, 

linear and logical process: 

This exploration necessarily begins with waiting in the chaotic place of  
unknowing. It is a very different place from research that aims to prove 
a hypothesis, for which the answer is known or predicted, or that can be 
channelled through the forms and regulations of  doctoral thesis 
production. Much of  the meaning-making lies in the iterative processes 
of  representation, each researcher and each aspect of  the research 
producing representations which are then combined in multiple 
assemblages of  meaning. (Somerville, 2008, p.212) 

Somerville’s conception of  emergence in research has been valuable in situating my research 

project. For this is a project that ultimately stemmed from a desire to “ask the question: How 

can I open myself  to what I do not yet know?” (Somerville, 2008, p.210), a desire to engage in 

research processes which create “openness to relationality, to an ongoing process of  becoming, 

in dialogue with others […that seek] to open up a new kind of  flexibility, not externally driven, 

but responsive, relational, artistic and life-giving” (Davies, 2009, p.4).  
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Throughout the emergent processes of  data creation in my project, the importance of  

becoming and wondering were foregrounded. Indeed, much of  Somerville’s theorising of  an 

‘ontology of  postmodern emergence’ centres around uncertainty – the importance of  

murkiness, of  the unknowable, of  shifting and changing, of  unexpectedness. She talks about 

this in terms of  coming to research from a place of  wonder – foregrounding the sorts of  

questions we ask and the ways in which we go about seeking to answer these questions (or 

deepen understanding, adding complexity to ways of  knowing about these questions), stating: 

“I want to focus here on the quality of  wonder; opening the mind, expansion, seeking to know 

the unknown, being uncertain; not proving, but wondering” (Somerville, 2007, p.227). She 

espouses wonder as a way to start, as a way to be open to possibilities beyond that which may 

be offered in a more linear ‘testing of  hypothesis’ method of  research. In the case of  my 

research, for example, having a fixed bank of  interview questions that each participant 

answered in the same order, and within the same structured interview schedule would never 

have allowed me the depth of  insight and the vast array of  complexity that emerged from the 

interconnected processes of  data creation and analysis. Through the examples illustrated below, 

I also identify the strength of  a rhizomatic logic of  interconnectedness between multiplicities 

(Deleuze and Guattari, 1987)): the participant’s visual, gestural, verbal, written data creation, 

the ongoing analysis, the mo(ve)ments (Davies & Gannon, 2006) – movements of  becoming 

from and within and across each of  these moments. 

Data Creation Processes: Examples of Lived Emergence 

Here I discuss and illustrate two examples from my research of  interconnected, rhizomatic 

processes of  lived emergence in data creation: mapping the school and the teachers’ sculpture.  

I then draw these threads together by describing the exhibition where these collaborative 

processes and products of  artful data creation were shared with the school community and 

wider community. 

An Early Provocation: Mapping the School 

In my first weeks with the school community, I asked the participants (children, teachers and 

parents) to help me gain an understanding of  the place of  the school from their perspectives: to 

each ‘map’ the school for me. My interest in mapping as a method of  data creation was 

inspired by Clark and Moss’ (2001) Mosaic Approach research with young children in prior to 

school settings, as discussed in the previous chapter; however, I was also influenced by the 

work of  other researchers who have used various forms of  ‘mapping’ to explore the 
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complexities of  ‘place’ through research (such as Noone, 2006, Somerville, 2006, 2008, 2013, 

2015; Springgay & Truman, 2017). I will expand on these ideas around place and space, and 

the data created by all the participants in response to the ‘mapping’ provocation in Chapter 5. 

As a provocation before the mapping, I posed three questions to the research participants:  

“What places are important to know about in the school?  

What places are significant or special to you?  

Why?”  

Furthermore, prior to designing the processes and creation of  their ‘mapping’, I also asked 

participants to think about: 

What you might decide to represent (What places / areas / spaces do you think are 
important or significant? Are they in the classroom? Are they across the school? Are 

they physical areas, or areas constructed by what happens within them at certain 
times? Where are these places? Who/what are they for? How do the places connect 

with each other?) 

How you might chose to represent these areas (Drawing a map / visual 

representation? Taking photographs? Writing narratives? Filming? Taking me to 
places and telling me about them? A combination of  these methods?) 

Why you have chosen to represent these areas (Why are these significant to you? 
Why do you think it’s important to show/tell me about these areas?) 

While all the participants (children, teachers and parents) were given a sheet with these 

prompts and questions,, I also spent time talking with each group, to explain more about the 

mapping in ways that didn’t rely on written words. For example, when mapping with Thara, 

Fergus, Dharani and Xander (all children in the prep-year 2 class), I initially said to them: 

“What I wanted to know about was, because I’m new at the school, I’m wondering about what the places are in 

the school that are important to you, or special that you think I should know about? So what sorts of… in the 
classroom or in the school, what sorts of  places you think I should know about or are really special to you? … 

So I was thinking you could tell me about them, or you could draw them or we could go and take photos of  
them?” (Mapping the school, group conversation, 11th June 2008). 
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Thus, by ‘mapping’, I did not mean only drawing a map from an aerial perspective (although 

some participants did choose to represent their ‘map’ in this way (see Chapter 5 for more 

examples of  mapping), but mapping could also mean a range of  forms of  representation. 

Some participants drew pictures and diagrams, others took me physically around the spaces 

and talked to me about places of  significance to them, or wrote prose or poetry, used 

photography, or film or collage, or told me a story or narrative about a place, or something that 

had happened in that place.  

Figure 4.1. Dharani & Fergus Mapping the school (Photo by Thara)  

Verbal and Visual ‘Explanations’ of Mapping 

Each of  the participants later spent time with me describing and explaining their ‘maps’, either 

individually or in small groups of  two or three. Because of  the linguistic diversity of  the 

children who participated in the study, there were multiple ways that children chose to ‘explain’ 

their mapping: some children verbally explained their maps to me (and each other), other 

children visually explained  their maps to me, for instance by sorting through their 
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photographs, grouping them into ‘themes’, gluing down a small selection of  their photographs, 

and using gesture and facial expression to communicate with me.  In the transcript excerpt 

below, Fergus first looks at Dharani and Thara’s mapping, then sorts and organises his photos, 

before starting to explain verbally what he has chosen to include in his map, and why these 

places were important to him (his explanation that follows after this excerpt forms part of  the 

data that will be presented and analysed in Chapter 5): 

  

(Fergus comes over to the table with the photos that I have printed out from the map 

making earlier in the week) 
Clare – Well, I put them in a pile, because when I was looking at them I 

thought I remembered they were the ones that you took, but tell me if  

they’re yours or not 

Fergus – Mine, mine, mine, not mine, not mine, let’s see… definitely not 

mine. Not mine ‘cause that’s my head. Not mine, not mine, definitely not 

mine! 

Clare – That could be someone’s finger… 

Fergus – It looks like a good sunset that one 

Clare – It does, doesn’t it! 

Fergus – Who took these ones? 

Clare – They’re Dharani’s ones, and Thara’s are stuck on here. 

Fergus – Let’s see, I want to read them. Can you read them out? 

Clare – So she just told me things about the pictures she took and why 

she took them. 

Fergus – I wanna choose where they go first. 

Clare – Yep? So you can stick them on if  you want, or do you just want 

to lay them out and see where you want to put them. 

Fergus – Yep. I want to lay them out and see where I’ll put them.  

Clare – Are you putting them around? 

Fergus – I’m leaving space for the other ones… 

Clare – That’s a good idea. 

Clare – So which one do you want to tell me about first? 

Fergus – This one’s a picture of  the brick wall. I like playing on it, 

because it’s a  fun place. 

(Conversation with Fergus while sorting photographs from mapping, 12th June) 
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Figure 4.2. Esraa & Malaz explaining photo ‘maps’ to me and each other 

The descriptions and explanations often led to conversations about key recurring themes or 

ideas that were raised through the ‘maps’.  For example, when Riley (a participant in the prep-2 

class) was talking through his photographic mapping with me, he started to sort and group his 

photos – first into ‘pairs’, and then, as he explained to Anike (also in the prep-2 class, who had 

the digital voice recorder and was ‘interviewing him’) finding which ones were the ‘same’ (the 

categories that Riley chose as he sorted were the wonderfully alliterative groups of  ‘people’, 

‘plants’ and ‘playground’). 

Riley: Can we put these in pairs? I think they should be in pairs. 

Clare: Do you want to sort them all out? 

Anike: Riley, I have a question for you – why do you have to sort this 

out? 

Riley: I sort them out and I find ones that are the same. 

Anike: And if  you don’t find one that’s the same what do you do? 

Riley: Oh, I just keep on finding them. 

Anike: So who print [sic] these picture out? 

Riley: Clare 
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Anike: Riley, would you mind if  I ask you another question? Why do you 

have to take these photos and why do you have to sort this all things out? 

Riley: Well, I took the pictures of  the places and I’m finding the ones 

which are the same, because in the pictures there’s other pictures with 

people, plants and playground, people or plants or playgrounds. In my 

pictures they’re all people, plants and playground. 

(Conversation with Riley and Anike while Riley sorts his photos, 5th August, 2008) 

Group Discussions 
Across all the maps, there were common and recurring themes that the participants and I 

identified from the various forms of  ‘mapping’ (through the photos, conversations, drawings 

and other forms of  representation). To gain a richer understanding of  some of  these 

overlapping themes,  I organised group discussions to explore them in more depth, and to start 

constructing a shared understanding of  what it might mean to be situated in the ‘place’ of  the 

school from the perspectives of  children, parents and teachers. These informal, participant-led 

group discussions formed a large and rich corpus of  data which I will explain further and 

analyse in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 that follow. 

Figure 4.3. Dhahrani holds the voice recorder and Esraa talks in a child led group 
discussion around overlapping themes of research (photo by Asha) 
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Shared Representations and an Unexpected Collaborative 
Project 

Interestingly, while different participants chose from these many different forms of  mapping, 

every one of  the children who participated in the research project also chose to represent their 

mapping of  place through digital photography. What was intended as an initial introduction to 

a case study, to assist me in gaining an understanding of  the significance of  the ‘place’ of  the 

school from various perspectives within the school community, ultimately became, for the 

children, an extended photographic project on place. This project enabled a complex 

exploration of  relationships between the spaces of  schooling and the construction of  shared 

understandings of  connected, inhabited and embodied places by these children in the early years 

of  primary school. These emergent themes and storylines of  place will be explored and 

analysed in Chapter 5. The children’s photographic mapping project culminated in an 

exhibition of  the artworks, and the sorting, planning, grouping and organising of  photographs 

and other works led was an embodiment of  collaborative analysis, and a distilled, considered, 

shared representation of  place. This exhibition, which also featured the sculpture created by the 

teachers participating in my research, will be described in the final section of  this chapter. I will 

illustrate the emergent processes of  creating the teachers’ sculpture-as-research below. 

The Teachers’ Sculpture: A Visual Representation of Shared 
Understanding 

Here, I write about the processes of  emergent data creation involved in the teachers creating 

their sculpture as a part of  my research project. I draw together threads of  data in order to 

explore the emergent nature of  these creative processes of  researching and artmaking: 

transcripts of  the conversations that occurred as the teachers and I planned, created, discussed, 

explained; the drawn and written plans for the sculpture; photos of  the artwork as it was being 

created, notes from my research journal that track the meetings and decision making (both 

mine, and the teachers’). Like Bansel (in Davies et al., 2006, p. 118), I seek to explore “the 

movement between speech, writing and the visual; talk, text and art; and specifically the acts of  

translation that are employed in these movements. How does one thing become another, and 

what happens in the process of  that becoming?”. Thus, despite these overlaps, intersections, 

loops and circularities, I have attempted to write a cohesive, linear narrative of  what actually 

happened, and to draw out perhaps the significance of  what was happening through these 
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emergent, collaborative, arts-informed research processes. And these processes were indeed 

significant. The decision making behind the processes of  creating the sculpture involved many 

conversations and thoughtful planning. By creating a shared visual representation of  the core 

ideas and philosophies that had been emerging from conversations and earlier ‘mapping’ of  the 

school, the teachers and I hoped to add a further depth of  understanding that went beyond a 

language of  words, to explore a language of  sculpture and art. 

The relational nature of  research – and particularly research that is informed by this ‘ontology 

of  postmodern emergence’ (Somerville, 2008) – is crucial to acknowledge at this point. The 

pauses, silences, jokes, moments of  doubt, tension, deep pondering, frustration, clarity, joy, 

despair – the subtlety of  particular personalities and a particular context in a particular point in 

time – these are all elements that were fundamental in the richness of  data that the participants 

shared with me, and that would have slipped past me silently had I taken a more linear, 

predictable approach to researching in this project. A more structured, definite research design 

would have allowed me to focus with a sense of  certainty on my own predictions, expectations, 

areas of  interest, but would have left no room for the many layered, multi-dimensional 

perspectives that sprang unexpected through the process of  developing close relationships 

with the school community. Research such as this is “…produced in collaboration, it is a 

relational knowing” (Somerville, 2008, p.212). Through approaching research from a place of  

wondering, listening, uncertainty and relationships, my own expectations and predictions were 

often supported, but they were also just as often expanded, or shifted, or diverted, or 

challenged. And that which I had never imagined, that I would never have been able to predict 

or plan for, often became the most rich and insightful elements of  the research project.  

The creation of  the sculpture was an opportunity to generate rich data. For the teachers not 

only sought to articulate their own understandings, and to work towards shared understandings 

of  ideas and beliefs that are not easily articulated, but they also strove to find ways to represent 

these beliefs and understandings in visual, material , three-dimensional ways. Thus the process 

involved initial articulations, and then also, the descriptions, negotiations and debate around 

how these articulations could be made visual. These processes of  articulation, negotiation and 

creation involved conversations that were at once wonderfully metaphoric but also concrete 

and practical and created. So what actually happened? What were the emergent research 

processes involved in creating this collaborative sculptural artwork? 
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Metaphors: An Initial Provocation 

The initial provocations that led to the creation of  the sculpture stemmed from the very first 

group discussion I had with three of  the teachers, Sophie, Bianca and John (Lara, the fourth 

teacher to participate in my research, was unable to come to that first discussion), before 

school one morning. After a week of  spending time with the class, taking observations and 

photographs, and making field notes, I met with the teachers to talk with them about some of  

the questions and key themes that seemed to be emerging from this early data – particularly 

around ideas of  knowledge. I showed them a mindmap (Figure 4.X) that I had been creating as 

an early means of  grouping observations and ideas from which I identified themes for analysis, 

and asked them to clarify and expand on some of  these themes.  

 

Figure 4.4. ‘Knowledge’ mind map - visual representation of themes and examples 
identified in ethnographic research in first week at the school 

Clare – So what I wanted to ask about …I was showing Sophie and 

Bianca this earlier in the week  (showing mindmaps to John) – I’ve been going 

through these different ideas of  knowledge and identity and time and 

space and relationships and these different categories of  understanding, I 
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guess, in classrooms, and they’re things that have stood out to me as 

being quite different here than in traditional, mainstream classrooms that 

are in those dominant discourses, and the knowledge one, when I was 

looking at that idea of  knowledge, that was something that I was thinking 

[…] there was so much to do with the process being the focus, rather than 

product, which is normally what’s valued… 

John and Sophie – mmm (nodding). 
Clare – and also that idea of  things not being predetermined – that 

uncertainty and, yeah, emergence in the way that you’re working, and I 

wanted to know a bit more about what that’s like to… how you’re thinking 

about curriculum, and how you…how that’s sort of  enacted in the 

everyday planning and… 

(Group discussion with teachers, 12th June 2008) 

The discussion that followed was conversational and unstructured, in-depth and complex, as 

the teachers explored, explained and analysed the thinking behind their teaching practices. The 

teachers often openly struggled to articulate their thinking around these ideas – perhaps this 

struggle was due to the combination of  a strong desire to nut out and adequately share ideas 

that were at once very complex and also very strongly held, very much connected to self: 

Sophie – I guess it’s about your… your principles, and your core kind of  

beliefs about what should be happening, and that’s how I come about 

with a vision of  where I want it to go, and what I think is important, and 

then if  you know what you…what you…like… it’s hard to articulate, 

because it’s not… 

John – There’s a fair bit of  instinct involved I guess… 

Sophie – Yeah, but that comes from a kind of  core belief, you know, it’s 

hard to say…like if  you’re really strong about what you believe is 

important, then you know what you want to draw out of  it. And you’re 

not…you don’t always get it right, but you know that when something 

comes up, that’s really important and to explore it further, you know? 

(Group discussion with teachers, 12th June 2008) 

Interestingly, when I transcribed the conversation later that day, and began preliminary analysis 

of  the language the teachers were using to explore these ideas around knowledge, it became 
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apparent that there were three clear metaphors that the teachers were drawing on to articulate 

their thinking: weaving (Bianca), building (Sophie), and leaving doors open (John). These 

metaphors will be described, interpreted and analysed in more detail in Chapter 6. 

When Bianca talked about the way in which she approached teaching and learning, the 

language she drew on suggested an underlying metaphor of  knowledge as weaving: 

it’s about knowing concepts and values and those things, 

so they can be pulled into lots of  different…threads, 
I spose, 

they can easily be woven 

into the different way we decide to go. 

And that the skills kind of  happen through exploring the concepts. 

(Bianca, Group Discussion with Teachers, 12th June 2008) 

The language that Sophie used suggested a metaphor of  knowledge as building when she 

explained what was informing her teaching practices: 

But also, being really aware of  the skills, 
and what skills are needed to be built up 

to build on certain concepts and ideas, 

and then seeing 

where those can be drawn out of  what’s happening, 

or developed through what’s happening. 

And later: 

you’re building upon things all the time as well, 

and you’re able to revisit things 

that have happened a long time ago as well… 

(Sophie, Group Discussion with Teachers, 12th June 2008) 

When John was explaining the thinking behind the way he plans and approaches curriculum, 

he used language that suggested a metaphor of  knowledge as leaving doors open: 
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But I guess it is 

it’s about not closing doors, 
or… 

I guess the opposite – 

just leaving the possibilities 

for leaving doors, 

possible doors 

Open… 
(John, Group Discussion with Teachers, 12th June 2008) 

The following day when I gave Sophie, John and Bianca copies of  the transcribed conversation 

I mentioned my preliminary analysis and these metaphors to them (Figure 4.X)– I was curious 

to know whether these were images that they consciously drew on in their conceptualisation of  

curriculum and teaching practices.  

Figure 4.5. “Initial Analysis of Teachers’ Conversation’ mind map 
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Interestingly, the teachers told me that these metaphors had not been used deliberately, but all 

three of  the teachers were eager to discuss the implications of  these metaphors, and also the 

sites of  overlap between the metaphors that may suggest the creation of  a shared 

understanding between staff. 

Planning the Sculpture 

These three metaphors of  weaving, building, leaving doors open re-emerged over a month 

later, when I was meeting with the teachers to discuss the possibilities of  creating art-works as 

a form of  data –  visual representations of   some of  the concepts and themes that had been 

emerging from other forms of  data such as observations, conversations, writing and mapping. 

The research journal excerpt below briefly outlines the flow of  that meeting, and the decisions 

of  the teachers to draw on the metaphors of  building, weaving and leaving doors open as a 

starting point for their artwork: 

In staff  meeting – talked about art project ideas with teachers – John talked about 
being out of  his comfort zone – how it’s something we ask children to do all the 
time, but something we rarely do ourselves. Bianca said she had been thinking about 
an idea of  weaving – something about a shared base, that individual people could 
weave things on to or hang things off, or attach things to – Sophie brought up the 
idea of  collage – Bianca talked about something like felting -  combining different 
things from different people to make the base for the artwork. John suggested using 
audio visual – wanting to show the importance of  talking, working as a team. I 
told Bianca I thought it was interesting that she had used the idea of  weaving, as 
that had been the metaphor she had used in the conversation with me and John and 
Sophie – Talked about the other metaphors of  opening doors, weaving and building 
that had come through – Bianca suggested that we use those metaphors as starting 
points for the artworks. 

(Research Journal Excerpt, 29th July 2008) 

Thus these metaphors of  weaving, building, leaving doors open (as identified in an analysis of  the 

language used in an earlier discussion) had become the initial provocations to start imagining 

possible ways to visually represent these shared understandings. Over the following months, 

these metaphors were drawn on regularly as the teachers negotiated and planned the creation 

of  their shared artwork. On the 7th October, 2008, we met to discuss the possibility of  working 

towards an exhibition in November as a way to share and celebrate the collaborative artwork 
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(the children were also eager to exhibit their photographic artworks, as discussed earlier in this 

chapter). At this meeting, Bianca encouraged Sophie to talk about her ‘idea for the sculpture’. 

Sophie then went on to describe her idea of  having a multi-layered sculpture, where one layer 

could have weaving – things like wool woven across it, and then another layer attached with 

string so there was movement and you could look at it from different perspectives and then the 

next layer could have something to do with building – or the different layers could be built onto 

one another. The other teachers added to Sophie’s ideas: John said he had found a load of  wire 

in a skip the other day that could be useful in making the sculpture. Lara drew a diagram 

(Figure 4.6) of  what she imagined the sculpture to look like.  

Figure 4.6. Lara’s diagram and notes for sculpture planning 

There was discussion around whether the sculpture could hang from the ceiling of  if  it could 

be mounted from a plinth/block. They talked about light and shadows and movement. John 

talked about how it would be good to use found objects. Lara said that I should go to ‘Reverse 

Art Truck’ (an industrial reuse/recycling facility). We all planned to meet on a Sunday (26th 

Oct) at John’s house to create the artwork, and to have a social occasion too. 
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Creating the Sculpture 

When the morning of  our sculpture-making day arrived the sky was heavy with clouds, and the 

air thick and humid, and occasionally big plops of  rain would drop to the footpath. But, even 

though we sat outside in the garden to eat and talk and to create the sculpture, the rain held 

back for all that time. We chatted for a while, then I took out the art materials and loose parts 

from the box to show everyone – John, Lara, Sophie and Bianca started to explore the 

materials and talk about what was there and what it could be used for, then also about what 

our purpose was. We discussed the purpose of  the artwork: to create a visual representation of  

a shared understanding of  the teachers, relating to pedagogy. 

Sophie –So I…when I was thinking about it, I had…it was sparked 
through your comments about our conversation and those three ways 
of  looking at what we do – the idea of  weaving and of  building and of  
opening…being open, openness. And so that was why I thought of  the 
layers to represent that, and to show that weaving, and open as well, that 
it can be viewed from different perspectives. And I think that shows, 
that sort of  represents the possibilities as well. Lots of  possibilities. But 
you know…do we still want to go with that? That general sculpture? 

Bianca – I think so. I felt comfortable with it. 

Lara – But I guess what I think straight away, about what you just said 
as well, exploring the possibility, there’s something about the way in 
which we work that is challenging assumptions about children and 
education. And also…I don’t know…and when you were just saying, 
Sophie, about whatever we’re going to make, I like the idea of  it being 
something that can be added to continuously. I guess there’s something 
about the never ending, always growing and developing and adding 
nature of  learning.  

Sophie – Yeah…that’s really interesting (inaudible)…that idea of  
impermanence kind of  thing… 

Clare – it’s interesting, because that seems to be…that’s like something 
that those three really concrete metaphors have in common – that 
being able to… doors being left open, weaving and building – they’re 
very process oriented metaphors and they’re not final or fixed…yeah 
that idea of  things being added to and open and those kinds of  
possibilities… 

Sophie – And perhaps that will come through in a structure that we’re 
kind of  thinking of  as well in terms of  it being circular and it being…
you know that it’s not fixed. If  we were to create, say, those three rings, 
and hang it, then it’s something that doesn’t necessarily finish. I think it 
would represent that… 

(Conversation during sculpture making, 26th Oct 2008, original emphasis) 
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Figure 4.7. The teachers (John, Lara, Bianca, Sophie) exploring materials to create the 
sculpture 

John – If  it’s something that’s hanging, then there’s going to be a lot of  
movement and fluidity anyway, so I think we’re… we keep coming back 
to something that’s hanging, don’t we. And these rings [picks up big 
cardboard rings] seem to be the obvious things to be hanging… 

Sophie – We could get some things…like wire or something? I don’t 
know, that fishing wire? And maybe drill some little holes in it, and that 
would give it a bit of  give as well, so we could attach them like that? So 
it’s still… so that would give it movement too. And represent that too. 
And then I think there’s possibility for creating some different layers 
within this (cardboard ring) and then perhaps a wire, wire could create 
different layering as well… 

Lara – Where do the wirings go? 

Sophie – Well they could go in between the layers…(inaudible) 

John – Could one of  those be at a height where it would be possible 
to…see I don’t know the space really…possible to reach it and sort of  
explore and… 

Sophie – Well I think it could all be…at a height that’s… 
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Lara – Do you mean touch it and? 

John – Yeah. I mean if  you’re talking about opening doors, then you 
kind of  need to open doors to…there’s no point in having a door if  
you can’t open it. 

Bianca – That willingness too could be represented that if  you…in 
order to see it from all the perspectives you actually have to go up the 
steps, so that could be reflected by the audience being willing to see it. 
There’s lots of  people that you can see it, and they just see it from 
where they sit, they don’t move around to see it from different 
perspective. And that in itself  could be a provocation to the people? 

Lara – There’s also something about trusting people to touch it. Because 
trust is such a huge thing. And also letting go of  whatever it is that we 
create, that it just has to evolve into whatever is meaningful to other 
people who then see it. So that’d be a good way of  showing those 
things. 

(Conversation during sculpture making, 26th Oct 2008, original emphasis) 

Figure 4.8. Lara’s diagram of ideas for the sculpture, made during the planning 
discussion and while exploring the materials. 
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As we talked, the conversation looped between social chatting, talking about directions within 

the school (constructions of  classes next year, enrolments, who might be teaching in which 

grade etc), talking about children, teaching, as well as planning the sculpture. Before anyone 

started creating, we talked for about 40 minutes around what the meaning of  the artwork was - 

the key themes emerging from the plan seemed to be: transparency/reflection; layers; 

openness; challenge; unfinished/uncertain; possibilities; constantly adding to/changing; 

movement; connectedness; weaving, building, opening doors. 

After this planning conversation, we had lunch together, and after lunch, we moved down to 

the grass to start making the sculpture. Lara and Sophie pulled out the transparent / 

translucent materials first: the plastic sheet, the roll of  tinted thick plastic, the Perspex. Lara 

spread out the plastic sheet on the grass and held it down with the tubes of  paint. She started 

to paint what almost looked like a crescent moon and a sun, but then began blending other 

colours and shapes in.  

!        

Figures 4.9 & 4.10. Lara painting on translucent materials 
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Sophie attached the tinted thick plastic to one of  the cardboard rings with nails – two pieces 

overlapping, but with a gap. She also left the edges rough – one wavy, one spiky. 

  

!      

!  

Figure 4.11 & 4.12. Sophie attaches transparent plastic, before cutting and painting it 
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Bianca chose some of  

the strips of  chicken 

wire, and rummaged 

through the box of  

material, string and 

strips of  plastic to 

weave into the 

chicken wire.  

Figure 4.13. Bianca weaves material and string through the chicken wire 

John was working out how to create doors in the cardboard ring – experimenting with drawing, 

cutting, bending, folding. 

  !  

Figure 4.14. John creating doors in the rings 
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Earlier, the teachers had 

decided that the rings 

seemed the obvious choice 

to build the layers from/

within – Lara and Bianca 

had measured holes so the 

rings could eventually be 

hung together. John used 

the power drill to drill 

holes in the rings. 

Figure 4.15. Drilling holes to connect 
the rings 

The art-making was often silent, but sometimes someone would ask a question (about what the 

others thought they should do, or what someone else was in the process of  doing). John 

noticed that the big roll of  paper was exactly the same width as the cardboard ring. There had 

been a lot of  conversation leading up to this about how to make the sculpture interactive – 

unfinished, constantly changing and being added to and open to new possibilities. He 

suggested that 

everyone could write 

on it, and that there 

could be a way for 

people to keep 

adding writing, 

drawings, responses 

to the artwork. 

Figure 4.16. 
Painting small 
perspex 
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Lara, John and Sophie also painted Perspex – using ideas from the elements of  pedagogy and 

the key themes that had been coming out of  the discussion.  

 

Figure 4.17 Research journal jottings of designs painted on Perspex with teachers’ 
explanations  

At about 4.30pm, we started looking at what we had created, and where we might choose to go 

next, and when we might be able to finish it off.  

Back at school the following week, the sculpture making continued. We spread out on one of  

the big tables, and Sophie suggested that we look at what had been created and what could still 

be added. There was a discussion about how the painted Perspex squares were so effective and 

that because Bianca hadn’t painted one yet, she would paint one too. Bianca decided to look at 

time and how time connects with the other elements of  relationships and knowledge and 

identity that John and Lara and Sophie had already painted. Later, Lara painted the fifth square 
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with her representation of  (in her 

words) ‘challenge' and the ‘energy 

of  collision and disruption’. 

Figure 4.18 Assembling the 
sculpture 

Sophie found wool in the store-

room and she and Lara used a 

stapler to connect the wool across 

the cardboard ring, overlapping 

and intersecting it, changing colours to create a thick web across the ring.  The teachers also 

used the fishing wire to connect the rings together, to look at how the construction of  the 

sculpture was to be assembled. Meanwhile, John was building a spool to go on the side of  the 

sculpture from which paper could be unrolled, so the sculpture could be added to and was 

open, unfinished and encouraging many perspectives. 

Figure 4.19. 
Bianca 
underlines 
words from 
one of the 
teacher 
group 
discussion 
transcripts 
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There was a discussion about what the teachers would write on the paper to be wrapped 

around the rings. Lara suggested the possibilities of  looking at the original transcripts that 

revealed the three metaphors of  building, weaving and leaving doors open.  

Figure 4.20.& 4.21. Attaching the connected rings with fishing wire 

When it was time to connect or add a new component to the sculpture, the teachers held up 

the sculpture to check that each layer could look through to the next. They talked about the 

positioning of  the sculpture in the gallery space – the possibility of  the stairwell, and 

suspending it from the top to hang down to the next level, so people could view it from many 

perspectives – above, below, the side… 

                   

Reflections on Sculpture as Research  

Through the emergent processes of  data creation, the discussions and decision making and art 

making revealed the overlaps between the deeply philosophical and also highly physical and 

practical purposes of  this data creation, as the teachers were trying to articulate and make 

visible the not-easily-articulated. As Camden Pratt argues: “Art may set out to represent the 

already known, but it can also set out to find a way to represent that which cannot be said, or 

heard or seen, because it is not yet known in a way that is re-presentable” (2009 p.54). The 

teachers not only explained what they thought, but also what they wanted to make in order to 
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visually represent this thinking, and how, and why. And then through their engagement in the 

emergent processes of  art-making, they also represented ‘that which cannot be said’. The data 

created were words, and images, and metaphors, as teachers thought of  ways to represent the 

abstract in the concrete genre of  sculpture, and then their negotiations around ways to 

physically create the sculpture, the embodied emersion in the live art-making processes, and 

then the final product of  the actual sculpture. Often, the conversations also centred around 

connection with the intended audience – how the sculpture could be created to get meaning 

across in particular ways, but also how the audience could view the work, interact with it, add 

to it, be trusted with it.  

These emergent, interconnected processes of  ethnography, conversation, art-making, sculpture 

building, reflection, negotiation, installation of  artwork as data creation, opened up possibilities 

for fluid, unexpected, artful meaning making - this was  “art that shifts what it is possible to 

know” (Camden Pratt, 2009, p.55). deCosson (2008), in outlining a ‘sculptural approach’ to 

creative writing, argues that: “It is through the building process, inherent to the practice of  

sculpture, that meaning is made. Meaning grows out of  the working process; the blocks (or 

units of  text in this case) placed, […] a (reflective) reflection of  praxis-in-action” (deCosson, 

2008, p.279).  He writes: 

“I was never encouraged to build an 

answer to a problem in any material other 

than pencil and paper, 

my natural medium relegated to the 

rubbish bin. 

Art allows for communication that can 

continually change and fragment anew. 

Text can also do this, 

but so often it is hijacked to serve the 

hegemonic hierarchies 

of  the status quo” 

(deCosson, 2008, p.283) 
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Here I take deCosson’s argument more literally – through their enacted sculptural ‘building’ of  

an answer (or a response) to the question of  shared understandings of  pedagogy, the teachers 

engaged in ‘communication that can continually change and fragment anew’. Thus, through 

approaching research in this emergent way, through an openness to possibilities and within this 

place of  uncertainty, as Somerville (2007) argues, research is created, researcher is created, and 

meaning is created. The importance of  making and creating in research (and research in creating 

and making) is highlighted in her notion of  the generative epistemology of  postmodern emergence. 

Bringing Threads Together: Musings, Wonderings and 
Possibilities  

In this research project the threads of  these multiple and emergent forms of  data creation 

were brought together for a final exhibition at the end of  my time at the school. The children 

who participated in my research exhibited their photographic works mapping the school, and 

the teachers exhibited their sculpture. I created wall texts (see Appendix 5) and transcripts 

which made visible some of  the traces of  the processes of  data creation alongside the final 

products. 

!  

Figure 4.22 The exhibition opening night 
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Figure 4.23, 4.24 & 4.25 The teachers’ sculpture and accompanying walltexts installed 
in the exhibition  

The processes of  designing the exhibition, working with the children, teachers and parents in 

finding overlaps, negotiating spaces, selecting works, installing works, writing and designing 

wall text were all important opportunities to share with the school community, to disseminate 

the research to and connect with a wide and linguistically diverse audience, to celebrate the 
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collaborative research and artworks, and to gain feedback on emerging themes from diverse 

perspectives. The notion of  an ‘audience’ was also crucial in the ways in which these processes 

played out – for instance, in the teachers’ negotiation of  the structure, composition, and 

installation of  their sculpture, in the children’s selection of  their photographic artworks, and 

the presentation of  these works in print and digital (slideshow) formats, and in my creation of  

wall texts to accompany the works (including poetic representations of  transcripts, to make 

visible some of  the complex processes of  creation). 

!  

!     !  

Figure 4.26, 4.27 & 4.28 The children’s photographic works and accompanying 
walltexts installed in the exhibition 
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Previously, in Chapter 3, I outlined how this research project is grounded in the understanding 

that the rhizomatic use of  multiple forms of  representation can allow for a deeper and richer 

exploration of  complex understandings that may not be possible without the use of  arts-

informed data creation. Somerville’s ontology of  postmodern emergence similarly advocates 

for the importance of  multiple representations of  meaning and ways of  knowing – that 

through diverse modes of  representation, new insights can be gained, through a “creation of  

meaning from the relationship between the parts,” (Somerville, 2007, p.236). This is an 

epistemology where “meaning is dynamic”, and where representation is significant not only in 

showing what is known, and in sharing this knowing, but in creating new knowledge(s) through 

the processes of  representation: 

These forms enable us and our participants to engage with the research 
and to perform it for others outside the research act. Meaning is 
dynamic and constituted intertextually between the various elements of  
the performance or representation. (Somerville, 2007, p.236) 

The areas I chose to research in this project are complex, and fundamentally, the approach to 

methodological praxis that I took in this project was driven by wanting to understand (as much 

as might be possible) the complexity of  the areas being researched. In order to seek out and 

understand complexity through research, I therefore – in the research approaches taken – 

needed a layering of  ways of  understanding, of  communicating, of  representing 

understanding: layers to add depth, to not only acknowledge, but seek out complexity and 

uncertainty in the research. I was interested in pondering the movement, connectedness 

involved in this complexity and uncertainty. 

Margaret Somerville states that while she could “point to examples of  emergence in work that 

[her] students produced, it remained an elusive quality that seemed to disappear when [she] 

tried to articulate it” (2007, p.229). Like Somerville, I have found articulating these fluid 

interconnections, these processes of  ‘becoming other’ through research to be difficult. I have 

similarly grappled with elusive and slippery descriptions of  the emergent research processes 

involved in this study. And thus I finish this chapter with musings, wonderings and possibilities, 

rather than certainties or conclusions. In the text box below, there is a section from my 

research journal, written in June 2009. At that time I had been trying to find a metaphor to 

help me articulate the thinking behind the research processes – particularly the processes 

involved in negotiating that tension between keeping the focus of  my research question, and 
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yet allowing for, being open to, encouraging (and seeking out) the emergence of  unexpected 

directions and complexities – the emergence of  unexpected questions, processes, difficulties, 

delights, surprises, wonders, concerns that were generated in the context of  creating data in 

collaboration with the people I was researching with: 

Thoughts on research emergence – in search of  a metaphor… (Research Journal, 
10th June 2009) 

Perhaps a metaphor that uses the notion of  ‘illumination’ would be useful – for this was one of  the aims of  my 
research. Perhaps we could think of  the focus of  my research (the aims and questions that I had established 
beforehand) as a special lens (goggles?  A light bulb?) that only allows for a particular band of  light to be 
visible – when we look through these lenses, or install these lightbulbs in the lamp, we can see only that which is 
red (or blue? or green?) – this narrows the focus from the multitude of  other colours and allows me to leave 
behind that which is not about the colour red (or blue or green). But what I can see through this light is 
unexpected – it plays out before me in ways I would never have imagined – it makes me rethink my questions; 
each time I look, I see something that is different, unthought of, hitherto unimagined – it teaches me how to look 
in new ways, to seek out deeper and deeper complexity, to trust in uncertainty.  

And then, when other eyes look through these lenses, under these lightbulbs – the participants – they notice 
things that I had overlooked. They point out to me  - “see! over there!” – complexities that are tiny and 
immense – that were right in front of  me that I was gazing through, across, over – or that I could never have 
seen standing in my corner of  the room: “come over here, Clare – look in this space under here”. Or if  I can’t 
get there “let me tell you what I see through this lens”. 

Does this metaphor help to explain? Maybe. But only partially, I think. For this research, these research 
processes, did not only observe what was there, what was red (or blue or green). These research processes also 
created what was there – the layering and building and connecting and illuminating kept deepening 
understanding, enriching learning – for me as a researcher, and also, (they told me) for the participants as well. 

So what metaphor can help me to explain this emergent and unexpected layering, building, connecting, 
illuminating, creating, that coexists with the already-thought-of  research questions? I will keep thinking. 
Because I think it is important to explore and explain this in an authentic and meaningful way.  

This chapter was ‘part 2’ of  the section of  this thesis concerned with describing the research 

processes of  my project, following on from the Methodology chapter. Therefore this chapter 

was primarily descriptive, and in it I sought to explain the complexities and interconnectedness 
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of  the emergent processes of  data creation. I did not intend this chapter to be a place to 

analyse the data (although at times I needed to allude to the ongoing analysis which formed an 

important part of  the rhizomatically generative ways in which the research processes emerged). 

In the next section of  this thesis, Chapters 5, 6 and 7, I present the three ‘data chapters’. In 

these three chapters I review empirical literature and analyse the data that were created in this 

research project to uncover lines of  flight to new possibilities in imagining and enacting 

pedagogical elements of  Place and Space, Knowledge, and Subjectivities.  
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Chapter 5 

Storylines of Place and 
Space 
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Introduction 
In this chapter, I pull together the data from my study and the empirical literature around place 
and space to locate the lines of  flight, the points of  rupture, the deterritorialisations, 

reterritorialisations and the new possibilities offered by the case school in ways of  imagining 

and enacting place and space in the early years of  primary school. I also draw on Somerville’s 
notion of  storylines (2007) – the stories that run though place, that are constructed around a 

place, and that construct a place – as a way of  conceptualising the spaces and places of  the 

early years of  primary school, through the many overlapping, intersecting, disparate and 

contradictory storylines that are woven across and around ‘school’ (in general), and ‘this 

school’ (in particular). In this chapter, I consider the ways in which the construction of  spaces 

and places of  the early years of  primary schools may suggest dominant storylines of  the 

‘spaces’ of  school as dehumanised, standardised, normalised. I then explore what it might 

mean when these dominant storylines are disrupted through children, teachers and families 

(re)creating and (re)inhabiting the specificity and particularity of  the place of  their primary 

school in relational and embodied ways. 

The data that I analyse throughout this chapter is primarily from the ‘mapping’ of  the school 

(drawings, diagrams, prose, poetry and photography), with a particular emphasis on data from 

the children’s extended collaborative photographic project. I also draw on other forms of  data 

at various points in the chapter to add layers of  complexity. In analysing this data I explore the 

themes of  trust, connectedness, movement and openness as possible ways of  de/

reterritorialising the places and spaces of  the early years of  primary school in Australia. The 

analysis presented here offers ways of  exploring the complex intersubjectivities and 

understandings inherent in notions of  connectedness between people and place, through 

exploring understandings of  place as inhabited (Gruenewald, 2003), embodied (Somerville, 

2006, Somerville, Davies, Power, Gannon & de Carteret, 2011)), relational (hooks, 2009; 

Noone, 2007) and always becoming (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; Grosz, 2001; Massey, 2005). 

Ultimately, this chapter aims to offer hope for reterritorialising the early years of  primary 

school in Australia as places of  belonging (hooks, 2009) for children, teachers and families, 

through authentic, connected and embodied (re)inhabitation. 
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Place or Space : The Complexities of Defining and Theorising 
Place and Space 

In turning my attention in this chapter to issues of  place and space in the early years of  primary 

school in general, and in the case of  Collingwood College in particular, I join a rich 

conversation of  diverse theoretical and empirical work around place and space in educational 

research. This explicit and deliberate focus on the role of  place and space in educational 

practice and research –  known as the ‘spatial turn’ (Gulson & Symes, 2007) –  has drawn on 

traditions of  place and space not only from geography, but has also built on the complexity of  

disciplines as diverse as, for example “indigenous traditions, natural history, psychology, 

anthropology, architecture, sociology, cybernetics, ecological science, and religious studies, as 

well as all genres of  imaginative literature” (Gruenewald, 2003a, p. 646). Perhaps due to these 

multiple perspectives, with diverse influences and experiences of  materiality, culture, history, 

power, story, identity / subjectivity, the concepts of  place and space are difficult to define; in 

Thrift’s words, “it is no surprise, then, that place is both so pivotal and so hard to 

grasp” (Thrift, 1999, p.317). Here, therefore, I will outline the influences on my thinking 

around the place/space distinction and terminology, argue why both are important to consider, 

and discuss how I am approaching these concepts in order to position my own work in this 

thesis. 

Sometimes the terms ‘place’ and ‘space’ are used interchangeably. However, place and space, 

and the concepts attached to those words, are more commonly viewed as separate in the 

literature, having come from quite different traditions and histories, and distinct uses in theory 

and research (McGregor, 2004).  ‘Space’ has traditionally been associated with fixed, objective, 

mathematical geography – a point in space, on a map, on a grid that can be pointed at, 

mapped, understood. According to Brady (2005, p.983) “space is transparent, ethereal, abstract, 

a vacuum cornered in the mind’s eye abstractly as empty geometry. It is a cognitive and 

culturally defined container of  sorts into which concrete and meaningful things can occur or 

be put.” Perspectives such as Brady’s position ‘space’ as independent of  and preceding any 

interactions or inhabitation. Place, on the other hand, has generally been associated with the 

human connectedness to, and relationships with and within a location – and the identity that is 

given to that place because of  the relationships that happen within it, and the stories and 

histories that have occurred over time to create that particular identity of  place. For instance, 

McGregor sees “places […] as constructed from relations, emergent rather than pre-given, 
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always in the process of  becoming” (McGregor, 2004, p. 352). Foregrounding the connection 

of  place with identity and identity in place, ‘place’ is a term commonly linked with human 

geography, allowing for more subjective notions of  belonging, inhabitation, connectedness, 

embodiment to come into the discourses of  place and space. Somerville (2011, p.3), for 

example, distinguishes the concept of  ‘place’ from that of  ‘environment’, whereby 

conceptually, environment, “embedded in the discourses and discursive practices of  the natural 

sciences” might be positioned as outside or unrelated to ‘sense of  self ’, ‘place’ and identity are 

positioned as interconnected. Somerville suggests that “if  we think, for example, of  using the 

concept of  ‘environment’, rather than place, we could come up with an entirely different set of  

stories and assumptions” (2011, p.3). 

Despite these apparent distinctions, it is important to acknowledge the interconnectedness of  

the concepts and materiality of  space and place, taking up Agnew’s (2005) argument that while 

space and place are often positioned as separate, and even opposing (with their disparate 

political, ontological, and epistemological histories and connotations), space and place are, in 

fact, interrelated and interconnected. It is also important to move swiftly away from simplistic 

notions of  place and space, particularly the connotations of  space as neutral and purely 

geometrical. As McGregor argues, “understood as a transparent, homogeneous and apparently 

innocent backdrop, the material and physical elements of  space are stripped of  influence, 

power and agency.” (McGregor, 2004, p.351). Similarly, Gruenewald (2003a, p.622) states: “just 

as place cannot be reduced to a point on a grid, neither can space, which has taken on 

metaphorical and cultural meanings that describe geographical relationships of  power, 

contested territories or identity and difference, and aesthetic or even cybernetic experiences.”  

Indeed, the ways in which ‘space’ is being taken up in theory and research has increasingly 

shifted, allowing for more complexity. For instance, many theorists – often building on 

Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) work – now argue for a rethinking of  ‘space’ as multiple, 

flexible, and with possibilities for movement. Critiquing understandings of  space “as inert: as a 

neutral container within which social action takes place”, Hickey-Moody and Malins (2007, p.

10-11) argue that “such readings, as many theorists (particularly within geography and 

feminism) have noted, ignore the aesthetic, social and political aspects of  space and the 

material affects that different spaces have on bodies.” Space is thus linked with the conceptual 

(not just the physical), giving exciting openness to the interplay between possibilities of  

connection between physical and conceptual spaces. Grosz (2001, p.115), after Bergson, states 
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that: “a certain habit of  thought inverts the relations between space and objects, space and 

extension, to make it seem as if  space precedes objects, when in fact space itself  is produced 

through matter, extension, and movement.” Interestingly, some authors who have found these 

ideas useful, are now positioning ‘place’ as the concept that is fixed (through designation of  

particular identity), while ‘space’ is open to fluidity and the multiple (Grosz, Massey and others 

have offered important positionings of  space as multiple, fluid, always becoming). For 

instance, Davies explains: “whereas place signifies a somewhere that already has an identity, 

space signals a place that is not fixed, and that is open to multiplicity" (Davies, 2009b, p.5). 

Both Davies and Gannon (2009), and Hickey Moody and Mallins (2007) make points of  

positioning their work within Deleuzio-Guattarian notions of  space (rather that notions of  

place), due to the possibilities offered by space within this framework.  

Despite these assertions, in this thesis I have continued to align my work more closely with 

notions of  ‘place’, as influenced by the work of  place theorists such as Gruenewald, hooks and 

Somerville. I draw on the work of  these theorists, making use of  their foregrounding of  

embodiment and relationality, their connections between place and pedagogy, and their 

positioning of  place as a site of  connection between the local and the global, between different 

knowledge systems and disciplines. Somerville (2012, p.70) notes that: 

place as a concept bridges the local and global, the material and 

symbolic, the individual and the collective. It is also a powerful bridge 

between different forms of  knowledge such as scientific and everyday 

knowledge, knowledge within different disciplines and between 

indigenous and non-indigenous knowledges.  

In the case of  this thesis, the concept of  the ‘place’ of  this school allows for the movement 

between the local specificity of  Collingwood College, and the broader socio-political contexts 

of  globalised education, such that it is, in Gruenewald’s (2003b, p.3) words, “attuned to the 

particularities of  where people actually live, and that is connected to global development trends 

that impact local places.” In responding to the critiques of  ‘place’ constructing too rigid and 

fixed an ‘identity’, I argue below for the conceptual tool of  place storylines (Somerville, 2011) 

as a way of  retaining the centrality of  human/non-human relationships and embodied 

interaction that ‘place’ theory offers, but still foregrounding the importance of  the multiple: of  

overlapping, contradictory, emerging storylines of  place, co-existing and shaping (and being 

shaped by) place. This multiplicity has been particularly valuable here as a way of  highlighting 

embodiment, belonging, situated, local knowledge, and the ethical dimensions of  inhabitation 
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within the context of  the case school. But I have also, at times, made use of  Deleuze and 

Guattari’s opening up of  ‘space’ to allow connectedness between the conceptual and the 

material – and have found their concepts of  smooth space and striated space to be particularly 

useful in this regard, when analysing the interactions between the physical construction of  the 

spaces of  school and the conceptual spaces that are opened up (or rendered impossible) within 

the materiality of  the space (and, reciprocally, the physical constructions of  space that are 

opened up through particular conceptual spaces). 

Throughout this chapter, I have found the work of  several theorists to be particularly valuable 

in conceptualising place in ways that add complexity to notions of  place as pedagogical, and 

human, embodied, interactions with and within pedagogical place (and the place of  this school, 

in particular). Increasingly, links between place and pedagogy are being explored in educational 

research. Thrift (1999), following on from Harraway’s (1991) notion of  ‘situated knowledges’, 

reminds us that “knowledge is counted as always and everywhere contextual, most especially 

because it is rooted in embodiment.” (p.304). These embodied notions of  contextual 

knowledge within (and of) place have been useful in this study, and I build on the work of  

Grosz, Somerville and other feminist theorists exploring embodied connection in place and 

pedagogy. Gruenewald’s (2003a, 2003b) ideas around the pedagogical nature of  place, and “the 

value of  learning from and nurturing specific places, communities, or regions” (2003b, p.3), 

have also been especially influential here. In two seminal articles, both published in 2003, 

Gruenewald argues for a strengthening of  “connections between education and the places 

where we, and others, live" (2003a, p.621). He begins by outlining what he calls the ‘five 

dimensions of  place’, asserting that: “places are deeply pedagogical centres of  experience and 

meaning making” (p.636). The second article goes on to build on Gruenewald’s positioning of  

place as ‘deeply pedagogical’, to call for a “critical pedagogy of  place” (2003b), where place-

based education and critical pedagogy intersect, bringing together the work of  critical theorists 

such as Freire, Haymes, Giroux and McKaren, with theorists concerned with ecological and 

place-based education, such as Sobel and Orr. Gruenewald  (2003b, p. 4) argues that: 

critical pedagogy and place-based education each make fundamental 

contributions to a critical pedagogy of  place: specifically, while critical 

pedagogy offers an agenda of  cultural decolonisation, place-based 

education leads the way toward ecological “reinhabitation” […] It is this 

spatial dimension of  situationality, and its attention to social 

transformation, that connects critical pedagogy with a pedagogy of  
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place. Both discourses are concerned with the contextual, geographical 

conditions that shape people and the actions people take to shape these 

conditions.  

Somerville (2007a, 2007b, 2010, 2011, 2012) takes up Gruenewald’s notions of  place as 

“profoundly pedagogical”, and further works with these ideas to suggest that, for her, “it is 

primarily the materiality of  a particular place that is pedagogical […] This learning demands an 

attentiveness to place from the whole body” (Somerville, 2007, p. 13). Somerville also builds on 

Gruenewald’s notion of  a ‘critical’ pedagogy of  place, exploring the “critical power of  place in 

relation to the researching of  subjugated knowledges.” (2012, p.67). Somerville uses feminist 

post-structural and post-colonial lenses to explore issues of  embodied materiality, situated 

knowledge, place knowledge, and connections with indigenous knowledge. She outlines how 

“place making works as […] possible sites of  (post)colonial negotiations” (2012, p.69). Building 

on Gruenewald’s characteristics of  critical place conscious education, Somerville explores 

“three intertwined elements that constitute an ‘enabling pedagogy of  place’” (Somerville, 2012, 

p.70); the elements of  story, body and contact zone as ways of  thinking about ‘how we learn 

place and form community’. 

Somerville’s theorising of  place in terms of  ‘storylines’ (2007, 2012) offers a useful way to 

conceptualise the spaces of  ‘schools’ in general, and the place of  ‘this school’ (the particular 

lived place of  Collingwood College) in particular. Through this lens, our attention is drawn to 

the many overlapping, intersecting, disparate and contradictory storylines that are woven across 

and around the school. Somerville (2007, 2012) takes up the ‘analytical strategy of  storylines’, 
building on work by Davies (2000) and Sondergaard (2002) to consider and “deconstruct how 

stories function to shape places” (Somerville, 2012, p.71), and to argue that “our relationship to 

places is constituted in stories (and other representations)” (Somerville, 2007, p.12). What is 

particularly interesting in my research project, is the diversity of  these often conflicting 

storylines of  and about ‘school’ and ‘this school’ – particularly when they are placed alongside 

each other. “…we construct places through the stories we tell, and that different stories meet, 

collide and converge in this place of  cultural contact” (Somerville, 2012, p.71). Somerville 

(2007) thus reminds us that the analysis of  place storylines can help to illuminate “how stories 

function to shape places” (p.12), and that, importantly, through such analysis, dominant (and 
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potentially injurious or exploitative) storylines can be critically deconstructed. I have found it 

useful to consider how these dominant storylines may be a way of  territorialising particular 

conceptualisations of  the places and spaces of  the early years of  primary school. Potential 

possibilities for deterritorialistions and reterritorialisations of  constructions of  place are also 

offered within this notion of  storylines, through a seeking out of  alternative, or hitherto 

silenced or marginalised stories of  place. Somerville argues: 

The concept of  story and storylines can also be used reconstructively 
to seek out previously invisible place stories or to generate new stories 
of  place. Changing our relationship to places means changing the 
stories we tell about places […] One of  the important aspects of  our 
research is to seek out previously invisible and emergent storylines of  
place.(p.13) 

As outlined in Chapter 2, throughout this thesis I use Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of  

‘territorialisation’ as a way of  understanding professions and professionalisation – in the case of  

this research project, understanding how the teaching profession territorialises its functions in 

particular ways that mark out what the dominant assumptions of  legitimated teaching practice 

in the early years of  primary school may be “in animals as in human beings, there are rules of  

critical distance for competition: my stretch of  sidewalk. In short, a territorialisation of  

functions is the condition for their emergence as “occupations” or “trades” (Deleuze & 

Guattari, 1987, p. 321). 

In the section of  the chapter that follows, I suggest that when we consider the dominant ways 

of  imagining and enacting place and space in the early years of  primary school, we may 

discover hints as to the ways in which the teaching profession has marked out the territory of  

primary schools – “my stretch of  sidewalk” –  through particular geographical expressions of  

territorialisation, and begin to analyse how, perhaps, these territories have been marked out 

over time and within spaces. I start by outlining and analysing the research literature that has 

been useful in understanding the ‘normalised’ ways in which spaces and places are imagined 

and enacted in primary school. The data that I then go on to analyse in much of  this chapter 

focuses on disrupting these dominant understandings of  the ‘spaces’ of  school as 

dehumanised, standardised, normalised, and exploring what it might mean when children, 

teachers and families (re)create and (re)inhabit the specificity and particularity of  the place of  

their primary school in relational and embodied ways.  
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Territorialised Place Storylines of ‘School’: Standardisation, 
Surveillance, and Dehumanisation 

The storylines of  ‘this school’ are blurred and overlapped and running parallel to, and 

divergent from, dominant territorialising storylines of  ‘school’ (the general conceptual space of  

what ‘school’ is/can be/ ought to be). I start by exploring some of  these general dominant 

storylines in a review of  the literature here, to shed light on the ways in which the space and 

place of  the early years of  primary school may have been constructed. In the critiques offered 

in the research literature, schools are often constructed as impersonal, disconnected, 

standardized, ‘neutral’ spaces, that have very little to do with the children and other people who 

inhabit these spaces. Gruenewald (2003b, p.7) warns that: “current educational discourses seek 

to standardize the experience of  students from diverse geographical and cultural places […] 

essentially dismiss[ing] the idea of  place as a primary experiential and educational context”, and 

elsewhere draws attention to “the isolation of  schooling’s discourses and practices from the 

living world outside the increasingly placeless institution of  schooling” (Gruenewald, 2003a, p.

620). The body of  research literature that considers children’s perspectives on the space and 

place of  schools is primarily concerned with students’ overwhelmingly negative perceptions of  

physical spaces, in particular, the “limited autonomy experienced by them in relation to space 

and body use at schools” (Gordon & Lahelma, 1996, p. 303). Indeed, in the literature, it is 

argued that as ‘embodied intersubjective experiences’ (McKenzie, 2008, p.), physical spaces in 

many primary schools are perceived by children as places of  adult control over children’s 

experiences, bodies, and movement; of  surveillance, containment and regulation, informed by 

discourses of  suspicion, supervision, protection, safety, behaviourism, and normalisation (see, 

for example, analyses from Brown et al., 2008; Cannella, 1999; Devine, 2003; Gore, 1998; 

Gruenewald, 2003a, 2003b; Kamler et al, 1994; Leafgren, 2018; Leafgren & Bornhorst, 2016; 

MacNaughton, 2005; Millei, 2005; Moss & Petrie, 2002, Steeves & Jones, 2010) 

By considering in more detail the ‘normalising’ territorialisations of  the spaces and places of  

primary school, the ways in which these storylines are enacted and embodied start to become 

apparent. For example, in Australian primary schools, children are ‘normally’ allocated a class, 

and each of  these classes will be allocated a classroom, in which the children will spend the 

majority of  their time each school day.  These classrooms will often contain laminate or 
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wooden desks, and plastic chairs (one per student), and also a blackboard, white board or 

electronic ‘smart board’ that the teacher writes on. The desks might be arranged in rows, in 

single desks (or pairs when 2 children fit at one desk), or in groups of  4 or 6. Children might 

have a desk that is allocated as ‘theirs’, and that is where they sit for the majority of  the day. In 

the early years of  school (Kindergarten – grade 2), space will often be allocated for a ‘mat’ or 

‘carpet’ area where there is room for all students gather together and sit on the floor in front 

of  a large chair where the teacher sits, or the smart/white/blackboard where the teacher stands 

(Darmanin, 1995; Devine, 2003; Kamler et al, 1994). The organisation of  space has been 

critiqued by authors using Foucauldian analysis, as one of  the key elements in the way adults 

construct systemic hierarchies of  power over children in schools (Brown et al., 2018; Cannella, 

1999; Leafgren & Bornhorst, 2016; Millei, 2005 ).  It also appears to be an area that children 

themselves are most aware of  as one that separates them from (and constructs them as ‘other’ 

to) adults, as well as one that symbolises how they have been positioned well below adults 

within a hierarchy of  power in schools (Devine, 2003). The use of  furniture and its 

relationship to the construction of  space in schools – and, in particular, in classrooms – 

highlights this subordinate positioning of  children within schools, “curtailing as it does 

children’s opportunity for movement so as to maximise discipline and learning” (Devine, 2003, 

p.115).  

Within the ‘school grounds’, which will ‘normally’ be fenced at all boundaries with surrounding 

streets and properties, there is usually also a space designated as a ‘playground’ where children 

spend time at morning tea and lunch (breaks that fall at the same time each day and for the 

same length of  time, when children are allowed to – and normally expected or required to – eat 

and drink and go to the toilet) (Brown et al., 2018; Kamler et al, 1994; King, 1978). The 

playground is normally one open space – often made from concrete or bitumen, but 

sometimes grass or artificial grass – and may include some suggestions as to how children 

might ‘play’, for example a grid of  squares painted on the bitumen to use as a handball court, 

or a basketball / netball ring attached to a wall.  Normally there will be a ‘block’ of  toilets, 

often in a small building in close proximity to the playground. These toilets will be separated 

into ‘girls’ toilets’ and ‘boys’ toilets’. The girls’ toilets will be separated into cubicles with 

locking doors, and the boys’ toilets will have a urinal as well as toilet cubicles with locking 

doors (Kamler et al, 1994).  
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Within classrooms and schools there may be specific ‘rules’ that children will be expected to 

follow. These rules for children in classrooms might include reference to sitting at their desks; 

sitting on the floor cross legged with hands on their knees/in laps; putting their hand up if  

they want to ask a question or say anything and waiting for the teacher to ask them to speak; 

moving slowly and speaking quietly; completing work quickly, neatly, and independently; and 

following instructions (Brown et al., 2018; Cannella, 1999; Kamler et al., 1994, Leafgren & 

Bornhorst, 2016). The rules for children in schools could also cover children’s movement 

around ‘school grounds’ and will outline where children are permitted to go (and when – for 

example classrooms but not playground during ‘class time’, and playground but not classrooms 

during lunchtime), and where is ‘out of  bounds’ (Devine, 2003). These rules will ‘normally’ be 

made and enforced due to concerns about adequate adult supervision of  children at all times, 

to ensure safety and control (Moss & Petrie, 2002).  

The restriction of  children’s movement within space, in comparison to adults’ freedom in 

moving through and across the spaces of  the classroom and the school, was cited by children 

in Devine’s (2003) study as being a major example of  the power imbalance between adults and 

children operating within their schools. The construction and control of  children’s space in 

schools by adults also had implications for understandings of  the ownership of  space within 

the schools, whereby children saw the school as belonging to either the principal or the 

teachers, but not to the children (Devine, 2003).  Gruenewald takes up Foucauldian and 

Lefebvrian analyses of  the “production of  space, and the reproduction of  power 

relationships” in education, arguing that the “control of  space by […] schools, tends to 

legitimate and reproduce the authority of  those institutions” (2003a, p.629). Indeed, the direct 

links between the ‘architectural composition of  space’ (Foucault, 1979) in classrooms and the 

prioritisation of  supervision and surveillance of  children by adults has been noted by many 

authors (see, for example,  Leafgren & Bornhorst, 2016; Brown et al., 2018; Cannella, 1999; 

Devine, 2003; Gallagher, 2010; Millei, 2005; Moss & Petrie, 2002; Rooney, 2010; Steeves & 

Jones, 2010), with Millei (2005) describing how, in the school where she researched, “there was 

no space for younger human beings’ privacy. Even the height of  the doors in the toilets invited 

supervising adult eyes” (p.133).  

It is also important to note here the political implications of  what can be read as a dominant 

storyline of  ‘placelessness’ in educational settings. The predominance of  the positioning of  

educational setting as ‘placeless’ has been critiqued for several reasons. Firstly, in a storyline of  
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schools and other educational settings as ‘placeless’, pedagogical places are either physically 

devalued or erased entirely. The materiality of  these places is neglected in the economically 

rational funding models of  public educational institutions. This limiting of  possibilities 

through the neglect and homogenisation of  spaces of  the ‘normal’ classroom (across all levels 

of  educational institutions) is critiqued by Davies and colleagues, who write: 

We have seen this room everywhere, in chronically under-funded 
schools and universities. They are places where nothing new seems 
possible: “a divisible homogenous space striated in all 
directions” (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, p.223). Rooms such as this 
within schools and universities can carry the burden of  the neoliberal 
order with its regulations, its cost cutting and its mass organisational 
practices. The “striated” space of  an-other alien matter grows over and 
into one’s own. The over-coded striations take hold of  memory and 
imagination, seeming to leave no space for the emergent possibility of  
new ideas of  movement and of  becoming. (Davies et al, 2009, p.135) 

In a storyline of  ‘placelessness’, the materiality of  educational settings become static, and there 

is no room for the acknowledgement of  educational spaces as connected to practice, as fluid. 

Gulson and Symes (2007), note that:  

“Whatever notion of  space adhered to the analysis of  school 
architecture, it tended to be a fixed and stationary one, which took no 
account of  the fact that educational spaces are fluid and ephemeral, 
ever being re-written and re-inscribed as each pedagogic moment is 
transformed into another as they are acted out in time” (Gulson & 
Symes, 2007, p. 8) 

This neglect and disconnect through a storyline of  placelessness also is seen by Gruenewald as 

resulting in a limiting of  our ability to connect to places and a potential “stunt[ing]” of  

“human development as they help to construct our lack of  awareness of, our lack of  

connection to, and our lack of  appreciation for places” (Gruenewald, 2003a, p.625), as well as a 

denial of  the harm that these educational settings are having on the places within which they 

are located: “the places that they manipulate, neglect, and destroy.” (Gruenewald, 2003a, p, 

624). 

Secondly, if  schools are ‘placeless’, then the political implications of  places and spaces of  

education become invisible, taken for granted and thus positioned as conceptually 

unproblematic or even benign (Gulson & Symes, 2007; Gruenewald, 2003a). If  places are 
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“accepted as unproblematic” or “taken for granted” or “inevitable”, even though they are 

socially constructed and political, we “become complicit” and “legitimate” these “political 

processes” (Gruenewald, 2003a, p.627). Soja notes that:   

…we are becoming increasingly aware that we are, and always have 
been, intrinsically spatial beings, active participants in the social 
construction of  our embracing spatialities. Perhaps, more than ever 
before, a strategic awareness of  this collectively created spatiality and its 
social consequences has become a vital part of  making both theoretical 
and practical sense of  our contemporary life-worlds at all scales, from 
the most intimate to the most global.  (1996, p.1).  

Following from Soja it is important to take note of  the possible ‘social consequences’ of  

spatial construction of  educational spaces and places to “identify and confront the ways that 

power works through places to limit the possibilities for human and non-human 

others”  (Gruenewald, 2003, p.7). When decisions are made in the early years of  primary 

school, whose construction/s of  space and inhabitations of  place are acknowledged, listened 

to, legitimated, most valued? A placeless storyline of  education silences such questions as ‘Who 

belongs here?’ and ‘Which place knowledges are valued here?’ (Taylor & Giugni,  2012). 

Belonging in pedagogical place, and “the perennial question of  who belongs” (Gibson 

Graham, 2006, p.97, as cited in Taylor & Giugni, 2012, p.110) is explored by Taylor and 

Giugni, who argue that: 

This is a fundamentally political question about who is included and 
excluded from both contributing to and sharing the commons and who 
decides. It reminds us that the common grounds of  communities, 
including early childhood communities, are always political and never 
settled. The commons are the political grounds of  belonging. (Taylor & 
Giugni, 2012, p.110). 

An unproblematic or ‘neutral’ construction of  pedagogical place makes invisible the violence 

of  colonisation and silences other stories of  place, denying, for instance, the non-binary 

(Somerville) interconnectedness and relatedness of  Indigenous place knowledges, place 

memory and songlines of  the Indigenous people of  the area where the school is located 

(Martin, 2007; Rose, 2002; Somerville & Perkins, 2010).  

Analysing this research literature around the normalised spaces and places of  primary schools 

through Deleuze and Guattari’s theoretical lens of  territorialisation, and Somerville’s notions 
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of  ‘storylines of  place’ is valuable in providing the context to understand the ways in which the 

case school may be constructing alternate storylines of  the place of  the school, and ‘launching 

forth’ from the marked territory to create a new region, opening up a ‘line of  flight’ that 

potentially deterritorialises and/or reterritorialises elements of  professional practice, functions 

of  the profession, and ways of  imagining and enacting the spaces and places of  schools. 

Davies explains that: 

 “What Deleuze opens up is a means of  comprehending that 
territorialisation and of  breaking it open. In his philosophy, life is 
associated with ‘the processes of  metamorphosis and change’ which he 
refers to as ‘lines of  flight’.” (Davies, 2009a, p. 628) 

Through the data presented and analysed in the following two sections of  this chapter, 

therefore, I hope to ‘break open’ this territorialisation to locate the new possibilities offered by 

the case school in deterritorialising and reterritorialising place and space in the early years of  

primary school in Australia. 

Storylines of ‘This School’: (Re)imagining “The Flats” 

Along with the dominant normalising place storylines of  ‘school’ as discussed above, the case 

school also had dominant storylines (Somerville, 2007) woven from the ‘outside’ that played a 

strong role in constructing understandings about the place of  this school and the subsequent 

marginalising and deficit constructions that were attached to this school community. These 

dominant ‘outside’ storylines were primarily concerned with danger, poverty, disadvantage, 

violence and risk. While these were dominant storylines of  the particular place of  school 

within which I researched, these storylines also link to more generalised dominant discourses 

of  ‘the urban’ (and the urban childhood) as representative of  risk, disadvantage, poverty and 

danger (Pica-Smith & Velora, 2012; Watson, 2011; Whitzman & Mizrachi, 2012), and are also 

layered in this place with dominant constructions of  ‘the refugee child’: as vulnerable, violent 

and ‘at risk’ (Kabir & Richards, 2006; McArdle & Spina, 2007; Taylor & Sidhu, 2011, Woods, 

2009).  These constructions of  (im)possible subjectivites will be explored in depth in Chapter 7 

of  this thesis. In the case of  this particular school community, the place-storyline of  the 

threat/risk/vulnerability of  urbanity was represented by the metaphor or trope of  ‘The Flats’ – 

the high-rise public housing buildings surrounding the school, which were taken up as a 

symbol of  danger, poverty and disadvantage by those outside the school community. 
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Figure 5.1. ’The Flats’, photo by Xander 

In order to analyse some of  these multiple storylines of  the place of  Collingwood College 

through the trope of  ‘The Flats’, I will consider my own impressions of  arriving at the school 

for the first time, and then overlay these with the storylines of  the wider community, parents, 

children and teachers. These weave a complex and rich picture when they are overlayed, but it 

is a picture that shifts and changes and shimmers in uncertainty depending on the perspective 

from which it is viewed. Massey (2005, p.9) draws my attention to the plurality of  space, the 

connections (and even interdependence) between space and multiplicity: 

 …we understand space as the sphere of  the possibility of  the existence 
of  multiplicity in the sense of  contemporaneous plurality; as the sphere 
in which distinct trajectories co-exist; as the sphere therefore of  
coexisting heterogeneity. Without space, no multiplicity; without 
multiplicity, no space. 

This movement, this always becoming of  place is apparent in the complexity of  the metaphor 

of  The Flats, whereby the coexisting heterogeneity of  multiple storylines are drawn upon to 

conceptualise the place and space of  this school. 
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Interestingly, The Flats were a key element in my own initial impressions and ‘storying’ of  the 

place of  this school. In reflecting on my first impressions of  Collingwood college, I find it 

difficult to imagine back to the time when this place was new and stark and different – the 

storylines I have woven around the place of  the school are so saturated now with relationships 

and experiences, that in re-examining my initial impressions, I am slightly startled and a little 

confused – it is as if  I am reading someone else’s thoughts, analysing someone else’s images. I 

am reminded of  Somerville’s (2012, p.68) comment that:  

a place story is not separate from us, it resides in our bodies and cannot 
be objectified or entirely externalised, it connects what is outside of  us 
with what is inside […] Place stories connect – to other worlds and 
other bodies and yet they are deeply local and embodied, participating 
in the materiality of  specific local places. 

On that first day, as I walked down the narrow, steep steps from Collingwood train station, past 

the police station, and stood, waiting to cross Hoddle Street (so wide there are two sets of  

lights – one in the median strip), watching the cars and trucks and vans roar past, I wondered 

where the school could be. Kerri had told me on the phone that it was just across from the 

station. I hoped I wasn’t on the wrong side, that I hadn’t taken the wrong exit from the station. 

I waited in the middle of  the wide, busy road for the second pedestrian lights to change, and, 

once I had crossed, wanting to get away from the noise and frantic energy of  the traffic, turned 

down a street running perpendicular to Hoddle. I’ll follow my nose from here, I thought, 

wander some of  these streets around the school until I find it. As I walked, I took  

photographs – my initial impressions were that this was a highly urban, semi-industrial area – 

small factories with basic shopfronts, mechanics and panel beaters, industrial storage facilities, a 

pub with a smattering of  old men in the front bar, looking quietly into their beers, a corner 

store, warehouses, concrete, asphalt, metal, wire, graffiti and street art. 
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Figure 5.2 No Entry (First impressions of Collingwood, May 2008) 

In this first photograph, the higgledy-piggledy skyline of  factories, fences, antennae, 

powerlines and streetlights are cut harsh against the crisp, cold blue Melbourne winter sky, and 

frame the street sign in the foreground that declares ‘no entry’. The back of  the street sign is 

tagged with graffiti that echoes the tags on the fences and walls in the background, and 

something has been stuck to the sign, but has begun peeling back, curling at the corners. The 

red of  the street sign and the blue of  the sky juxtapose the muted, industrial browns, greys and 

neutrals of  the buildings, street and fences. The only signs of  nature are the tufts of  grass 

sprouting up through the gravel of  a vacant lot, and the sprawling vines that have begun to 

creep over the low wall. I took this photograph, turned the corner and headed towards where I 

imagined the school must be. 
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Figure 5.3. A sign at the end of the street (First impressions of Collingwood, May 2008) 

The second photograph that I took gazes down this long narrow street that I walked down 

next – the lines of  the buildings, the powerlines, the guttering, the parked cars, all create 

vectors that draw the eye towards the end of  the street, where we can glimpse the outline of  

gumtrees, and the road is cut off  by what seems to be a dead end (but turns out to be, in-fact, a 

sharp corner to the left). A sign is stretched across this focal point on the horizon, above the 

tiny parked cars. If  we squint and strain our eyes can we read it? Does it say ‘Collingwood 

College’? 
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Figure 5.4 Flats, Trees and Fence (First impressions of Collingwood, May 2008) 

This final photograph was taken a few hours later as I walked back to the station later that day 

after my meeting at the school with Kerri, the junior school principal, and the teachers, Sophie, 

Bianca, and Lara. Kerri showed me the quickest way to get back the train station – out across 

the oval, through the gate, along the fence at the school’s boundary line, through the carpark, 

and out onto Hoddle street. As I walked down the footpath, the chilly Melbourne wind bit into 

my skin. I looked up and noticed that the sun had been eclipsed by tall, thin blocks of  flats: 

identical, giant monoliths, towering over the school grounds.  

I would soon learn that these flats – ‘The Flats’– acted a key metaphor within several of  the 

dominant storylines that shaped (and were shaped by) the place of  this school. Interestingly, 

though, it seems the metaphor ‘The Flats’ carried very different symbolic significance within 

different storylines as constructed by ‘outsiders’, by the adults and by the children within this 

school community. 
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The ways in which The Flats served as a metaphor of  risk, danger and poverty within the 

dominant place storylines of  the school were often articulated to me by the adults (parents, 

teachers and administrators) at the school. Importantly, as I argue below, this storyline is 

positioned by those within the school community, as being constructed by those outside the 

school. The place ‘identity’ of  the school was indeed multiple, with multiple storylines shifting 

and always becoming (Massey, 2005) through layerings of  contradictory, coexisting, 

heterogeneous constructions of  this place. 

In an early discussion, one of  the parents in the school community, Tania, explained the 

reaction of  other parents (from outside the school) to hearing that her son was attending 

Collingwood College. In this excerpt of  our conversation, she layered their storylines with 

those of  one of  her colleagues and her father in law: 

And what else did the parents say to me? 

Oh yeah, ‘the school’s next to the flats’. 

Wouldn’t consider it because of  the location.  

And I said ‘Oh well I never had those preconceived ideas about the school,  

I didn’t even know where it was.  

I just turned up here, and saw the flats and thought  

‘Oh. Oh well.’ 

Cause being a therapist I had a colleague  

who had worked as a therapist in the flats with mental illness people,  

and she said they were ugly.  

And even my husband’s parent,  

father,  

was a painter,  

in those flats,  

twenty years ago,  

and got so threatened,  

violently,  
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that he quit his job and never… 

so his parents,  

when they found out that it was next to the flats,  

they had a lot of  perceptions about… 

but fortunately I didn’t have any of  that.  

So I was able to kind of  go ‘oh’.  

All that happens in the suburbs,  

it’s just unfortunate that it’s all in one confined space.  

But so far, it hasn’t been a problem. 

(Conversation with Tania, Parent, 27th June 2008) 

The repetition of  the phrase ‘the flats’ and ‘those flats’ peppers Tania’s description of  the 

storylines from ‘the outside’, with echoes of  the storylines of  ‘the urban’ place as deficit and 

dangerous resonating in her emphasis on the words that she associates with the flats: ‘ugly’, 

‘threatened’, ‘violently’. Tania immediately distances herself  from this storyline though – we 

know that these are the views and experiences of  ‘the parents’, ‘the colleague’, ‘the husband’s 

father’, not of  Tania. Tania’s words are constructed such that she doesn’t dismiss these 

storylines, but recognises the personal experiences that resulted in the ‘perceptions’. In this 

way, she gives validity to the storylines of  others, but positions herself  outside of  these 

storylines: she didn’t have those experiences, so she ‘didn’t have any of  that’ [those perceptions 

about ‘the flats’]. 

Amy, another parent at the school, also made reference to these storylines of  danger, violence 

and risk as seen from the ‘outside’ through the metaphor of  The Flats: 

Oh I try to convince most people to come here, 

but, it’s funny. 

People just aren’t happy with it 

because it’s in Collingwood  

next to the flats,  

I think. 
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We hear some funny arguments though – 

lots of  people argue about the pollution. 

It cracks me up! 

It’s crazy… 

the pollution, 

Hoddle Street, 

the busy road, 

the drugs, 

the crime, 

the parking. 

It’s like ‘would you chose a school about the parking?’ 

I don’t know. 

I wouldn’t choose my child’s school about parking. 

But apparently that’s a big thing. 

Where would you park. 

(Amy, parent, conversation, 16th July) 

Amy juxtaposes her opening position “I try to convince most people to come here”, with the 

dominant urban place storyline of  The Flats’: a storyline from ‘lots of  people’ which 

immediately associates the school with ‘The Flats, and the flats with ‘pollution’, ‘drugs’, ‘crime’. 

Amy uses ridicule to distance herself  from these ‘people’ and their storyline through the use of  

words such as ‘funny’, ‘crazy’, ‘cracks me up’ ‘I don’t know’.  

Similarly, Kerri, the junior school principal at Collingwood, also used humour to distance 

herself  from the dominant place storyline metaphor of  The Flats, describing how she and 

Melanie (the principal of  the school) would deliberately acknowledge and name ‘the flats’ in 

order to address any potentially negative connotations up front: 
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Last January I had a phonecall from somebody and I did a school tour in the holidays,  

(and Melanie actually pointed this out to me,  

that if  we actually point out the highrise flats,  

not pretend they’re not there,  

but actually say ‘we’re next to the highrise’… ) 

as I said to a parent  

‘We’re next to the highrise, and that bothers some people’  

and she said ‘why?  

Do they think they’re going to fall down on top of  the kids?’  

Which I thought was a really healthy way to look at it. 

(Conversation with Kerri, Junior School Principal, 22nd July, 2008) 

Kerri thus attempts to disrupt this discourse by naming ‘the highrise’ and acknowledging the 

dominant perceptions from the outside, but also ridicules the focus on the flats as ‘bothering’ 

‘some people’. Her comment is positioned as an anecdote to show what she sees as a ‘healthy’ 

way of  looking at the flats – again, like Amy, using humour to position the ‘risk’ and ‘danger’ as 

ridiculous. 

Sophie, a teacher at the school, also highlighted the link between The Flats, and how the school 

is viewed from the outside. Here she explains her place map, which is explored in more depth 

in Chapter 7 of  this thesis. In Sophie’s explanation, we can hear her acknowledgement of  

multiple storylines, both those constructed ‘from outside’, and those storylines constructed 

from within the school that are ‘creating a totally different space’ to ‘challenge’ the dominant 

storyline: 

I think the context of  the school is really interesting,  

in how it’s viewed from outside.  

But yeah, I think those buildings are so imposing, 

because of  the way they’ve been built –  

they have been built without respect,  
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you know,  

of  dignity or how people should be able to live,  

and so I think it’s really interesting that we are within that.  

Like we are in their shadow basically,  

but we’re creating a totally different space,  

and something that really challenges that.  

So I think that I was trying to get that across  

and seeing that within that structure that is so…really…  

I don’t know,  

I was going to say debilitating,  

but it’s not really, but it’s more that it’s…. 

it’s just that it’s…  

it’s so…  

it’s really bland,  

and it’s really discouraging.  

Like when you talk about this space being open,  

and letting it be possible,  

those spaces make it hard for people to live in a way that they might want to maybe.  

But within that,  

the kids and the families that come from those buildings 

 come here with a whole lot of  love and creativity to share with us,  

so it’s all there,  

even though it’s made hard for them within those spaces.  

But also that acknowledgement that there are other kids and families  

that come from all other parts as well,  

and have all their other different experiences  

and they might have experiences in the way that they travel here, 

and some of  them have made much more conscious decisions about coming to this school,  
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so they bring other different things, 

and different hopes and things to share.  

And then just that, feeling as if  it’s…  

that space, that it’s a shared space. 

(Mapping Conversation with Sophie, Teacher, 26th June, 2008) 

 

In Sophie’s storylines, there is an explicit deterritorialising of  the metaphor/symbolism of  The 

Flats. By introducing new possibilities for The Flats, Sophie reveals a reimagining of  the flats 

in the storyline of  the school as a point of  challenge and creativity that foregrounds the 

relationship between space and possibilities. Like Kerri, Amy and Tania, Sophie specifically 

acknowledges multiple storylines of  the school and ‘how it’s viewed from the outside’. 

Interestingly, Sophie’s explanation contrasts ‘this space’ (the school), with ‘those spaces’ (The 

Flats), juxtaposing the words that construct the school in relation to The Flats (‘imposing’, 

‘without respect of  dignity’, ‘within their shadow’, debilitating, bland, discouraging), with the 

words that she uses to describe the school community: words of  agency, community and 

possibility (‘creating’, ‘challenges’, ‘possible’, ‘love’, ‘creativity’, ‘hopes’, and a repetition of  the 

word ‘different’ and ‘share/d’). Her weaving of  storylines highlights the multiple, the 

difference, the diversity, the overlap – the ways in which multiple storylines are co-existing. The 

multiple storylines are recognised here, and not smoothed over in search of  a unified place 

identity.  

Within this framework of  multiplicity, Sophie thus reflects on the way the interweaving of  

contradictory storylines and deliberate negotiation of  these storylines may, in fact, be a catalyst 

for creativity in the school; it may provide the impetus for active resistance and deliberate re-

storying of  the place of  the school. One of  Somerville’s three elements of  an ‘enabling 

pedagogy of  place’ is that of  the ‘contact zone’ (2011). She elaborates: “this element focuses 

on the characteristics of  specific local places as sites for the intersection of  multiple and 

contested stories” (p.5). The element of  the ‘contact zone’ highlights the importance of  

heterogeneity in the multiple: “In contact zone theorising, as opposed to understanding the 

meeting point as assimilation or hybridity (third space), it is important to hold multiple 

different stories in productive tension” (p.5-6). Productive tension can be seen in Sophie’s 

explanation of  her ‘place mapping’ of  the school, with the school as contact zone, between a 
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multiplicity of  stories: contradictory, in tension. In Sophie’s description, we can locate the 

school as an “in-between space of  excitement and struggle” (Somerville, 2011, p.6).  

Sophie’s disruption of  the dominant deficit place storyline of  The Flats, to imagine a new 

possibility of  shared space, love and creativity, is further echoed in many of  the children’s own 

representations of  The Flats in their place mapmaking. Often the children would point out in 

their mapping that they could see their home from their school and their school from their 

home. There were also many references made to the children’s families (in The Flats) in both 

their mapping and in everyday conversations and interactions in the school. Interestingly, none 

of  the children who participated in the research made reference to the storyline of  ‘The Flats’ 

as a metaphor of  danger, risk or poverty. For the children, ‘The Flats’ were a symbol of  home 

– either their own home, or the home of  their friends, or both. 

!  

Figure 5.5. That’s my home. That’s lots of peoples’ home, photo by Huda 

Huda - That’s my home. That’s lots of  peoples’ home 
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Figure 5.6. That’s my family. That’s my home. Drawing by Huda 

Huda – That’s my family. That’s my home. 
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For example, in Huda’s photograph and drawing above, she offers a  new storyline of  Flats as 

home – through her soft, affectionate framing of  the building (‘That’s my home. That’s lots of  

peoples’ home’ she explained to me), and through her drawing of  herself, her family and her 

home – the symbolic ‘home’  (Kolbe, 2007) of  children’s drawing (with roof, windows, door, 

door-handle) appropriated and elongated to represent her home in the highrise block of  flats. 

Huda restories the place of  the flats through photographing and drawing it as one of  the 

significant places in her mapping. In her ability to see her family, her home from the 

playground, the visibility of  the flats become a symbol of  connectedness between school and 

home for Huda. Rather than a storyline of  danger, violence and risk, Huda introduces a 

storyline of  heart and belonging, where notions of  home weave between her flats and her 

school. Deterritorialising the dominant storyline of  ‘The Flats’, Huda and the other children 

construct a strong storyline of  flats as ‘home’, a home with visual and emotional connections 

to the place of  their school, thus echoing bell hooks’ (2009) notions of  ‘belonging’ through 

connections with ‘the heart’, and adding to the weaving of  multiple storylines to construct the 

place of  the school. 

Despite the potential of  the trope of  ‘The Flats’ to construct a fixed, static and reductive place 

identity for the school, the examination here of  the multiple place storylines suggest that the 

place of  this school is conceptualised as a “process” and “dynamic” (Noone, 2007, p. 265), as 

“open, multiple and relational, unfinished and always becoming” (Massey, 2005, p. 59), as 

“always under construction[…] always in the process of  being made. It is never finished; never 

closed” (Massey, p.9). Possibilities and storylines of  movement, connection, transformation 

within and through space and place (and as an inherent part of  place and space) have been 

generative in this research project, whereby we can conceive of  an openness and a hope for 

multiplicity within the uncertainty of  “a space of  loose ends and missing links” (Massey, 2005, 

p. 12). 

De/Reterritorialising Place Storylines within the School: 
Connectedness, Trust, Movement and Openness 

In this final section of  the chapter, I analyse the layerings of  localised, situated place storylines 

from within the school community. I suggest that these multiple storylines work to disrupt, or 

‘deterritorialise’ dominant storylines of  ‘school’ (in general) and ‘this school’ (in particular), 

adding complexity, and acknowledging the inherent ‘always becoming’ and movement of  place 
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creation (Massey, 2005). Somerville suggests that “[a]lternative storylines are often suppressed 

and invisible, but when sought out enable other possibilities for learning and inhabiting 

place” (Somerville, 2012, p.72). Thus here I focus on the themes from the art/research data 

that seem to suggest lines of  flight, points of  rupture, deterritorialisations (Deleuze and 

Guattari, 1987) and new possibilities offered in ways of  imagining and enacting place and 

space in the early years of  primary school.  I illuminate the possibilities offered by the 

alternative storylines that are shaped by themes of: connectedness (care, belonging, 

(re)inhabiting place; interrelatedness and interconnectedness through place); trust (trusted 

bodies); movement (moving bodies and the in-between); and openness (conceptual, physical 

and in-between). 

Connectedness: Care, Belonging, (re)Inhabiting Place 

When Esraa (aged 7), Malaz (aged 6) and Asha (aged 5) first 'mapped' the significant places of  

their school, they took me out of  the doors of  their classroom, across the courtyard, and into 

the large corner of  the school grounds that had been converted in 2001 into a kitchen garden 

(Alexander, 2006). As they took me around the garden, the children pointed out the specific 

plants that were their favourites, telling me the plants' names, what edible delights they would 

grow, and how they took care of  them. There was an immediate sense of  ownership, pride and 

responsibility that Eraa, Malaz and Asha showed me in their tour of  the kitchen garden. 

!  

Figure 5.7 The Kitchen Garden (photograph by Esraa)       
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Figure 5.8 Malaz helping with the wheelbarrow, (photograph by Esraa) 

                          

The above images depict how Esraa chose to photograph the garden for her 'map'. For the 

second image, Esraa asked Malaz to pose 'helping with the wheelbarrow' as she constructed 

the composition of  the image. Esraa's photographs and titles highlight an embodied 

connection to place through 'helping'; this place is constructed by Esraa not only in terms of  

the plants, but though the emotional and physical caretaking, the children's bodies tending to 

and working physically with the soil, compost, plants, seedlings, wheelbarrows, spades, rakes. 

Indeed, throughout the children’s place mapping, a strong place storyline constructed within 

the school was one concerned with connecting with and (re)inhabiting the specificity of  this 

location through taking care of  the place of  the school. Every child who participated in the 

research project made sure that I knew about how significant the ‘kitchen garden’ was to the 

place of  the school – by photographing it, drawing it, taking me there to show it to me, and by 

telling me about it. Much of  the children’s language and images around the kitchen garden 
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seemed to be related to the ways in which they cared about this place, and how they cared for 
this place. This relationship of  caring for and caring about the place of  this school is 

particularly evident in the images and language associated with the greenhouse, where the 

seedlings are kept in the kitchen garden. 

!

: 

Figure 5.9 The Greenhouse (photograph by Xander) 

Xander – there’s lots of  plants in there 

Fergus – there’s lots of  baby plants in there so they can’t be disturbed, 
but the grown up plants can be disturbed 

Xander – the grown up plants go out and the baby plants stay in until 
they’re big enough to go out. 

(Conversation with Xander & Fergus as they look at Xander's photograph, 18th 
July 2008) 
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The gentle, dreamy composition of  Xander's image depicts the seedlings in the greenhouse, as 

viewed through the green mesh of  the walls. The protective sense of  care and nurturing in this 

photograph is echoed in Fergus and Xander's explanation of  the photograph. Their 

description of  the 'baby plants and the 'grown up plants' suggests a tenderness and gentleness - 

the baby plants live in the greenhouse so they are safe and 'can't be disturbed' - they 'stay in 

until they are big enough to go out'. Through their images and words, Xander and Fergus 

express the way they know this place. Their sense of  detailed knowledge about the seedlings, 

and their love and care for protecting the vulnerability of  the 'baby plants' contribute to their 

connection with and inhabitation of  this place - what Gruenewald calls ‘corporeal 

empathy’ (Gruenewald, 2003b), though this detailed knowledge - this intimate detail 

(Somerville, 2007) –  about the place of  their school. Somerville suggests that: 

The moment itself  is so significant in a pedagogy of  place because it is 
about knowing place in all its intimate detail as a place of  inhabitation, a 
place where we dwell with other creatures. It is only knowing place 
through thousands of  such intimate moments in its ever changing 
forms that we can read a place, that we can know how a place is going, 
how well it is. It is only knowing place through thousands of  intimate 
moments that we can learn to love a place and have the knowledge to 
be able to take care of  it. (Somerville, 2007, p. 8) 

In caring about and caring for the places of  their school, the children and the wider school 

community, authentically inhabit (Gruenewald 2003b) these places, and create place storylines 

of  connectedness, shared responsibility and belonging.  

Gruenewald (2003b) writes about the critical politics of  ecological ‘reinhabitation’ – in 

particular through nurturing, caretaking, connectedness, awareness of  situationality. He 

explores Orr’s (1992) “distinction between inhabiting and residing in a place” (p.9), where 

while a “resident is a temporary occupant, putting down few roots and investing little, knowing 

little, and perhaps caring little” for a place, an “inhabitant, in contrast, “dwells”…in an 

intimate, organic, and mutually nurturing relationship with a place.” (Orr, p.130, cited in 

Gruenewald, p.9). Here the school community is inhabiting the specificity and locality of  the 

place of  their school, and constructing storylines of  belonging through building connections 

with place through engaging ‘the heart’ (Orr, 1992) and the body (Thrift, 2000; Somerville, 

2006, Grosz, 2001) in the emotional and physical care-taking of  place. This alternative 

storyline of  connected belonging through caretaking, offers a disruption from the dominant 
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storyline of  ‘school’ as an institutionally standardised, normalised, and generic place (Davies & 

Gannon, 2009; Gulson & Symes, 2007), as well as the dominant construction the ‘urban’ as 

risky/ vulnerable/ violent/ disadvantaged. 

These alternate storylines of  connectedness through care and reinhabitation in the school thus 

offer a line of  flight from the dominant ‘urban’ place storylines (from the outside) of  danger, 

risk, and all the notions of  threat associated with The Flats, offering a very different storyline 

from within this school community. The ways that the physical environment of  the school is 

presented by the children’s place mapping – as green, growing, fertile, fragile – is so different 

from both the hard, industrial place of  my first impression of  the volatile, risky, urban ‘Flats’ 

and the placeless, neutral container of  general school storylines. The storylines of  caring for 

and caring about resonate with bell hooks’ (2009) exploration of  connectedness with place, as 

she theorises ideas around inhabiting place and creating ‘cultures of  belonging’: “we are 

connected. And these connections both past and present solace, keep us excited by mystery, 

bring us joy” (hooks, 2009, p. 214). And later: 

In my childhood I dreamed about a culture of  belonging. I still dream 
that dream. I contemplate what our lives would be like if  we knew how 
to cultivate awareness, to live mindfully, peacefully; if  we learned habits 
of  being that would help us build beloved community. (p. 222-223) 

Through creating cultures of  belonging, the children are disrupting dominant ‘placelessness’ 

storylines of  'school'. Here, rather, place and community are connected through habits of  

being that have become a part of  the children's inhabitation of  the place of  their school. The 

children's belonging is in part constructed through caring for and about – being needed, being 

responsible. The children's 'habits of  being', such as their embodied caretaking, their 

knowledge and habits of  caring for their kitchen garden weave a storyline of  intimate, 

embodied, inhabitation of  the specificity of  the place of  their school. 

Connectedness: Interrelatedness & Interconnectedness 
through Place 
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The threads of  a place storyline of  connectedness within this school community also extended 

to the importance of  human interactions, connections and interrelationships within places; the 

significance of  places shaped by relationships and relationships shaped by places. Many of  the 

children’s drawings and photographs that ‘mapped’ the significant places in the school drew 

attention to the importance of  the relationships that occurred within these places, or showed 

me that the places were important because of  who they played with in those places. In 

conversations about the spaces of  the school, the participants/researchers identified 

connectedness to and relationships with 'human and non-human others' (Deleuze & Guattari, 

1987; Harraway, 1991; Taylor & Giugni, 2012)  within a space as being an important 

foundation for the actual formation of  that place. Early in the data creation processes, Thara sat 

with me and sorted through her many photographs that she took to ‘map’ the school, and the 

ones she set aside to talk to me about were of  people in places: 

“I took this photo with you and Dharani. I took this photo of  Clare, I 
took this Xander with playing hopscotch, I took this photo …like 
swimming in the water, I took this picture when I was drawing it, I took 
this picture when I was at… Andrew, I took this picture with Andrew 
here, and I took this picture with Andrew too. And some pictures I 
took with some with me and with you, remember?” 

(Conversation with Thara, 8, sorting through photo ‘maps’, 12th June 2008 ) 

Her relationships with people in place were the distinguishing feature of  ‘importance’ or 

‘significance’ for Thara. The connections with people were the springboard for her to tell me 

about what she thought was important for me to know about the place of  her school. 

Anike’s ‘map’ of  the school (below) depicts all the places she plays with different people: the 

hopscotch, the chickens, the basketball courts, the climbing frame, the vegetable garden, as well 

as arrows to show how she moves between these spaces. Anike pointed to the different parts 

of  her ‘map’ as she explained to me the significance of  what she had drawn: 
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Figure 5.10.  Anike’s map of the school 
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 “The basketball court. And the girls and the boys. Yesterday we was 
playing basketball and we was on girls’ team and boys’ team. So the girls 
scored one goal, and the boy had two. After that, we was playing hide 
and seek, so we hide in the flowers and the tree, we was hiding behind 
that, and then we played tiggy in the climbing frame, then we come 
inside to go to the library, after that the bell went and we went back the 
class, and the lunchtime, at lunchtime we saw this birdie, and then after 
we saw the bird we played basketball again, and then we played tiggy, 
hide and seek at the tree, then we went back to the library, and after that 
we went to see upstairs class and played in there for a little bit, and then 
you know how we went to see the kids and then the other class upstairs, 
and this is where the roof  is.” 

(Conversation with Anike about her map, 6th August 2008) 

Anike’s words and image construct a narrative where place is story; place is storied in 

relationship and relationships and events are storied in place. In her mapping, Anike 

communicates a sense of  the interrelationship and interconnectedness of  place, movement, 

friends, activity and time – an haecceity (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) where the combined 

interrelationships create significant places, where story, people, place, time, experience are 

blended, blurred, connected. In Anike's mapping we can see connectedness as disrupting the 

human/non-human binary, where connectedness with the more-than-human – basketball 

court, flower, tree, climbing frame, bell, bird, tree, library, stairs, roof  - create networks of  

becoming. In Anike's map, she and 'the girls and the boys' are encompassed in the collective 

pronoun 'we', and this 'we' envelops and is enveloped by the connectedness with the more-

than-human. Like Davies and colleagues, in Anike's map, the collective 'we' are “[…] becoming 

actors in the networks in which we are now no longer nodal “posts”, but ourselves networks 

spreading out into our surroundings, and our surroundings spreading themselves out into 

us.” (Davies et al, 2009, p.131). 

Similarly, Dharani’s ‘map’ (below) shows the places she likes to be with her friends -  in 

particular the tree on the far right, with the wooden bench she can sit on with her friends, that 

she identifies as her ‘favourite’ place. As she drew the map, Dharani explained: 
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Figure 5.11. Dharani’s map of the school 

“I’m going to draw me and my friends playing in the garden. This is my 
favourite thing in the school. It’s like a wooden bench around a tree, 
and it’s like that (showing drawing), and the tree’s very big, and there, 
I’m going to do it.” 

(Dharani, outside drawing her ‘map’, 11th June, 2008) 
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In a similar way to Anike's mapping, Dharani's mapping blurs the boundary lines between 

place, relationality and action. Interestingly, in her description, she says ‘I’m going to draw me 

and my friends playing in the garden’; the drawing, however, shows the place – the garden, the 

sky, the clouds, the specific plants – but no people. Here, the mapping of  a 'significant place' 

becomes Dharani and her 'friends playing in the garden' in verbal explanation, which in turn 

becomes the 'wooden bench around the tree' and the 'very big tree' in the drawn map. The 

connectedness inherent in Dharani’s mapping, with its interrelatedness of  specific plants, 

people, play and significant places, once again brings to mind what Davies and colleagues call 

‘Deleuzian possibilities of  becoming’:  "opening ourselves to difference in ourselves and in the 

other, the other being not just other human beings, but the physical objects, landscapes and 

other materialities with which and in which we take up our existence.” (Davies et al., 2009, p.

133). Far from a storyline of  disconnection and placelessness, here we see the significance of  a 

connectedness and interrelatedness not just between humans within place, but also between 

the human and more-than-human - and the blurring of  these boundary lines to become other 

in connection with 'other human beings, physical objects, landscapes and other materialities'. 

This importance of  place in “experiencing an empathetic connection to others, human and 

non human” (p.8),  as expressed by Thara, Anike and Dharani, is explored by Gruenewald 

(2003), who urges that “[p]eople must be challenged to reflect on their own concrete 

situationality in a way that explores the complex interrelationships between cultural and 

ecological environments.” (p. 6).  

These themes from the children’s art/research that ‘important, significant or special’ spaces of  

the school draw their significance from the becomings and connections between the people 

within these different spaces, were also echoed strongly by the adult researcher/participants. 

Bianca, one of  the teachers, explained the way she had constructed her ‘map’ of  the school 

(the spiral diagram below) to show the importance of  places in the school in terms of  her 

connection to the people in those places.  
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Figure 5.11. Bianca’s map of the school 

Bianca's map is a spiral design, whereby she makes connections apparent between interrelated 

human and non-human others. Her spiral connects importance with proximity to the centre of  

the spiral. Bianca initially introduced her ‘map’ to me by telling me: 

it was interesting, 

because when I thought about the places 

it’s often the people, 

the relationships within those places 

that’s so important as well. 

so it’s kind of  like those relationships are important, 

and they’re reflected in the spaces that are important. 

(Conversation with Belinda, Teacher in the prep-2 class, 25th June 2008) 
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Bianca also told me about ‘shared places of  importance’ – how she thought some places were 

important to her because of  her connection with the children to whom the place was special, 

and how she thought that the children were similarly connected to places that were special to 

her: 

And there are places that I really never…that aren’t important to me at all, 

but are important because they’re important to the kids. 

Like the gym, 

I only go there because I take the kids there to sport and whatever, 

but that’s a really important area for the kids, 

and so how you kind of  get shared places of  importance. 

And I think they feel attached to the upstairs classroom, 

whereas I don’t know, you know when I went to primary school 

we didn’t really care about any other classroom other than our own, 

whereas I think the kids do feel connected to upstairs. 

So that’s interesting as well. 

I think they see that we’re so close as adults, 

and they kind of  see that flow on. 

I think that’s why. 

(Conversation with Bianca, Teacher in the prep-2 class, 25th June 2008) 

Bianca thus highlights reciprocal connection between people and place – the relationships 

between children and adults in school community lead to strong connections through the heart 

to places that are important to those who are important to them. According to Noone (2007), 

the relational (and interrelational) nature of  place can lead to a sense of  belonging to place, 

whereby: 

“[t]he development of  an awareness of  our relations with place allows 
us to connect with the human and non-human, with both the animate 
and the inanimate in place. It helps us to better understand ourselves as 
part of  place. It helps us to develop appropriate relations with other 
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humans in place: with pupils, colleagues, parents and the institutions 
with which and in which we live and work.” (Noone, 2007, p.270) 

In Bianca's map, the children's awareness of  the teachers' relationships to people and place 

(and the reciprocal awareness of  the teachers to the children’s relationships to human and non-

human) thus lead to a 'better understand[ing]' of  themselves as 'part of  place'. The 

construction of  ‘shared places of  importance’, is based in the flow of  connection and 

attachment between people and place. 

!  

Figure 5.12. Sophie’s map of the school 
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Similarly, in a conversation about the her map (above), and the spaces of  the school, Sophie 

also identified the relationships with people – and with a diversity of  people – within a space, 

as being an important foundation for the actual formation of  that place: 

I really like that image of  people coming in here, 

and all different people, 

like not just the students and us, 

but their parents and their friends 

and that they come in here 

and that’s when the interactions happen 

and that those sort of  ideas and knowledge and stuff  

rises up out of  them, 

within a space, 

and forms part of  the space. 

(Conversation with Sophie, Teacher in the prep-2 class, 26th June 2008) 

Sophie's mapping highlights the interrelationship between people and place in a process of  

mutual becoming through her storyline of  connectedness between human and non-human 

others.  This is a place storyline of  reciprocity of  becoming within place, and place creation 

through interaction whereby “…places shape our identities as much as our interactions shape 

our places” (Somerville, in press, p.3). In Sophie's mapping, the place of  the school is created 

by interactions, by overlaps of  different people. Massey (2005) recognises “…space as the 

product of  interrelations; as constituted through interactions, from the immensity of  the global 

to the intimately tiny.” (p.9). In this movement and becoming of  a school community in place, 

pedagogical space is thus constructed by Sophie as fluid and ephemeral (Gulson & Symes , 

2007) – not just a geometrical point on a map. Disrupting dominant storylines of  neutral, fixed 

spaces of  schooling, here the place of  this school is storied as particular, specific, fluid, not 

neutral, always becoming.  
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Trust: Trusted Bodies in High and Hidden Places 

Trust, and particularly trust of  bodies within place has emerged as an alternative place storyline 

that runs through much of  the data from the school community. Many of  the places that were 

identified by the children as being particularly important to them were places that have 

elements of  being secret, or risky, or private, or separate. The special places that the children 

wanted me to know about in their mapping were high places and hidden places, such as the 

bunk, the climbing frame, the tunnel, behind the water tank. 

  

Figure 5.13 The 
Climbing frame, 
(photograph by 
Fergus), 

 

Figure 5.14 The 
Climbing frame, 
(photograph by Jules) 
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Figure 5.15. The Climbing frame, (drawing by Riley) 
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Figure 5.16. (Left) The Tunnel (photograph by Asha)  

Figure 5.17. (Right) The Tunnel (photograph by Riley) 

!  

Figure 5.18. The Watertank (photograph by Xander) 

“Did you see the picture of  our hiding place?”  

(Xander, Conversation with Fergus and Xander, 18th June 2008)‑   2

�   To me, this simple sounding question is loaded with rich complexities: the importance of  the word “our”, gesturing 2
towards the shared understandings the children have constructed around how they are inhabiting place; the desire for this 
“hiding place” to be acknowledged as one that is special and significant (this was the context of  Xander’s question to me); 
and the (both humbling and exhilarating) position that I found myself  in at that moment, as an adult researcher being 
allowed a glimpse of  this place that I would never be able to experience myself  (being far to large to squeeze through the 
gap at the side of  the water tank), and perhaps would not have been shown if  I was a ‘teaching’ adult. 
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The children’s images of  the climbing frame above, emphasise height, verticality, precarious 

risk. The images of  the tunnel and the watertank emphasise the secret, hidden, dark elements 

of  these places. I was particularly intrigued by the importance of  these high, risky places and  

dark, hidden, cramped, dirty (at times graffiti-ed) places to the children. These are places where 

adults do not want to (or sometimes physically can not) go.  But importantly, within the school 

community, they are places that children’s bodies were trusted to go to, to explore, to 

experience in embodied ways. Steeves and Jones argue that: 

Children and young people need their own space, physically, 

imaginatively and emotionally, which are free from adult power and 

adult surveillance. The pervasiveness of  the adult gaze and adult 

ordering of  the world and children’s lives, even to the extent of  the 

surveillance and ordering of  children’s very bodies (James, 2000), 

should not be underestimated. (Steeves & Jones, 2010, p. 188) 

These high places and hidden places contribute to an important place storyline of  trust, which 

deterritorialises the dominant storylines of  adult power and adult surveillance within the places 

of  schools. Here, we see an alternate possibility for thinking differently about ‘the ordering of   

children’s very bodies’ in the early years of  primary school. 

Along with the climbing frame and the tunnel, ‘The Wall’ was an important place that acted as 

a symbol of  both risk and trust within the school community. 

Figure 5.19 Dharani Climbing the Wall 
by Malaz 
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On the very first day that children started ‘mapping’ the school for our research project, Fergus 

(aged 6), Xander (aged 7), Thara (aged 7), Dharani (aged 5) and I went outside with clipboards, 

pens, chapter, the digital camera and video camera. Fergus and Xander, walked immediately 

over to the high orange brick wall that ran around the boundary of  the school, climbed up on 

it (each helping the other by holding clipboards and pens etc while the other hoisted 

themselves up) and sat high on the wall as they drew their maps. The brick wall was the first 

thing that both Fergus and Xander drew. The first photograph that Fergus took was of  the 

wall. I was intrigued – what was it about this brick wall, which – to me – was invisible, a ‘non-

place’, a space important only in that it created a boundary line around ‘school grounds’, 

dividing it from the streets surrounding it? 

 

Figure 5.20. The Wall by Fergus  
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I asked Fergus and Xander about the wall: 

Fergus – I’ve drawn the brick wall, and the oval  

Xander - …and I have been drawing the three levels of  the school, the brick wall and the 
garden. 

Clare – Have you? So what is it about the brick wall that’s special? Cause I noticed that you 
came and sat straight on it, too. 

Fergus –  (laughs) It’s good for playing tiggy, and also it leads to the garden and the climbing 
frame. 

Xander – (at the same time as Fergus) It’s nice and warm 

Clare – So it’s like a path? 

Fergus – And it’s also good for sitting on. 

Xander – (at the same time) And we can see better on it. 

Xander– We like the wall because it’s nice and warm…and you can see better on it… 

(Mapping the school conversation with Fergus, 6, and Xander, 7, 11th June 2008) 
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Figure 5.21. Fergus’s map of the school 

In Fergus and Xander’s words and images, we are invited into a rich and complex construction 

of  the place of  ‘the wall’. Their words and images resonate with the significance of  ‘the in-

between’, and Deleuze and Guattari’s notions of  ‘becoming’ – here, the boys are becoming 

wall, wall is becoming path, becoming vantage point, becoming warmth, becoming seat. In 

their verbal and visual descriptions we hear the rhizomatic logic of  the multiple. Resisting my 

attempts to narrow and define the significance of  their wall (‘So it’s like a path?’), the children 

continue to expand the wall’s purposes and uses with their repetition of   “and…and…and…”. 

Fergus and Xander thus reveal, as Thrift states, that: “all kinds of  other practices may in fact be 
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going on within [these places] which they were never designed to admit (but which may 

become a vital part of  those places’ intelligibility)” (Thrift, 1999, p.310-311). Grosz has written 

about the potentiality of  the multiplicity of  walls (and other spaces that are ‘inbetween’ and 

offer imaginative reinvention): 

Perhaps the most conventional of  architectural forms and 
presumptions best illustrates what I understand as the impact, 
resonance, and richness that the virtual brings to the real: the wall. The 
capacity of  walls, boxes, windows and corners to function in more than 
one way, to serve not only present functions but others as well, is 
already part of  the ingenuity and innovation of  the virtual in the real. 
Makeshift, piecemeal transformations, the usages of  spaces outside 
their conventional functions, the possibility of  being otherwise – that is, 
of  becoming – must be as readily accorded to the built environment as 
it is to all futurity. (Grosz, 2001, p. 90). 

The transformative multiplicity of  the wall is evident in Xander and Fergus’ words, and so too 

are their emphases on belonging, ownership, autonomy. Here, Fergus and Xander offer a 

glimpse of  how they (and other children) are actively shaping significant places in their school 

through inhabitation and appropriation, trust and agency. 

The importance of  the ‘wall’ as a space highly valued by the children was also noted by Tania, 

one of  the parents participating in the research project, who told me about the significance of  

the sense of  freedom, wonder (with perhaps an underlying secretive element of  risk and 

danger) of  being able to climb the wall for her son Riley: 

The first week Riley was climbing that, 

and he said to my husband 

(whispering) ‘I’ve been climbing this wall but don’t tell mum’. 

But it was such an achievement for him, 

and a sense of  freedom and autonomy, I think, 

and not telling me so that I didn’t stifle that… 

I remember that being a real sense of  wonder for him 

But not that he shared with me. 

I thought that was funny. 

(Conversation with Tania, parent of  Riley in prep, 27th June 2008) 
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Tania’s memory of  Riley’s first experience of  climbing the wall weaves together the interrelated 

elements of  risk and trust around this moment of  ‘freedom’, ‘autonomy’ and ‘wonder’. Tania’s 

acknowledgement of  Riley’s desire to keep this risky experience a ‘secret’ (whispered only to 

his father, and explicitly ‘hidden’ from his mother) so she ‘didn’t stifle that’ shows an 

interesting layering of  children’s perceptions of  adult surveillance and control of  risk – a 

perception that is recognised by Tania, but not actually reflected in her own interpretation of  

the event. While Riley’s censoring of  ‘risky’ knowledge perhaps reflects the way that a “societal 

ethos of  protection and dependence has triumphed over autonomy and 

empowerment” (Whitzman & Mizrachi, 2012, p.245), Tania’s comments highlight a more 

nuanced version of  the tension between risk and trust, children’s autonomy and adult 

surveillance within this school community. 

Rooney (2010) identifies the key element of  risk in considering trust : “just as we need to trust, 

we therefore need to take the risks that trusting entails” (p.349). This tension between risk, 

safety and trust was also articulated by Bianca, a teacher in the K-2 class, who described the 

processes of  negotiating the competing discourses of  supervision / safety and trust: 

Yeah. 

I thought the brick wall would be really important to them. 

And it’s really – 

some parents tried to ban the kids from climbing on the wall 

so it’s been a hard fought battle to keep them allowed to be playing on the wall, 

but I think… 

And then we say, 

if  they can’t climb up, 

then we don’t put them up, 

because then we know that they can get down. 

But that’s really important. 

(Conversation with Bianca, Teacher in the prep-2 class, 25th June 2008) 
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It is interesting to reflect on the importance of  the ‘wall’ as a space highly valued by the 

children. This is a space designed as a boundary between the school and the ‘outside’ – a 

symbolic and physical barrier between ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ to provide containment, separation, 

safety, regulation and surveillance. In climbing the wall, and creating new play narratives 

around the significance of  the wall (as an exclusively children’s place for sitting, playing, 

keeping warm, seeing better, following as a path) the children seem to have subverted 

dominant school-place storylines of  safety and surveillance, and imagined the wall as a place of  

freedom and wonder (with perhaps an underlying secretive element of  risk and danger). The 

teachers and parents also value this place, and story this place as a place where their trust in 

children’s bodies is enacted. In Bianca’s comments about the wall, above, she talks about the 

‘hard fought battle to keep them allowed to be playing on the wall’ – a ‘battle’ to introduce a 

more nuanced negotiation of  risk, rather than a simplistic ‘banning’ that ‘some parents’ would 

have preferred. In Rooney’s words: 

Trust is therefore inextricably tied with notions of  choice, power and 
control. When we are in a position to make a choice, trust inevitably 
involves giving the person being trusted some control, and in many 
cases discretionary power, over what is entrusted. (Rooney, 2010, p.346) 

The layering of  the children’s, teachers’ and parents’ perspectives and experiences of  the places 

of  this school reveal a deliberate foregrounding and thoughtful negotiation of  issues of  power, 

control, surveillance, risk, autonomy and trust. 

 “to run this type of  space requires so much trust” 

(Bianca, from Conversation with teachers in the prep-2 class, 22nd July 2008) 
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Movement: The In-between and Moving Bodies 

A theme of  movement and openness between spaces and across spaces – of  moving bodies 

within place – also offers an alternative place storyline of  the school from within the school. 

Many of  the children’s drawn maps show the pathways and stairways between the spaces in the 

school, as well as the places themselves. Many of  the images in the photographs that the 

children have taken are of  the in-between places, or the moving-between places, of  the 

connecting places in the school such as stairways and hallways, doorways and windows that 

look through to connect with other spaces, and also of  the children themselves, moving 

between, across, through, over these places.  

!  

Figure 5.22. Coming in from lunch (photograph by Huda) 
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In Huda’s photograph above, there is a group of  children within the place of  their school, 

‘coming in from lunch’, but this is a composition that is very different to generic or ‘typical’ 

images we might expect of  ‘children at school’ (where children might be depicted as smiling, 

sitting, and facing an adult teacher or the adult photographer). In contrast, Huda’s image is of  

movement, purpose, and direction, where the children’s heads face away from the 

photographer who is positioned amongst the crowd, and is moving together with them as part 

of  the shared experience of  belonging in the moment and the movement in-between outdoor 

and indoor spaces. Here, Huda captures the physical movement of  children between places, 

but also creates a visual connection of  the ‘in-between’ – a connection between spaces, and 

also a connection created within the group through a sense of  community in shared movement 

between indoor and outdoor, between ‘lunch’ and ‘class’. Coming in from lunch is echoed in many 

other photographs created by children researching in this project: photographs of  their peers 

walking down corridors, looking through windows and up stairs. Through inhabiting these ‘in-

between’ places of  stairwells, halls, doorways, windows, the children are creating embodied 

connections with places that might otherwise be ‘invisible’, ignored, non-places. The 

unexpectedness of  the focus on embodied movement through the ‘in-between’ spaces of  their 

schools creates “[…]a necessary focus on materiality, on the body, and on body-place 

relations.” (Somerville, 2011, p.5. 

This significance of  movement and the in-between is also evident in Xander’s map of  the 

school, below. In Xander’s mapping of  the school, it is not just the significant places that he 

chooses to depict (such as his classroom, which is represented in his map as a symbolic ‘home’ 

with triangular roof, two windows and a door), but he also includes a sense of  movement 

between these places. 
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Figure 5.23 Xander’s map of the school 

“I have been drawing the three levels of  the school, the brick wall, and the garden”  

(Xander, mapping, 11th June, 2008) 
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The importance of  the ‘in-between’ is represented in Xander’s map through the inclusion of  

pathways, stairways, windows, that allow for movements between the significant places for him 

within his school. Grosz (2001) argues for an understanding of  the ‘position of  the in-

between’ “…a place related to other places but with no place of  its own” (p. 91) in 

transformative possibilities through an openness to becoming otherwise: 

the space of  the in-between is the locus for social, cultural, and natural 
transformations: it is not simply a convenient space for movements and 
realignments but in fact is the only place – the place around identities, 
between identities – where becoming, openness to futurity, outstrips the 
conservational impetus to retain cohesion and unity (p.92).  

Thus many of  the maps of  their school created by the children capture this movement 

between, across, through – a movement that suggests an openness to children’s embodied 

inhabitation across the spaces of  their school. Rather than containing children’s bodies – or 

indeed, denying the importance of  bodies in education, and in experiencing and belonging to 

the places of  education – this school offers alternative storylines where children’s bodies are 

encouraged to move, to be connected to the places of  their learning, to be trusted to explore, 

take risks, and appropriate the places of  their school in embodied and authentic ways. 

The importance of  this storyline of  children’s moving bodies in place was not just apparent in 

the children’s own representations of  themselves in the place of  their school. This storyline 

was also taken up by adults in the school as a symbol of  ‘difference’ from dominant storylines 

of  schools as sites of  containment and control over children’s bodies. The way in which this 

storyline disrupts dominant storylines of  ‘school’ was articulated in a discussion between Lyn 

and Tania, two of  the parents in the school community. Tania and Lyn both had children who 

had started kindergarten that year at Collingwood. 

Tania (to Lyn) – Can I ask you, Lyn, did your first daughter go to a 
traditional school? 

Lyn – Yes. Yes. A very mainstream school. It was lining up outside the 
classroom in the mornings, you didn’t speak until you were spoken to, 
hands went up, chairs flat on the floor at all times, keep your backs 
straight, so very disciplined. So […] that’s very different here. […]The 
classroom’s also very different. But those sorts of  things stand out to 
me. You know, you don’t walk into the school yard at 5 to 9 and see 
rows of  kids waiting for their teachers to come out. That’s completely 
different. There’s not a five minute bell that goes before the real bell 
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goes, so that they can all line up. There are those sort of  practical 
everyday differences, that we don’t have. And that’s aside from the big, 
massive space that the kids have got to be in, is nothing like a 
traditional classroom, where they just have a desk for everybody to sit 
at, or in my experience, at that one school… 

Tania –I guess the reason why I did seek this out for my son was 
because I felt that he was a child that needed to move, and if  he was in 
a place where he was really controlled he possibly wouldn’t respond 
very well to being contained physically all the time… 

Lyn – They’re labelled ‘naughty kids’ because of  their moving 
around… 

Tania – Absolutely.  

Lyn – mmm. And that’s a huge difference, the expectations of  what 
they can do in the classroom are completely different from a traditional 
school, and people we know, with kids still at the school we left, 
particularly boys, have had exactly that experience, where their boys are 
getting told off  time and time again, day in day out for doing exactly 
what my son is doing right now, swinging back and forward on his 
chair. It’s gotta be four on the floor at all times. Four legs on the floor 
at all times. And if  they don’t, they get in trouble and notes go home 
and there’s an entry in their diary, and where it ends I don’t know, 
they’re not going to stop doing it… chairs get taken away, so they can’t 
sit on a chair. All this sort of  nonsense happens because they go down 
this road that they’ve got to get to the end of  somehow, yeah. And that 
just doesn’t happen here, as long as you’re not hurting anyone else, you 
can sit where you want.  

(Group discussions with parents, 21st July, 2008) 

Here, Lyn and Tania juxtapose dominant place storylines of  what they call ‘traditional’ or 

‘mainstream school’, with the ways in which bodies interact with the place of  the school their 

children now attend. Their focus is on the way children’s bodies are, in Tania’s words 

“contained physically” in many schools, through children’s bodily movement being equated 

with ‘trouble’, ‘naughtiness’, ‘getting told off ’. The words and phrases that Lyn uses to describe 

the ‘very mainstream school’ that her older daughter had previously attended, indeed creates a 

picture of  rules centred around containment of  children’s bodies and voices (‘lining up’, ‘didn’t 

speak’, ‘hands up’, ‘chairs flat on the floor at all times’, ‘keep your backs straight’, ‘rows of  kids 

waiting’, ‘line up). Through Lyn and Tania’s conversation we can hear echoes of  the 

Foucauldian critiques of  the power created through architectural composition of  space within 

schools (Gruenewald, 2003a; Devine, 2003; Millei, 2005). Through their discussion, however, 

Tania and Lyn position this dominant storyline of  containment and surveillance of  children’s 
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bodies as nonsense, opening up possibilities for alternative storylines of  moving bodies in places 

of  education for young children. Indeed, Lynn and Tania position their contrasting storyline of  

movement as a defining characteristic of  the place of  this school – that which sets it apart 

from ‘traditional’ or ‘mainstream’ school. Disrupting the dominant storyline of  schools as 

places of  surveillance and the containment of  children’s bodies through and within space, 

these alternative storyline explored here suggest the importance of  embodied place-making at 

the school – more specifically, embodied place making through trusted bodies and moving bodies 

within the place of  the school. 

Openness  

Lastly, the theme of  openness – both material and conceptual – was a strong alternative place 

storyline offered from within the school community. Above, Lyn and Tania contrasted the 

‘physical containment’ of  ‘mainstream schools’ with ‘the big, massive space that the kids have 

got to be in, [which] is nothing like a traditional classroom’. 

!  

Figure 5.24 The Classroom by Esraa 
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Esraa’s photograph depicts her friend Asha as she moves across the open ‘big massive space’ 

of  their classroom. The room is huge, and while it has been ‘divided’ into certain learning 

spaces (such as a double bed-bunk in the book corner, the large open shelves of  blocks, lego 

and other construction material in another corner, the clump of  desks with computers on 

them, the wide art tables alongside shelves full of  art materials and recycled collage scraps 

arranged in boxes, the ‘stage’, the low table of  maths equipment, a dress up area full of  clothes 

and costumes to change into beside a mirror to see the transformation as the dressing up 

occurs, the ‘writing area’ with pens and pencils and paper set up along the desks, sightwords on 

the wall written by children and teachers, and the ‘alphabet chart’ created by the children on the 

adjacent wall), none of  these spaces create a visual or physical barrier – all can be looked across 

and moved through by the children and adults in the room.  

Much of  the classroom consists of  large open spaces – spaces that can be appropriated and 

transformed, depending on what the whole class, or individuals, or groups of  children, 

teachers or parents may require at that point in time. The place of  this classroom thus can be 

seen as creating a shift from the more structured ‘striated’ spaces of  normalized classrooms in 

the early years of  primary school to a more open and flexible ‘smooth’ space. Drawing on 

Deleuze and Guattari, Hickey-Moody and Malins explain: 

Striated spaces are those which are rigidly structured and organized, and 
which produce particular, limited movements and relations between 
bodies. Think of  the ways in which supermarkets are delineated by 
aisles, school classrooms by rows of  tables and traffic intersections by 
traffic lights and left and right lanes. Smooth spaces, by contrast, are 
those in which movement is less regulated or controlled, and where 
bodies can interact – and transform themselves – in endlessly different 
ways. Think of  an empty hall; a grassy expanse of  parkland or the 
ocean. Each leaves the body far more open to new movements, 
performances and connections (dancing across the hall, cartwheels on 
the grass, encountering a fish while diving under the waves). It is 
important to note, however, that smooth spaces are not necessarily 
better than those that are striated; indeed some spatial striations are 
very useful […]. However, to the extent that a space is striated, it can 
also be understood to be limiting: reducing bodily and socio-political 
potentials for change. (Hickey-Moody & Malins, 2007, p.11). 

The physical spaces of  the classroom thus are held in tension between the order of  striated 

space (such as lockers for the teachers, pigeon holes for each student, folders of  pedagogical 

documentation organised on a shelf) and open transformative potential of  the smooth spaces 
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that ‘leave the body far more open to new movements, performances and connections’. The 

place of  this classroom offers an important deterritorialisation from the overly limiting and 

containing spatial striations of  many ‘traditional’ classrooms in the early years of  primary 

school. The openness of  the physical space of  the classroom, when linked to the potentialities 

of  the ‘smooth space’ of  Deleuze and Guattari also suggests an openness to change, difference 

and transformation; here conceptual space is merging with physical space and place. 

There were, indeed, strong threads running through the data relating to movement and 

openness not only of  the materiality and the physical layout of  the spaces of  the classroom, 

but also of  the conceptual openness to new possibilities that the spaces encourage. Specifically, 

the physical space was seen as opening up conceptual space through resisting and disrupting 

what Sophie, a teacher in the K-2 room describes as a ‘hierarchy of  knowledge and of  power’ 

that spaces in ‘more conventional’ school settings might encourage: 

Spaces are like that – 

they have certain things that they encourage, 

when I think about the more conventional settings 

that often that they are encouraging of  hierarchy 

or a hierarchy of  knowledge and of  power, 

so they often have the teacher’s desk up the front 

and the blackboard up the front 

and everyone’s attention is towards that 

and that’s the teacher’s domain. 

So I think that this space, 

it allows for that to be challenged, 

and it allows an openness for other things 

(Conversation with Sophie, Teacher in the prep-2 class, 26th June 2008) 

Sophie’s words highlight pedagogical spaces as conceptual and political as well as physical: ‘they 

have certain things they encourage’. Her description of  the positioning of  furniture within 
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‘conventional’ classroom spaces echoes the territorialisation of  the places of  schooling 

outlined at the beginning of  this chapter. In particular, Sophie’s identification of  a ‘hierarchy 

of  knowledge and of  power’ as constructed by the position and directionality of  furniture, 

attention and status links strongly with Foucauldian notions of  knowledge/power relations and 

the ‘architectural composition of  space’ within institutions such as schools. In a similar way to 

Tania and Lyn, Sophie explicitly contrasts Collingwood with the 'more conventional settings' 

that manipulate their physical spaces of  classrooms to reflect and reinforce particular power 

relations within that classroom community (‘that’s the teacher’s domain’). It is interesting that a 

large part of  the construction of  place storylines of  the school are storied around what the 

setting is not - setting the smooth spaces of  this school apart from the striated spaces of  

‘conventional’ or ‘traditional’ schools; Sophie outlines a line of  flight that positions the 

‘openness’ of  the classroom space as explicit 'challenging' the hierarchical implications of  the 

striated spaces of  'more conventional settings'. This is a place storyline of  openness which 

interweaves the conceptual and the physical. The ‘space’ (both physical and political/

conceptual) ‘allows for that to be challenged’ and allows for ‘an openness for other things’ – 

‘other things’ both physical and political/conceptual. Thus, for Sophie, space and place 

‘encourage’ (or don’t encourage) particular ways of  being, particular bodily expectations, 

particular understandings about power, knowledge, movement, hierarchy. The physical 

openness of  the classroom spaces at this school both create and are created by the potential 

for openness to new possibilities. As Davies et al argue: 

 Classrooms are thus places which ideally should be open to their 
outside where outside is understood not only as an outer space but also, 
and more importantly, as what is different, unassimilable, and as yet 
unthought. (Davies et al, 2009, p.133) 

As a classroom that is ‘open to their outside’, this school community offers important 

deterritorialisations and reterritorialisations to new ways of  imagining and enacting the places 

and spaces of  the early years of  primary school in Australia. 

Concluding Thoughts 

Gruenewald argues that: 

With its focus on “accountability”, the discourse  - the language, or 
what Tyack and Cuban (1995) call the “grammar” – of  school reform 
lacks a vocabulary for place. Just as this grammar distracts our attention 
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from democracy as a valued educational goal, it distracts us from places 
and their power to shape experiential, cultural, ideological, political and 
ecological orientations towards “being-in-the-world” (Gruenewald, 
2003a, p.642). 

The literature and data explored in this chapter focused on disrupting dominant storylines of  

the spaces and places of  school as dehumanised, standardised, normalised, and examined what 

it might mean when children, teachers and parents (re)create and (re)inhabit the specificity and 

particularity of  the place of  this inner-urban Melbourne primary school in authentic and 

embodied ways. In foregrounding the ‘grammar of  place’ in this school, I drew on Margaret 

Somerville’s notion of  ‘storylines’ (2007) – the stories that run though place and that are 

constructed around a place, and that construct a place – as a way of  conceptualising the spaces 

and places of  the ‘early years of  primary school’, through the many overlapping, intersecting, 

disparate and contradictory storylines that are woven across and around ‘school’ (in general), 

and ‘this school’ (in particular). Somerville argues that “the concept of  story and storylines can 

also be used reconstructively to seek out previously invisible place stories or to generate new 

stories of  place” (p.13), thus potential possibilities for re-imagining constructions of  place 

were also offered within this notion of  storylines, in this case, through a seeking out of  

alternative, or hitherto silenced or marginalised stories of  place in the early years of  primary 

school in Australia. The data (photographs, drawings and conversation) presented here offered 

ways of  exploring the complex intersubjectivities and understandings inherent in notions of  

connectedness between people and place, between the human and the more-than-human 

through exploring alternative storylines of  place and space in primary schools as 

interconnected (Agnew, 2005), pedagogical (Gruenewald, 2003; Somerville, 2006, 2007), 

embodied (Grosz, 2001; Somerville, 2006, Somerville et al., 2011), relational (Gruenewald, 

2003; Massey, 2005; Noone, 2007, 2006), inhabited (Gruenewald, 2003), multiple and always 

becoming (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; Grosz, 2001; Massey, 2005; Noone, 2007), alongside key 

notions of  rhizomatic multiplicity and de/re/territorialisation from Deleuze and Guattari. 

The creative representations of  shared understandings of  place explored in this chapter raised 

questions around the importance of  connectedness through care-taking and relationality, 

embodied trust, movement and openness as ways of  inhabiting place of  the early years of  

school for children their wider school communities. A key factor in belonging to  and 

inhabiting this place was the importance of  natural places for the children within the school; 

their images and maps and interpretations/ representations of  their school were so different to 

my initial impressions of  the school, and to the dominant (deficit) storylines of  ‘the urban’ 
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school below ‘The Flats’. Where I had initially seen hard, industrial, urban, they showed me the 

lush, green, abundant, living place that they inhabited with care and body and heart – and a 

knowledge of  the intimate moments (Somerville) of  the school – the flowers that the birds or 

butterflies liked, the seedlings that needed extra care in winter, the plants that were especially 

tasty. Ultimately, this chapter offers hope for reconceptualising the early years of  primary 

school in Australia as places of  belonging (hooks, 2009) for children, teachers and families, 

through authentic, connected and embodied (re)inhabitation.  

In the next chapter, I explore the dominant ways of  imagining and enacting teaching, learning, 

curriculum and pedagogy in an assemblage of  knowledge in the early years of  primary school. 

I draw together the literature and this study’s data creation around these areas to try to locate 

the lines of  flight, the points of  rupture, the deterritorialisations and the new possibilities 

offered by the case school in ways of  imagining and enacting knowledge in the early years of  

primary school. 
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Chapter 6 

Assemblage of Knowledge 
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Introduction 

   

In this chapter I build on the previous chapter’s work on the pedagogical element of  place and 

space, to focus on the pedagogical element of  knowledge.I start by analysing literature around 

the assemblage of  ‘’knowledge’ in the early years of  primary school, in order to identify possible 

territorialisations in the early years of  primary school. I then locate the points of  rupture, the 

lines of  flight, the de/reterritorialisations and the new possibilities offered in the data from the 

case school in ways of  imagining and enacting the assemblage of  knowledge in the early years 

of  primary school in Australia. In particular, I explore themes I have identified of  movement, 

connectedness, openness and trust as ways of  imagining knowledge, teaching and learning in 

this context. The data I draw on in are primarily from the creation of  the sculpture by the 

teachers (as discussed in Chapter 4), as well as from the sculpture itself. I also make use of  field 

notes, conversational interviews with the parents, teachers and children, and include textual 

analysis of  examples of  pedagogical documentation from the case school. I draw out some of  

the strands of  the assemblage of  knowledge, attempting to understand these particular strands 

better, but always acknowledging their entanglement, their complexity, their role as one small 

element amongst so many others. Peter Moss (2006) writes:  

It seems to me that the task confronting critical thinkers in early 
childhood today is to put a stutter in this dominant discourse, by 
denaturalising it and showing that it is not a necessity but a choice[…] 
An important part of  the denaturalisation process is to offer other 
possibilities, other ways of  thinking about institutions and the children 
within them, and other ways of  practicing pedagogical work: in short, 
to proliferate a multiplicity of  discourses. 

I respond here to Moss’ call to ‘put a stutter in this dominant discourse’ of  the assemblage of  
knowledge by offering other possibilities. I do this through illuminating and analysing the ways in 

which the children, teachers and community at Collingwood were imagining and enacting 

‘knowledge’ in the early years of  primary school in ways that step outside the constraints of  

one dominant discourse.  I show how this stutter can offer hope through foregrounding the 

processes of  learning: processes that are open to difference, uncertainty, questions without 

answers, that value interdependency, collaboration, community, that give voice and agency to 

children, that seek out multiple ways of  knowing, of  expressing and representing knowledge, 

of  sharing knowledge. 
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Theoretical Tools: Schizoanalysis, Knowledge as Assemblage 

Several of  Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) concepts will be useful throughout this chapter to 

both ‘build walls’ and ‘smash windows’ (Massumi, 1992) in finding ways to negotiate the 

multiplicities, connections, struggles and contradictions as these ideas around knowledge in the 

early years of  school are analysed. Once again, the notion of  territory (and of  territorialisation 

and de/reterritorialisation) will continue as an organising refrain as it was in Chapter 5, but 

here I also use Deleuzio-Guattarian notions regarding schizoanalysis, assemblages, and tracings and 
mappings as ways of  seeking to understand complexity, multiplicity, and connectedness without 

attempting to distil or simplify or reduce to a linear, predictable, rational explanation. 

In considering territorialisations, and de/reterritorialisations of  knowledge in the early years of  

primary school, an important issue to acknowledge is that knowledge is a concept so vast and 

complex as to be ultimately, and most ironically, unknowable (Dahlberg & Moss, 2005). For 

how can we talk about knowledge (in this case within the context of  the early years of  primary 

school), without acknowledging and drawing upon the intermeshed elements of  teaching, 

learning, curriculum, pedagogy, politics, images of  childhood, of  teachers, of  schools, of  the 

purpose of  education, of  the hierarchies of  what is ‘worth knowing’ (Cannella, 1999, 2002; 

Dahlberg & Moss, 2005; Green, 2018; Moss, 2014), what knowledge is conceptualised as being 

(or not being), which knowledges are valued (and evaluated) and legitimated, or marginalised or 

even silenced/made invisible ( Davis, 2005; hooks, 1990; Trinh, 1989)? Furthermore, these 

interwoven complexities around the conceptualisations of  knowledge are interlinked with 

embodied humanity – with the bodies and minds and souls that ‘know’, that ‘seek knowledge’, 

that ‘impart knowledge’, that ‘create knowledge’, and that interact in relationship with each 

other, with ideas and with their learning (Ellsworth, 1997; Hopkins, 2009a; Somerville, 2008). 

Thus, in drawing out and illuminating these abstract concepts, I must also consider the 

embodied teaching and learning of  actual people located in a particular place in time, while 

connected with the integral elements of  a praxis of  teaching (Green, 2009; Kemmis, 2009; 

Schatzki, 1996), the embodied enacting of  pedagogical understandings and epistemological 

beliefs. In turn, I must also consider the intersections of  these embodied beliefs with 

curriculum (Lingard, 2010): the development of  curriculum, the interpretation of  curriculum, 

the lived actuality of  curriculum translated into those bodies in that place and time (Hopkins, 

2009). 
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In conceptualising this tangle (the interweaving of  curriculum, politics, teaching, learning, 

practice, images of  child, teacher, purpose of  education), it is thus useful to consider Deleuze 

and Guattari’s (1987) ways of  understanding multiplicity, interconnectedness, complexity. For 

the purposes of  this chapter, perhaps most helpful is the way in which knowledge might be 

considered an assemblage, rhizomatically constructed and connected. As an assemblage, the 

parts (each part comprised of  assemblage/s themselves) that come together in relation to 

create ‘knowledge’, “do not form a seamless whole” (DeLanda, 2006, p.4), rather the parts of  

the assemblage “produce a synthetic whole without fusing components together in a manner 

that would change the assemblage from a heterogeneous network to a homogenous 

entity” (Sellar, 2012, p.68). Drawing on these concepts highlights the ways that thinking around 

a unified and singular notion of  ‘knowledge’ in the early years of  primary school has been 

difficult, because this is not a linear, unified, independent, separate entity. Here, rather, 

‘knowledge’ is seen as an assemblage of  people, ideas, times, places, politics, ideologies, 

traditions: flows and movements, relations, connections across, between, through. Rhizomatic 

thinking allows us to consider ‘knowledge’ as between all these connections:  

A rhizome has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between 
things, interbeing, intermezzo. The tree is filiation, but the rhizome is 
alliance, uniquely alliance. The tree imposes the verb “to be”, but the 
fabric of  the rhizome is the conjunction, “and…and…and…” (Deleuze 
& Guattari, p.27).  

Knowledge and curriculum and teaching and learning and children and philosophy and assessment and schools 
and pedagogy and politics and…and…and… 

Along with acknowledging the usefulness of  conceptualising knowledge as an assemblage in 

analysing the data in this chapter, I also draw on the related notion of  ‘schizoanalysis’ (Deleuze 

& Guattari, 1987). Deleuze and Guattari use the concept of  schizoanalysis, to make links 

between schizophrenia (in their argument, as opposed to ‘psychosis’) and ‘the multiple’ of  

assemblages, as a metaphor of  the futility of  the attempt to constrain and limit multiplicity. 

Massumi explains that: 

[t]he “schizophrenia” Deleuze and Guattari embrace is not a 
pathological condition. For them, the clinical schizophrenic’s 
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debilitating detachment from the world is a quelled attempt to engage it 
in unimagined ways. Schizophrenia as a positive process is inventive 
connection, expansion rather than withdrawal. Its twoness is a relay to a 
multiplicity. From one to another (and another…). From one noun or 
book or author to another (and another…). Not aimlessly. 
Experimentally. The relay in ideas is only effectively expansive if  at 
every step it is also a relay away from ideas into action. Schizophrenia is 
the enlargement of  life’s limits through the pragmatic proliferation of  
concepts. (Massumi, 1992, p.1) 

Schizoanalysis thus allows me to consider how the logic of  the schizophrenic, the multiple 

coexisting, (‘and another …and another…and another’) can become a method of  analysing, a way 

of  anticipating connectedness, multiplicity, the coexistence of  disparate, sometimes 

contradictory, complexities. This method of  schizoanalysis does not deny the multiple (as Freud’s 

analysis of  Wolf  Man does; as the reduction of  ‘knowledge’ in education to simplistic and 

quantifiably measurable standardised transmission of  predetermined content does), but seeks it 

out, and looks for what this connectedness might do, might allow things (bodies/ thoughts/ 

ideas /curriculum) to do, might be useful for. Thus the political question asked by 

‘schizoanalysis’ “is not What does this desire represent?’, but “What does this assemblage of  

desire enable a body or a society to do?’” (Hickey-Moody & Malins, 2007, p.15).  

So, in relation to knowledge, using the multiplicity of  schizoanalysis I would no longer ask: 

“Is this a good (curriculum / text / question / assessment / task)?”,  

or: 

“Whose knowledges are represented in this curriculum document (text / question / 

assessment / task)?”,  

rather, I would now ask: 

 “What is this (curriculum / text / question / assessment / task) allowing children / teachers / 

school communities to do?”. 

In this chapter, therefore, these questions provoked by schizoanalysis will help to guide 

thinking around the assemblage of  knowledge from perspectives of  Deleuzio-Guattarian 

multiplicity. 
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Territorialisations of ‘Knowledge’ 

Many authors assert that we currently exist (in our particular point in time, in place, in politics) 

within an especially encompassing hegemony – a discourse of  knowledge, that allows one 

version, one conceptualisation of  academic success, of  intellect, of  teaching, of  learning, of  

evaluation, accountability and assessment (see, for example, critiques from Ball, 2015; Cannella, 

2002; Connell, 2013; Devine & Lutrell, 2013; Moss & Dahlberg, 2008; Sellars & Lingard, 

2014). It is a discourse that has, at its core, the inevitability of  hierarchy (Cannella, 2002; 

Dahlberg & Moss, 2005; Rinaldi, 2006), and in deference to this normalised hierarchical ‘truth’ 

are its tools of  standardisation, measurement, ranking, competition that both result from and 

perpetuate this encompassing discourse (Lingard, 2010). The multiplicity of  the assemblage of  

‘knowledge’ is thus reduced to the pursuit of  a linear way to standardise, measure, rank, and 

place somewhere on a rung of  the hierarchy such things as children’s minds and bodies, 

teachers, schools, districts, countries, as well as subject areas, teaching methods, rates of  

learning, models of  education. 

Many of  these normalised policies and practices have been critiqued. It is often argued that 

knowledge, teaching and learning in primary schools are constructed in ways that allow 

particular versions (to be possible / impossible) of  how, where and what children learn; and 

that prioritise surveillance, standardisation, normalisation, measurement, ranking and 

regulation (see, for example, studies by Cormack & Comber, 2013; Devine, 2003; 

MacNaughton, 2005; McGrath-Champ et al, 2017; Millei, 2005). The division and 

fragmentation of  knowledge into subject areas has been critiqued as separating and 

compartmentalising knowledge and learning into artificial and arbitrary categories (Rinaldi, 

2006). This segmentation of  knowledge within the curriculum is seen to result in the 

construction of  a ‘hierarchy of  knowledge’ (Robinson & Kellet, 2004). Within this hierarchy, 

subject areas are positioned within a ‘real’ learning /  ‘not real’ or ‘fun’ learning dichotomy, 

whereby subjects such as English or Mathematics are positioned as real learning, while other 

subjects such as the Creative Arts or PE are positioned as fun learning (McArdle 2010; 

Robinson & Kellet, 2004). Indeed, little seems to have changed since Kamler et al. (1994)  

critiqued the distinction between and hierarchy of  work and play in the early years of  primary 

school, arguing that: 
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It needs to be stressed that the oppositional categories of  ‘work’ and 
‘play’ in the school setting are themselves discursive constructions…
and are in no way to be seen as natural or unmarked categories into 
which children’s activities ‘fit’ quite naturally and innocently (Kamler et 
al, 1994, p.63). 

This dichotomy of  work/play, real learning/fun learning can be seen as being further 

reinforced through Australian government regulation (at both state and federal levels), such as, 

for example, directives from state and national curriculum guidelines that schools allocate the 

majority of  time each week to the ‘core’ subjects of  English and Mathematics, leaving a much 

smaller percentage of  time for other areas of  learning. For example, in Queensland, the ‘advice 

on time allocations’ suggests that the hours per year (over a 37-40 week year) for prep-2, 

250-270 hours for English and 160-180 hours for Mathematics, compared with 37-40 hours for 

the Arts (Queensland Studies Authority n/d). In Western Australia,  the ‘notional teaching time 

allocated to each learning area’ is 6 hours per week for English, 5 for Mathematics, and 2 each 

for Humanities, Health and Physical Education, Science, Art, Languages, Technologies 

(Government of  Western Australia, 2016) 

Furthermore, there is considerable critique of  the way in which particular constructions of  the 

assemblage of  knowledge in schools create (im)possibilities for not only what knowledge is 

taught, but also how it is taught, often resulting in the privileging of  one learning style or 

‘intelligence’  (Gardner, 1991) in teaching and learning over all others (Moss, 2014). Particular 

normalised constructions of  assessment and evaluation impact decisions about what 

knowledge is valued, and how the knowledge can be expressed or ‘proved’ by children 

(Cannella, 1999, Lingard, 2010), frequently resulting in a prioritising of  product over process, 

and of  answers over questions (Rinaldi, 2006), often with the highest importance placed on the 

production of  correct, neat, and fast work by children (Devine, 2003; Keddie, 2013). These 

decisions and judgments inherent in assessment and evaluation are also critiqued as having 

moral implications, whereby there are right and wrong understandings, and children’s attempts 

to express their learning can be placed on a continuum between good and bad to rank both 

their results and their ‘effort’. Devine argues that in primary schools, “children are constantly 

evaluated in terms of  productivity, efficiency and competitiveness, their identities defined and 

re-defined with reference to adult norms” (Devine, 2003, p.35). Kamler et al. also found that: 

Having a product, something to show for the work that has been done, 
is an important part of  the process of  ‘developing the work habit’, or 
learning to work in school. In this first month of  school, the teacher 
encourages the expectation of  material outcome as part of  the habitus 
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of  the classroom, and the children are very clear that the lesson has not 
finished until all (or most) of  them have something to show (Kamler et 
al., 1994, p.78). 

This prioritisation of  productivity – literally, the focus in much of  early primary pedagogical 

practice on ensuring children’s creation of  often standardised, observable and measurable 

‘products’ – is perhaps magnified under what many authors see as neo-liberalism’s “suffocating 

focus on end products” (Davies, 2009a, p.629). Elsewhere, Davies takes up Rinaldi’s (2006) 

work to further critique this ‘suffocating focus’ of  ‘the neoliberal imagination’ on the rich, 

unpredictable and often intangible complexities of  pedagogy: 

The neoliberal imagination, true to its capitalist origins, is consumed 
with the desire for end-products and for the technologies that will 
produce those end-products. That obsessional focus is antithetical to 
thought and to ethics, to debate, and to the necessary uncertainty that 
fuels new ideas. (Davies, 2009b, p.3) 

Indeed, much of  the research critiquing dominant constructions of  knowledge has focused on 

the neo-liberal managerial discourses shaping conceptions of  evaluation, assessment and 

measurement (as the desired end-products of  education), and consequently policy, curriculum, 

and teaching practices across education  (Ball, 2015; Connell, 2013; Davies, 2009a, 2009b; 

MacNaughton, 2005; Moss, 2014) and particularly in primary schools (Lingard, 2010). 

Lingard’s critique of  the implications of  Australia’s NAPLAN testing and the publishing of  

these results on the Federal Government’s ‘MySchool’ website (reference, articulates the ways 

in which schools are positioned within “neo-liberal frameworks and market-choice discourses”, 

whereby policies are created on the assumption that “competition between schools and 

parental pressures will push up standards and strengthen accountabilities” (2010, p.132).  

In considering knowledge as an assemblage, and through (schizo)analysing the ways in which 

this assemblage has been territorialised in the early years of  primary school, I  return here to 

the political question asked by schizoanalysis: “what does this (curriculum/policy/teaching method) 

allow (children/teachers/communities) to do?”. Research into the effects of  this increasing neoliberal 

governance on education has suggested that the main implications for teachers have been a 

‘deskilling’ of  the teaching profession (Keddie et al., 2011), through teaching being 

“restructured in narrowly technicist ways” (Reid, 1993, p.136) with an increased use of  

prepackaged curriculum, a commodification of  curriculum (Luke, 2003), and a narrowing of  
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the curriculum with a “shaving-off  of  higher-order, critical and intellectual demand” (Lingard 

et al., 2002, as cited in Luke, 2003, p.143). These findings are accompanied by research that has 

identified an intensified workload for teachers, through the “voluminous print-based 

documentation” (Luke, 2003, p.142) and “systems compliance activities” (Luke, 2003, p.143) 

related to addressing the increased suspicion and surveillance accompanying the focus on 

measuring and testing teachers’ - and their students’ - competency standards. As discussed in 

Chapter 1, the recent large-scale quantitative research by McGrath-Champ et al. (2018) showed 

the dramatic increase in workload and working hours of  teachers in the past 5 years. The 

teachers surveyed in this study reported that this workload increase was due to the increase in 

compliance-based paperwork. The priorities of  measurement, surveillance and auditing in 

schools, have been seen as resulting in a growing “culture of  distrust” (Davies & Saltmarsh, 

2007, p.3), within and between schools. Furthermore, as Keddie et al. argue, “the narrow 

priorities spawned by performative schooling cultures have sidelined schools’ focus on social 

and equity issues” (2011, p.76), resulting in what O’Brien calls: 

Social Darwinism, a survival-of-the-fittest model that coincides with 
our country’s growing (and largely unquestioned) allegiance to a 
competitive, hierarchical, destructive, global free market capitalism. In 
this model, schools serve to stratify and sort, and ultimately perpetuate, 
even exacerbate, inequality. (2001, p.310) 

Indeed, several authors argue that the increases in high-stakes standardised testing further 

perpetuate inequity and reinforce the marginalisation of  children from communities who are 

socio-economically disadvantaged (Ball, 2015; Lingard, Sellar & Savage, 2014; Lingard & 

McGregor, 2014; Youdell, 2006). 

 
Attempting to identify the ways in which ‘knowledge’ has been territorialised in the early years 

of  primary school is key to seeking the lines of  flight that may offer hope in deterriorialising 

and reterritorialising the assemblage of  knowledge in the early years of  primary school. In the 

second half  of  this chapter, I will focus on identifying the lines of  flight offered within the 

Case School community. 

Tracings and Mappings: Negotiating ‘Accountability’ 
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Throughout the rest of  this chapter, I follow lines of  flight that may de/reterritorialise some 

of  the dominant notions of  the assemblage of  knowledge in the early years of  primary school 

education, as outlined in the previous section’s analysis of  the literature.  I analyse data from 

my research (field notes, documents, and transcripts of  teachers’ conversations) in order to 

illuminate how the teachers in this school community were negotiating the tensions between 

dominant constructions and hegemonic notions of  accountability, ‘proof ’ and evaluation in 

primary school – alongside their commitment to fostering learning that is flexible, open-ended, 

situated, contextual and diverse. In particular, I focus on the tensions to do with record 

keeping, ‘proof ’ (making teaching and learning visible), evaluation and accountability. In 

considering this element of  the assemblage of  knowledge within which the teachers are 

working, I use the conceptual tools of  tracings and mappings from Deleuze and Guattari (1997) 

to analyse the way in which many approaches used at the school, such as pedagogical 

documentation of  long term projects, may allow for multiple (and often contradictory) 

perspectives, and make visible a range of  learning processes that might not be valued or 

acknowledged through current dominant, more simplistic quantitative means of  evaluation, 

accountability or assessment. 

As outlined in Chapter 1, being a government school in the Australian state of  Victoria, there 

were strict standards from the DEECD that required the school community of  Collingwood 

College to regularly prove how they were complying with government regulations, policy and 

curriculum. In Victoria, at the time of  the case study, these were the Victorian Essential 

Learning Standards, or VELS - these were adapted in 2013 to incorporate the Australian 

National Curriculum, known in Victoria as AUSVELS, which in 2017 were replaced by the 

Victorian Curriculum F-10, which also incorporates the Australian Curriculum (Victorian 

Curriculum and Assessment Authority). In analysing the teachers’ perceptions of  their 

attempts to negotiate their way though the components of  the assemblage of  knowledge 

within which they work, several tensions were identified – in particular, tensions between the 

sometimes contradictory requirements of  ‘compliance’ with Departmental standards in terms 

of  curriculum, assessment and accountability, alongside a commitment to pedagogy that is 

rich, authentic, process driven and lived (relational, unpredictable, embodied, diverse).  

For example, in an early conversational interview with three of  the teachers, Sophie reflected 

on the complexities of  enacting and justifying their pedagogical praxis which had followed a 
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line of  flight to deterritorialise normalising discourses of  knowledge as contained, 

standardised, measureable and predetermined: 

I think a lot of  people talk about  

‘well how can you… 

cause you don’t have a set plan 

and you don’t have an outcome that you want everyone to achieve, 

then how can you measure it?’ 
But it’s about that questioning 

of  what method you use to measure and how you go about it. 

(Sophie, conversation, 12th June 2008) 

Here Sophie (in her paraphrasing of  the voices of  ‘a lot of  people’), emphasises the words ‘set 

plan’, ‘everyone’, and ‘measure’, before juxtaposing them with her concluding statement (in her 

own voice) with the emphasis on ‘questioning’, and ‘what’ and ‘how’. The certainty and 

standardisation of  the first half  of  the question is placed alongside the uncertainty of  the 

second half.  

Sophie’s concluding statement questioning methods of  measurement echoes Moss and 

Dahlberg (2008), who argue for greater dialogue and more complex conceptualisations of  the 

‘language of  evaluation’, suggesting we “consider ‘another’ (not ‘the’ other) language of  

evaluation, one that treats evaluation as primarily political rather than technical.” (p.4). Her 

concluding statement is also reminiscent of  Lingard’s warning, following his analysis of  in his 

analysis of  the educational landscape of  standardisation and high-stakes testing. Lingard (2010) 

cautions against the limiting nature of  rigid, inflexible forms of  ‘evaluation’ of  the quality of  

education, and related implications, such as teaching to the test, dangers of  focusing on “being 

seen to perform” rather than authentic performance, and positioning of  teachers within 

‘defensive pedagogies’ and ‘scripted pedagogies’. His analysis also offers critiques of  the effects 

of  this dominant ‘distorting lens’, that he views as ultimately limiting the potential for 

intellectually rich curriculum and learning for children in Australian primary schools.  
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Indeed, in the context of  this school,  the teachers offered a line of  flight to broaden the 

possibilities of  what ‘evaluation’ might consist of, creating lines of  flight to de/reterritorialise 

the possibilities of, in Sophie’s words above, “that questioning of  what method you use to 

measure, and how you go about it.” Through these lines of  flight, the school community can 

be seen as offering hope for new possibilities, beyond fixed, rigid notions of  curriculum and 

accountability (that are singular, rigid, unified…), to deterritorialise, to acknowledge the 

multiplicity of  the assemblage of  knowledge. The teachers sought ways to keep the multiplicity 

and unpredictability and uncertainty within teaching and learning, and still comply with 

government standards and expectations. They explored how evaluation and record keeping 

might allow for this multiplicity, unpredictability and uncertainty in the assemblage of  

knowledge. Below, I focus on the ways in which the teachers negotiated the possibility of  

recognising and seeking out the multiplicities in the assemblage of  knowledge through (or at 

least at the same time, in addition to) predetermined curriculum (planning, implementation, 

assessment, evaluation and regulation).  

In understanding these issues and tensions, it has been useful to conceptualise the negotiations 

around evaluation, accountability and ‘proving’ learning and teaching (whilst not limiting or 

reducing the complexity of  the assemblage of  knowledge) through the lens of  Deleuze and 

Guattari’s (1987) conceptual tool of  tracings’ and mappings. Using similar language to Sophie, in 

her comment above, Deleuze and Guattari put forward the key to their argument around 

‘tracings’ and ‘mappings’ as being “a question of  method”: 

It is a question of  method: the tracing should always be put back onto the map. 
This operation and the previous one are not at all symmetrical. For it is 
inaccurate to say that a tracing reproduces the map. It is instead like a 
photograph or x-ray that begins by selecting or isolating, by artificial 
means such as colorations or other restrictive procedures, what it 
intends to reproduce. The imitator always creates the model, and 
attracts it. The tracing has already translated the map into an image; it 
has already transformed the rhizome into roots and radicals. It has 
organized, stabilized, neutralized the multiplicities according to the axes 
of  significance and subjectification belonging to it. It has generated, 
structuralized the rhizome, and when it thinks it is reproducing 
something else it is in fact only reproducing itself. That is why the 
tracing is so dangerous (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, pp. 14-15, original 
emphasis). 
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Through the use of  this lens as a way to conceptualise tensions around the assemblage of  

knowledge that were arising at the school – especially the way in which particular forms of  

written record keeping are seen as ‘proving’ teaching and learning – light can be shone on 

some interesting questions and provocations. In the above quote, Deleuze and Guattari make 

firm distinctions between tracings and mappings, while still articulating the connections and 

relationship between them.  In particular, Deleuze and Guattari’s assertion that “the tracing 

should always be put back onto the map” and their warning of  the ‘dangerous’ nature of  tracings 

thinking “they are reproducing something else”, but in fact reproducing nothing but 

themselves, could offer some insight into the resistance of  the teachers at Collingwood to 

using the state mandated formats (in isolation, rather than in conjunction with pedagogical 

documentation) to document their curriculum planning and evaluation. Indeed, the ideas of  

tracings and mappings resonate with the ongoing struggles and negotiations between the 

teachers’ understandings of  the processes involved in their pedagogical documentation of  the 

enacted ‘lived’ curriculum within the Collingwood College school community (mappings), and 

the imposed ‘VELS compliance regulations and requirements’, with specific corresponding 

tables and standardised formats for paperwork and accountability based record keeping 

(tracings) that were being enforced as a part of  the school’s review.  

Following Deleuze and Guattari’s argument here, if  the teachers were to attempt to contain the 

documentation of  lived curriculum processes to only the ‘tracings’ of  predetermined formats 

provided by the DEECE to prove ‘VELS compliance’, the lived curriculum of  the school 

would be understood only in relation to its reproduction of  the VELS ‘tracings’, and might, as 

a result, be ‘neutralized’ and ‘restricted’ into only ‘reproducing’ these tracings, rather than being 

mapped as it is lived and enacted at the school. The tracing is reproduced and can only ever 

reproduce itself, hence, perhaps the teachers’ reluctance to limit their ‘methods’ of  ‘measuring’ 

accountability to comply with the predetermined state-mandated curriculum documents. 

Davies (2009a) similarly warns that in education, “[…] neoliberalism has taken externally 

driven regulation to such extremes that the new is shut out – only the already-known can be 

recirculated inside its tightly regulated relations of  power” (p.628). 

In contrast, a mapping of  the lived curriculum as it is enacted would have the potential to 

contain the multiplicities, the uncertainties, the unexpectedness, the connections, the 

possibilities, the complexities of  pedagogy. Plugging the tracing of  VELS back into a mapping 

of  the lived and enacted curriculum at the school may allow these complexities and 
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connections to exist alongside and within, as well as outside and between and across and 

around, compliance with the tracings. Sophie’s call to ‘question the method you use to measure’ 

when considering issues of  accountability and assessment in the assemblage of  knowledge, 

resonates with Deleuze and Guattari’s assertion that: “That is why it is so important to try the 

other, reverse but non-symmetrical, operation. Plug the tracings back into the map, connect the 

roots or trees back up with a rhizome” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p.15). 

The potentiality of  the compliance with VELS requirements to be viewed, in Deleuze and 

Guattari’s conceptual framework, as a tracing to be ‘plugged back into’ the mapping of  the 

rhizomatic lived curriculum in the school through pedagogical documentation can be read into 

an analysis of  this excerpt of  a later conversation between the teachers: 

Bianca – Pretty much, all you do with VELS, is do what you do what you were going to 

do anyway, then you look through VELS and go ‘oh yeah, these are the things that I’ve 

done’ and tick the VELS. 

Sophie – Yeah, well that’s it, and it’s open enough 

Bianca – It’s very open 

John – mmm 

Sophie – That’s the good thing about VELS is it’s open enough to be like that 

Bianca – Yeah, you’d be able to tick a lot of  VELS boxes if  you chose to bother to spend 

the time to go through VELS and do it 

John – Well CSF (the school where John had worked previously) was the same, any 

curriculum document you can kind of  make fit whatever you’re doing anyway. 

(Group discussion with teachers, 22nd June, 2008). 

Thus, the teachers work to position accountability to VELS compliance, and Pedagogical 

Documentation of  project work in a ‘both – and’ framework (see, for example, Britt & 

Sumsion, 2003; Dahlberg et al, 1999; Grieshaber & Cannella, 2001; Hopkins, 2009b). Rather 

than positioning these contrasting and sometimes contradictory elements of  the assemblage of  

knowledge within a binary opposition or mutually exclusive relationship, they are looking for 

the relationship between them, how they fit together, and the potential ways in which they can 

negotiate across both. Importantly, for Deleuze and Guattari, tracings and mappings are not 

mutually exclusive oppositions, positioned in a binary framework. In their metaphor, we are 

not exploring either tracings or mappings, but rather both tracings and mappings.  
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The key distinction then, is the ways in which the tracings and mappings link together, and the 

purposes for which they are utilised. We can thus link back to the question of  schizoanalysis: 

“What do they allow curriculum/planning/evaluation to do?” If  a tracing is used only in order 

to reproduce itself  over and over, then there is no room left to acknowledge that which is 

different from, more complex than, or outside of  the original tracing – the multiple is reduced, 

limited and contained by the predetermined ‘tracing’. If  a mapping takes place, and then the 

tracing is placed over or plugged into the mapping, both can co-exist. In this case, the contextual 

specificities and schizophrenically multiple complexities of  lived pedagogy are mapped through 

pedagogical documentation, and then the predetermined tracing of  government mandated 

curriculum accountability, regulations and VELS outcomes can be laid over, or ‘plugged into’ 

the mapping to see where and how the lived curriculum has complied with these standards.  

Pedagogical Documentation and Long Term Projects: 
Mapping Multiplicity, Uncertainty, and Process 

In this particular case study, the negotiation between mapping the processes of  uncertain, 

multiple, rhizomatic learning and assuring compliance with the requirements of  standardised 

curriculum documents was perhaps further complicated due to the way in which pedagogy was 

enacted at the school. Teaching and learning occurred through long term, in-depth inquiry-

based projects that sought to connect ‘subject areas’ and honour process driven, complex and 

collaborative meaning making (by children, teachers and families). Ways of  recording, and 

‘proving learning’ in the Reggio-inspired stream of  the school, were through the use of  

pedagogical documentation: a way of  mapping and documenting the processes of  teaching and 

learning that does not seek to prove particular outcomes in a standardised way, and where 

evaluation is conceptualised as ‘giving value’ (Rinaldi, 2006), rather than measuring, scaling and 

ranking. Rinaldi explains: 

Documentation, therefore, is seen as visible listening, as the 
construction of  traces (through notes, slides, videos and so on) that not 
only testify to the children’s learning paths and processes, but also make 
them possible because they are visible. For us this means making 
visible, and thus possible, the relationships that are the building blocks 
of  knowledge. (Rinaldi, 2006, pg.68) 
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Thus, in contrast to dominant models of  assessment that seek out standardisation, 

normalisation and universality, within the processes of  pedagogical documentation, “[t]he 

intention is to recognise and study the multiplicity of  meaning emerging from practice, rather 

than to measure performance against a preconceived criteria” (Giamminuti, 2009, p.27); the 

focus is thus on mapping the unexpected multiplicity, rather than reproducing a tracing of  a 

standardised and predetermined outcome.  Similarly, Olsson (2009) argues that: “the focus of  

work with pedagogical documentations must be on the processes of  learning, not knowledge 

or goals to attain. Moreover, learning must be treated as impossible to predict, plan, supervise 

or evaluate according to predefined standards” (p.117). 

In the time I spent with the prep-year two learning community for this doctoral research, I was 

able to experience the usefulness of  pedagogical documentation in “making visible, and thus 

possible” (Rinaldi, 2006, p.68), the lived and unexpected complexities of  the assemblage of  

knowledge running through their Project of  ‘The Year Looks like a Circle’. For while, as Olsson 

(2009) and Giamminuti (2009, 2013) argue, pedagogical documentation may be a way to map 

learning that is “impossible to predict, plan, supervise or evaluate according to predefined 

standards”, this does not mean that mapping traces of  planning and evaluation of  the project 

is impossible, rather that it cannot be seen as the reproduction of  a ‘predefined’ tracing.  

As an introduction to some traces of  documentation provided to the school community about 

this project, Bianca and Sophie wrote: 

“The year and the Project began with the provocation 

‘The year looks like a circle’ 

Ava, aged 7, 2007 

We were interested in this theory and how it might encourage the children to think 
and philosophise through number, science, story and art.  

Through the Project we have explored many concepts such as place, time, past, 
patterns, change, connection, story, language, mapping and identity.” 

(excerpt from the final page of  the Collingwood College P-2 learning community Calendar 2009) 
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Thus, starting from this ‘provocation’ from Ava, towards the end of  the previous year (2007), 

all elements of  the curriculum for the year of  2008 in the prep-2 class were shaped by and 

integrated into the ‘The Year Looks Like a Circle’  Project (I use the capitalisation in Project to 

draw attention to its use in the original text – a signifier of  the value placed on this way of  

learning, perhaps?). In analysing the language in this short description (which was included on 

the final page of  the class calendar created as an end of  year gift for family and community 

members, we can uncover how the teachers offer an insight into the way in which 

conceptualisations of  the assemblage of  knowledge may have been de/reterritorialised. 

Analysing the construction and language use of  the second sentence (“we were interested in 

this theory and how it might encourage the children to think and philosophise through 

number, science, story and art”), the language used suggests that priority is given by the 

teachers to big picture, open ended and provocative ‘theorising’ ‘thinking’ and ‘philosophising’, 

and this rich learning can happen through ‘number, science, story and art’. This is a significantly 

different way of  conceptualising curriculum to that in which ‘subject areas’ are taught in 

isolation, and as disconnected ends in themselves. ‘Number’ is not defined as important here 

because of  its place as a part of  the mathematics curriculum content that needs to be covered 

with particular outcomes that are to be achieved by the end of  the week/term/year. Number is 

important, rather, because it is a language (amongst other languages) through which children 

can explore their thinking, learning, theory-making and philosophising in order to reach deeper 

and more meaningful understandings. 

The next sentence offers a summary of  some of  the directions this overarching Project has 

taken: “concepts such as place, time, past, patterns, change, connection, story, language, 

mapping and identity”. The richness of  Ava’s original provocation starts to become apparent as 

the weight of  each of  these concepts on their own (let alone connected to the other concepts 

through the strong thread of  the overarching Project) sinks in: place, time, past, patterns, change, 

connection, story, language, mapping and identity. These are profound and complex concepts to stem 

from the Project, and each of  these concepts, in turn, could have potentially infinite 

possibilities for the direction and focus of  the lived curriculum; this is learning which is indeed 

“impossible to predict” (Olsson, 2009, p.117). 

Even in analysing this very short summary of  the Project, we catch a glimpse of  a hopeful line 

of  flight - an approach that acknowledges and seeks out the some of  the multiplicities inherent 

in the assemblage of  knowledge, and an approach that bases a year’s worth of  complex, 
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unpredictable and deep curriculum creation on the poetically ‘provocative’ statement of  one of  

the seven-year-old members of  the learning community.  This, in itself, can be read as a 

profoundly ethical and political decision (Dahlberg & Moss, 2005) that has been made by 

teachers: a seven year old child’s statement was the impetus to create the year’s curriculum 

direction, into which state mandated outcomes could be shaped by and fitted into the context 

of  broader learning stemming from the mapping of  unexpected directions that the Project 

took over the course of  the year – in John’s words above: “any curriculum document you can 

kind of make fit whatever you’re doing anyway”. The seven-year-old child was not the one 

needing to be shaped by and fitted into predetermined tracing of  standardised directions and 

demands of  the state mandated outcomes. This is a simple distinction, but a transformative 

one nonetheless. Furthermore, the decision to share and celebrate the influence of  Ava’s 

comment on the shape of  the year’s Project in such a public way with the wider community 

also suggests particular ethical and political decisions regarding valuing, acknowledging and 

making visible the power of  children’s voices (Rinaldi, 2006) in pedagogical processes and 

practices. As Camden Pratt argues: “creating conditions in which students and teachers are able 

to take lines of  flight becomes a political act with implications for the individual and the 

community” (2009, p.66). 

As the short description on the calendar suggests, the Project was complex, unpredictable, rich 

and deep, encouraging an extraordinary scope to the content and concepts covered by the 

learning community over the course of  the year. The complexities and multiplicities of  this 

lived pedagogy were not only mapped, but also facilitated, sustained and extended through the 

use of  pedagogical documentation. Giamminuti (2009), in her PhD dissertation exploring 

Pedagogical Documentation in the Reggio Emilia Educational Project  articulates this process, arguing 

that:  

documentation is a pedagogical, social and cultural tool for building 
relationships and sustaining meaning making. […] documentation is 
both a process – a way of  being together with the children – and a 
‘visible product’, which is far from final, but instead is intended to spark 
further dialogue and debate on pedagogical and cultural issues, 
welcoming dissent and multiple interpretations. (Giamminuti, 2009, p.6) 

Thus, reconnecting with Deleuze and Guattari’s framework offers new forms of  

‘accountability’ and ‘evaluation’, where there is space for the importance of  context, diversity, 

local knowing in learning to be reflected and mapped. While Olsson might argue that it is 
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‘impossible’, the teachers found a way to negotiate these seemingly competing or contradictory 

components of  the assemblage of  knowledge. By ‘plugging the tracing’ back into the mapping 

(rather than starting with a tracing, which can only ever reproduce itself), there is the potential 

for space to be opened to up for teaching and learning that allows for uncertainty, 

unpredictability and multiplicity. As Deleuze and Guattari remind us: “a map has multiple 

entryways, as opposed to the tracing, which always comes back “to the same”. The map has to 

do with performance, whereas the tracing always involves an alleged “competence”” (Deleuze 

& Guattari, 1987, p.14). In their exploration of  issues around measuring ‘quality’ in early 

childhood settings, Moss and Dahlberg question:   

[h]ow could quality take into account context and values, subjectivity 
and plurality? How could it accommodate multiple perspectives, with 
different groups in different places having different views of  what 
quality was or different interpretations of  criteria?. (Moss & Dahlberg, 
2008, p.4) 

Similarly, the tension experienced by the teachers between honouring the uncertainty of  lived 

curriculum, while also adhering to the requirements of  compliance to particular standardised 

formats, expectations and outcomes, raises questions regarding the potentiality within 

educational contexts of  using methods to make visible the quality of  learning (shifting from 

the dominant quantitative focus on ranking, predictability and measureable outcomes). 

Importantly, the teachers’ negotiation of  these disparate elements of  the assemblage of  

knowledge suggest useful schizoanalytic strategies for accommodating Moss and Dahlberg’s 

(2008, p.4) call for “multiple perspectives”, and “different views of  what quality [is]”. 

In this way, we are offered here a line of  flight to a de/reterritorialisation: possibilities for ways 

of  pushing through, and disrupting the constraints of  dominant narrow views of  curriculum 

and evaluation, of  a “logic of  tracing and reproduction” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p.13). This 

school community is complicating the territorialising discourses of  accountability and 

‘measurement’ to offer a line of  flight – a possibility of  negotiation, movement between 

compliance with predetermined standards, and engagement with unpredictable, lived, diverse 

and multiple curriculum. Deleuze and Guattari warn of  the dangers of  starting with the 

‘tracing’, but the analysis presented here suggests that if  schools can find ways to authentically 

map the complexities of  the lived curriculum, and then overlay their pedagogical 

documentation with the tracings of  the set curriculum requirements, then there is a space for 

acknowledging and honouring both forms of  accountability: accountability to government 
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requirements, and accountability to children’s learning that is authentic, unpredictable, 

meaningful, connected and relevant to context, group and individual. 

Building, Weaving, Leaving Doors Open: Deterritorialising & 
Reterritorialising Possibilities for Reimagining and Enacting 
the Assemblage of Knowledge 

In Chapter 4: Lived Emergence, I explained how an analysis of  an early group discussion with the 

teachers revealed that Bianca, Sophie and John were (at the time, unintentionally) drawing on 

three metaphors when talking about their views on and approaches to the assemblage of  

knowledge in their pedagogical practice: the metaphors of  building, weaving and leaving doors open. 

These fragments (which I have separated from the transcript here for the purpose of  

deconstruction and analysis) were not individual statements from each teacher exploring these 

ideas around pedagogical decision-making in isolation. This discussion was a conversation, and 

an attempt to collaboratively construct shared understandings of  the thinking behind particular 

pedagogical approaches. After observing and taking field notes for a week, I had asked the 

teachers: “I wanted to know a bit more about what that’s like to… how you’re thinking about 

curriculum, and how you…how that’s sort of  enacted in the every day planning” (Teacher Group 
Discussion, 12th June 2008). Throughout the conversation the teachers interrupted, overlapped, 

questioned, listened, clarified, layering their thoughts and ideas (and metaphors) to seek out the 

points of  connection and intersection. 

At this point I acknowledge the body of  literature exploring the ways in which language – 

particularly metaphors – shape our thinking and understanding of  our worlds, and, 

consequently, our enactment of  these understandings in the world (Derrida, 1978; Lakoff  & 

Johnson, 1980). It may seem incongruous for me to focus in on metaphor within language, 

when I draw so much upon Deleuzio-Guattarian theory within this thesis. After all, they insist 

that their concepts are tools, and they are firmly positioned that they were not writing 

metaphors. This does not mean, however, that metaphors don’t exist, or are not used or can’t 

be useful in understanding positionings within language. I draw on the analysis of  metaphors 

that the teachers use in their language. I am not claiming that Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts 

are metaphorical. In their seminal text, Lakoff  and Johnson (1980) assert that because our 

conceptual structure is predominantly metaphoric in nature, not only do metaphors influence 

our ways of  talking, but also our ways of  thinking, perceiving, experiencing, acting, knowing 
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and living. Since so much of  our thinking is metaphoric, metaphors “become our lenses, our 

seat on the ferris wheel, our foot on the rocky bottom of  the ocean. They shape how we 

respond, and even who we are” (Nielsen, 1998, p.206-207). Consequently, metaphors have a 

“very significant role in determining what is real for us” (Lakoff  & Johnson, 1980, p.146), and 

the ways in which they are used can intentionally or unintentionally position subjects within 

certain discourses (Davies & Saltmarsh, 2007). 

Interestingly (and in quite stark contrast to the language used by the teachers in this study), 

some of  the key metaphors that are used to construct the dominant discourses surrounding 

education, school, children, teaching and learning have been identified in the literature as: the 

metaphor of  education as factory/machine, with its related images of: mass production, the creation 

of  a product, the focus on ‘outcomes’, ‘outputs’, ‘end-products’, the technical/instrumental 

approaches to teaching with the fastest, most direct, ‘best’, method / model to achieve the 

desired outcome, the importance of  standardised practices for standardised product, testing/

assessing and regulation (Chater, 2006; Dahlberg & Moss, 2005; Moss, 2002);  the metaphor of  
market/business, with the influences of  capitalism, economic rationalism and neo-liberalism, 

‘management’ discourses, images of  product, consumer, market, the focus on ‘choice’ of  

consumer (parent), education positioned as a commodity, with child as product or education as 

product, focus on competition and profit within education (Dahlberg & Moss, 2005; Davies, 

2005; Moss & Petrie, 2002); and the metaphor of  warfare/military, with associated language and 

imagery of  hierarchy, uniformity, invasion, occupying forces, subjugation, and control through 

the threat of  violence or power (Chater, 2006). Below, I seek to analyse the ways in which the 

metaphors constructing the language used by the teachers in the case school may offer hopeful 

lines of  flight from these dominant metaphors shaping the territorialisation of  notions of  

education and the assemblage of  knowledge. 

In that early discussion, when Bianca talked about the complexities of  learning through the 

Project in deep and authentic ways (compared with purely surface level skills and rote 

memorisation) she said: 

And because they’re big.  

Because they’re concepts and values and those things,  

that they can often be pulled in to different things.  

 It’s not like knowing one plus one.  
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Not knowing skills,  

it’s about knowing concepts and values and those things,  

so they can be pulled into lots of  different…threads,  

I spose,  

they can easily be woven  

into the different way we decide to go. 

And that the skills kind of  happen through exploring the concepts. 

(Bianca, Teacher Group Discussion, 12th June 2008) 

Through the use of  phrases and words such as ‘pulled into’, ‘threads’, ‘woven’, a clear 

metaphor of  weaving is constructed within the language Bianca uses. Interestingly, this 

metaphor is not of  ‘fabric’, or ‘woven material’, or ‘tapestry’ (competed, whole, finished, fixed); 

the metaphor is of  weaving, of  thread being woven: an active, present tense metaphor (incomplete, 

unfinished, in process). This is weaving that is happening now, but that also has the potential to 

change, depending on ‘the different way we decide to go’. It is weaving that depends on ‘lots 

of  different threads’ being pulled together, and it is weaving in which the threads are used in 

different ways at different times to create different ways of  being woven together: ‘they can 

often be pulled into different things’. A sense of  movement and active creation of  connections 

is evident through this metaphor: concepts, values and skills are connected through the 

weaving together of  different threads, and also through the twisting and pulling together of  

concepts, values and skills to form hybrid threads. In this way, Bianca’s words bring to mind 

the connectedness, movement, multiplicity and rhizomatic logic of  Deleuze and Guattari’s 

‘nomad thought’. In describing the qualities of  ‘nomad thought’, Massumi states: 

Rather than analyzing the world into discreet components, reducing 
their manyness to the One of  identity, and ordering them by rank, it 
sums up a set of  disparate circumstances in a shattering blow. It 
synthesizes a multiplicity of  elements without effacing their 
heterogeneity or hindering their potential for future rearranging (to the 
contrary). (Massumi, 1987, p.xiii) 

Similarly, Bianca’s metaphor of  weaving creates a way of  imagining the assemblage of  

knowledge through ‘synthesizing a multiplicity of  elements’: the ‘lots of  different threads’ can 

be ‘pulled’ together in ‘lots of  different’ ways. Heterogeneity is intact within Bianca’s metaphor, 
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can be rearranged when needed, and it is this heterogeneity of  threads that is, in fact, integral 

to the rich and complex processes of  learning and teaching that Bianca describes. Indeed, we 

can find connections here with Deleuze and Guattari’s assertion that: “[w]hat makes a material 

increasingly rich is the same as what holds heterogeneities together without their ceasing to be 

heterogeneous” (1987, p.363). Evident, too, is the refrain of  ‘difference’, repeated so often to 

as almost become a heartbeat through Bianca’s words: “different…different…different”.  

Analysis of  Sophie’s language throughout the same conversation reveals the use of  a metaphor 

that is different to Bianca’s, and yet – as I will suggest below – there are several integral sites of  

overlap and intersection that can be located between these metaphors. Sophie said: 

But also, being really aware of  the skills,  

and what skills are needed to be built up  

to build on certain concepts and ideas,  

and then seeing  

where those can be drawn out of  what’s happening,  

or developed through what’s happening. 

And later: 

you’re building upon things all the time as well,  

and you’re able to revisit things  

that have happened a long time ago as well… 

(Sophie, Teacher Group Discussion, 12th June 2008) 

Within Sophie’s descriptions of  particular pedagogical practices and choices I can identify 

words and phrases such as: ‘be built up’, ‘build on’, building upon’ that suggest the use of  a 

metaphor of  ‘building’ through her language. In a similar way to Bianca’s use of  the ‘weaving’ 

metaphor, the language Sophie uses here does not construct a metaphor of  ‘a building’ (as 

noun: fixed, immovable, finished product), but of  building (as verb: active, in process, 

incomplete). Once again, this is an active metaphor, a metaphor that suggests agency and the 
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potential for movement and change. The focus is on the processes of  building, but it also 

suggests the processes of  design: ‘being really aware’, ‘then seeing/where those can be drawn 

out […] or developed through’, and ‘you’re able to revisit things’. These decisions are ongoing, 

progressive, emergent, dependent on observation, revisiting, and the lived context of  ‘what’s 

happening’ alongside that which ‘happened a long time ago as well’. Through these metaphors, 

again, there is a sense of  connectedness, and active connection between skills, concepts and 

ideas: ‘built up’, ‘build on’, ‘developed through’, ‘building upon’, ‘drawn out’. In Sophie’s 

metaphor, the processes of  design, building and movement rely on the rhizomatic 

connectedness between these elements – the one is needed so the other can be ‘built on’ to it, 

or ‘developed through’ it, or ‘drawn out’ of  it. Where Bianca’s refrain could have been 

‘difference’, perhaps the chord that runs through Sophie’s words is that of  a complex sense of  

time: of  present, past, future: of  connection across points in time, of  action within time. But 

time here is not linear or monodirectional – time loops back on itself  in a Deleuzian 

mo(ve)ment (Davies & Gannon, 2006) of  becoming, and movement is propelled by 

acknowledgement of  that which has come before, those decisions that are to be made now, 

based on the current context of  ‘what is happening’ and that which might be ‘needed’ and 

could be built next.  This point of  the dynamic and active in-between echoes the movement of  

the Deleuzio-Guattarian middle:  

the middle is by no means an average; on the contrary, it is where things 
pick up speed. Between things does not designate a localizable relation 
going from one thing to the other and back again, but a perpendicular 
direction, a transversal movement that sweeps one and the other away, a 
stream without beginning or end that undermines its banks and picks 
up speed in the middle. (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 28) 

Finally, John’s language in this conversation constructed a third metaphor: 

But I guess it is 

it’s about not closing doors, 

 or…  

I guess the opposite –  

just leaving the possibilities  

for leaving doors,  
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possible doors  

Open… 

(John, Teacher Group Discussion, 12th June 2008) 

Here John uses the notion of  doors – of  doors that are ‘not closed’, of  doors that are left 

‘open’, of  possible doors, or multiple doors, of  ‘possibilities for leaving doors open’ – to 

explain the ways in which he is conceptualising knowledge and the thinking behind his 

pedagogical approaches. Through his statement, the language shifts from more definite 

metaphor, constructed in the negative (‘it’s about not closing doors’) to something that John 

calls the ‘opposite’: language that becomes a metaphor of  possibilities, of  openness, of  the act 

of  ‘leaving’. Through ‘not closing’ or ‘leaving’, the agent in John’s metaphor (seemingly 

ironically) is actively creating conditions for learning that would not otherwise be possible. 

Thus, agency is performed through a conscious leaving open, not just of  existing doors, but 

possible doors. And not just leaving them open, but ‘leaving the possibilities’ for leaving these 

doors open. Overlapping with Bianca and Sophie’s metaphors of  ‘weaving’ and ‘building’, 

John’s metaphor of  ‘leaving doors open’ is an active metaphor, and a metaphor of  

connectedness and movement (for where would these possible doors lead? What spaces do 

they serve to connect? How would one move through them?). It is also a metaphor that 

foregrounds openness: openness to multiplicity (here we do not have only one door to 

learning), openness to possibilities, and openness to that which is unplanned, uncertain and 

unknown (leaving possibilities for leaving possible doors open). In John’s ‘leaving the 

possibilities’ for open doors is the hopeful openness to the possibility of  launching forth in 

lines of  flight. 

Overlapping the Metaphors: Movement, Connectedness, 
Openness and Trust 

As discussed previously, the three metaphors of  building, weaving and leaving doors open, used by 

the teachers in their earlier discussion around the assemblage of  knowledge, became seminal in 

the subsequent design and construction of  the collaborative sculptural artwork by the teachers. 

A closer analysis of  these metaphors reveals that they may also provide a useful framework for 

introducing the key themes of  movement, connectedness, openness and trust in relation to de/ 

reterritorialising knowledge, which will be outlined in the final sections of  this chapter that 
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follow. If  we attempt to find the points of  connection and intersection that become apparent 

when we layer the metaphors across and over each other, and if  we layer these original 

metaphors with the sculptural representation that grew from these ideas, and with excerpts 

from discussions with children and parents, it becomes possible to draw out the four key 

themes that suggest potentialities for rhizomatic de/reterritorialisations, moments and 

movements of  Deleuzio-Guattarian multiplicities and becomings, and that shape the section 

of  the chapter that follows:  

movement (of  ideas/ of  planning/ of  knowledge as being added to, built on, challenged, as 

emerging, lived, changing, possible/  of  unpredictable directions/ of  freedom to move where 

children, ideas, questions lead);  

connectedness (where knowledge is not segmented/ where projects connect people and ideas/ 

where connections are made across subject areas/ where knowledge has meaning and 

relevance and is connected to life and context/ where pedagogical practice involves looking for 

complexity in thinking – connecting thinking, ideas, theories, lived experience, where 

connections are over time in order to build complex knowledge);  

openness (to decision making/ to possibilities of  the unknown, unplanned, uncertain/ to 

difference, multiple perspectives, to multiple possibilities of  ways of  knowing); and  

trust (of  uncertainty/ of  teachers and the pedagogical processes they are engaged in through).  

In the analysis that follows below, I argue that these themes emerging from the analysis of  the 

teachers’ sculpture can be read as ways in which the school is offering possibilities to imagine 

lines of  flight from previous territorialisations to deterritorialise and potentially reterritoralise 

the ways in which the assemblage of  knowledge might be imagined and enacted in the early years 

of  primary school.  
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Movement 

 

The sculpture hangs from the ceiling, long 
stretches of  clear fishing line connecting 

the three large rings to each other, and the 
sculpture to the ceiling, high above. 

Suspended like this, the sculpture is 
rarely, if  ever, still – movement of  the 

air through the exhibition space causes 
constant and slight rhythmic swaying of  

the rings, sometimes together as one, 
sometimes almost independently of  each 

other. At other times, when the sculpture 
(which hangs down to just a metre from 

the ground) is touched or bumped, the 
rings jerk and twist, gradually settling 

back into the gentle sway. Hanging from 
one of  the rings, also with clear fishing 

line, are five clear Perspex rectangles, 
painted with different designs. These too 

are in constant movement, back and 
forth, a different and sometimes 

incongruent rhythm to the large rings. 
       (Visual analysis of  the sculpture, Research   

       Journal notes, 14th November 2008) 

The thinking behind this deliberate layering of  movement throughout the sculpture is revealed 

by following those common threads running through the metaphors (building, weaving, 

leaving doors open) which inspired the final sculpture. Through the planning of  the sculpture, 

creating a sense of  ‘movement’ was a recurring refrain, as the teachers sought to articulate and 

then make visible their conceptualisations of  the assemblage of  ‘knowledge’. At one point in 

the conversation that occurred on the sculpture making day (as described in Chapter 4), the 

teachers were focusing on what they saw as being important components of  approaching 

curriculum through long term, integrated projects. In the segment of  transcript below, Bianca 
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and John describe the ways in which movement - following the winding turns and detours of  a 

project – both creates pedagogical depth, and is dependent on this depth and substance in 

order to create the space for this movement (as I analyse these words, I imagine the metaphor 

of  a hand held kite that can twist and turn, dive and soar in the wind because of  its very 

connectedness to the ground): 

Bianca – And I suppose I feel that movement’s important as well. 
Because you might go one way but then you might come back. That 
movement I think is important. You kind of  have swings and shifts. I feel 
like that’s in the project as well, like you might…you feel like you go all 
this way and then you kind of  have to pull it back into something. 
Something sturdier. Like you go right out there and have to come back 
in, but if  you don’t go out, you don’t know where… 

John – I guess that’s one of  the main things about what’s holding it all 
together…(inaudible)…based around the project which has got real 
depth and substance. So if  you’ve got that to sort of  hang things on, 
then it’s a really solid core to draw you back, draw things back to and 
hold things together. 

(Conversation during sculpture making, 26th Oct 2008, original emphasis) 

“What holds things together?” ask Deleuze and Guattari (1987, p.36). “What’s holding it all 

together” asks John. Bianca and John position the fluidity and ‘swings and shifts’ of  

‘movement’ alongside (not in opposition to) the ‘sturdy’, ‘depth and substance’ of  the ‘solid 

core’, thus creating connections between and across these heterogeneous elements, in a 

multiplicity that is strong enough to (and draws its strength from) allowing for and valuing 

both. 

Sophie then draws connections between these notions of  movement articulated by Bianca and 

John, to consider how this sense of  movement could be embedded into the sculpture that they 

were designing: 

And perhaps that will come through  
in a structure that we’re kind of  thinking of   

as well in terms of  it being circular and it being… 
you know that it’s not fixed.  

If  we were to create, say, those three rings,  
and hang it,  

then it’s something that doesn’t necessarily finish. 

(Sophie, Conversation during sculpture making, 26th Oct 2008, original emphasis) 
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Thus, planning the material creation of  the sculpture centres here around not the physicality of  

the artwork, or ideas about what the finished piece should look like, but rather the movement, 

the ‘unfinished nature’, the way in which the artwork can be ‘not fixed’ – a sculptural line of  

becoming. Deleuze and Guattari explain that:  

a line of  becoming is not defined by points that it connects or by points 
that compose it; on the contrary, it passes between points, it comes up 
through the middle, it runs perpendicular to the points first perceived 
[…] a line of  becoming has neither beginning nor end, departure nor 
arrival, origin nor destination. (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p.323) 

Later in the conversation, Bianca and Lara added complexity to this notion of  movement, 

integrating concepts of  balance, layering, asymmetry and suspension: 

Bianca – I wonder if  in the sculpture we need to have that balancing act 
too, that challenge of  things being the layers upon layers and how that’s 
hard to manage, but somehow it all gets held together by, I suppose the 
people and whatever, but there are all the different pieces that are held 
together by something, so maybe the layers aren’t always the same, so 
things might be off  centre, or some might be held together? 

Lara – That works well with the suspending idea, because then it can 
move, like what you said about that it needs something strong to hold it… 

Bianca – And it’s often hard to articulate what it is that holds it and so 
maybe if  it’s something that’s hard to see that might help… 

Lara – Can you say more about the balancing act? What were you 
thinking of  …that gets balanced? 

b– Well, lots of  things that…and to represent that it’s challenging as 
well to balance things, to keep the balls up in the air, trying to juggle 
everything, that’s really hard to manage, and I suppose with lots of  
things it comes back to that teamwork, relying on others to help you in 
some circumstances, and that there’s lots of  different impacts, that 
impact on what you can do – so there’s the VELS stuff, there’s your 
pedagogy, there’s the kids that you…there’s all those different things 
that you’re balancing all the time and trying to get them into something 
that works for everybody… 

(Conversation during sculpture making, 26th Oct 2008, original emphasis) 
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The pedagogy of  this school is underpinned by a movement of  ideas, of  planning, where 

learning and teaching move in unpredictable directions, where there is freedom to move where 

children, ideas, and questions lead. This movement offers a line of  flight from the stratified 

territorialisation of  knowledge in the early years of  primary school as fixed, pre-planned, 

predictable and constant. Knowledge is a multiplicity in this construction:  

a multiplicity is defined not by its elements nor by a centre of  
unification or comprehension. It is defined by the number of  
dimensions it has; it is not divisible, it cannot lose or gain a dimension 
without changing its nature. Since its variations and dimensions are 
immanent to it, it amounts to the same thing to say that each multiplicity is 
already composed of  heterogeneous terms in symbiosis, and that a multiplicity is 
continually transforming itself  into a string of  other multiplicities, according to its 
thresholds and doors. (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p.275, original emphasis) 

The teachers articulate through their conversation and visual representation of  the philosophy 

behind their pedagogical practices an understanding of  knowledge as movement, but 

movement that is not necessarily constant or linear – this is rhizomatic movement of  

multiplicities that requires a focus on finding a way to balance, that is continually moving and 

transforming and unfinished, but that equally depends on strong links a solid core to provide 

stability.  

A sense of  movement is also present in the teachers’ description of  knowledge as being added 

to, built on, challenged – as emerging, lived, changing. As the teachers had their conversation 

planning the sculpture, John said: 

I was sort of  wondering if  we want… 

if  we wanted something sort of  interactive  

for other people to build onto.  

Or that idea of  adding to continuously… 

(John, Conversation during sculpture making, 26th Oct 2008, original emphasis) 
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Similarly, Lara talked about: 

And also… 

when you were just saying, Sophie,  

about whatever we’re going to make,  

I like the idea of  it being something that can be added to continuously.  

I guess there’s something about the never ending,  

always growing  

and developing  

and adding nature of  learning. 

(Lara, Conversation during sculpture making, 26th Oct 2008, original emphasis) 

The ideas raised in this conversation echo those discussed in the early discussion around 

knowledge, decision making and pedagogical documentation, when Bianca emphasised that: 

“that’s again just about seeing the learning  

as not just confined to one year  

and then you start again,  

it’s seeing it as a process  

that continues” 

(Bianca, Dicussion with Bianca and Sophie, Teachers in the prep-2 class, 22nd June 2008) 

Here, the teachers present knowledge as in-motion and as continuous and never ending. Their 

reterritorialisation of  knowledge in the early years of  primary school involves the recognition 

of  teaching and learning as being a process, and being an active process, bringing to mind 

Massumi’s notions of  meaning as a process of  translation: 
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If  meaning is a process of  translation from one substance to another 
of  a different order and back again, what it moves across is an 
unbridgeable abyss of  fracturing. If  meaning is the in-between of  
content and expression, it is nothing more (nor less) than the being of  
their “nonrelation” (Massumi, 1992, p.15-16). 

The refrain in both Lara’s and John’s descriptions (‘added to continuously’, ‘adding to 

continuously’) is interesting in their almost identical phrasing. The words ‘added to/adding to’, 

suggests the importance of  the active subject who is doing the ‘adding’ (either to their own 

learning, or gaining from the knowledge that ‘other people’ are building on to the learning), as 

well as the incompleteness and impermanence of  knowledge, and assumption that knowledge 

is always changing, always in motion. The word ‘continuous’ (or, for Bianca, ‘a process that 

continues’), suggests a dramatic line of  flight from normalised conceptions of  knowledge as 

fixed, as a contained and immovable product that can be ‘known’, ‘taught’, ‘learnt’ at a 

particular predetermined point in time and place (‘confined to one year, and then you start 

again.’). The ‘in-between’ of  this knowledge in motion echoes Deleuze and Guattari’s dynamic 

understanding of  ‘the middle’ of  becomings, whereby “a becoming is always in the middle; one 

can only get it by the middle” (1987, p.323). Lara’s musings (‘I guess there’s something about 

the never ending, always growing and developing and adding nature of  learning’) becomes a 

verbal embodiment of  this process-oriented vision of  pedagogy as we hear her description 

unfurl and spool out (‘…and…and…’). Here, learning is Deleuzio-Guattarian becoming in the 

assemblage of  knowledge: “becoming is like the machine: present in a different way in every 

assemblage, opening one onto the other, outside any fixed order or determined 

sequence” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p.382). 
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Connectedness 

Looking up through the layers of  the sculpture (or down through the sculpture, depending on the position of  the 

viewer – but more on that later), threads of  fabric and wool are woven and twisted at various points across the 

large rings. On the lowest ring, two sections of  chicken wire, about a hand-span wide, have been threaded with 
strips of  white fabric. Wildly uneven 

and seemingly haphazard, the fabric 
shrinks and grows in width, with loose 

threads and unfinished, unwoven 
strings of  material hanging down from 

both chicken wire frames. The strips 
of  material overlap, connect, twist 

back on themselves, take sharp 
detours, shift from straight lines to 

curves and back again. The even, 
predictable geometry of  the chicken 

wire grid is juxtaposed with the 
exuberant and playfully random 

weaving of  white, and, at the same 
time, provides the very framework and 

stability for every twist and turn and 
detour that the woven threads take. 

On the highest ring, a rainbow of  

wool is woven across the diameter of  
the circle, colours crisscrossing, 

intersecting, over and over across the circle to form a web of  wool. All along the edges of  the circle’s 

circumference, the eye can follow a thread to connect to another part of  the circle, and back again, across the 
middle. Lines of  every colour connecting into a web that could perhaps be a star, or a fractal. As yet unwoven 

threads hang down from this ring too – deliberately unfinished, an invitation to add to or change or participate 

in this sculpture in process/progress. 
(Visual analysis of  the sculpture, Research Journal notes, 14th November 2008) 
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Qualities of  connectedness were a consistent theme in the school community’s 

conceptualisations of  the assemblage of  knowledge, and suggest another key line of  flight 

from previous territorialisations of  knowledge in the early years of  primary school. Through 

analysing examples of  pedagogical documentation discussed in previous sections of  this 

chapter, through listening to the thoughts and discussions from children and parents, and from 

the teachers’ planning and creation of  their sculpture, we can identify recurring themes of  the 

integral nature of  connectedness in pedagogy: between people, between ideas, between ‘subject 

areas’; and connectedness of  learning to life and context. 

As explored above in the analysis of  the three key metaphors of  building, weaving and leaving 

doors open, throughout the discussions with the teachers,  issues of  connectedness (within 

projects, between ‘subject areas’ and across time) were identified as significant in 

conceptualising the assemblage of  knowledge, and particularly in understanding learning as 

connected to life, to people, and to other learning. Here I identify an embodiment of  

Deleuzio-Guattarian “principles of  connection and heterogeneity”, whereby “any point of  a 

rhizome can be connected to anything other, and must be. This is very different from the tree 

or root, which plots a point, fixes an order.” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p.7). Similarly, 

Dharani, a five-year-old student in the class, explained the rhizomatic connectedness of  her 

learning over time through emergent projects, in a conversational interview I had with her. In 

this excerpt from the transcript she describes a huge timeline that the class was creating 

collaboratively to reflect on the connections between the various issues explored through their 

complex project topic The Year Looks like a Circle over the course of  that year: 

Dharani – We learn about here a lot of  things, and I’ll tell you what 
we’ve got so far on our timeline – we’ve got the shadows, and the year 
looking like a circle, that was first, and after that I think…I think was 
the clocks and then the years, and the water clocks and working with 
the water clocks and we’ve got brains in the middle to keep the timeline 
going… 

Clare – So what are the brains for? What do they mean? 

Dharani – The brains are for what we keep on doing and think about 
in our project, and think about interesting things […] Yeah, the brains 
are for thinking about our project and interesting things, and you use 
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the brains for the – like Jemima chose this – interesting things, and we 
always do it, it goes around and around in a circle, but the brains are for 
your head, and they are for thinking about our project and learning 
more and more as you grow up. And as you grow up you learn more 
and more so that’s why I’m learning more as I grow up. From Dharani. 
(laughs) 
Clare – Thanks Dharani! And how do you learn? 

Dharani – Um…well I learn…well we learn like the teachers tell us 
what to do and learn, and I like learning those projects because they’re 
pretty interesting projects to me, and they’re pretty hard to describe in 
my head, but as I grow up I learn more and more from other people. 

(Conversational interview with Dharani, 15th July 2008) 

Thus, Dharani articulates the importance not only of  teachers’ planning, the connections 

between areas of  the project and her own ‘brain for thinking’, but also the integral component 

of  relationships and collaboration: of  connecting with others, and learning “more and more 

from other people”. When transcribing and analysing this conversation, I was struck particularly 

by the way Dharani talks about her learning using the inclusive, first person plural personal 

pronoun (“We learn about here a lot of  things, and I’ll tell you what we’ve got so far on our 

timeline” and later “The brains are for what we keep on doing and think about in our project”). 

Learning in the assemblage of  knowledge is “connected to anything other, and must 

be” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 7). This rhizomatic connectedness to others through 

learning is perhaps a very different way of  understanding learning than the competitive, 

hierarchical, individualistic discourses that dominate language around primary school 

curriculum and policy would suggest is possible. These ideas will be explored further in the 

chapter that follows. 
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Openness 

!  

The positioning of  the sculpture invites the viewer to approach the artwork from many different angles: from 

above, leaning over the wall and looking straight down to where the sculpture is suspended metres below; from 
below, sitting on the cushion positioned directly underneath the sculpture; and from all sides, walking around the 

sculpture. And the physical composition of  the sculpture also allows the views to see every layer from every angle 
– the materials that construct each layer of  the sculpture are characterised by transparency and openness of  

varying degrees, enabling glimpses through the levels of  the sculpture.   

On the highest ring, thick, flexible plastic sheeting with a light brown tint has been cut to stretch over the 
expanse of  the circle, but the edges are jagged spines, gradually shifting into gentle waves and back again around 

the circumference. The plastic is also split, an open wedge of  light separating the circle (but not in half, there is 
no predictable geometry here). The split also marks a split in colours – the blues of  the ocean on one side, the 
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oranges, reds and yellows of  fire on the other, and a collision of  elements occurring at the point where the split in 
the plastic comes together / overlaps.  

On the middle ring, thin, completely transparent clear plastic sheeting is stretched as tight as a drum skin across 

the cardboard. Abstract designs are marked out in thick, opaque acrylic paint across sections of  the plastic; in 
some places the colours are bold and distinct, in others, they are bleeding and blending into each other. Hanging 

from this middle ring in the open space between layers are the five squares of  thick, clear Perspex, painted with 
abstract designs by each of  the teachers to represent elements of  pedagogy. On the lowest ring, the circumference 

of  cardboard is punctuated by little doors cut into the sides. When approached from the side, these little doors 
with tiny metal handles become an invitation to the viewer to pull them open and look through to what might be 

on the other side of  the open door. 

No matter which position the sculpture is viewed from, the perspective will reveal a balance of  deliberate design 
and open transparency: transparency allowing access to the beauty of  the design, the designs creating substance 

and points of  interest and interruption to the continuous and open path of  transparency through the sculpture. 

(Visual analysis of  the sculpture, Research Journal notes, 14th November 2008) 

Through the sculpture, and throughout the other forms of  data created and collected at 

Collingwood College, we are offered the de/reterritorialisation of  pedagogical decision making 

in the assemblage of  knowledge as open and transparent processes involving teaching colleagues, 

children, administrators, parents, and community. Just as in the sculpture, pedagogy here is 

informed by both careful design and transparency.  

The transparency of  teacher’s curriculum planning and decision making was often articulated 

by children during my time at the school. In a group discussion, Malaz and Esraa (both in the 

prep-2 class) described to me their understanding of  how the curriculum is created and 

experienced in their class: 

Malaz – Now I’ve done another question, and it’s ‘how do you learn’ 
and we learn by teachers talking about it at the holidays. 

Clare – What does that mean? 

Malaz – Like they talk, discuss it and then 

Esraa – So at the two weeks… 
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Malaz – And they’ll print like what they’re talking and maybe they can 
print a sheet that we can learn on, and then they’ll talk about it and say 
‘oh they might do that’…that’s what I mean. 

Clare – So the teachers do a lot of  talking to each other? Or to the 
kids? Or what…? 

Esraa – No 

Malaz – To each other first, so then they can actually stand all together, 
and say ‘how bout we can do that’ and that’s what I mean. And they say 
to the children that ‘that’s what we’re going to do’ 

Clare –  And do you feel like the children get to say ‘actually can we do 
it differently?’ or ‘can we do it this way?’ or… 

Malaz – Yeah. Because there are lots of  different ways to do some 
things! Like writing or drawing or doing maybe like kind of  a comic… 

(Group discussion with Malaz, Dharani, Asha, Huda and Esraa, 25th June) 

In this discussion, Malaz and Esraa foreground the importance of  communication and 

collaboration of  the teachers in the creation of  curriculum in response to one of  the questions 

I had written as a conversation prompt for our discussion: “How do you learn?”. Interestingly, 

Malaz’s first response is “we learn by teachers talking about it at the holidays”. This response 

was not at all what I had imagined the children might tell me, and Malaz and Esraa’s 

explanation that followed added detail and complexity to what initially was, to me, a rather 

disorienting answer. The description given here is of  teachers working closely in collaboration, 

seeking to communicate and share their perspectives on possibilities, understandings and 

decision making through negotiating, discussing, meeting together. The language used by 

Malaz and Esraa throughout this excerpt reinforces a motif  of  teachers talking together as they 

plan, with the repeated reference to: “talking about it”, “talk”, “discuss it”, “print what they’re 

talking”, “talk about it”. There is also an interesting temporal movement in Malaz’s description, 

from the uncertainty and exploration of  possibilities in the teacher’s early discussions (“they’ll 

talk about it and say ‘oh they might do that’”), to the quest for consensus in decision making as 

a teaching team (“To each other first, so then they can actually stand all together, and say ‘how bout 
we can do that’”), and finally to the more certain communication of  their decision making to the 

children (“And they say to the children that ‘that’s what we’re going to do’”). Even within the 

complexity of  the teachers’ processes of  decision making, the transparency is such that Malaz 

and Esraa can articulate and explain to me the important multiplicity and authentic becoming 

that connects their learning and the teachers’ planning. This is becoming in a Deleuzio-

Guattarian sense, where:  
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becoming is a rhizome, not a classification or a genealogical tree. 
Becoming is certainly not imitating, or identifying with something; 
neither is it regressing-progressing; neither is it producing, producing a 
filiation or producing through filiation. Becoming is a verb with a 
consistency all its own; it does not reduce to, or lead back to 
“appearing”, “being”, “equalling” or “producing” (Deleuze & Guattari, 
1987, p. 263). 

The children’s descriptions here of  the importance of  the teachers’ collaboration, of  an 

openness to possibilities and multiple perspectives, and of  learning as a process of  becoming 

that is negotiated, echo strongly the teachers’ own descriptions in this research project of  what 

is important to them in the way the assemblage of  knowledge is imagined and enacted at the 

school. I was struck by the way the transparency and openness of  the processes of  teaching, 

learning, planning, assessing, were not just values espoused by the teachers in their discussions 

with me, but were also so much a part of  the children’s own lived experience of  what it was to 

be a learner in the school. Their knowledge of  the processes of  teachers’ decision making (and 

the inherent uncertainty, multiple possibilities, collaboration, negotiation in these particular 

processes) perhaps then goes on to influence the children’s confidence in their own place in 

these decision making processes – and their agency in negotiating possibilities in how this 

curriculum may be enacted (“Because there are lots of  different ways to do some things!”). This 

transparency, openness to possibilities, openness to multiple perspectives (‘lots of  different 

ways’), and openness to children’s agency in the decision making around their own becoming-

learning can be seen as a deterritorialising line of  flight from normalised constructions of  

knowledge that present certainty, the ‘one way’, ‘one answer’: fixed, rigid and hierarchical 

conceptions of  teaching and learning that prioritise standardised, opaque, unquestioned 

systems and truths.  

Transparency, reciprocity and openness in pedagogical decision making processes were also 

evident in the collaboration between teachers and the broader community at the school. This 

collaboration occurred through incidental and informal interactions, but also more 

intentionally, through planned workshop sessions and meetings, where members of  the school 

community (mostly family members) were invited together to work towards a shared 

understanding of, for example, the way in which the “Language of  Mathematics” might be 

imagined and enacted at the school (Research Journal notes, 18th June 2008). The purpose of  these 

meetings was to create a document that would articulate the school community’s shared 

consensus of: how the ‘Language of  Mathematics” could be conceptualised, which different 
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ways of  approaching mathematics should be integrated into the teaching and learning, and 

what skills, concepts, and understandings might be important in the context of  this school. 

The process of  creating this document was lived, remembered, uncertain, relational, open to 

many perspectives, and contextual. The importance here was placed on ‘the multiple’ – 

multiple perspectives, room for multiple ‘languages’ of  Mathematics. Knowledge is thus 

understood as becoming, in motion, not fixed and entrenched in an overcodification of  a 

notion of  ‘maths’ purely in relation to its status as a ‘Key Learning Area’ in the state mandated 

syllabus (unquestioned, transmitted). The school community, rather, is seeking out a local 

knowledge, an understanding of  knowledge as lived, contingent, contextual, heterogeneous 

and multiple. 

In designing the sculpture, this consideration for openness to difference, multiple possibilities 

of  ways of  knowing, and ensuring ‘multiple perspectives’ was articulated by one of  the 

teachers, Bianca, as the group of  four teachers discussed how the sculpture could be exhibited, 

and the ways in which the viewers might be able to interact with it: 

Bianca - That willingness too could be represented that if  you…in order 
to see it from all the perspectives you actually have to go up the steps, 
so that could be reflected by the audience being willing to see it. There’s 
lots of  people that – you can see it – and they just see it from where 
they sit, they don’t move around to see it from different perspectives. 
And that in itself  could be a provocation to the people? 

(Conversation during sculpture making, 28th Oct 2008) 

Thus, the interrelatedness of  multiplicity and difference is actively highlighted both in the 

pedagogical practices of  the school, and in the sculptural representation that the teachers 

created. Echoing Deleuze and Guattari’s rich heterogeneities (p.363), here multiple 

perspectives, different perspectives are encouraged, provoked, facilitated. In fact, so notable 

was the way the notion of  difference permeated so many parts of  the way pedagogy was 

constructed in the class (through discussions, instructions, the way all the lessons were framed 

in their planning, implementation, evaluation and reflection) that it was one of  the guiding 

questions for that first open ended group discussion that I had with Bianca, Sophie and John. 

As discussed above, it was also the refrain echoing through Bianca’s words in her metaphor of  

weaving. Ideas around difference and Deleuzian differenciation will be explored in more depth 

in the chapter that follows. 
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Trust and Uncertainty 

!  

The sculpture hangs down to about a metre from the floor of  the exhibition space. Under the sculpture there is a 
cushion. Wrapped round the outer circumference of  the rings, natural coloured paper has been written on by the 

teacher/artists – words that they have chosen to represent their construction of  knowledge in this visual way. 
Hanging from the lowest layer of  sculpture there is a reel of  paper and a pen. Here is an invitation to the 

viewer to add to the words, to add their voice to the multiple voices.  On all the layers of  the sculpture there are 
unfinished threads, provocations to participate, to change, to interact. ‘Bump into me! Move me! Touch me! 

Change me! Recreate me! I trust you!’ the sculpture calls to the viewers. 

(Visual analysis of  the sculpture, Research Journal notes, 14th November 2008) 

‘Trust’ is a powerful line of  flight offered by the school from territorialised notions of  

knowledge in the early years of  primary school that are concerned with surveillance, suspicion 

and mistrust. In designing the sculpture, and considering the installation and exhibition of  the 

work, the teachers discussed the importance of  finding was of  representing and including 

‘trust’ as a key element in their final artwork: 
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John - Could one of  those [rings of  the sculpture] be at a height where 
it would be possible to…see I don’t know the space really…possible to 
reach it and sort of  explore and… 

Sophie - Well I think it could all be at a height that’s… 

Lara - Do you mean touch it and? 

John - Yeah. I mean if  you’re talking about opening doors, then you 
kind of  need to open doors to…there’s no point in having a door if  
you can’t open it. 

Lara - There’s also something about trusting people to touch it. Because 
trust is such a huge thing. And also letting go of  whatever it is that we 
create, that it just has to evolve into whatever is meaningful to other 
people who then see it. So that’d be a good way of  showing those 
things. 

(Conversation during sculpture making, 26th Oct 2008, original emphasis) 

Here, John, Sophie and Lara articulate the strong theme of  trust in uncertainty that is 

highlighted through the teachers’ verbal and visual representations of  the assemblage of  

knowledge (“trust is such a huge thing”). Trust is also linked in Lara’s comment with a ‘letting 

go’. The role of  the teacher, for Lara, is as a ‘creator’, but also as one who creates something 

that continues to ‘evolve’ after the creator has ‘let go’. The ultimate purpose here is meaning: “it 

just has to evolve into whatever is meaningful to other people”. Thus ‘meaning’ is not a fixed, 

immutable body of  knowledge to be transmitted from one ‘knowing’ mind to another 

‘unknowing’ mind. Rather meaning is bound in the uncertainty, and potentiality of  chaos 

(Deleuze and Guattari, 1987) inherent in the processes of  ‘letting go’, of  ‘trusting people to 

touch it’. Pedagogy is thus framed as Deleuzio Guattarian ‘becoming’ – where the meaning is 

created in the blurring of  boundaries of  ‘ownership’ over knowledge, rupturing a sense of  

fixed, finished, containable knowledge that is controlled by the teacher. There is a blurring of  

roles, of  conceptions of  teaching and learning, of  the importance of  ideas. Pedagogical plans 

become creations ‘evolving’ and being shaped by those encountering / encountered by it. An 

in-between, a ‘haecceity’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987) – pedagogy can thus only be conceived 

of  and understood within the space between/across/merging/combining of  teaching, 

learning, teacher, learner, other – of  interactions, relationships, change, exploration, letting go. 

The teachers construct their role as ones who find ways to trust in the uncertainty of  the 

directions that learning might take, when it is positioned in a way that allows, trusts and 

encourages others to ‘reach it and explore it’ 

In an early group discussion that I had with the teachers, John articulated a sense of  

‘precariousness’ (Rinaldi, 2006) as he described what he sees as the difference between teaching 

through standardised, predetermined ‘outcomes based’ curriculum, and using pedagogical 
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documentation to support the emergent, project based, process oriented curriculum in his 

class: 

“You know if  you’re implementing an outcomes-based curriculum,  

there’s so much more certainty,  

or a veneer of  certainty  

I suppose with that,  

and where you can get a whole lot more comfortable with it,  

but I feel that with the uncertainty in this,  

you’re sort of  sitting at the edge of  your comfort zone often,  

and so that forces you to keep reflecting  

and keep being critical about what you’re doing,  

and how things are playing out in the room.” 

(John, Group discussion with teachers, 12th June 2008) 

In John’s comment, the first five lines are juxtaposed with the last five lines – almost a 

mirrored text, with the first half  shaped by words such as ‘certainty’ and ‘comfortable’, and 

the last half  shaped by words and phrases such as ‘uncertainty’, ‘edge of  your comfort zone’. 

Interestingly, though, ‘certainty’ and ‘comfortable’ are positioned by John in a way that seems 

dangerous, untrustworthy, while ‘uncertainty’ and ‘edge of  your comfort zone’ are linked to 

the phrases ‘keep reflecting’ and ‘keep being critical’, suggesting a rigour and a professional 

depth to this place of  uncertainty. Within John’s comment, his greatest emphasis was on the 

word ‘veneer’ – a word that suggests a superficiality and an inauthenticity, and here is linked to 

the ‘certainty/ or a veneer of  certainty’ that a teacher is positioned within when ‘implementing 

an outcomes-based curriculum’. Taking up Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) concepts of  molar 

lines, molecular lines and lines of  flight, is useful in understanding some of  the tensions and 

dangers encountered in John’s comments. “For Deleuze, the most important ontological 

distinction is that between rigid structures that resist change, and fluid, metamorphosing 

movements,” (Woodward, 2007, p.69). John’s juxtapositions place the rigidity, certainty and 
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‘comfort’ of  molar lines – lines of  being in the world (of  constructing curriculum approaches) 

which are stratified and inflexible, complete with the inherent dangers of  fixed, limiting ways 

of  being – with the movement and uncertainty of  being ‘on the edge’ through following the 

ruptures of  lines of  flight, with their potentiality for both creativity or destruction. 

For while teaching through Projects and pedagogical documentation may open up exciting 

possibilities for deep learning, complex and contextually specific understandings, multiple 

interpretations and representations, it also requires, from the teachers, the trust to take many 

‘leaps of  faith’ into the unknown. Giamminuti, in her work around the place of  uncertainty in 

the pedagogy of  Reggio Emilia, Italy, argues that: “uncertainty is not ‘anything goes relativity’, 

it is not ‘randomness’ or ‘chaos’, it is an attitude of  striving to know” and that “the uncertainty 

that is valued in Reggio Emilia is based on a premise of  complexity and an ongoing search for 

complexity in all things,” (Giamminuti, 2009, p.249). Carlina Rinaldi also talks of  the 

sometimes unsettling and disorienting nature of  listening to and for the unknown (and perhaps 

unknowable?) in a ‘pedagogy of  listening’: 

Listening that does not produce answers but formulates questions; 
listening that is generated by doubt, by uncertainty, which is not 
insecurity but, on the contrary, the security that every truth is such only 
if  we are aware of  its limits and its possible ‘falsification’. Listening is 
not easy. It requires a deep awareness and at the same time a suspension 
of  our judgement and above all our prejudices; it requires openness to 
change. It demands that we have clearly in mind the value of  the 
unknown and that we are able to overcome the sense of  emptiness and 
precariousness that we experience whenever our certainties are 
questioned (Rinaldi, 2006, p.65). 

This way of  imagining and enacting pedagogical practice is ‘not easy’. But just as Rinaldi’s 

‘sense of  emptiness and precariousness’ can be overcome by an ‘openness to change’ and by 

clearly acknowledging the ‘value of  the unknown’, John’s position of  uncertainty ‘at the edge 

of  [his] comfort zone often’ is balanced with trusting in the authenticity and strength of  

reflection and critical thinking. 

Throughout this particular discussion, as well as many other discussions over the months I was 

researching with the school, the teachers’ stories and comments consistently worked as a 

‘refrain’ (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) to position them as a group with shared values and beliefs 

about the complexity and uncertainty of  the assemblage of  knowledge, and about the danger 
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of  pedagogical practice and record keeping that privileges certainty and standardisation. The 

line of  flight from this particular territorialisation appeared to be a strong, clear and direct line 

to deterritorialise, and their consensus served to reflect a solid reterritorialisation of  this 

element of  pedagogy in the early years of  primary school. It seems that in the place of  this 

uncertainty, where a teacher might feel, in John’s words, at the “edge of  their comfort zone”, 

for these teachers there may be a greater sense of  professional responsibility, collegiality, 

reflection and accountability than in contexts where teachers feel ‘deprofessionalised’, isolated 

and stripped of  any decision making capacity through their teaching practice being constructed 

in “narrowly technicist ways” (Reid, 1993, p.136).  

The teachers also articulated this connection between trust in uncertainty, and the development 

of  this trust through experience, and through the ‘solid core’ of  professional thoughtfulness 

and accountability to, in John’s words, creating curriculum with pedagogical “depth and 

substance”. In an earlier group discussion, Bianca had talked of  the important connections 

between experience, trust and uncertainty in evaluating teaching and learning (that may not be 

easily measured or assessed in a quantifiable way). She reflected on how her commitment to 

teaching in this way grew after beginning her teaching practicum at Collingwood as a student 

teacher: 

“I think I felt more committed after… 

when I started as a student teacher… 

to get to see something,  

because I was here for the whole third term,  

you kind of  can trust,  

because you’ve seen  

and it reassures you.  

And every now and then if  you sit back  

and have a look at the portfolios or a conversation  

you reassure yourself  and evaluate, and go ‘oh it is ok’. Like I think you need to do that,  

and we’d be ignoring our professional responsibility  

if  we just went along on a whim,  

without questioning and judging what we’d done.” 

(Bianca, from Group discussion with teachers, 12th June 2008) 
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Thus, for Bianca, her commitment towards and trust in teaching through embracing uncertainty 

came once she had seen. It was through experiencing the actual,  material lived, pedagogy of  

that first ‘whole third term’, that a shift occurred in the potentiality of  the virtual – a 

reassurance of  what is possible, through a change in Bianca’s lived experiences as a student 

teacher at the school. Here we can read Bianca’s words to uncover a counterpoint (Deleuze and 

Guattari, 1987) of  trust, a counterpoint which shifts both virtual and actual, but where the 

lived, actual enacting of  this assemblage of  knowledge became the change itself  – rather than 

change being first conceived of, imagined in the virtual, before being enacted in the actual. 

This is the Deleuzian “power and the potential of  the actual” (Colman, 2007, p.123), where we 

can understand Bianca’s experience of  lived pedagogy at Collingwood in a way that “doesn’t 

try to create or imagine change, but is itself  an instance of  change” (Hickey-Moody, 2007, p.

81). Like John, Bianca constructs a juxtaposition within her comment, to add complexity to the 

notions of  trusting in the processes of  uncertainty – this time the contrast is between ‘just 

[going] along on a whim’, and professional responsibility, evaluation, questioning and judging. 

Once again, trusting in uncertainty is positioned as a robust, responsible, authentic teaching 

decision, in contrast to the ‘randomness’ of  an ‘anything goes relativity’ (Giamminuti, 2009), or 

the comfortable (but inauthentic) ‘veneer of  certainty’ of  an ‘outcomes based curriculum’. 

The connection between uncertainty, professional responsibility, evaluation and trust – in 

particular the importance of  pedagogical decision making that is grounded in trust, thoughtful 

questioning and teachers’ strong professional knowledge of  philosophy and theory – was also 

raised by Amy, a parent at the school, as she explained her impressions of  other schools before 

deciding to enrol her son, Fergus, at Collingwood College: 

I live opposite a school,  

and we see it out our window,  

and it just looks boring.  

It looks really boring to me.  

And it kills me to see kids doing work that  

just keeps them out of  trouble,  

just keeps them busy.  
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Even in kindergartens they’ll be cutting stuff  out of  magazines  

and sticking it on bits of  paper and stuff,  

and really there’s just no point to it at all.  

I went to one tour of  a school,  

and they had all their best work displayed,  

and one of  the works that they’d done was  

they’d copied out a poem about autumn  

and stuck autumn leaves on the bottom of  it,  

and it just killed me.  

I thought ‘what are you doing?’ 

And you’re sticking autumn leaves on the bottom,  

and I’m not even sure why they do that?  

I really am not sure?  

What is it showing?  

I just don’t even know what it’s teaching them.  

It’s not teaching them or making them think about anything.  

I don’t know.  

I just think it’s the thoughtlessness that bothers me.  

Any educational institution, kinders or schools or childcare centres or anything  

that do something without knowing why,  

whereas I think here,  

sometimes they make mistakes,  

but at least they’re thinking about it,  

and they’re trying,  

and they have the theory behind it,  

and they’re giving it a go.  

It’s never thoughtless.  

(Conversation with Amy, parent of  Fergus in year one, 16th July 2008) 
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By focusing on the importance of  ‘why’, of  knowing ‘why’, Amy’s discussion of  schools 

symbolises a shift away from a particular neoliberal construction of  ‘parent as consumer’ of  

the ‘best’ version within a hierarchy of  multiple versions of  a ‘standardised end product’, 

towards exploring and questioning the broader underlying philosophical purpose(s) of  

education and of  primary schools. Her critiques of  the schools that she saw before 

Collingwood College serve to actively disrupt the notion of  doing something because it is the 

way things have always been done – it’s ‘normal’ or ‘inevitable’ – operating in the sphere of  the 

‘already known’ (Davies, 2009, p.3). Her words shift from problematising the creation of  

particular ‘thoughtless’ products of  schooling (‘they’d copied out a poem about autumn /and 

stuck autumn leaves on the bottom of  it/ and it just killed me.’) to exploring the processes of  

‘thinking’, ‘trying’, ‘giving it a go’ at Collingwood. Her emphasis on the words thinking, trying, 
theory, echo John and Bianca’s construction of  the teachers’ pedagogical decision making as 

shaped by active questioning, lived trust in uncertainty, reassurance through deep philosophical 

and theoretical grounding.  In the lines of  flight the school is taking from the ‘already known’, 

sometimes the ruptures lead to ‘mistakes’ (although the parent did not go on to articulate what 

she saw these mistakes being). But, for Amy, the rupture of  the line of  flight bursts forth from 

the territorialised stagnation of  pointlessness and thoughtlessness in ‘educational institutions’ 

‘that do something without knowing why’, of  ‘teaching’ that is ‘not teaching them or making 

them think about anything’, apart from ‘just keeping them out of  trouble’ or ‘just keeping 

them busy’ (or, in Novinger and O’Brien’s words, learning to “endure boring, meaningless shit” 

[2003, p.4]). In this case school, the lines of  flight burst forth from normalised constructs of  

pedagogy “with the already-known being recirculated inside its tightly regulated relations of  

power” (Davies, 2009, p.3) to create new possibilities for imagining and enacting the 

assemblage of  knowledge: as lived, multiple, diverse, contextual, uncertain, shaped by 

connectedness, openness, movement and trust. 

Concluding Thoughts 

In considering these understandings of  the importance and value of  movement, 

connectedness, openness and trust within the ‘Assemblage of  Knowledge' in a primary school 

classroom context in Australia, and placing them alongside those dominant discourses in 

education of  normalisation, standardisation and hierarchical ranking, lines of  flight lead to 

deterritorialisations and reterritorialisations that open up possibilities to imagine what might be 

possible in teaching and learning in these contexts. These overlaps between connectedness, 

complexity, time, depth of  understanding, layers of  knowing, and openness to possibilities 

offer exciting potentialities in imagining teaching and learning in the early years of  primary 
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school in ways that disrupt the current dominant focus on speed, simplification, competition 

and compartmentalisation in conceptualising children’s learning, primary school curriculum 

and teachers’ pedagogical practices.  

I made use of  the Deleuzio-Guattarian concepts of  tracings and mappings, to reveal that many 

approaches used at the school, such as pedagogical documentation of  long term projects, are 

important tools that allow for multiple (and often contradictory) perspectives, and that make 

visible a range of  learning processes that may not be valued or acknowledged through more 

simplistic quantitative means of  evaluation or assessment. Furthermore, in analysing the 

processes of  design, creation, construction and exhibition of  the collaborative sculptural 

artwork by the teachers, it became possible to draw out the four key themes of  movement, 
connectedness, openness and trust that suggest potentialities for rhizomatic de/reterritorialisations, 

moments and movements of  Deleuzio-Guattarian multiplicities and becomings in 

reimagining / reenacting the assemblage of  knowledge. Analysing these points of  overlap by 

layering the teachers’ metaphors of  building, weaving and leaving doors open, with the actual 

sculptural representation that grew from these ideas, and then with excerpts from discussions 

with children and parents from the school community, illuminated powerful lines of  flight to 

de/ reterritorialise possibilities for the assemblage of  knowledge in the early years of  primary 

school. 

In the next chapter, I explore the dominant ways of  imagining and enacting possible or 

impossible (student, learner, teacher, parent) subjectivities in the early years of  primary school. 

I draw together the literature and the data creation in this study around these areas to try to 

locate the lines of  flight, the points of  rupture, the de/reterritorialisations and the new 

possibilities offered by the case school in ways of  imagining and enacting (im)possible 

subjectivities in the early years of  primary school. 
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Chapter 7 

(Im)Possible Subjectivities 
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Introduction 

In this chapter I analyse the ways in which (im)possible subjectivities are imagined and enacted 

in the early years of  primary schools – both in general, by analysing what has been reported in 

the empirical literature about the issue, and in this particular case, by analysis of  data from my 

research with/in Collingwood College. I explore the ways in which layering of  hegemonic 

discourses in education may work to shape and constrain (im)possible subjectivities for 

students, teachers, and the wider school community. In the case of  Collingwood College, the 

negotiation of  pervasive discourses results in competing and contradictory subjective 

positionings that children, teachers and parents can be seen as taking up, rejecting or 

disrupting. I draw together a synthesis of  findings from wider empirical research literature with 

data from my research at Collingwood College to try to locate the lines of  flight, the points of  

rupture, the de/reterritorialisations and the new possibilities offered by the case school in 

pushing through some of  these ‘taken for granted’ elements of  the territorialisation of  child/

student subjectivities in the early years of  school; lines of  flight that may offer new ways of  

imagining and enacting possible childhood/s in this context.  

Using data from field notes, video footage, conversational interviews and visual 

representations, I explore the children’s own perspectives on how they were constructing 

individual and collective ‘student’ subjectivities, and also the ways in which the teachers and 

parents in the school community sought to actively challenge hegemonic constructions of  the 

‘successful’ or ‘legitimate’ student subject (along with (im)possible subjectivities for the 

teachers and school community). As in the previous two chapters, I organise this analysis 

through the key deterritorialising discourses of  trust, movement, openness and connectedness. 

Ultimately, this chapter highlights the ways in which this school community may offer hope in 

disrupting normalised, exclusionary and limiting discourses and in opening up ways to re-

imagine and enact multiple possible subjectivities for students, teachers and the wider school 

community in the early years of  a diverse, urban, public school context in Australia. 
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Subjectivities and Becomings: Theorising the (Im)possible 
Student Subject 

As in the previous two chapters, I start by examining the theoretical tools that will be useful for 

this chapter, and I outline the influences on my positioning regarding (im)possible 

subjectivities in primary schools. Working with these ideas around conceptualising particular 

understandings of  ‘the self ’ in terms of  subjectivities (over other possible choices of  language, 

such as ‘identity’ or ‘individuals’) I draw primarily  on the work of  feminist poststructural 

theorists such as Butler (1997, 2004), Youdell (2006a; 2006b), Saltmarsh (2011) and Davies 

(2009) who argue for the potentiality of  this term to acknowledge the self  as being multiple, 

constructed, contradictory, positioned, mutable. The use of  the term subjectivities in this 

chapter therefore represents my desire to question, disrupt and add complexity to 

understandings of  the self  as being fixed, unified, historically continuous and predictable, such 

as might be suggested through the terms individual, selfhood or identity. Foregrounding the 

fluid, flexible and constructed nature of  the self, notions of  subjectivity move beyond 

considering ‘individual identity’ in isolation, and bring into focus questions of  discursive 

positioning, of  contexts that contribute to shaping and creating the conditions whereby certain 

subjectivities are recognisable or incomprehensible, visible or invisible, heard or silenced, and 

even possible or impossible. 

Throughout this chapter, I seek to engage with the theoretical conversations around issues of  

discursive positionings of  the subject within multiple possible subjectivities. For instance, many 

educational researchers build on poststructural conceptualisations of  subjectivity such as 

Derrida’s (1978) notions of  difference, Foucault’s (1988) conceptions of  discourse, Butler’s 

(1997, 2004) subjectivation and performativity, and Deleuze and Guattari's (1987) 

differentiation and becoming, in order to explore how educational contexts create conditions 

for the constitution of  (im)possible student subjectivities. In particular, my work is influenced 

by Saltmarsh (2011), Devine (2003, 2013), Davies (2009), Gannon (2009), Youdell (2006a; 

2006b) and others who offer both empirical work and close theoretical analyses of  how 

schools and other educational contexts operate within certain discursive frameworks, and thus 

become sites which can be seen as performatively constituting student subjects.  
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Schooling is seen by many researchers as “an ideal site for the production of  shared meanings 

about self  in the world” (Saltmarsh, 2011, p.27), whereby certain “modes of  possibility are 

delineated” (Butler, in interview with Costera Meijer & Prins, 1998, p.277). Butler asks:  

How is it that certain kinds of  subjects can lay claim to ontology, how is 
it that they count or qualify as real? In that case, we are talking about the 
distribution of  ontological effects, which is an instrument of  power, 
instrumentalized for purposes of  hierarchy and subordination and also 
for purposes of  exclusion and for producing domains of  unthinkability. 
(Butler, in interview with Costera Meijer & Prins, 1998, p.280. Original 
emphasis). 

Taking up Butler’s questions around hierarchy, subordination, exclusion and ‘unthinkability’ to 

problematise the construction of  student subjectivities in educational contexts, Youdell argues 

that: 

[…] student subjectivities and educational exclusions are tied together 
by the networks of  discourses that make constellations of  identity 
categories meaningful. Particular constellations of  identity categories 
[…] are more or less compatible with school notions of  good students 
and ideal (or acceptable) learners. Indeed [...] some identity categories 
might be incommensurable with school notions of  the learner such that 
some students might be rendered impossible learners within the 
discourses that frame the school (Youdell, 2006a, p.33). 

Importantly, the discursive positionings that may contribute to the shaping of  possible selves 

are not limited to the discourses of  spoken and written language, but also to discursive 

practices that constitute (and are constituted by) these discourses to shape ‘what makes sense’. 

Multiple layers of  modes exist, within which these discursive performatives may be enacted in 

the context of  educational settings. In her ethnographic study of  two schools in Australia and 

the UK, Youdell catalogues multiple discursive performatives within schools as being 

constructed through 'direct naming', but also through more 'oblique' association: 

…to a discourse that is drawn on directly in speech or text or through 
representations that implicitly cite particular discourses. For instance, 
the sorts of  photos of  students found on government department 
websites and the covers of  glossy school prospectuses. Discursive 
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performatives may be deployed through bodily gestures, adornments, 
acts – the way students sit at their desks, how they wear (or do not 
wear) their school uniform, how they link arms in the corridor. Finally, 
performatives might be deployed through silence, through what is 
unspoken and what is not done – when a student is ignored by the 
teacher or other students, when his/her different (behaviours, culture, 
skin) is perceived but not acknowledged, when s/he is denigrated by 
playground abuse and nobody intervenes these silences and omissions 
have effects because they are still citing discourses. (Youdell, 2006a, p.
43) 

Taking up Youdell’s work around looking beyond the spoken/written text in analysing 

discursive performatives of  educational settings is useful here in examining the ways in which 

(im)possible subjectivities for children at Collingwood College might be shaped and negotiated.  

It is useful, too, to trouble suggestions that thinking about ‘the self ’ as a socially constructed 

and discursively positioned subject negates any possibility of  agency. Indeed, for Butler (1997, 

1998, 2004) and others, agency and the possibility of  a coexistence of  the multiple in layered – 

and sometimes contradictory – subjective positionings, is a key factor in resisting or disrupting 

hegemonic truths and potentially injurious discursive positionings. Co-existence of  the 

multiple is also key in taking up or seeking out new or previously silenced discourses that have 

the potential to facilitate new possible storylines or subjective positionings outside dominant 

discourses. These movements between multiple positionings, and the tensions between 

performative constitution and agency are particularly evident in constructions of  - and 

challenges to - (im)possible student subjectivities in schools. Evident in schools, too, is the 

“doubleness” of  post-structural subjectivity, whereby the subject is at once agent and at the 

same time "subjected to a set of  rules or laws that precede the subject" (Butler, in conversation 

with Costera Meijer & Prins, 1998, p.285). 

I see this foregrounding of  the coexistence of  the multiple, the contradictory in subjectivities 

as connecting with the rhizomatic logic of  Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) concepts of  

differentiation and becoming. Indeed, a growing number of  educational researchers such as 

those included in edited volumes by Davies and Gannon (2009) and Hickey-Moody and Malins 

(2007) have worked with some of  Deleuze and Guattari’s concepts as ways to further explore 

and understand the fluidity and multiplicity of  the ‘self ’ in educational research. The focus on 

movement and the multiple in Deleuze and Guattari's (1987) concepts of  becoming and 
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differenciation is especially useful as I work with notions of  movement within and between 

subjective positionings in educational contexts in this chapter. Deleuze and Guattari argue that 

“[i]n fact the self  is only a threshold, a door, a becoming between two multiplicities” (Deleuze 

& Guattari, 1987, p.275). The shifting and changing of  self  for Deleuze and Guattari is always 

fluid, always multiple, always becoming, where "[s]ubjectivity is continually made and 

remade" (Roffe, 2007, p.42). According to Elizabeth Grosz: 

Deleuze’s work allows us to question the very ideal of  “constructing an 
identity”: he enables us to bypass the presumption that such an identity 
is necessary, or desirable, for the ongoing well-being of  subjects and 
cultures. Or rather, his work affirms that any identity is always riven 
with forces, with processes, connections, movements that exceed and 
transform identity and that connect individuals (human and nonhuman) 
to each other and to worlds, in ways unforseen by consciousness and 
unconnected to identity (Grosz, 2001, p.95). 

Moving beyond Derridian notions of  difference as positioning in relation to an ‘other’ in a 

dichotomous conceptual framework, for Deleuze and Guattari (1987), differenciation “comes 

about through a continuous process of  becoming different, or differenciation” (Davies, 2009, 

p.17). This reworking of  notions of  ‘difference’ thus opens up the foregrounding of  the 

processes of  becoming different within a body or a ‘self ’, where movements to differentiate 

are created as a result of  encounters and connections with difference. Indeed, Deleuze and 

Guattari's (1987) concepts of  differenciation and becoming create space to consider the 

relationality between self  and other – including (as mentioned in Chapter 5 of  this thesis) the 

non-human other.  There is movement beyond the ‘individual’ to find a shifting and blurring 

of  the definite boundary between self  and other, between known and unknown, and offering a 

movement away from neoliberal individualism towards connectedness and shared 

responsibility, where “[t]he boundary between object and self  are looser than they have been 

made to appear in past constructions of  human subjects and of  pedagogy,” (Davies et al, 2009, 

p.146). Building on Deleuzio-Guattarian becoming along with Haraway’s (2008) human/more-

than-human ‘relational ontology’, Taylor and Giugni (2012) argue that they “approach relations 

as generative encounters with others or shared events that have mutually transformative effects. 

In other words, it is through these relations with others that we become, and continue to 

become who we are” (p.112). 

Throughout this chapter, then, I make use of  feminist poststructural notions of  the shifting, 

changing, contradictory and discursively positioned (im)possible subject  within conditions 
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created by dominant discourses of  education. But I also take up Deleuze and Guattari’s 

concepts of  difference and becoming, and Taylor and Giugni’s (2012) work around relationality 

as ways of  foregrounding the interconnectedness, movement, uncertainty and blurring of  

subjective boundaries between self  and human (and more-than-human) others, where “all 

subjects and objects are open to becoming different from themselves” (Davies, 2009, p.19). 

Territorialisations: (Im)possible Subjectivities 

Here, as in the previous two chapters, I once again use Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) concept 

of  territorialisation as a helpful tool in understanding more about the dominant ways of  

imagining and enacting possible or impossible (student, learner, teacher) subjectivities in the 

early years of  primary school. I use this lens to uncover hints in the research literature as to the 

ways in which the territory of  the early years of  primary schools has been marked out through 

particular subjectivities, positionings and expressions of  territorialisation (What/who is 

‘(ab)normal’? Included? Excluded? (in)visible? Silenced? (im)possible?).  

Hegemonic discourses in primary school education can be seen to “contain and shape the 

conditions of  possibility available to school students” (Davies, 2006, p. 430) – that is, possible 

and impossible student subjectivities are being constructed and maintained (or silenced or even 

unimaginable) within the parameters of  these territorialised policies and practices. Youdell 

(2006a, p.7) argues that the “processes through which subjectivities are constituted” for 

children at school are directly connected to “school constitutions of  students and learners”, 

which, in turn, are couched within “marketising policies across national contexts”. In Chapter 

6, I analysed the assertions that we currently exist (in our particular point in time, place, 

politics) within an especially encompassing hegemony – a discourse of  knowledge, allowing 

one version, one conceptualisation of  academic success, of  intellect, of  teaching, of  learning, 

of  evaluation, accountability and assessment (Keddie, 2013; Lingard, 2010 ).  In this chapter, I 

further argue that the dominant discourses which territorialise knowledge, teaching and 

learning in primary schools are constructed in ways that allow particular versions (to be 

possible / impossible) of  how, where and what children learn, but also allow particular 

subjectivities (of  student / teacher / school community) to be legitimate and recognisable, and 

therefore possible. 
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In constructing their student selves within a school context, the children with whom I 

researched at the school, were thus negotiating the layerings and intersections of  (im)possible 

subjectivities located within the overlaps of  multiple discourses. These subjectivities were 

shaped not only by the generalising collective discourses of  childhood (Prout & James, 1997; 

Qvortrup et al, 1994; Woodrow & Brennan, 2001) and the individualising discourses of  ‘successful 

neoliberal student subject’ (Keddie et al., 2011; Lingard, 2010; Saltmarsh, 2011; Youdell, 2006) 

but also by marginalising discourses of  deficit otherness of  ‘the urban child’ and ‘the refugee child’: a 

blending of  discourses of  ‘the urban’ (and urban childhoods) as representative of  risk, 

disadvantage, poverty and danger, with dominant constructions of  ‘the refugee/migrant child’ 

as vulnerable, violent, traumatised and ‘at risk’ (Devine, 2013; Kabir & Richards, 2006; 

McArdle & Spina, 2007; Steeves & Jones, 2010; Woods, 2009).  I will synthesise the empirical 

research literature relating to these three discursive layerings below. 

General/ising Discourses of (Im)possible Student 
Subjectivities 

Some of  these discursive layerings within educational contexts overlap to result in particular 

processes of  constituting general(ising) collective subjectivities of  (im)possible ‘childhoods’ for 

children in the early years of  Australian primary schools. As discussed in Chapters 1 and 6, 

critiques of  the limiting and normalising policies of  standardised curriculum and high-stakes 

assessment often problematise the pursuit of  ‘sameness’, where ranking, labelling and placing 

children within essentialist categorisations (of  gender, culture, socio-economic status, 

‘behaviour’, ‘intelligence’, ‘ability’). Subsequent biases towards or against where children fall 

within these categories can be seen as creating additional layers in the shaping of  (im)possible 

student subjectivities within schools (Kamler et al., 1994; MacNaughton, 2005; Saltmarsh, 

2011; Soto & Swadener, 2002; Youdell, 2006a; Youdell & Saltmarsh, 2004).  In Kamler et al.’s 

(1994) case study of  children’s early experiences in their first term of  primary school in 

Australia, the authors explore the relationship between the pursuit of  ‘sameness’, and the 

subsequent creation of  a classroom culture whereby children’s products are compared in order 

to measure, rank and compete - and to identify those children whose output does not reach the 

required ‘sameness’: 

The ‘sameness’ of  the children’s finished products, made desirable 
through both the modelled work and later comments on the children’s 
displayed class product, of  course, quickly allowed the children to judge 
and make comparisons between the quality of  individual class 
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members’ work […]. Earlier in this fourth week of  school, for instance, 
Ayse’s yellow frog was ridiculed by her companions as ‘wrong’ […]. 
Santo’s ‘scribbling’ had been constantly commented upon by the people 
in his group, right from the very first colouring activity, as had Con’s in 
his. The boys responded to this criticism in very different ways. Santo 
adopted a strategy of  using his pink pencil for all colouring in, as its 
paleness prohibited clear differentiation between line and paper, and 
thus prohibited outsider judgement on the matter. Con… simply 
‘refused’ these ‘work’ activities by destroying all of  his work products, 
ripping, cutting or crumpling up a sheet of  paper as soon as he became 
aware of  the ‘mistake’ (Kamler et al., 1994, p. 79 – 80). 

Their work offers important insight on subjectivity in schools – in particular, the conditions 

created for the formation of  the ‘ideal student subject’: the ‘disciplined’ subject. As suggested 

in Kamler et al.’s example above of  the class’ response to Ayse’s frog and Con and Santo’s 

‘scribbling’, the subjectivities framed as (im)possible within the categorisations informed by 

discourses of  normalisation, also have the potential to influence peer culture and relationships 

between children outside the classroom (Devine, 2003; MacNaughton, 2005; Woods, 1990). 

This can perhaps be most clearly seen in the exclusion of  children from friendship groups as a 

result of  categorisations of  ‘difference’ or ‘deviance’ allocated by teachers within the classroom 

(Devine, 2000). Empirical studies by Devine (2003), Kamler et al. (1994), Saltmarsh (2011), 

Youdell (2006) and others suggest that the acceptance and rejection of  children by their peers, 

and the exclusion and oppression of  some children by others seem to echo power differentials 

within society as a whole – biases towards or against positions within normative constructions 

of: gender (particular heteronormative versions of  masculinity and femininity), age (older over 

younger), skin/hair colour (fair over dark), cultural background (Anglo-Australian over ‘other’ 

non-Anglo-Australian cultures), diversity (same over different) (Saltmarsh, 2011).   

There is, perhaps unsurprisingly, a considerable body of  research that takes up Foucault’s work 

to analyse educational contexts. Researchers working with Foucault’s theories suggest that the 

construction of  particular collective subjectivities of  ‘childhood’ are made possible and 

maintained through hierarchies and inherent power imbalances not just between normative 

constructions of  childhood and that which is categorised as ‘abnormal’, but also in the adult–

child relationship within broader society, between teachers and the children in their classes, and 

the subordinate positioning of  children well below adults in the school hierarchy (Brown et al., 

2018; Cannella, 2002; Devine, 2000; 2003; Leafgren & Bornborst, 2016; Millei, 2005; Moss & 

Petrie, 2002; Qvortrup et al., 1994; Robinson & Kellet, 2004). Often informed by sociological 
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lenses and Foucauldian theory, this body of  research suggests that the subordinate positioning 

of  children within dominant discourses of  education is particularly visible within primary 

schools, where children are at the bottom of  the school hierarchy (Devine, 2000; Millei, 2005), 

where status differentials between adults and children are “not open to question” (Devine, 

2003), and where “the balance of  power is heavily skewed towards adults…Adults control 

children’s use of  time, occupation of  space, choice of  clothing, times of  eating – even their 

mode of  social interaction” (Robinson & Kellet, 2004, p.91).  

Both Leafgren (2009) and Gore (1998) have made important contributions to Foucauldian 

understandings of  power relations within schools by mapping the techniques or 

‘micropractices’ of  power to specific examples of  the everyday practices from classroom 

contexts. Leafgren and Bornborst (2016) argue that: 

Foucault’s techniques of  discipline are devastating because they are 
unremarkable. We live these coercions without attention to them and we 
regularly impose them on others and ourselves. The strategies of  
disciplinary power are oppressive and harshly limiting and are, 
concurrently, routine and expected, thus creating a casual tyranny in the 
classroom. (p. 33) 

In Chapter 1, I discussed the contributions made by Devine’s (2003) case study research in an 

Irish primary school context, and Millei’s (2005) ethnographic research in an Australian pre-

primary class context, in using a Foucauldian lens to understand more about the ways in which 

children’s and teachers’ (im)possible subject positionings are shaped by dominant discourses of  

disciplinary power and control. Millei (2005) found that “[the discourse of  control] formed 

teachers’ actions towards the conduct of  young human beings, disqualified other 

understandings of  conduct and created the only subject positions for both teachers and young 

human beings” (Millei, 2005, p.128). Importantly, Devine’s research also highlighted that “in 

their accounts of  difference in status between themselves and their teachers, children expressed 

a keen awareness of  status hierarchies in their school, with themselves positioned at the 

bottom of  this hierarchy” (p.12).  

Brown et al.’s (2018) recent case study in a North American kindergarten class context echoed 

Devine’s (2003) and Millei’s (2005) findings. Focusing on the everyday practices of  the 

kindergarten class, their study examined the broader neoliberal context of  standardisation, 
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testing and accountability, and also illuminated the ways in which both the teacher and the 

children in the class enacted these discourses of  governmentality, bodily control and neoliberal 

conceptions of  what it might mean to become ‘successful students’ in this context. Also in 

North America, Leafgren and Bornborst (2016) analysed narratives of  their experiences in the 

classroom to “make visible school structures and techniques of  coercive control that serve to 

produce docility” (p. 40) in children within primary school contexts. 

Pervasive discursive positionings of  generalising collective subjectivities of  childhood can thus 

be seen as creating conditions of  (im)possibility for students in the early years of  primary 

school that children may be negotiating, disrupting, and/or operating within. 

Individual/ising Discourses of (Im)possible Student 
Subjectivities  

The generalising collective (im)possible subjectivities discussed above are layered with 

pervasive individualised and individualising discourses of  the ideal successful student subject 

influenced by global neoliberal economic discourses. Recently, much of  the research critiquing 

dominant ways of  being and knowing in education has focused on these neo-liberal managerial 

discourses shaping conceptions of  evaluation, assessment and measurement, and consequently 

policy, curriculum, and teaching practices across educational contexts, and particularly in 

primary schools. As discussed in Chapter 6, this ‘globalised educational policy 

discourse’ (Lingard, 2010) is critiqued as creating cultures of  competition, performance, 

academic success and individualism (Davies, 2006; Keddie, et al., 2011; Lingard et al., 2014; 

Saltmarsh, 2011), whereby “[n]eoliberalism heightens individuality and competitiveness seeking 

to shape each student as an economic unit of  use in a market economy,” (Davies, 2006, p.436).  

Neoliberal individualism thus creates particular conditions within educational contexts, 

whereby the purpose of  schooling is constructed as "preparing the future workforce of  the 

nation" (Saltmarsh, 2011, p.28) and childhood becomes a site where “common themes of  

order, competition, accomplishment and aspiration function to inscribe and reiterate gendered 

and racialized discourses through which imagined futures of  individual and national prosperity 

are installed as normative ideals” (Saltmarsh, 2011, p.28). 
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Neoliberal and economically rational discourses are seen to work together to produce a 

construction of  the idealised ‘successful student’: a student who is productive, efficient and 

competitive, individualistic and aspiring (Devine, 2003; Kamler et al., 1994), who “reiterate[s] 

the pervasive policy discourse that gives primacy to individual choice and meritocratic 

achievement” (Saltmarsh, 2011, p.31). Within neoliberal discourses, “the school’s fabrication of  

identity is seen as a carefully crafted and managed version of  reality around performance and 

accountability where only certain possibilities of  being have value and currency” (Keddie et al., 

2011, p.82). Devine argues that in primary schools, “children are constantly evaluated in terms 

of  productivity, efficiency and competitiveness, their identities defined and re-defined with 

reference to adult norms” (Devine, 2003, p.35). In Devine’s (2003) study, children’s 

understanding of  the values imparted through identifying “when the teacher likes me” led 

them to the conclusion that their relationship with their teacher depended on their levels of  

obedience and productivity. A girl in grade 5 told the researcher: “She likes me sometimes…

when I get all my work done and do it neatly…and she doesn’t like me when I’m lazy and only 

get one sum done” (Devine, 2003, p.105). 

Collectively, the findings of  these studies suggest that the discourse of  the ‘idealised successful 

student subject’ as productive, docile, obedient, aspiring, and competitive has become so 

pervasive in contemporary educational and political landscapes (in Australia and 

internationally) that creating space for thinking ‘otherwise’ about (im)possible student 

subjectivity may appear to be inconceivable – or perhaps even unnecessary. However, Keddie 

et al. warn that: “…the ascendancy of  neoliberal market ideologies of  economic efficiency, 

competition and consumer choice in social policy has, it has been argued, had a detrimental 

impact on public schooling” ( 2011, p.75-76). Within this individualistic, competitive and 

meritocratic construction of  the school subject, there is a risk that no space may be left for the 

complexities of  the social, the relational.  

The erasing of  social relations is not limited to students' discursive positioning; teacher 

subjectivity, too, is seen to be constrained and shaped by neoliberal individualism and 

managerial discourses. Within a territorialising discourse of  neoliberal individualism, particular 

subjectivities for teachers are rendered (im)possible too. In their study, Keddie et al. (2011) 

noted the  “[…]clear sense of  disenfranchisement and dissatisfaction from teachers” (p.79), a 

“devaluing of  teachers’ professional judgement [as evidenced through] the high levels of  

surveillance and monitoring of  teacher practice, the expectation for self-monitoring, and the 
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expectation that teachers will contribute to the school’s output” (p.82), resulting in “a sense of  

fear, anxiety and self  doubt” (p.84) for the teachers at this ‘high performing’ school. These 

findings were echoed in Hardy and Lewis’ (2017) study of  another ‘high performing’ primary 

school in an affluent inner-city suburb in the Australian state of  Queensland. Through 

interviews with teachers and administrators at the case school, Hardy and Lewis (2017) 

illuminate the tensions and contradictions surrounding a particular form of  evaluation in the 

school called ‘data stories’. They explain that “the data stories constituted a form of  evaluation, 

not simply of  improvements in student learning but also, by association, the ‘success’ (or 

otherwise) of  teacher pedagogy” (p.676). Their analysis takes up the Orwellian concept of  

‘doublethink’ and Bourdieu’s notion of  the ‘simulacra’ as ways to conceptualise the dominance 

of  quantifiable performance ‘data’ collection and presentation over actual teaching and 

learning, where “at times, it appeared that the simulacra of  the data stories dominated, 

meaning that the apparent performance of  teachers seemed to matter more than their 

students’ actual learning” (p.683). They argue that within this school, the prioritising of  the 

presentation of  ‘data-stories’ of  student progress and performance: 

created a situation where meaningful and more educative teacher 
practices appeared to be subordinated to demands for positive 
depictions of  student learning […]. Within the field of  schooling 
practices, such devotion to the simulacra of  teaching - the 
‘performance’ of  performance - reflected a thoroughly performative 
teacher disposition, where the need to make oneself  ‘present-able’ 
seemed the foremost consideration, making it difficult for teachers to 
do otherwise. (p.681) 

The (im)possible subjectivities available to teachers within these neoliberal discourses are thus 

characterised, for these researchers, by mistrust, competition, anxiety, and the avoidance of  

risk. 

Thus the layerings of  individualising discourses of  neo-liberalism in education can also be seen 

as marking out a territory that shapes the conditions for the subjectivities that might be 

available (or even (im)possible) for both students and teachers to take up or negotiate in the 

early years of  primary school in Australia.   
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Deficit and Marginalising Discourses of (Im)possible Student 
Subjectivities 

In the context of  the school within which I researched, the layering of  discourses that enable 

or constrain (im)possible subjectivities were also shaped by a third layering of  deficit and 

marginalising discourses of  otherness that constitute childhoods within contexts of  ‘urban 

education’, ‘children at risk’, ‘children in poverty’, and/or ‘refugee children’. As analysed in 

Chapter 5, the inner-urban, diverse school community in this research project had dominant 

storylines woven from the ‘outside’ that played a strong role in constructing understandings 

about the place of  the school, and the subsequent marginalising and deficit constructions of  

childhood that were attached to the children who attended the school. These discourses were 

primarily concerned with danger, poverty, disadvantage, delinquency, violence and risk. While 

this was a dominant storyline of  the particular place of  school within which I researched, these 

storylines also link to more generalised dominant discourses of  ‘the urban’ (and urban 

childhoods) as representative of  risk, disadvantage, poverty and delinquency (Pica-Smith & 

Velora, 2012; Steeves & Jones, 2010; Watson, 2011), and are also layered in the context of  this 

school community with pervasive constructions of  ‘the refugee child’: as vulnerable, violent, 

traumatised and ‘at risk’ (Kabir & Richards, 2006; McArdle & Spina, 2007; Taylor & Sidhu, 

2011; Woods, 2009). 

In the Australian context within which my research is situated, these deficit and marginalising 

discourses of  the ‘child at risk’, the ‘urban child’ and the ‘refugee child’ are also woven into and 

tangled within what Gannon describes as the ‘degrees of  privilege and disadvantage’ afforded 

to ‘racial' “categories” (Gannon, 2009, p.73). Within territorialising discourses of  student 

subjectivity in Australian schools, whiteness is normalised and constructed as dominant and 

aspirational. In her analysis of  a government advertisement for the then-new Australian 

National Curriculum (Insert REF to the Curriculum), Saltmarsh (2011) explores “how 

Australian cultural imaginaries of  childhood as a category of  whiteness are reiterated in this 

television advertisement” (Saltmarsh, 2011, p.32). Within this advertisement, whiteness is so 

normalised that it is represented as ubiquitous, and non-whiteness is so marginalised that it has 

become invisible. Saltmarsh argues that the “exclusionary function of  race [...] is one that relies 

primarily on racist rationalities that both assume and promote whiteness as dominant in the 

educational, economic and political order” (2011, p.32). 
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The three layered hegemonic discourses identified in the review of  research literature here –  

generalising discourses of  childhood, discourses of  neoliberal individualism, and marginalising 

discourses of  deficit otherness –  shape what is (im)possible, (ab)normal, (in)visible, 

(un)recognisable in the early years of  primary school in Australia. The layering of  these 

territorialising discourses in schools can thus be seen as constituting the idealised 'successful' 

student subject through cultural imaginaries that create conditions for (im)possible student 

subjectivities. And all three discourses can be seen as denying complexity and multiplicity 

through their containment of  movement and of  difference. In this chapter, then, I join with 

Saltmarsh when she calls for the ‘relentless interrogation’ of  the constructions of  such 

homogenised, exclusionary childhood subjectivities, Youdell (2006), in her call to highlights the 

complexity of  “intersections” between different kinds of  “multiple identity categories” and the 

generative potential of  “interrogating categories and their intersections” (p.27), and Gannon 

(2009), in exploring the layerings of  intersections within and across student subjectivities, 

where multiple categories have the potential to open up possibilities for destabilising fixed 

constructions of  subjectivity. 

Notions of  intersection and the in-between (of  multiple hybrid subjectivities) are useful in my 

research in beginning to perhaps acknowledge the complex subjectivities of  individual children 

in this school community, the tensions and negotiations that children and the school 

community may be encountering, and their movement between multiple, shifting, overlapping 

and often contradictory discursive positionings (within, for example, shifting discursive and 

subjective positionings relating to class, gender, language, culture, race and ability). In the next 

sections of  this chapter, I will explore the ways in which the case school may have been 

constructing alternate possibilities for student / teacher / school subjectivity, and launching 

forth from the marked territory to create a new region, opening up a line of  flight that 

potentially deterritorialises and/or reterritorialises (im)possible subjectivities in the early years 

of  primary school. Through the data presented and analysed in the following two sections of  

this chapter, therefore, I hope to break open this territorialisation to locate the new possibilities 

offered by the case school in deterritorialising and reterritorialising subjectivities in the early 

years of  primary school in Australia. 
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Loss, Failure and an Awful Reputation: The Transformative 
Potential of ‘Lack’ in Reimagining (Im)possible Subjectivities 

The layering of  territorialising discourses in education, as analysed above, works to shape and 

constrain (im)possible subjectivities for students, teachers, and the wider school community. In 

the case of  Collingwood College, the negotiation of  the three pervasive (generalising, 

individualising and deficit) discourses results in competing and contradictory subjective 

positionings that children, teachers and parents can be seen as taking up, rejecting or 

disrupting. Interestingly, as I will analyse here, it is perhaps the school’s perceived ‘failure’ to 

adequately enact territorialising discourses of  productivity, performative success and individual 

meritocratic competition that creates space for a line of  flight to deterritorialise to new 

possible subjective positionings. Here, I draw on data from my research to explore what it 

might mean when a school community, such as this, works towards disruption of  hegemonic 

notions of  the ‘high performing’ school and the ‘successful’ student subject. 

In Chapter 1 of  this thesis, I outlined the social, economic, linguistic, and cultural diversity of  

the community of  Collingwood College. As a State Government-run (public) school in 

Australia, this school was required to operate within the regulations and expectation of  

accountability to standardised outcomes from the relevant state and federal syllabus 

documents, as well as improving its results in the national high-stakes testing program. This is 

the same national testing program (NAPLAN) that Keddie et al. (2011) refer to when they 

explore the ways in which the ‘measurement of  worth’ – through ‘technologies of  

performativity’ – are used by one school’s management to validate the school’s identity as a 

‘high performing school’:  

Technologies of  performativity are central to validating this identity. 
For Lemontyne [the pseudonym of  the case school in Keddie et al.’s 
study], external judgements of  school performance through, for 
example, their academic outcomes on standardised literacy tests and 
international competitions and their setting of  standards of  
performance for other schools serve as measures of  their worth, quality 
and productivity. (Keddie et al., 2011, p.82) 

As discussed in the previous section and in Chapter 1, for many years, schools in Australia have 

been increasingly understood through a lens of  normalisation, competition and accountability - 

as measured and ranked through high stakes national standardised tests (NAPLAN), and the 
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website that publishes the results and comparative rankings (MySchool). Keddie et al.'s (2011) 

case study of  'Lemontyne', a 'high performing school', revealed a tightly managed and 

marketed 'branding' of  the school to create and maintain a reputation of  achievement and 

performance excellence. Below the surface of  this shiny veneer of  'high standards' and 

'excellent results', however, the researchers uncovered anxiety, fear, distrust and a concern that 

teachers and students in the school community were required to fit into an increasingly limited 

subjective positioning of  what 'success' might be imagined as being. 

If  it were to be viewed only from a position within such a narrow discursive framework of  

success, ranking, standards and reputation, the school community of  Collingwood College 

might only ever be positioned as lacking. Where ‘technologies of  performativity’ and 

quantifiable competition against other schools are used to determine a school’s reputation, the 

school could only ever ‘fail' this measurement of  worth. But theirs can be seen as a necessary 

failure: diversity where standardisation is assumed; uncertainty, messiness and complexity 

where simple, quantifiable measurement of  a narrow version of  literacy and numeracy is 

required. Indeed, within the context of  the national high-stakes testing program and the drive 

towards standardised curriculum, the diversity of  this school community and the complexity of  

childhoods lived by children within the school community were framed (by education 

department representatives) as ‘problems’ to be ‘fixed’.  

Interestingly, however, it appears that in a seeming reversal of  the hidden anxiety and equity 

concerns that Keddie et al. (2011) identified at ‘Lemontyne’, my research at Collingwood 

College suggested that the 'awful reputation' (see parent Annie’s comment below) and deficit 

positioning of  this school community may, in fact, have contributed to the school's innovations, 

progressive pedagogy and rich community connections - even as the school's reputation was 

seen to conceal these strengths. In a conversational interview with Amy, one of  the parents 

from the school community, she stated that she had specifically chosen this school for her son 

due to its progressive approaches to pedagogy, particularly in comparison with many other 

State Government (public) schools. When I asked her why she thought this might be the case, 

she replied: 

I think this school has benefited greatly  

from their awful reputation  

in the past.  
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Because they have had nothing to lose.  

I really do!  

this was drugs and crime, middle of  the city, known as a slum,  

this whole area,  

these housing commissions were the roughest in the state,  

you know,  

all that stuff.  

And I think this school probably wouldn’t have attracted anyone  

outside of  the local area.  

And part of  what really attracted me to this school as well,  

apart from this classroom,  

was their willingness to innovate.  

And [these innovations], have done wonders for this school,  

but they were willing to take it on, and give it a go,  

because really,  

they just had nothing to lose. 

all that stuff  is from a willingness of: 

‘well what harm…may as well give it a go’.  

And I think that that’s really impressive.  

It really impresses me.  

And I’m happy for them to make mistakes along the way  

because it’s more important to me that they are willing  

to change things 

and to innovate  

and go places that other people wouldn’t go,  

and maybe some of  the choices aren’t going to work,  

but in the long run, I think it’s the right attitude.  

Whereas I think other schools that have a very good reputation  

just want to keep.  

They don’t want to muck it.  

They don’t want to do anything that’s going to wreck that reputation.  

Understandably.  

We might get to that point here as well –  

that we don’t want to change anything because it’s going well.  

But it’s not there yet, I don’t think.  

I think they’re still willing to give things a go. 
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(Amy, parent conversational interview, 16th July, 2008) 

From Amy’s view, the school’s ‘failure’ to create or market a ‘good reputation’, opened up the 

space to create a transformative and dynamic culture within the school community of  taking 

risks, innovating and a flexibility to take on new possibilities. Her listing of  factors that 

contributed to the deficit perception of  the school (“this was drugs and crime, middle of  the 

city, known as a slum, this whole area, these housing commissions were the roughest in the 

state, you know, all that stuff ”) sets up her argument that as a school community “they just had 

nothing to lose”.  Just as Hickey-Moody and Rasmussen (2009), building on Butler’s (2004) 

reading of  Braidotti, “argue for a positive engagement with the possibilities afforded by lack  

[…] to affirmatively claim the usefulness of  lack as a concept” (Hickey-Moody & Rassmussen, 

2009, p.41), Annie picks up the ‘usefulness’ of  the school’s lack of  good reputation. Contrasted 

with ‘other schools that have a very good reputation’, the failure of  this school to have a ‘good 

reputation’ opened up space for progressive, innovative pedagogies with dignity, trust and 

respect, openness, connectedness, movement (as explored in the previous chapter, Chapter 6)  

- a space where ‘they’re still willing to give things a go.’ Silin's work around loss is also useful 

here. In his words: "At the heart of  every loss, is the possibility of  the generative act” (Silin, 

2013, p.19). Loss, lack, and failure thus have the potential to become spaces for reimagining 

generative possibilities, for generating a willingness to innovate. Annie’s comments suggest a 

reinscribing (Butler, 1997; Youdell, 2006) of  the label of  ‘an awful reputation’ within the 

school community as a source of  pride and strength. Strength might indeed be found in 

"choosing the margin", where the edge can be seen as a powerful position to occupy, where a 

“space in the margin” can be a “site of  creativity and power”, a “site of  resistance” (hooks, 

1996, p. 54).  

Just as the school's 'failure' to construct a reputation as an “auditable commodity” (Keddie et 

al., 2011, p.78) of  a 'high performing school' creates space for richer, more complex and 

unexpected subjective positionings for the school community within the margins, so too the 

children's 'failure' to successfully enact territorialising subjectivities of  childhood/student-hood 

can be seen as opening up new subjective positionings - beyond the limited and limiting 

possibilities of  the neoliberal individualised 'successful student subject'. The importance of  

failure, more specifically the role that the generative and transformative potential that ‘lack’ or 

‘loss’ or ‘failure’ of  dominant ‘truths’ can have in opening up spaces for re-imagining possible 

subjectivities of  childhood/s, is thus of  great interest here.  
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My research within the Collingwood school community revealed that it was the ‘supposed 

failure of  representation’ (in this case, the failure to fit within the dominant ‘truths’ of  the 

successful, neoliberal, aspirational, competitive, individualised student subject of  an Australian 

Primary School) that had actually created the space for new student subjectivities to be 

constructed and celebrated, for reterritorialised subjectivities that centred around difference, 

multiplicity, interconnectedness and trust. For instance, the failure of  these students to be 

homogenous, middle-class, speakers of  Standard Australian English, necessarily disrupts the 

assumptions and ‘truths’ of  a curriculum that can be standardised, normalised, and increasingly 

based in very narrow versions of  literacy and numeracy, and in that disruption, creates space to 

re-imagine ways of  teaching that seek out multiple ways of  knowing and expressing 

knowledge. As I will highlight in the section that follows, the failure of  many of  these students 

to live the ‘truths’ of  ‘innocence’ and ‘protected childhoods’ necessarily ruptures any notions 

that ‘difficult knowledges’ (Britzman 1998; Silin, 1995) are ‘inappropriate’ for young children 

(such as, for instance, the knowledges about injustices and marginalisation experienced by 

many refugees, or Indigenous Australians, or families with same-sex parents, or people who are 

homeless). Youdell states that: “performatives that do not make sense in the discourses that 

frame schooling, or that are counter to prevailing institutional discourses may fail or may act to 

constitute a subject outside the bounds of  acceptability as a student," (Youdell, 2006, p.45). 

Silin argues that “stage theories lead adults to underestimate what children could understand 

about the world and overestimate their need for protection from “difficult knowledge” (p.3). 

However, when so many of  the children's lives run 'counter to prevailing institutional 

discourses' (Youdell, 2006) and when this ‘difficult knowledge’, and these injustices and 

marginalisation are experienced by and occurring in the daily lives of  so many of  the children 

in this school community, then rigid normalising assumptions and ‘defensive postures’ (Silin, 

2013) have the potential to soften, creating a space where complex, deep and difficult 

knowledge is not just acknowledged and welcomed, but actively sought out the classroom. 

Because of  these supposed failures, the school has found and created spaces that opened up 

innovative, progressive, authentic pedagogical practices that embrace multiplicity, diversity, 

difficult knowledge, trust, that expect children to engage with complex thinking and difficult 

knowledge, with multiple ways of  knowing and expressing knowledge (as discussed in Chapter 

6). To paraphrase Su (2001, p. 546), in this context, “the failure to maintain the monologic and 

authoritative voice” of  dominant constructions of  the ‘successful student subject’ “makes it 

possible to convey the heteroglossia that characterises everyday life. Thus the [school]’s 

supposed failure of  representation makes it possible to perceive the world in terms of  its 
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multiplicity not homogeneity”, a non-linear world shaped by complexity, interrelatedness, 

fluidity and multiplicity of  possible subjectivities.  

For the teachers, there is a conscious seeking out of  difference and diversity in pedagogy (as 

explored in Chapter 6) and also in their positioning of  what constitutes the 'successful student 

subject' in this school community. This deliberate disruption of  hierarchical, limiting 

constructions of  (im)possible student subjectivity can be seen, for the teachers, as an ethical 

act: one which acknowledges the key roles of  social notions of  equity. Sophie explains the 

importance of  listening as a powerful tool used by the teachers in the disruption of  normalising 

and standardising discourses which might highlight children's 'lack' or 'failure' to enact the 

neoliberal ideal of  the successful student subject. As she introduced her poem/mapping (as 

discussed in Chapter 5), Sophie told me that she was: 

trying to illustrate that listening,  

and how important that is.  

And that each voice is valued.  

And that it’s different.  

People express themselves differently,  

and it doesn’t matter if  they’re someone that’s really confident and outgoing and speaks up,  

or if  they’re someone who is less that way and that wants to express themselves in a different 

way.  

So it’s that kind of  respect for that as well I guess. 

 And just also about dignity.  
Dignity and respect.  

I think those are really important.  
And I think sometimes education can be a really alienating and humiliating experience,  

because you’re made to feel as if  you can’t achieve or that you can’t perform like others can,  

and if  you can’t speak out in front of  a group then there’s something wrong with you,  

or if  you can’t do your handwriting,  

you know it’s not going to be up there on the…  

so I think that that’s something that I feel really strongly about,  

that each person has things to share and that we respect that, 

 and allow them to be dignified in the space. 

(Sophie, 26th June, 2008, original emphasis) 

Throughout her explanation here, Sophie deterritorialises the discourses of  competition and 
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standardisation to open up a line of  flight to difference and dignity. Indeed, throughout this 

quote from Sophie, the words ‘different/differently’ and ‘dignity/dignified’ are repeated, 

punctuating this excerpt like a refrain. From a vision of  education as an ‘alienating and 

humiliating’ place of  failure, emphasised by Sophie’s repetition of  the word can’t (‘can’t 

achieve’, ‘can’t perform’, ‘can’t speak out’, ‘can’t do your handwriting’), there is a dramatic shift 

through Sophie’s language to a foregrounding of  dignity (‘allowing [each person] to be 

dignified’). These are situated ethics that Sophie proposes, actively challenging hegemonic 

discourses and focusing, rather, on humanity, dignity, respect, sociality, affect, equity, diversity; 

on pedagogy as connecting rather than competing. 

Sophie’s intentional valuing of  ‘difference’ disrupts normalising discourses. Youdell’s work 

(2006), from Derrida, examines how – within normalising constructions of  subjectivity viewed 

through a dichotomous conceptual framework -  assumptions of  ‘normal’ rely on the 

categorisation of  ‘abnormal’: 

Normal’ is opened up to interrogation and exposed as being full of  
contradiction, provisional, and dependent on the ‘abnormal’ which it is 
posited as not-being. For Derrida, then, possibility lies not in 
attempting to jettison either or both terms of  a hierarchical pair, but 
instead a strategic and provisional retention of  old names. (Youdell, 
2006, p. 40) 

Just as parent Amy both retains and reframes the label of  ‘awful reputation’ of  the school in a 

strategic way to open possibilities for risk, innovation and progressive pedagogy, Sophie 

doesn’t ignore or attempt to erase the difference between the student who is “really confident 

and outgoing and speaks up” and “someone who is less that way and that wants to express 

themselves in a different way”. This difference is acknowledged and named, but in doing so, 

Sophie can be seen as creating “strategic and provisional retention of  old names” (Youdell, 

2006, p.40) whereby she critiques the removal of  respect and dignity from students who are 

“made to feel as if  [they] can’t achieve or that [they] can’t perform like others can”, and shines 

a light on the possibilities of  valuing the differences within the classroom community: “that 

each person has things to share and that we respect that”. In doing so, Sophie reterritorialises 

(im)possible student subjectivities, but also teacher subjectivities. Drawing on Dahlberg and 

Lenz-Taguchi (1994), Borgnon (2007) critiques discourses of  normalisation in the context of  

early childhood education, where she sees the teacher’s role as being shaped as one who is 

looking for lack, for possible errors in ‘normal’ development: 
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[in] theories from Developmental Psychology] the pedagogical 
challenge lies in giving the right support at the right moment for the 
child to develop properly. The child’s response to this developing help 
them indicates whether the child is following the normal curve of  
development or not. What the teacher is looking for is the look of  
proper development; she/he is functioning as a detector of  lack, an 
observer of  error.  (Borgnon, 2007, p.267. Original emphasis) 

In contrast, the role of  the teacher in Sophie’s line of  flight to new possible subjective 

positionings is not as this ‘detector of  lack’ or ‘observer of  error’, but as one who listens, who 

values each voice, and who ‘allows’ ‘each person… to be dignified in the space’. 

Sophie’s ethics of  listening, respect, difference and dignity offers a potential shifting from 

hegemonic constructions of  (im)possible subjectivities for students, teachers and the wider 

school communities – she offers a line of  flight to new possibilities. Importantly, it is not just 

difference that is valued in this classroom, but the movements towards becoming different, as in 

Taylor’s (2005) ‘radical intersubjectivity’ or Deleuzio-Guattarian (1987) differenciation and 

becoming. In the final section of  this chapter, I make use of  Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) 

concepts of  differentiation and becoming in analysing the de/reterritorialisation of  

(im)possible subjectivities in the early years of  this primary school. I explore how the school 

community members are not only making connections across difference, but creating 

movements and moments of  becoming different through connection, trust and openness. 

Anike and The Rabbits: Mo(ve)ments of Becoming & De/
Reterritorialisation of (Im)possible Subjectivities 

In the remainder of  this chapter, I further examine the deterritorialisations and 

reterritorialisations of  (im)possible subjectivities, analysing how the school community disrupts 

hegemonic discourses and creates conditions for alternative subjective positionings. Of  

particular interest here too, are the ways in which children's own subjective positionings act to 

disrupt dominant standardising, individualising and marginalising discourses of  childhood and 

the student subject. 
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In order to analyse the possibility of  deterritorialising discourses, I tell a story in three parts 

that comes from a small fragment of  pedagogical documentation from the year-long project 

discussed in Chapter 6. This story is situated in the site of  an intersection of  contexts: the 

context of  the historical point in time in Australia, during Reconciliation Week in the year of  

the ‘Sorry Speech’ Apology to the Stolen Generation by then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd 

(2008); the context of  the diversity of  the class & school community as discussed previously in 

this chapter; and the context of  the class culture of  conversation, as explored in the Chapter 6 

of  this thesis, where children are safe to express diverse opinions, time is given to talking 

through questions and ideas, and teachers ask questions not to see if  children know the ‘right 

answer’, but to understand more about what children think, and why. The story I tell here of  

‘Anike and The Rabbits’ is comprised of  three moments in place and time which provide a 

glimpse into the ways in which – within this classroom - (im)possible subjectivities for children 

and adults at the school might be reimagined. 

As in the previous two chapters (Chapters 5 and 6), the data presented here are organised 

through the key themes of  connectedness, trust, movement and openness. I will use the story 

of  ‘Anike and The Rabbits’ as a moment in time in the classroom – a glimpse into the 

disruptions of  hegemonic discourses of  (im)possible subjectivities for children and adults at 

the school through connections across difference, and the creation of  movements and 

moments of  becoming different. Analysis of  this excerpt will also create connections to other 

segments of  data to explore the de/reterritorialisations of  subjective positionings through the 

thematic lenses of: Connectedness (relationality, intersubjectivities, collective subjectivities, 

connectedness to self  and other, becoming); Trust (trusting children to think, to teach, trusting 

children with 'difficult knowledge'; trust and transparency), Movement (multiple subjectivities, 

messy, multiple, murky, complex, becoming student, becoming teacher, many ways of  being 

student, being learner, beyond labels and categories); and Openness (to difference, to listening, to 

possibilities, risk, vulnerability, innovations). 

Part I: Reading The Rabbits (Trust) 

Sophie and Bianca had been reading John Marsden and Shaun Tan’s The Rabbits (1998) to the 

class as a provocation in their discussions about Reconciliation Week. After they had read the 

book together, the following conversation began: 

Bianca: Who do you think the Rabbits are? 
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Luca: They’re just people. 

Fergus: I think they’re saying Rabbits because rabbits came from another country and 

they came and there was a lot of  them I think. 

Sophie: How is that similar to people? 

Fergus: Well, people did invade Australia, white people invaded Australia from the 

Aboriginals and they brought other animals and things like that. There were mostly 

only snakes, kangaroos, koalas, possums until white people came. 

Sophie: So do you think that in the book the Rabbits are actually a metaphor for the 

white people who came to Australia? 

Luca: The Rabbits attacked the Aboriginals. 

Luka: They’re sort of  pretending the Rabbits are the white people and the people in 

the story who aren’t the Rabbits are the Aboriginals. It’s like saying that we did it. And 

in the ending is when they both become sort of  into the same nature. 

Sophie: And what did it say happened when the Rabbits came to Australia? 

Luca: They took over. 

Fergus: They came by boat. And rabbits did come by boat and they didn’t choose to 

come. 

Luca: But we are the white people. 

Sophie: All of  us? 

Luca: No, not all of  us. 

Xander: I feel like it was a long time ago and I think it’s similar to rabbits, I think 

they’re just the white people basically and I think they just made up that name for the 

white people… It makes me feel bad because that wasn’t very nice. 

Fergus: Stealing their children definitely wasn’t very nice. 

Xander, Luca: Yeah. 

Fergus: They would have to be very old, it happened a long time ago. 

Sophie: Do you think it’s still happening? 

Luka: There is this company of  white people that always think that whoever is black is 

bad, that sort of  stuff. But it’s actually making some of  the black people think that 

thing too… 

Luca: I know people do that because I’ve seen them on the street… they have 

forgotten their voice. 
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Lakai: Maybe we could tell them by saying this: ‘to find your voice, you need to use 

your throat.’ 

Jemima: You can teach them their own voice again. 

Luca: But we don’t know it. 

Jemima: We could make up a new one 

Luca: But we don’t know it. 

Luca: They didn’t really lose their voice, they just got used to this voice and because a 

long time ago the government didn’t let them speak their voice they made them speak 

the other voice, so they’ve forgotten it, so now they can just speak this voice. 

Luka: The law never letted them speak their language or they would go to prison and 

that stuff  and there was also some people who tried to bring the language back. 

Sophie: If  we remember that this week is Reconciliation Week, which means making 

up, so it’s a bit like if  you have a fight then you need to make up and say sorry and try 

and make each other feel better again. So whose responsibility is it to make things 

better? If  it happened a long, long time ago and if  we didn’t do it, whose responsibility 

is it to make it better? 

Luca: All of  us. 
Jemima: All of  us. Because a long time ago everybody was the one who ruined it and 

stopped it being like it was. 

(Whole class discussion after reading The Rabbits, prep-2 class, 10th June) 

From the simple question asked by Bianca: “Who do you think the Rabbits are?”, the 

conversation moved quickly into vast and complex issues of  ethics, history, empathy and 

responsibility. Connections of  text, experience, and ethical encounters of  becoming can be 

traced between the children’s analysis of  The Rabbits themes, their troubling of  dominant 

narratives of  assimilation, their deep ethical and philosophical work around issues of  ‘voice’, 

‘language’, and institutionalised racism.  

Conditions and permissions are created within the classroom to create this site of  intersection: 

the place of  encounter between text and story and image and memory and self  and other, this 

site of  the in-between is where a ‘mo(ve)ment’ (Davies & Gannon, 2006) of  becoming can 

emerge. For Deleuze and Guattari (1987, p. 323), “a becoming is always in the middle; one can 
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only get it by the middle. A becoming is neither one nor two, nor the relation of  the two; it is 

the in-between”. Camden Pratt (2009, p. 53) writes:  

We become ourselves in and through community while simultaneously 
co-creating community. In Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) thinking, 
becoming is both a de-individualizing move in which the individual is 
able to escape some of  his or her limitations, and a move in which the 
individual differenciates herself, becomes something other than she was 
– something new. 

Connecting with difference, and becoming different as a result, thus can be seen as an ethical 

act. 

Indeed, the very choice of  the book The Rabbits for this group of  five to eight-year-old children 

can be read as a political and ethical act by the teachers that is grounded in trust of  the 

children’s capacities to think deeply and philosophically about complex issues. Teachers’ notes  

produced by the publishing houses for The Rabbits recommend that “this sophisitcated and 

compelling book will provide a wealth of  ideas and discussion for older readers” (Hachette n/

d, p.1), and that the text “can be used to examine aspects of  the curriculum in a creative and 

innovate way […] from Years 5-6 through to Year 12” (Mortimer, 1998, p.1). 

Rather than positioning children within subjectivities of  standardisation, containment and 

obedience, the teachers at Collingwood actively worked to constitute possible subjectivities for 

students as capable of  engaging with complex, authentic, challenging learning – and, more 

often than not, learning which involved grappling with (often marginalised or silenced) issues 

that are seen as ‘difficult knowledge’ (Britzman, 1998) in many educational settings. Lara, one 

of  the teachers, explained: 

I think that’s one of  the ways that we challenge  
what children can do. 

coming from a place where we expect children to do really important 
things,  

and to get involved in really important things,  

and think about really important things.  

I don’t think that’s necessarily an assumption in schools  

and…I guess that’s one of  the ways we challenge  

what education can be… 
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(Lara, Teacher Group Discussion, 26th October, 2008) 

Here I follow a line of  flight towards the importance of  trust in this school community – a line 

of  flight that can be seen as actively disrupting and deterritorialising hegemonic educational 

discourses of  surveillance, suspicion and of  deficit constructions of  children. The teachers 

subvert (im)possible student and teacher subjectivities by establishing relationships 

characterised by trust and openness, by trusting children to think, and by trusting in the 

processes of  uncertainty inherent in authentic and lived pedagogical practice in a diverse 

community. Sophie explained: 

I think that what makes it easi…er, for us to have trust  

is that we don’t look at the children in a deficit way.  

So I think that really provides a foundation that enables trust to be cultivated more easily.  

So when we see the kids as bringing a lot to share with us,  

and that they…that we expect them to do that,  

then that opens it up more, the trust, to be there.  

Because I think the dominance of  deficit in education really does send a message  

of  not trusting people to be able to think, really.  

Because thinking, asking people to think is scary, and it’s also difficult.  

It’s a challenge for people.  

So I think that’s why often people tend not to let that happen.  

(Sophie, from Conversation with Bianca & Sophie,, 22nd July 2008, original emphasis) 

Trust can also be seen as a core aspect of  the teachers’ construction of  their own subjectivities. 

Bianca suggests, however, that there are layers and levels of  trust in teachers’ professionalism at 

the school: 

I don’t feel looked in upon at all from the leadership of  the school, which is interesting, here.  

Cause when you talk to other people at other schools  

they’ve got to hand things in to their team leader or those types of… 

I don’t feel that at all,  

but then from the higher level again I feel like the school’s really kind of  looked on.  

So it’s interesting that the leadership within the school’s quite trusting,  

and it’s lots of  conversations and they’re quite approachable,  

like ‘this is really tricky’, or those types of  things,  
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but then that higher body again is kind of  putting that pressure on the other way,  

so it’s interesting how there’s all those different layers,  

and you can feel really trusted on one hand,  

and how trust can mean different things with different people I think.  

Like there’s different levels of  trust.  

There’s a certain level of  trust that you only get with some people, 

 and at the beginning, I think you have to start with good will and trust,  

but the more you get to know someone,  

or the more time you spend together,  

the deeper that trust can be. 

(Bianca, from Conversation with Bianca & Sophie, 22nd July 2008) 

While Bianca’s acknowledgement of  the ‘higher body putting the pressure on’ the school 

echoes territorialising discourses of  surveillance and performativity, she adds complexity to 

this discourse by offering a hopeful line of  flight to trust within the school community. In 

Bianca’s view there are layers of  trust, where, within the school, the ‘conversations’ and 

approachability based in deep trust built over time, are juxtaposed with the mistrust of  

government accountability bodies ‘looking in’ on the school from the outside. The teachers at 

Collingwood, were negotiating across multiple level and layers of  trust in their professionalism 

and capabilities. 

Part II: The Worksheet (Connectedness) 

Later that week, Bianca and Sophie brought the transcript of  the ‘Reading The Rabbits’ 

conversation back to the class to revisit. They had also created a worksheet for the class to 

respond to. Based in the earlier reading of  and discussions around issues raised in The Rabbits, 

the same worksheet was created for the whole class (multi-age group Prep-2). On the 

worksheet were written the questions:  

“When British people first came to Australia in 1788, what do you think it would have been like? How would 
the Aboriginal people have seen the British people? How would the British people have seen the Aborigines, and 

how do you think they would have felt?” 
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Within these questions presented to the children, the teachers open up the potential of  moving 

beyond simplistic binary constructions of  ‘coloniser’ and ‘colonised’ in interpreting the book. 

Collins-Gearing and Osland (2010, para. 3) critique that “the narrative constructs dichotomous 

representations of  the ‘coloniser’ (Rabbits) and ‘colonised’ (Numbats): strong, weak; modern, 

ancient; civilised, primitive; centre, peripheral; conqueror, victim”. By situating the questions 

on the worksheet provocation for the children outside of  the dichotomous conceptual 

framework that is perhaps suggested in the text, the teachers create the space for complexity 

and deep, authentic learning that builds on personal experience. Some of  the children in the 

class had ‘come by boat’ to Australia seeking asylum from the conflict or persecution in their 

home countries; some of  the children in the class identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait 

Islander and had families who experienced the intergenerational devastation of  the forced 

removal of  ‘Stolen Generation’ children; some of  the children in the class had recently 

experienced time away from their own parents to live in foster care for short periods of  time. 

According to Davies: 

This [Deleuzian] conception of  differenciation does not seek to fix 
subjects or objects in place, or tie them to static, individualistic or 
binary identities, but opens up a space where creative energies are 
mobilized through ongoing relations within the spaces that are 
generated. Within the space of  becoming, new ways of  being and 
thinking are generated. (Davies, 2009, p.20) 

By posing questions for the children that seek out an understanding of  the children’s own 

thoughts, experiences and perspectives, the teachers disrupt positionings of  children’s 

capacities for learning in the early years of  school as ‘simplistic’, ‘beginning’ or ‘basic’, and 

allow for moments and movements of  connecting across difference, openness to the 

unknown, framed in their trust of  children’s thinking in complex and difficult issues.  

Responding to the Worksheet: Moments from the Classroom 
  

Jonathan and Sophie 
Sophie (teacher) sits next to Jonathan and scribes the words that he has told her about his 

visual response that he has drawn to the questions. She says “Great, Jonathan, very interesting. 

Can you do a little bit more on here? Show some more details?” Jonathan shrugs and says “I 

don’t know, it’s hard”. Sophie says “Shall I read to you what’s here? What you said?”. Jonathan 
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nods. Sophie reads “You said that ‘The Rabbits wanted to explore Australia. They explored 

Australia and then the Rabbits got swords from the ship and killed Aboriginal people. I think 

that the Aboriginal and the rabbit people would have felt interested like I did when I came to 

school’. Yeah? Jonathan?” Jonathan nods. Sophie says “So do you think that maybe you 

could… (points to drawings)… who are these people here?”. Jonathan says “They’re rabbits”. 

Sophie: “Yeah? And have you drawn some Aboriginal people?”. Jonathan reaches over and 

takes the pen from Sophie’s hand to keep drawing. 

!  

Figure 7.1 Jonathan and Sophie (Video Screenshot) 

(transcripts and screenshots from video data, 10th June, 2008) 

Fergus and Jemima 
Fergus, Xander and Jemima are leaning over Jemima’s worksheet, which she has filled with a 

comic strip as a response to the question. Fergus points to a word and looks at Jemima and 

says ‘Dog?’. Jemima says ‘No!’ and leans over to point to each word in the speech bubble that 

Fergus is looking at as she reads “Get. Out. Of. Our. New. Land!”. She points to the next 

speech bubble and reads: “Er?”. Fergus points to the next image “Oh look, they’ve got 

weapons because she’s hiding in the bush”. Jemima points and reads “One week later…”. 

Fergus reads the speech bubble from one character: “Lots of  trees for me”. Jemima reads the 
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other speech bubble: “Why are they taking our trees?”. Jemima reads: ‘Next day…’, and points 

to the speech bubble reading “Why don’t they have houses?”. She points at the picture and says 

to Fergus: “This one is saying ‘why don’t the Aborigines have houses.’ And then ‘Now…”. 

Fergus and Jemima read together “Why. Did. We. Do. That? How. Can. We. Make. It. Better? 

Can. We. At. All?” 

!  

Figure 7.2 Fergus and Jemima (Video Screenshot) 

(transcripts and screenshots from video data, 10th June, 2008) 

Malaz and Esraa 

Malaz and Esraa sit next to each other, discussing their writing in Arabic, and pointing to a 

word on Malaz’s paper. Malaz leans over to where Sophie’s sitting on the other side of  the 

table. Malaz asks (in English) “Is this how you spell ‘train’?” Then smiles. Esraa asks “Could I 

do a full stop and say how they felt now?”. Sophie says ‘What do you think goes next?”. Esraa 

says ‘I need a full stop now’. They have a piece of  scrap paper between them with words 
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written on it from when they weren’t sure about spelling. Malaz is ruling lines on her paper 

with a ruler. They are chatting in Arabic. Malaz reads her writing to Esraa: “I put ‘They came  

from different countries. They had different eye colour…”. They keep writing. Malaz leans 

over Esraa’s paper, reading… then points to a word: “T! T! T! DifferenT”. Esraa picks up her 

pen and adds the t. She looks up at me and giggles “Differnnnnn…”. Malaz is trying out the 

spelling of  a word. Esraa says “Malazmalazmalazmalazmalaz.” They both lean forward 

laughing. 

!      !  

!   !  

Figure 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6 Malaz and Esraa (Video Screenshots) 

(transcripts and screenshots from video data, 10th June, 2008) 
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Hibo and Bianca 

!   !      

Figures 7.7 & 7.8 Hibo and Bianca (Video Screenshots) 

Bianca (teacher) and Hibo sit next to each other with Hibo’s drawing on the worksheet. Bianca 

had been transcribing Hibo’s verbal response. She says “Fantastic. Let’s read through and see if  

there’s anything you need to add. Let’s read the question again: ‘When British people first came to 

Australia in 1788, what do you think it would have been like? How would the Aboriginal people have seen 
the British people? How would the British people have seen the Aborigines, and how do you think they would 

have felt?’ Now this is what you said (reading) ‘The British people came here because they didn’t 

have any land. They came to Australia to get some land. I think they would have been excited 

to come to a country with so much land.’ So we’ve talked a little bit about the British people, 

would you like to talk about how the Aboriginal people would have felt now? And maybe what 

they thought?”. Hibo nods. Bianca says “And where do you think I should write that?”. Hibo 

points to a space near the bottom of  her picture. Bianca says “In this little gap here? Ok. So 

how do you think the Aboriginal people would have been feeling? Hibo says “I think they 

would have felt angry because that’s our land first’. Bianca writes down Hibo’s words, then 

looks at her and says “Do you think all the Aboriginal people would have felt the same? Or do 

you think lots of  people would have felt differently?”. Hibo says “Differently”. Bianca says 

“What are some of  the different things that they might have felt?”. Hibo says “Umm.. they 

might have felt… The Aboriginal people said to the British people that’s our land, and so when 

the British people went away the Aboriginal people felt happy to have their land back.” Bianca 

writes Hibo’s words in the gap on her page. When she has finished, she says “Would you like to 

go over and show it to Sophie, and then I think that Sophie has some things for people to go 

on with. Maybe some maps about it”.  Hibo nods and takes her page from Bianca. As she 
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walks across the classroom, Tara-Jade joins Hibo and they hold hands and swing them as they 

walk away together. 

!  

Figure 7.9 Hibo and Tara-Jade (Video Screenshot) 

(transcripts and screenshots from video data, 10th June, 2008) 

The children’s movements between and across multiple possible perspectives, as encouraged by 

the questions and provocations from their teachers, Sophie and Bianca, complicate 

dichotomous positioning and victim/victor binaries, opening up spaces for the uncertain, the 

unknown, the complex, and the problems without simple answers. This is ‘difficult knowledge’ 

that the teachers trust the children with, and in the very act of  engaging children in 

conversation about colonialism, invasion, reconciliation, sorrow, racism, empathy and regret, 

permission is also given for the sharing of  personal narratives of  recognition of  culpability and 

responsibility on behalf  of  long-dead ancestors, and of  seeking asylum in a foreign country, as 

in Anike’s story in the section that follows. 

The complex themes and historical references in The Rabbits are explored in these moments 

from an abstract level, but also from a personal level, and an interpersonal level – the children 

draw on their own memories, experiences and theories to connect with the characters in the 
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book, but also with each other. In these connections, moments of  what Taylor calls a ‘radical 

intersubjectivity’ might be found. Taylor (2005, p.9, original emphasis) calls us to:  

…recognise that we cannot know ourselves completely except through 
others - we constitute each other and are vulnerable to each other. We 
are enmeshed rather than separate, responsible for others not just for 
ourselves. This is to insist upon a radical intersubjectivity. 

Disrupting and deterritorialising the dominant educational discourses of  individualism and 

competition, here there is an overt seeking out and valuing of  notions of  diverse community 

of  belonging. For the teachers and the children, time and space are given within the curriculum 

to explore the importance of  – and learn through –  interconnectedness and the centrality of  

social relationships through listening, respect and dignity. 

‘Difference’ in a Deleuzio-Guattarian (1987) sense can be located in these short excerpts of  

the multiple ways that children in the class responded to the questions on their worksheet. This 

is not just a being different, as in Derridian conceptions of  difference, but a process of  becoming 

different, where difference is a generative force of  transformation. This conscious and 

deliberate foregrounding of  interconnectedness and relationships as productive, generative 

elements of  pedagogical practice was raised in a discussion that I had with Lyn, a parent from 

the school community. When asked what she thought was special, or unusual about the school, 

Lyn said: 

It’s the relationships.  

It’s that they focus so much on the relationships between kids and kids,  

between kids and parents,  

between kids and teachers,  

between teachers and parents,  

it’s that all of  those relationships are considered to be important,  

and need work.  

They don’t take any of  them for granted.  

They all need work.  

And that, for us, was the real catalyst.  

That was the difference. 

(Conversation with Lyn, Parent, 16th July 2008) 
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And later, in the same conversation, Lyn articulated in more detail what she saw as the careful 

and intentional authenticity, responsibility and reciprocity involved in the creation of  these 

relationships:  

But it really is the relationships,  

and since then, I’ve really realised that  

‘everybody is responsible for their own actions’,  

is really reinforced here.  

Whereas it isn’t elsewhere.  

Here they do.  

And they help, certainly,  

they don’t expect kids to do things that aren’t reasonable,  

but everybody,  
teachers,  

everybody is responsible.  

I’ve heard teachers upstairs apologise to kids,  

when the kids are saying, you know ‘I asked you to do this, and you didn’t do it’,  

‘Oh, I’m sorry, I got held up and I shouldn’t do that,  

next time I’ll try and be more careful’.  

You don’t get people doing that in other schools. 

(Conversation with Lyn, Parent, 16th July 2008) 

Connectedness in learning through a construction of  collective subjectivities and an openness 

to the multiple are revealed through the ways in which the children approach their worksheet 

task: Malaz and Esraa ruling lines to write as they switch effortlessly between Arabic and 

English; Jemima’s comic strip that is brought to life as she enacts the text with Fergus at the 

same time as engaging in explanatory dialogue; Jonathan and Hibo’s drawings and verbal 

dictation created and scribed in an interaction between student and teacher, visual 

representation and written text.  

The importance of  connected collective subjectivities was also raised in another conversation 

when a group of  children (Malaz, Dharani, Asha, Huda and Esraa, all children in the prep-2 

class) talked with me about their perspectives on their learning at the school. There is a strong 

current here of  the notion that their experience of  learning is not individualistic or 

competitive, it is not segmented into separate and distinct subject areas, but rather learning is 

connected in a fluid and authentic way between people, across disciplines, and over time: 
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Malaz – I want to answer the question about ‘what do you learn about 
here?’. We learn about Aboriginal people, and British people and time 
and dinosaurs and things like that. The past. 

Clare – And how do you decide what to learn about? 

Dharani – Well I think the future and the past and a lot of  things we’ve 
learnt about. 

Malaz – because some people were talking in the circle and we were 
looking at the circles and the shadows 

Dharani – and Tanner’s shadow? 

Malaz – Huh? 

Dharani – Tanner’s shadow. 

Malaz – Yeah. And I think I’ve talked about all the things now! (laughs) 
Clare – So how do you decide what to learn about? Who decides what 
you learn? 

Dharani – Well teachers really decide, but every term we draw 
something like on this coloured piece of  paper, and we draw what we 
want to learn about, and if  the teachers think it’s a good thing to learn 
about we learn about that thing, because last year […] well Grace, a girl 
in our class, we were doing body things first, and then Grace said, when 
Grace was doing body things she said ‘I wanna learn more about 
animals’ because she loves animals, then we got onto our animal project. 
Then the preppies came and we got onto new projects, so we’ve learnt 
a lot of  things. 

Asha – Then after Grace, then we learnt about the plants with Grace 
and the shadows with Grace… 

(Group discussion with Malaz, Dharani, Asha, Huda and Esraa, 25th June) 

Through this discussion, Malaz, Dharani and Asha draw together and articulate the complexity 

and connectedness of  both the processes and content of  their learning. Their cataloguing of  

the content of  their learning (Aboriginal people, and British people and time and dinosaurs 

and things like that. The past.; the future and the past; the circles and the shadows; Tanner’s 

shadow; body things, animals, plants) is not listed in a random way, but connects 

chronologically to the flow of  the project over the course of  the year, and the ways in which 

each area of  learning was connected to the next. This connectedness is then expanded by 

Malaz, Dharani and Asha, who explain (with their examples ‘some people were talking in the 

circle’ and of  ‘Grace’) the agentic position that children can also hold in negotiating the 
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development and flow of  the curriculum through their Project – offering a disruption of  the 

assumed hierarchy within territorialised notions of  generalised student subjectivities.  

In this discussion, as in Lyn’s comments above, I also locate a disruption of  the dominant 

individualising construction of  the ideal ‘successful student’, and the associated discourses of  

competition, isolation and normalisation. Here, rather, are the children’s perspectives on a 

diverse and interconnected learning community. There is an interesting balance in their words 

between the sense of  ‘shared’ learning, from the perspective of  collaboration with the other 

children and teachers in their learning community (where for every question that was asked 

that contained a second person pronoun: “What do you learn”, the children’s responses indicate 

that this pronoun has been interpreted by them in the plural: “we learn”, “we draw”, “things 

we’ve learnt about”, “we were looking”), alongside an acknowledgement of  the connectedness 

to, and contributions of  individuals in shaping the content and processes of  the learning 

community (Tanner’s shadow and Grace’s love of  animals that prompted new directions for 

the Project to take). This openness to possibilities, openness to multiple perspectives (‘lots of  

different ways’), and openness to children’s agency in the decision making around their own 

learning can be seen as a deterritorialising line of  flight from normalised constructions of  

student subjectivities, and also of  versions of  ‘knowledge’ that present certainty, the ‘one way’, 

‘one answer’: fixed, rigid and hierarchical conceptions of  teaching and learning that prioritise 

standardised, opaque, unquestioned systems and truths.  

Part III: Anike’s Story (Openness and Movement) 

After spending time on the worksheet task, the class then came back together to sit in their 

large ‘conversation circle’ to discuss their responses to the questions on the worksheet. They 

had been reading out their different responses, and talking about the perspectives and 

experiences that the British people and the Aboriginal people might have encountered. The 

conversation moved to a discussion of  the experiences of  many of  the children as they had 

travelled to arrive for the first time in Australia to live, or travelled to other countries to visit.  

Bianca: Anike how did you feel when you were coming to Australia for 
the first time? 

Anike: On the trip on the boat? I was maybe… I was feeling quite 
nervous. I cause nervous cause oh people I didn’t know… and I was 
feeling mostly nervous because maybe we haven’t know some people in 
Australia, and I feel nervous cause like some of  them might come out 
and tease us and stuff  like that…  

Bianca: You were a bit worried? 
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Anike: Yep. So I was a bit nervous in the boat all the time til we come 
to… the first time I was stay in the boat til we…  til the helicopter 
come, and then we all hop in, and then we come to Queensland, and 
then we flied aaaaall to Perth, and then after that we went back to 
Christmas Island, and then after the Christmas Island we went to Perth, 
and at Christmas Island I had school over there too. 

Bianca: Was it also a little bit exciting? 

Anike: Yeah. Yeah. 

Bianca: Did you think ‘I might make some new friends’ and things like 
that? 

Anike: Yeah. And when we learned some Indonesian language and 
Chinese language and even at Perth we learn Japan language, and then 
after that we fly to Melbourne as well! And then when I first come to 
school I was nervous for the first time when I was meeting everyone at 
the school I was nervous. 

Sophie: Why were you nervous, do you think? 

Anike: Because I think I haven’t been with all the kids at school, and I 
think I was a bit nervous because maybe I haven’t known these kids and 
they haven’t known me? 

Sophie: What did you think that they were going to be like? 

Anike: I think they going to be like… Like last, the first time I come in 
I was saw Esraa playing with Yannick, and I said ‘ooh, that’s a cute girl!’ 
and I saw Malaz and I thought ‘ooh that’s a cute girl!’. But when I look 
up and she was looking at me and then I turned back, cause I don’t 
want to… I was a bit shy. A bit shy. 

Sophie: And did you… were you able to speak English then? 

Anike: Yeah. A little bit! Yeah, the ones that I know how to say are ‘yes’ 
and ‘no’ and the first time I know the English was that I learnt at my 
school at Christmas Island I only know ‘yes’, ‘no’, ‘come’, ‘listen’.  

Sophie: They were the first words that you learnt? 

Anike: Yep. 

Sophie: So what was it like when you knew that other people could 
speak English… 

Anike: Yeah, and I couldn’t understand so I went ‘ooh, I wonder what 
they’re talking about?’. I was talking to my dad and I said ‘Dad, I 
wonder what they’re talking about!’. And when I first start at school and 
then I saw Lara, and that’s the first teacher I meet and then I meet 
Bianca. But when I first meet Lara, Lara was coming to say hi to Dad, 
and I was hiding behind my dad. 

Bianca: I remember the first time that Anike came to school, Lara was 
so excited, she said “I’ve seen this girl on TV before! 
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Jemima: Was she really really on TV? 

Zacharia: Me too I saw you! Hahaa! 

Bianca: Lara was very excited to get to know the person that she had 
seen on TV before. 

Fergus: Anike? Anike, why were you on TV? 

Anike: I have no idea about that, but I can answer it! We was in the TV 
because the helicopter come on Queensland, and they have the video 
and they had a camera and they tried and we got out on the TV and the 
newspapers, they put some of  them in the newspaper. Even there is a 
DVD of  them, I got one of  them at home. I can bring it to school 
tomorrow and share… 

Fergus: Yeah! 

(Video of  whole class conversation, 10th June 2008) 

Anike’s story of  escaping from West Papua in a boat with her father, to seek asylum in 

Australia interrupts multiple dominant narratives (of, for instance, refugee child as ‘helpless 

victim’ or ‘threat’, of  all instances of  ‘coming by boat’ as deliberate invasion). In her retelling 

of  her arrival in Australia, Anike becomes narrator and subject – reflective, humorous in her 

recount. The fact that she was filmed by television news crews (at the time, the footage was 

used primarily as propaganda against asylum seekers arriving by boat, and to promote the then 

Howard government’s new ‘Pacific Solution’ of  offshore processing for refugees and the 

annexing of  Christmas Island) is to both Anike and her class a little perplexing and bemusing, 

but also something exciting and envy-inducing. Anike frames the movement between West 

Papua, the wrecking of  her boat off  the Gulf  of  Carpentaria, to Queensland, Perth, Christmas 

Island, and Melbourne in embodied terms – her worry, her excitement, her shyness – and also in 

terms of  what might be viewed as traditional ‘traveller’ narratives – detailing all the transport 

and travel, new languages, unknown experiences.  

In analysing across and within the stories connected to form the moment of  my storying of  

Anike and the Rabbits there are multiple moments and movements of  differenciation (Ref) and 

becoming, where flows between students, teachers, literature, memory, politics, story, bodies 

open up spaces that allow subjectivities to be reconstituted and reimagined – to change, to 

produce new ways of  being through the place of  encounter. For becoming, the middle is the 

privileged place to be – a place of  intersection points that open up sites of  connection and 

change, it is “where things pick up speed […] a transversal moment that sweeps one and the 

other away, a stream without beginning or end that undermines its banks and picks up speed in 
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the middle” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p.28). A generative intersection point can be found 

between the book The Rabbits, the children's conversations, the multiple modes of  listening, 

questioning, the historical context, each other’s experience. According to Deleuze and Guattari 

(1987, pp. 323-324), becoming “constitutes a zone of  proximity and indescernability, a no-

man’s-land, a nonlocalizable relation sweeping up the two distant or contiguous points, 

carrying one into the proximity of  the other.”  Movements of  becoming other occur through 

these points of  connection and difference, and the ethical encounters found in moments of  

‘proximity and distance’ (Ahmed, 2000 cited in Gannon, 2009, p.78).  

There are tensions, however between social justice and equity agendas, and the Deleuzio-

Guattarian (1987) recognition of  fluid identity constructions and movements of  becomings 

and transformations, as sensitively explored by Sue Gannon (2009). She argues that 

“[d]iscourses of  equity and diversity demand the simultaneous recognition and erasure of  

students through grids of  identity which often operate to constrain flows, and limit 

connections and potentialities” (Gannon, 2009, p.70). Even so, in the moment of  Anike and 

the Rabbits, the class community were still encountering a very different social justice and 

equity agenda to that critiqued by Lingard et al. (2014).  Keddie et al. (2011) raise similar 

concerns in their case study of  the ‘high performing’ school, where – in that school –  they saw 

the “equity focus [as being] on improving specific academic standards rather than on social or 

cultural justice concerns”, arguing that “equity in schools has been dislocated from its broader 

context of  structural (dis)advantage, with important issues of  cultural justice such as racism, 

classism, heterosexism and homophobia generally left unaddressed because they are not seen 

to be the core business of  schooling” (pp.76-77).  

Launching a line of  flight from territorialising discourses of  normalisation, measurable and 

quantifiable rankings that evaluate and label children as either ‘average’ or ‘below average’ or 

‘above average’, and discourses of  diversity and equity that rely on social stratification 

(Gannon, 2009) through these encounters across difference and associated processes of  

becoming, the children might be enacting what Webb (2013) calls ‘the right to transformation 

and difference’. Like Gannon’s (2009) students in her case studies, the children in this class can 

be seen as being “initially made comprehensible in terms of  their locations on particular grids 

of  identity”  - in this case, ‘black’, ‘white’, ‘Aboriginal’, ‘refugee’ – “but they are also engaged in 

destabilising the grid in embodied moments of  connection” (p.73). The excerpts of  

pedagogical documentation presented in this chapter suggest, too, a disrupting of  the 

dominant discourses of  standardisation and normalisation, through a foregrounding of  

multiplicity and difference (as values, rather than ‘problems’ to be erased or smoothed over).  
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For Deleuze and Guattari (1987, p. 382) “becoming is like the machine: present in a different 

way in every assemblage, passing from one to the other, outside any fixed order or determined 

sequence”. In the teachers’ pedagogical practice and in the children’s responses, there is an 

openness to difference and multiplicity, and an active seeking out and celebration of  difference: 

multiple ways of  being, of  knowing, different roles and different multiple possible 

subjectivities. The key notions of  a movement towards the disruption of  the individualising 

and normalising discourses of  competition and standardisation were also raised in many of  the 

discussions that I had with the school community as a part of  my research. As explored in 

Chapter 6, difference, diversity and multiplicity were seen as integral components of  the 

curriculum at the school, and, equally, as important in conceptualising the ‘student subject’ 

within the school community. This theme of  movement suggests many ways of  being and 

becoming student, being and becoming learner – beyond labels and categories. 

The theme of  movement in opening up deterritorialisations of  (im)possible subjectivities can 

also be identified in the flows and movement of  subject positions in terms of  ‘power’ and 

responsibility evident in the school community Collingwood College.  Possible subjectivities 

are positioned as complex and fluid, where there are multiple roles of  ‘in charge’, of  ‘teacher’ 

and ‘learner’. Embedded in these flows and movements of  subjective positionings, is a culture 

of  openness, transparency and non-defensiveness: where openness to questions, challenge, 

change, taking risks, making mistakes and ‘trying something different’, is actively sought out for 

children, teachers, parents and management. Many of  the parents who participated in my 

research drew my attention to what they saw as a core philosophy of  ‘non-defensiveness’. For 

instance, Tania, said: 

It’s the philosophy here anyway I think,  

just in terms of  opening their minds to something  

without feeling defensive.  

So that was a really positive experience. 

(Tania, parent, conversation, 27th June) 
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and Amy told me: 

And I think that filters down.  

I think that the school as a whole is willing to go ‘well we’ll try this out’,  

and then they’re willing to go:  

‘Actually that didn’t work and we’re going to do something else’,  

and I’ve seen the teachers do that, and I think… 

I mean I don’t know how they are in other schools,  

but I imagine it’s reasonably rare for a grade two teacher to go: 

 ‘actually I think I’ve been doing this really wrong,  

and I’m going to change my way of  doing it’  

and admit that.  

And I’ve seen the teachers here do it.  

And I think it’s impressive.  

And it’s a good role model for the children as well.  

For all of  us,  

to just go ‘actually that’s not working, and there’s no regrets, we gave it a go, but now 

we’re going to try something different.’ 

(Amy, parent, conversation, 16th July) 

One of  the teachers, Sophie, articulated her stance on a subjective positioning of  openness and 

non-defensiveness, saying: 

And I guess it’s about trusting yourself as well, and trusting what you’re doing, and your 

belief.  
And that requires a lot of  courage as well.  

I think something that’s really important with trust is not being defensive.  

So it’s about being open, and being prepared to be wrong. 

Or prepared to be able to analyse what you’ve said or what… 

I think being defensive really is a huge barrier to so many things, you know?  

And trust is one of  those things.  

(Sophie, from Conversation with Bianca & Sophie, Teachers in the prep-2 class, 22nd July 2008) 
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The assistant principal Kerri’s powerful anecdote below illustrates the collision between a 

visiting casual relief  teacher’s positioning herself  and the students within dominant 

territorialising (im)possible subjectivities within the context of  a school, with the lived culture 

of  dignity, respect and open non-defensiveness that Kerri and the children concerned had 

positioned themselves within: 

Kerri – (stands up with her notes, to start her scheduled presentation to conference 
delegates) I’m going to do the presentation on …. (pauses. Puts down her 
written speech). If  you’ve noticed that I’ve been going backwards and 
forwards it’s because I’ve been trying to do the job I’m supposed to be 
doing as well as this, and something really unfortunate happened just 
before lunch, there was a CRT (Casual Relief  Teacher), in a grade 6 
class, and I was called over there and I… and the CRT was yelling, and 
she was saying “I am the boss of  this classroom and you will do what I 
say when I say it”, and the children who’ve been…the grade 6 children 
were children who’ve been with Lara and I last year and the year before, 
and they…and she was saying “You will respect me” and the children 
were saying “Well if  you want respect, then you will actually respect us”, 
and there was a big altercation happening and she actually said to the 
children “I am 58 years of  age, and you are 12 and you know nothing” 

Audience –  gasps (‘ooh’, sharp intakes of  breath, shocked noises) 

Kerri – And I was really flabbergasted by that and I was thinking ‘I’ve 
gotta keep you for the rest of  the day cause I’ve gotta go to this 
conference and how am I going to replace you’, but then inside of  me 
it wasn’t feeling very good, so I went back, and then she challenged me 
again in front of  the children and said “are you the boss of  this 
school”, and I went “aaahhhmm..” and the children started laughing, 
which actually then caused another kerfuffel, cause she then said she 
was the boss of  them, and she’s actually since departed from the school 
at lunchtime. But it really highlighted to me what we’re actually talking 
about, and the fact that there is this power and control and ‘the boss’ and 
‘you will do what I say’. And two, three girls were actually crying, and I 
actually took them outside and said ‘there’s a strategy here, for half  an 
hour, and that’s actually to shut up, put your head down, and I promise 
you this lady will never ever come back here again’. So it just made me 
really think about the types of  …about respect, the types of  kids go to 
Collingwood College who actually know that they have rights and they 
need to be respected and they’re not scared to say it. So that was really 
interesting. 

(Kerri’s presentation to Conference Delegates, 14th Nov, 2008) 
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Kerri’s story burst forth from her, interrupting the prepared speech that she had written for 

the conference presentation. Her rage, and her urgency in communicating the incident suggests 

“[a]n ethics of  pedagogical encounter” (Davies et al., 2009, p.149); a positioning of  her role 

within a frame of  pedagogical contexts as sites of  ethical encounter and social (in)justice, 

where rights, respect, reciprocity are the basis of  classroom interactions, and – when disrupted 

by the lived (visiting) horror of  dominant teacher/student power relations – a source of  

strength and solidarity between staff  and students at Collingwood College.  

Concluding Thoughts 

This chapter focused on illuminating de/reterritorialisations from (im)possible subjectivities in 

schools, to identify hopeful possibilities from this school community that place the importance 

of  trust, relationships, connectedness and dignity at the centre of  pedagogical practice. This is 

a school community committed to shifting from normalising discourses of  individualism and 

‘personal success’ to what might be seen as the (currently marginalised) broader social goals of  

schooling: the uncertainty and complexity of  ongoing social justice and equity issues. Through 

illuminating examples of  lines of  flight from territorialisations, hope might be offered in 

imagining possible ways of  enacting an ethics of  care, or local, situated ethics within schools 

(and other sites of  education) ( St Pierre, 2004; Taylor 2005; Woodrow & Brennan, 2001; 

Dahlberg & Moss, 2005). Hope, too, is offered through the school community’s 

reconceptualising of  possible subjectivities as murky, complex, fluid, shifting, interconnected, 

changing and multiple (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987), whereby children and the school 

community inhabit and are connected to the specificity and particularity of  relationships within 

their school in multiple, shifting ways. The active reconstruction of  these shared 

understandings of  (im)possible student subjectivities can be seen as one way that this school 

community questions and resists the constrains of  current hegemonic discursive positionings, 

opening up the possibility for pedagogical encounters “[…] where agency lies not in 

controlling each of  the others, but in openness to the other and to the not-yet-known” (Davies 

et al., 2009, p.146). 

As well as (and sometimes in spite of) negotiating dominant regulatory neo-liberal 

territorialisations of  standardisation, measurement and surveillance, this school community is 

finding ways to work through subjective positionings of  loss, failure and lack to create 

‘conditions of  possibility’. In a time of  increasing homogenisation of  education, typified by 

individualism, competition and “the increasingly narrow literacy and numeracy based curricula 
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found in most schools” (Silin, 2013, p.11), perhaps these necessary failures are what are needed 

in order to disrupt any lingering assumptions about ‘normal’ (childhoods, students, school 

communities) or ‘standard’ (pedagogy, results, outcomes). For it is in these moments of  loss, 

failure and lack – in a school which finds freedom and delight in its ‘awful reputation’ – that 

the spaces of  the in-between can be found, outside of  the ‘certain’, the ‘normal’ the ‘standard’; 

lines of  flight (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987) to spaces within which we might locate spaces of  

becoming, for moving between and across many multiple possibilities of  subjectivity and 

pedagogy; spaces which allow for imagination, for unpredictability, for creativity.  
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Chapter 8 

Towards Hopeful Lines of 
Flight 
Possibilities and Provocations 
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“Hope is at the heart of  the educational endeavour”  

(Silin, 2017, p.91) 

I began this thesis through the eyes (experience, heart, bodily knowledge) of  an early 

childhood teacher in a primary school, questioning the positioning of  pedagogy within the 

limited ‘inevitabilities’ and narrow (im)possibilities of  the dichotomous conceptual framework 

and dominant discourses in the early years of  primary school education. I wanted to explore 

the tensions and to illuminate the possibilities for re-imagining pedagogy, to locate hopeful 

lines of  flight. I conclude this thesis through the eyes (experience, heart, bodily knowledge) of  

a teacher educator and mother. My teacher education students earnestly read about and debate 

pedagogy, ‘best practice’, creativity, innovation. My three-year-old daughter sparkles and 

crackles with wonder and curiosity and joy and determination to engage with and make 

meaning from the world she encounters. 

Through my research presented in this thesis, I aimed to illuminate what happens when a 

primary school actively disrupts/resists the dominant territorialising discourses of  education; 

to investigate how this school community positions itself, and within what discourses; to 

explore how children in the early years experience this alternative positioning of  teaching / 

learning / school;  and to analyse what hope this school may offer in terms of  opening up new 

ways / multiple possibilities of  imagining and enacting pedagogical practices in the early years 

of  primary school in Australia.  In order to address these aims, I conducted case study research 

with the school community (children, parents and teachers) at Collingwood College, a 

linguistically, culturally and socio-economically diverse government school in inner-urban 

Melbourne, Australia. The purpose of  this study was to move beyond critiquing rigid and 

limiting pedagogical territorialisations, to explore what some other possibilities of  ways of  

imagining children, teaching and learning could be, and illuminate how these pedagogical 

possibilities were being imagined and enacted specifically in the early years of  primary school 

at Collingwood College.  I wanted to reveal that which was already taking place at this school 

and through exploring these lived practices, to suggest new ways and multiple possibilities of  

transforming how we might think about, imagine, and hope for schooling differently.  
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In Chapter 1, I began by considering the layered contexts within which my study took place, 

considering the socio-political landscape shaped by globalisation and neoliberalism and the 

socio-historical contexts of  education in post-colonial Australia. I positioned my study in the 

broader conversation of  empirical literature, and introduced the notion of  pedagogy as 

multiplicity, before outlining the aims of  the study. The case school, Collingwood College, was 

then introduced within these layered contexts. I ended Chapter 1 with an explanation of  the 

ways in which empirical research literature and critical commentary would be felted through 

the thesis, rather than having a discreet chapter for a literature review. 

In Chapter 2, I constructed the theoretical armature for this study from the connection points 

between discourses of  hope, feminist poststructural theories, and Deleuzio-Guattarian 

concepts. Located at one connection point between these theories is the understanding that 

illuminating difference in the actual, in lived experience, can allow a shift in what it is possible 

to imagine, and can open up new potentialities, new transformative hope for ways to enact 

pedagogy – possibilities that are multiple, diverse, connected.  

I then outlined the research processes of  the study in two parts: Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 

Foregrounding the interconnectedness between research and listening, in Chapter 3 I identified 

five key areas of  research praxis as listening that guided my methodology: listening to/for 

multiple perspectives and shared understandings; listening to/for many languages; listening to 

children; listening and researcher subjectivity; and listening and uncertainty. I outlined how 

methods of  data creation formed a rhizome of  connections and interconnections and 

intraconnections, drawing primarily on arts-informed research and the Mosaic Approach to 

researching with young children. I argued for the usefulness of  rhizomatic discourse analysis, 

in allowing for the consideration of  co-existing, multiple, conflicting, competing and 

complementary discourses within the context of  this school community. In Chapter 4, I took 

up some of  the dimensions of  Somerville’s (2005) ontology of  postmodern emergence, to 

describe the processes of  arts-informed, emergent data creation in my study. I drew on two 

examples of  lived emergence (the children’s photographic mapping of  the school, the 

sculpture created by the teachers, and the exhibition of  these works) to make visible how the 

unpredictable, uncertain, open, connected, artful data creation played out. Through these 

examples, I highlighted the strength of  the rhizomatic logic of  interconnectedness between 

multiplicities: the visual, gestural, verbal, written, sculptural data creation, the ongoing analysis, 

the sharing of  collaborative processes and data creation in the exhibition. 
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In Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, I made use of  Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) concept 

of  territorialisation, to better understand the ways in which education, as a professional space, 

may have been marked out with dominant assumptions about what legitimated practices in the 

early years of  primary school might be. I analysed empirical literature as a way of  discovering 

how the territory of  primary school might be marked out in relation to the pedagogical 

elements of  place and space, knowledge, and subjectivities. I then illuminated the data which 

suggested the ways in which Collingwood College might be launching forth from the marked 

territory to create new regions, opening up lines of  flight to de/reterritorialise these 

pedagogical elements in the early years of  primary school. These lines of  flight were followed 

in Chapter 5 to reterritorialisations of  place and space in pedagogy, where children’s bodies are 

encouraged to move, to be connected to the places of  their learning, to be trusted to explore, 

take risks, and appropriate the places of  their school in embodied and authentic ways. In 

Chapter 6, lines of  flight were followed to reterritorialisations of  the assemblage of  knowledge 

in pedagogy, where pedagogical tools can allow for multiple (and often contradictory) 

perspectives, and make visible a range of  learning processes that may not be valued or 

acknowledged through more simplistic quantitative means of  evaluation or assessment. In 

Chapter 7, lines of  flight were followed to reterritorialisations of  (im)possible subjectivities in 

pedagogy, where possible subjectivities can be murky, complex, fluid, shifting, interconnected, 

changing and multiple, where children and the school community inhabit and are connected to 

the specificity and particularity of  relationships within their school in multiple, shifting ways. 

Each of  the analyses of  the data created around these elements of  pedagogy (place and space, 

knowledge, subjectivities) shared the refrains of  openness, movement, connectedness, trust. 

In this final chapter, I consider the relevance of  my study to the current Australian educational 

contexts of  late 2018/early 2019. I then identify contributions and implications of  the study, 

and offer recommendations for or policy makers, teachers, school communities, teacher 

educators and researchers.   I focus particularly on the possibilities offered by rhizomatic 

generativity  and connected multiplicity in pedagogy and research,  and troubling the ‘veneer of  

certainty’ as a provocation to policy and practice. I conclude the chapter and the thesis with 

critical reflections and personal reflections, and an offering of  hope for pedagogy in the early 

years of  primary school in Australia. 
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The Transformative Provocations of Hope: Connections to 
Current Contexts 

When I commenced my case study research with Collingwood College it was within the 

context of  a very particular socio-political landscape, and I was aware of  (and interested in 

exploring further) the school’s ongoing negotiation of  the intensifying constraints of  

globalisation and the neoliberal policy agenda of  education in Australia. In the 10 years since, 

within Australia and internationally, the empirical research literature has increasingly revealed a 

tightening of  external governance through measurement, ranking and testing (Ball, 2015, 

Sellars & Lingard, 2014), a perpetuation of  inequities and reinforcement of  marginalisation of  

children from socio-economically disadvantaged families (Lingard et al., 2014), a narrowing of  

the curriculum (Brown et al., 2018), an increase in performative and competitive cultures 

within schools (Hardy & Lewis, 2016;  Keddie, 2013), and a rapid intensification of  compliance 

based paperwork within teachers’ workloads (McGrath-Champ et al., 2017; 2018 ) in the 

territorialised professional space of  education. 

I analysed much of  this research literature in Chapter 1 to establish the context of  the project, 

and then in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 in order to explore the ways in which the educational 

landscape had been territorialised (in relation to place and space, knowledge and subjectivities). 

In relation to this literature, I then examined how the particular school community of  

Collingwood College was encountering, negotiating, or launching forth lines of  flight to de/

reterritorialisations. As I found in my research, and as Deleuze and Guattari (1987) argue 

below, perhaps the striations and ‘safety’ of  territorialised spaces are precisely what allows for 

cracks, for ruptures, in order to launch forth in a line of  flight to new possibilities: 

one opens the circle a crack, opens it all the way, lets someone in, calls 
someone, or else goes out oneself, launches forth. One opens the circle 
not on the side where the old forces of  chaos press against it but in 
another region, one created by the circle itself  […]. One launches forth, 
hazards an improvisation. (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 343).  

Indeed, in spite of  (and also, following Deleuze and Guattari, because of) this territorialised 

educational landscape, there do seem to be other small rumblings in the current context of  late 
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2018/early 2019 that suggest counterpoints: the emergence of  possible lines of  flight that are 

beginning to launch forth from the overly striated space of  pedagogy in the early years of  

primary school.  For example, in Western Australia, the state government announced in late 

2018 that it has listed play-based learning in the early years of  primary school as a priority area 

for 2019 (Department of  Education Western Australia, 2018). Reporting on this 

announcement, ABC journalist Rebecca Carmody linked the government’s decision to 

prioritise play-based learning to increasing concerns about negative effects of  the overly 

structured teaching and prioritisation of  high-stakes NAPLAN testing on young children and 

teachers in the early years of  primary school: “The move follows a backlash from some early 

childhood educators and parents, who were concerned overly-structured learning was being 

imposed on students before they were ready, causing them to disengage. They blamed 

NAPLAN testing and the publication of  results on the My School website for putting schools 

under pressure and turning learning into more of  a chore than the start of  a lifelong 

passion” (Carmody, 2018). Earlier last year, in NSW, strong criticism of  NAPLAN testing by 

NSW education minister Rob Stokes was reported in the Sydney Morning Herald (Baker, 

2018a) and ABC News ( “Naplan testing”, 2018). Under the headline “NAPLAN is being used, 

abused and must be urgently dumped: Stokes”, Baker (2018a) wrote “NSW Education Minister Rob 

Stokes will push for the urgent dumping of  NAPLAN, saying the national test is being used 

dishonestly as a school rating system and has sprouted an industry that extorts money from 

desperate families”. In the same article, Baker also included a quote from Maurie Mulheron, 

the President of  the NSW Teachers Federation, who spoke about the position of  teachers and 

parents, stating: "There's almost a universal consensus, which is very rare in education, for 

them to say that NAPLAN is destructive, it's crude, people are teaching to the test, it sits 

outside the curriculum. And yet it has dominated education for a decade.”  

These very recent examples from news media suggest that from the territorialised stability of  

dominant ways of  imagining and enacting education in Australian schools, there may be cracks 

and ruptures appearing. Significantly, in apparent counterpoints to their roles in mandating 

standardised curriculum and high stakes standardised testing, the lines of  flight from State 

Government departments in the past year suggest a possible troubling of  some of  these 

normalised practices of  schooling, and a developing interest in innovative, progressive 

pedagogy. My study offers a timely contribution and connection to this current context. 
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Another possible line of  flight reported in recent news media has been interesting to place 

alongside the findings of  my study. At the beginning of  the 2019 school year, a new public 

(Kindergarten to year 12) school opened in Sydney, NSW, called Lindfield Learning 

Community. The school has gained attention in the media as a ‘revolutionary’ and 

‘unrecognisable’ (Baker, 2018b) way of  approaching schooling, prioritising connected, project 

based learning, and “scrap[ping] year levels, school bells and the word ‘classroom’”  (Baker, 

2018b). But what has been particularly interesting to me, has been the ways in which - in these 

interviews for media reports - the principal, Stephanie McConnell has articulated her vision for 

the new school, by making connections to concrete examples from other schools that have 

inspired the possibilities for this new school. Greenwell (2019) writes: “McConnell has found 

inspiration in a handful of  schools, here and overseas, that have convinced her of  the degree to 

which individual students can take ownership of  their own learning”, listing High Tech High in 

California and Clevedon School in New Zealand as examples. And later, he quotes McConnell 

as saying: “If  you were looking for what might be closest in Australia, Templestowe College in 

Melbourne would be the one that I would say most closely mirrors the 

philosophy” (Greenwell, 2019).  

McConnell’s gesturing to the lived examples of  other (secondary) schools that have inspired 

her work to create Lindfield Learning Community resonated with one of  the aims of  my 

project: that a case study of  Collingwood College may offer hope in terms of  opening up new 

possibilities of  imagining and enacting pedagogical practices. The illumination of  Collingwood 

College’s deterritorialisation and reterritorialisations presented in the thesis may offer 

provocations of  hopeful openness to other school communities. However, I do not hold up 

Collingwood College as the one ‘best’ or ‘true’ model to be replicated as standardised practice. 

Rather, the close case study of  this one school revealed cracks and ruptures in the regimes of  

truth that there can be one ‘normal’, ‘natural’, ‘inevitable’ way of  ‘doing/being a school’ (where 

all other possibilities are unimaginable, impossible), and offered lines of  flight to multiple 

possibilities and many different ways of  imagining and enacting pedagogy in the early years of  

primary school. 

The research that I presented in this thesis joins a rich conversation of  research and practice. 

Situated within the contradictions and tensions of  this current context as discussed above, my 

study makes methodological and pedagogical contributions, as well as possibilities for future 

policy, practice and research which I will outline below. 
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Implications, Contributions and Possibilities 

My study took place at one school, in one class, within a particular point in place and time and 

policy and politics. It cannot be generalised. Nonetheless, there are questions raised, 

possibilities imagined that will translate across contexts, that might offer hope and suggest 

possible ways of  seeking out, locating and following lines of  flight in policy, practice and 

research. The findings from my study offer possibilities and provocations for the future, 

grounded in  lived, material, actual examples from Collingwood College, for policy makers, for 

teachers, for school communities, for teacher educators and for researchers.  

Rhizomatic generativity and connected multiplicity - in 
pedagogy and in research  

“A rhizome has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between 
things, interbeing, intermezzo. The tree is filiation, but the rhizome is 
alliance, uniquely alliance. The tree imposes the verb “to be”, but the 

fabric of  the rhizome is the conjunction, “and...and...and...”  

(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p.27). 

The key themes and data analysed within this thesis, as well as the research processes used in 

my study, highlighted the useful generativity and connected multiplicity of  Deleuze and 

Guattari’s (1987) rhizomatic logic. The strength in connections across multiple heterogeneities 

and complexity characterised by rhizomatic logic has the potential to offer possibilities, 

provocations and implications in relation to both pedagogy and research in other contexts, too. 

The rhizomatic generativity and connected multiplicity of  pedagogy has the potential to inspire 

other contexts to open up possibilities for children’s multiple, diverse, connected, rhizomatic 

ways of  knowing in primary school. The concept of  the rhizome “permits a shift of  focus 

from the static body of  knowledge to the dynamic process of  knowing, with the latter’s having 

far reaching implications for education as a developing and generative practice” (Semetsky, 

2006, p.xxii). When acknowledging pedagogy as rhizomatic, everything is different and 

everything is connected, interconnected, in-between; everything is understood in relation to 
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processes of  becoming, moving, changing. Rhizomatic ways of  teaching and learning have the 

potential to offer new possibilities, disrupting dominant ways of  conceptualising pedagogy in 

education, and moving beyond privileging of  certain ways of  knowing and expressing 

knowledge. For teachers and curriculum designers, there is the transformative potential of  re-

conceptualising pedagogy in non-linear, non-hierarchical ways. Re-imagining children’s 

multiple, rhizomatic ways of  knowing and expressing their knowledges might allow teachers to 

listen more deeply to children’s thinking, theory making and learning processes across the 

curriculum. Curriculum designers and policy makers may be provoked by the challenge of  

opening up spaces for children’s multiple ways of  knowing and expressing their knowledges, 

honouring notions of  multiplicity, heterogeneity, diversity, connectedness, possibility. For 

children in the early years of  school, rhizomatic generativity and multiplicity in pedagogy could 

disrupt the privileging of  contained, fixed, linear modes of  understanding, allowing for 

thinking beyond the already-known, for uncertainty, unpredictability and messiness in learning, 

for a focus on the multiple, joyful, embodied, relational processes of  learning. 

The rhizomatic generativity and connected multiplicity of  emergent, arts-informed research 

was also illuminated. My study showed the depths and richness of  data that can be created 

when research is approached in rhizomatic, emergent, arts-informed ways. I deliberately set out 

to make use of  research methods that were non-linear, that allowed space for complexity, for 

uncertainty, for contradiction, for collaboration. I was conscious of  the need for multiple 

forms of  expression that disrupted a privileging of  spoken/written Standard Australian 

English, as in the prep-2 class at Collingwood College, there were more than 15 different 

languages spoken at home by the children and families. What was unexpected for me, was the 

ways in which the participants took their data creation far beyond the aims and focus of  my 

research project, and continued with their collaborative, artful data creation to form their own 

long-term projects. The children’s mapping of  the school became a long-term collaborative 

project around connectedness to and representations of  place. The teachers’ sculpture became 

a way for the teachers to make visible core beliefs and values underlying their practice, to share 

this with each other, and to hone their expression of  a clear shared praxis with strong 

philosophical and theoretical grounding. After the data creation for my study was over, the 

sculpture was hung in the foyer of  the school, along with excerpts of  transcripts and wall text 

from the exhibition, showing the metaphors and processes behind the design and creation of  

the artwork. It was powerful to see how strong the sense of  ownership over the data appeared 

to be, and the shared understandings and collective purpose that formed between the 

participants. 
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Troubling the ‘veneer of certainty’ 

“You know if  you’re implementing an outcomes-based curriculum,  
there’s so much more certainty,  

or a veneer of  certainty  
I suppose with that,  

and where you can get a whole lot more comfortable with it,  
but I feel that with the uncertainty in this,  

you’re sort of  sitting at the edge of  your comfort zone often,  
and so that forces you to keep reflecting  

and keep being critical about what you’re doing,  
and how things are playing out in the room.”  

(John, Group Discussion with Teachers, 12th June 2008) 

John’s articulation of  the ‘comfort’ inherent in the apparent certainty - ‘the veneer of  certainty’ 

- in implementing predictable, linear, outcomes-based curriculum,  his juxtaposition of  this 

comfort of  the veneer of  certainty with the uncertainty of  being ‘on the edge of  your comfort 

zone’, and his articulation of  the difficult work and momentum of  continual critical reflection 

in teaching, were an important provocation within this study (as discussed in Chapter 6). His 

words could also be seen as a powerful provocation for troubling the ‘veneer of  certainty’ in 

pedagogy more broadly. 

The veneer of  certainty in pedagogy could be seen as applying all the way from the daily lived 

experience of  individual children and teachers in classrooms, to the ways in which learning in 

schools is understood, compared, measured (between children, between classes, between 

schools, between countries). In Australia, the ‘MySchool’ website ranks schools according to 

their NAPLAN results, and newspapers publish the inevitable ‘leagues tables’ of  the so-called 

winners and losers, the most successful and the least successful schools. This is a dominant, 

hierarchical, high-stakes, limiting and limited measure of  success, and there are currently few 

opportunities beyond MySchool for other ways to demonstrate and understand the strengths 

of  school communities (Gorur, 2016; Thompson, 2016). Troubling the ‘veneer of  certainty’ of  

understanding the complexity of  school communities could mean moving beyond quantitative 

measures of  ‘success’, to qualitative methods of  communicating depth, complexity, richness, 

connectedness, value - for children, teachers and school communities. I am thinking here of  

Sophie’s focus on the importance of  dignity, of  Bianca’s focus on trust, of  Lara’s focus on 

challenge, of  John’s focus on critical reflection. How are these qualities captured in the ways in 

which schools are currently represented and compared? In the current desire for the veneer of  

certainty offered by standardisation and accountability, the complexity and richness of  
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pedagogy may be invisible, silenced, ignored. Troubling this veneer would mean seeking out 

qualitative, diverse, multiple ways of  making visible and giving voice to and creating room for 

the unexpected, the unpredictable flows of  teaching and learning, the depths of  thinking, 

collaborative work, and the value of  the learning processes, not just the quantitative testing of  

what has been ‘learnt’. Hope may also be offered to other school communities through the 

example of  Collingwood College troubling the veneer of  certainty in relation to the school’s 

‘reputation’ or ‘success’. Troubling the veneer of  certainty in pedagogy could be a productive 

provocation in teacher education, both for preservice teachers and for teacher professional 

development. Through leaving the comfort of  certainty, teachers might work in the uncertainty 

of  challenging and questioning the ‘taken for granted’, the normal, the standard. Provocations 

for shift in stance as a teacher, from certainty, to critical reflexivity, questioning, thinking, could 

further open up possibilities for new, different, multiple ways of  reimagining and enacting 

pedagogy for children in the early years of  primary school. 

Troubling the veneer of  certainty also speaks to possible changes in policy, and the arguments 

presented in this thesis could also help to contribute to the current discussion regarding shifts 

in policy surrounding pedagogy in the early years of  primary school. In particular, findings 

from this study can contribute to the growing interest in innovative, progressive pedagogy in 

State departments of  education (such as the examples from Western Australia and New South 

Wales given above). Amidst the growing concerns about the negative effects of  the current 

educational landscape (the focus on high stakes standardised testing, the narrow, limited and 

linear ways of  conceptualising curriculum and ‘success’), my case study of  Collingwood 

College offered rich lived examples and deep understandings into the ways in which place and 

space, knowledge and subjectivities in the early years of  primary school can be enacted (and 

therefore imagined and hoped for), differently. My study contributes to the literature that seeks 

out alternative ways of  doing school / being in schools. It offers an in-depth case study of  one 

school, and in doing so, highlights the ways in which the pedagogical elements of  space and 

place, knowledge and subjectivities might be imagined and enacted in ways that disrupt 

dominant understandings of  what is ‘normal’, what is possible in schools. It is likely to offer 

hope to other teachers, school communities, policy makers and teacher educators - hope for 

what might be possible to imagine and enact in their contexts. This is one school context, one 

way of  de/reterritorialising pedagogy, of  troubling the veneer of  certainty. More studies of  

other, different schools are needed - to make visible the particularity of  what is possible their 

contexts, adding other contributions of  ways of  imagining and enacting pedagogy in different 

ways, multiple ways. 
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Critical Reflections 

I am also aware of  the importance of  troubling the veneer/s of  certainty that might apply to 

this study, and of  critically reflecting on the limitations relating to the research design, the 

methods of  data creation, and my own role in the research - my biases, subjectivity/ies, 

assumptions, conclusions.  

When I commenced the case study research at Collingwood College, I had anticipated it would 

be the first case study school of  a total of  three different schools. However the richness and 

depth of  data created at this school, the building of  trusting relationships with teachers, 

students and parents, along with the school community’s enthusiasm for the research project 

meant it became beneficial to make this school an extended single case study. I had initially 

hoped to research with three primary school communities, because the aim of  this research 

project was to disrupt some of  the rigid sites of  territorialisation, and follow lines of  flight to 

multiple possibilities and many different ways of  imagining and enacting primary school. I did 

not want to compare and contrast, or to find one true and good ‘model’ to implement as 

standardised practice. I am therefore keenly aware of  the risks that it may seem that I am 

presenting this school as the one true, ideal model of  primary schooling to replace current 

models of  schooling. Choosing an extended single case study as the research design, and arts-

informed, collaborative, emergent processes of  data creation also resulted in a huge amount of  

data. The work of  transcribing, organising, selecting data to analyse for the thesis were shaped 

by the constraints of  limited time, limited resources, and being the sole researcher. Balancing 

my time spent participating in the life of  the school with time spent working with the data was 

a constant tension. Could the data have been more ‘manageable’ and contained if  I had chosen 

more ‘traditional’ research design, used methods such as set interview questions or surveys? 

Seeking out the perspectives of  children, teachers, parents and administrators also added to the 

breadth of  data that was created. Could there have been more depth had I focused on just the 

children’s experiences? Or just the teachers’? Or just the parents’? Or just the principal?  

There were also unanticipated constraints regarding the recruitment of  participants. For the 

children, participation relied on parental permissions, and there were many children who 
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wanted to be involved in the research but did not return the permission forms signed by their 

parents or guardians. These students participated in the data creation with their classmates, but 

I have not analysed or presented their data in this thesis. An unexpected glimpse into the 

complicated ethics of  parental permissions was highlighted to me when I first gave out the 

information booklets and consent forms for the children in the class to take home to their 

parents, and there were several children who read through the forms with me, asked which 

parts needed their parents’ signatures, which parts needed their own signature, what else 

needed to be brought in. One of  the students (aged 6) asked me to go through all the different 

sections of  the form with her, asking serious and interested questions as we went: “What do I 

do if  I have any questions? Is there a phone number here that we can call if  we need to talk to 

you? Can I email you if  Dad needs to know anything else? Does Dad need to bring any 

money?”. After I talked through the form with this student, she then carefully explained the 

form to two of  her friends, showing them what I had shown her. Before they took their forms 

home, the three children filled in all the different sections of  the form for their parents, just 

leaving the space for the signatures blank. One of  the teachers later told me that in many 

families in the school community, the children were the first members of  the family to be 

print-literate in English, and in some of  the families they were the first to be print literate in 

any language, so they had already had quite a lot of  experience with navigating official forms 

on their parents’ behalf.  

Another (possibly related) unanticipated issue was in the recruitment of  parents to participate 

in my study. Only a very small group of  parents agreed to participate, and that group were not 

representative of  the diversity of  the families in the class. On reflection, there were many 

possible barriers to engaging in the research for parents, not least issues of  power of  

researcher over researched. I had considered these issues of  power in relation to researching 

with children, but not with their parents. Many of  the families within the school community 

had previously had negative experiences with government authorities and agencies in Australia, 

or in their countries of  origin, or countries within which they sought asylum before moving to 

Australia. Most families spoke a language other than English at home. In retrospect, there were 

several missed opportunities to address some of  the barriers to parents participating in the 

research. Having the information booklet and consent forms translated into the 17 home 

languages of  the families would have been immensely valuable. Unfortunately I was unable to 

do this due to financial constraints. Having children interview their own parents for the 

research could have perhaps been another possibility for addressing barriers of  language and 

trust, especially given the children’s positioning of  themselves in the role as researchers at 
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school, and their experiences leading their  group discussions and initiating research meetings 

and data creation. Perhaps methods that ensured anonymity could have also been given as an 

option for participants, such as an online survey. 

I can also identify limitations relating to the breadth of  the focus that I took in this study. I was 

attempting to cover such a wider range of  areas around pedagogy, focusing on the pedagogical 

elements of  place and space, knowledge and subjectivities, and I wonder if  the breadth of  

focus was at the detriment of  overall depth. Each one of  these pedagogical elements could 

have been a PhD study on its own. Similarly, each of  the thematic refrains of  openness, 

movement, connectedness and trust could have been the organising focus of  the entire thesis. 

Imagine the possibilities of  a study focusing in on trust, for example? For every decision made, 

there were so many decisions that were not made, so many possible directions that were 

unfollowed. One example is the importance of  ‘time’, and ‘listening’ in imagining and enacting 

pedagogy at Collingwood College. The threads of  time and listening were woven through all 

the pedagogical elements and thematic refrains, but I did not foreground them explicitly, and I 

wonder how the shape of  the thesis and the arguments presented might have shifted emphasis, 

had these two been more visibly part of  the organising themes. I am also conscious that in my 

analysis in this thesis I focused on ‘difference’ as a connecting factor, but I could have also 

looked more deeply at what this diversity of  cultures might be bringing to the school 

community. I could have illuminated the importance of  Indigenous knowledges at the school, 

of  the coming together of  diverse cultural knowledges and languages within the school 

community. Another aspect that has troubled me about the ways in which I have presented my 

study in this thesis, is the ever-present threat of  shifting into a dichotomous conceptual 

framework, the risk of  situating my arguments within a binary where territorialisation = ‘bad’ 

and de/reterritorialisation = ‘good’. I am also aware of  the limitations of  the impact of  my 

work. This is only one context, one school. Realistically, what change might be possible to 

achieve at a systems-wide level?  

Reflecting on these limitations, I can identify some further possibilities for research in 

pedagogy in the early years of  primary school. As suggested above, launching forth from my 

research, for example, future studies could engage further with deeper understanding of  

multiple contexts in looking to how pedagogy in the early years of  primary school might be 

imagined and enacted differently, in different places, with different ways of  conceptualising 

place and space, knowledge and subjectivities (or other pedagogical elements) in their contexts. 
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Perhaps this research could focus on multiple schools from across the different states and 

territories in Australia. Or perhaps the schools could be from across different countries and 

pedagogical traditions. There might also be some interesting potential research that could draw 

on influences and interaction between the multiple curriculum documents available to teachers 

who work with children in the early childhood years (ie from birth - 8 years). In 2019 in 

Australia, these include the Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF) and the Australian 

National Curriculum. Future research in the early years of  primary school could include focus 

on laying the tracings of  the EYLF and Australian National Curriculum (how the curriculum 

documents might work together / speak to each other) over the mappings of  lived pedagogy 

in the early years of  primary school.  

Final Reflections 

I heard once that hope is equal parts rage and love. This phrase appears in my mind sometimes 

in the evenings, as my three-year-old daughter drifts between waking and sleeping, her little, 

strong body snuggled around me, her face nuzzled into my neck. Often, after long minutes of  

silence, and slow steady breathing, when I think that she has surely already fallen into the heavy 

sleep of  night time, she will quite suddenly ask me a question: 

“Mama, do pelicans dream about flowers?” 

“Can rhinos be cheeky sometimes?” 

“Are monsters kind to their babies?” 

“What colour is my belly button?” 

“What noise does a giraffe make when it is sad?” 

“Is all the world made from colours?” 
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These poetic, moments-before-drifting-to-sleep questions have been surprising and delighting 

me ever since she started to talk. These little glimpses into the fluidity, complexity, humour, 

thoughtfulness of  my young daughter’s mind fill me with wonder and love. Her questions are 

so utterly unexpected they seem at times a surrealist painting come to life. And yet, to her, they 

are serious questions that are worth pondering, worth musing over, worth sharing earnestly 

into the silence before drifting into sleep. 

And then sometimes, true to the saying, I feel the rage rising to meet this love within me. Rage 

at what my daughter might encounter when she starts primary school in less than two years’ 

time. Rage at the thought of  what could happen if  her beautiful questions collide with 

dominant, linear, rigid, standardised approaches to pedagogy in the early years of  primary 

school that focus so strongly on the already-known, the quantifiable, the predictable that to 

imagine otherwise might seem inconceivable, impossible. Rage that for so many children and 

for my teacher education students too, there seems to be so little room left in their classrooms 

for the wonder of  trusting in the unexpected, or for complexity, or for connectedness, or for 

an openness to questions without answers, or for the joy and movement that might emerge 

from imagining and enacting multiple ways of  making meaning from the world. 

And, yes, where the love and rage collide, there is hope. And I agree with Silin that “hope is at 

the heart of  the educational endeavour” (2017, p.91). 

Pedagogy is lived. It is living. It is relational, unpredictable, contradictory, fluid, mutable, 

embodied. It is situated, it is contextual, it is particular. In the territorialised professional space 

of  education, striations and sedimentations  (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987) currently dominated 

by globalisation and neoliberalism shape a context of  increasing intolerance of  difference in 

pedagogy, an increasing impossibility of  the unexpected, an intensification of  rigid, 

predetermined expectations and outcomes for teachers and children and schools at all levels of  

education. More than ever, there is a need for lived examples from pedagogical contexts such 

as Collingwood College that are permeable, relational, connected, open, unexpected - where 

hopeful lines of  flight are possible. 
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Through this thesis, I have illuminated and argued for the generative possibilities offered when 

the pedagogical elements of  place and space, knowledge and subjectivities are re-imagined and 

enacted through the refrains of  movement, connectedness, openness, trust. Emily Dickinson 

wrote in 1861 that “Hope” is the thing with feathers. In writing this thesis, I have indeed watched 

hope fly, following lines of  flight. I have offered potentially transformative hope that is 

grounded in lived experience, through showing how one school community actively disrupted 

and resisted the dominant territorialising discourses of  education and opened up spaces for re-

imagining and enacting pedagogy in the early years of  primary school.  

I conclude this thesis then with this offering of  hope: the hopeful lines of  flight to new 

possibilities for pedagogy in the early years of  primary school in Australia. 

“Hope” is the thing with feathers -  
That perches in the soul -  

And sings the tune without the words -  
And never stops - at all -  

(Dickinson, 1975, p.116) 
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Appendix 1: Information Sheets 

Principal’s Information Form for the research: 
Hopeful Lines of  Flight: Opening up possibilities of  imagining and enacting 

alternative discourses of  education in the early years of  primary school 

I am undertaking a doctoral research project with the Faculty of  Education, Charles Sturt 
University Bathurst to illuminate what can be possible when primary school communities think about 
and ‘do’ schooling differently from the ‘common ideas’ of  what schooling should be. I am particularly 
interested in how school communities can offer hope to other schools in imagining different 
ways to think about education, children, teaching and learning. 

What is involved for your school: 

Participation in this research involves participating as the ‘case’ school in this case study 
research. I will spend two blocks of  6-8 weeks in your school, and a combination of  the 
following verbal, visual and written methods of  data collection will be used with both adults 
and children within the school community, and will be negotiated with participants (as 
individuals and in groups) regarding their preferred methods: verbal forms of  data collection 
(such as group interviewing, authentic conversations, storytelling and narrative); visual forms 
of  data collection (photography, video/film, creative / visual representations); written forms 
of  data collection (writing, document analysis). 

Recording the data: 

Verbal data will be audio-taped or video taped, and transcribed. Visual data will be collected, or 
photographed with a digital camera. The researcher will take written observations which will be 
shared with participants. 

Confidentiality: 

The researcher intends that each participants’ anonymity and confidentiality is preserved in the 
study, unless otherwise requested by the participant. The resulting publications drawn from this 
research will use pseudonyms chosen by participants to protect participants’ identities. 

Dissemination of  the results: 

Participants will be provided with a summary of  the research findings. If  requested, 
publications resulting from the study will be forwarded to participants. Participants will not 
receive a monetary or other form of  reward for participating in this research. 

Withdrawal from participation: 

Participants wishing to withdraw from the research at any time before, during or after the 
research has been completed, must only inform the researcher of  their desire to withdraw. 
There is no obligation to stay as a participant in the research, and no obligation to give reason. 
There is no consequence following your withdrawal. Any data gathered prior to withdrawal will 

Primary/Sole Researcher: Clare Britt

Contact Email: clare.britt@gmail.com

Department Affiliations: Faculty of  Education, Charles Sturt University

Contact Phone No.: 0428 251176
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be used in the research, unless expressly refused by participants. It is not anticipated that this 
research will involve any discomfort or risk to participants. 

Charles Sturt University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee has approved this study. I 
understand that if  I have any complaints or concerns about this research I can contact: 

Executive Officer 
Ethics in Human Research Committee 
Academic Secretariat 
Charles Sturt University

Private Mail Bag 29 
Bathurst  NSW  2795 
Phone: (02) 6338 4628 
Fax: (02) 6338 4194
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Participant information form: 

Hopeful Lines of  Flight: Opening up possibilities of  imagining and enacting 
alternative discourses of  education in the early years of  primary school 

I am undertaking a doctoral research project with the Faculty of  Education, Charles Sturt 
University Bathurst to illuminate what can be possible when primary school communities think about 
and ‘do’ schooling differently from the ‘common ideas’ of  what schooling should be. I am particularly 
interested in how school communities can offer hope to other schools in imagining different 
ways to think about education, children, teaching and learning. 

What is involved for you: 
The research involves participation in a combination of  the following verbal, visual and written 
methods of  data collection which will be used with both adults and children within the school 
community, and will be negotiated with participants (as individuals and in groups) regarding 
their preferred methods: verbal forms of  data collection (such as group interviewing, authentic 
conversations, storytelling and narrative); visual forms of  data collection (photography, video/
film, creative / visual representations); written forms of  data collection (writing, document 
analysis). 
Recording the data: 
Verbal data will be audio-taped or video taped, and transcribed. Visual data will be collected, or 
photographed with a digital camera. The researcher will take written observations which will be 
shared with participants. 
Confidentiality: 
The researcher intends that each participants’ anonymity and confidentiality is preserved in the 
study, unless otherwise requested by the participant. The resulting publications drawn from this 
research will use pseudonyms chosen by participants to protect participants’ identities. 
Dissemination of  the results: 
Participants will be provided with a summary of  the research findings. If  requested, 
publications resulting from the study will be forwarded to participants. Participants will not 
receive a monetary or other form of  reward for participating in this research. 
Withdrawal from participation: 
Participants wishing to withdraw from the research at any time before, during or after the 
research has been completed, must only inform the researcher of  their desire to withdraw. 
There is no obligation to stay as a participant in the research, and no obligation to give reason. 
There is no consequence following your withdrawal. It is not anticipated that this research will 
involve any discomfort or risk to participants. 

Charles Sturt University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee has approved this study. I 
understand that if  I have any complaints or concerns about this research I can contact: 

Primary/Sole Researcher: Clare Britt

Contact Email: clare.britt@gmail.com

Department Affiliations: Faculty of  Education, Charles Sturt University

Contact Phone No.: 0428 251176

Executive Officer 
Ethics in Human Research Committee 
Academic Secretariat 
Charles Sturt University

Private Mail Bag 29 
Bathurst  NSW  2795 
Phone: (02) 6338 4628 
Fax: (02) 6338 4194
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Participant information booklet: (children in prep-2 class) 

Clare Britt’s PhD research project 
Hopeful Lines of Flight: Opening up possibilities of 
imagining and enacting alternative discourses of 

education in the early years of primary school 

Information Booklet for 

Participants 

This booklet is to answer some questions you might have about who I am, 

what I am doing at your school, and what things you might do with me 

while I’m here… 
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Who are you? 

My name is Clare Britt, and I’m a researcher from the School of Teacher 

Education at Charles Sturt University in Bathurst. 

Why are you at our school? 

I’m visiting your school because I am interested in finding out about what it is 

like to be a person at your school. I am wondering what it is like for children, 

teachers, the principal and parents to be a part of this school community.  

Your school is a bit different in some ways to a lot of other primary schools in 

Australia, and if I can tell other schools, teachers, children and their families 

about schools like yours, and what it is like to be a part of a school like yours, 

I am hoping they will be able to imagine things about schools and children, 

and teaching and learning that maybe they had never been able to imagine 

before.  

I am hoping that by sharing what I learn about your school with other schools, 

that eventually there can be more schools in Australia that listen to children, 

and that think of interesting and different ways to teach and learn. 

Do I have to do anything? 

Only if you want to! If you would like to be a part of my research here, and to 

help me to learn more about your school, that would be great. If you don’t 

want to be a part of my research, that’s ok too. Also, if you decide to research 

with me, and then change your mind at any time during the project, you just 

need to tell me, and then you don’t have to be a part of it any more. 
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How are we going to research? 

If you would like to research with me, there are lots of different ways we can 

research. I am wondering about what you think, what is special about your 

school for you, what is important to you at your school, and what it is like to 

be a child at your school. There are a lot of different ways you can tell me 

about your ideas or show me what you’re thinking about: 

Conversations and Group Discussions: We will have lots of conversations 

together in small groups of friends from your class. Sometimes these will be 

planned, and other times they will just be conversations that we don’t really 

plan. I will tape record or video record these conversations, and then listen to 

the things you say and type them out. If I don’t have my tape recorder, or if 

you don’t want me to record the conversation, I can write notes while we talk, 

or just remember what it was we talked about. 

Brainstorming & Mindmapping: Sometimes when we are having a group 

discussion we can mindmap as we are talking. That way we can see as well as 

hear all the ideas.  

Drawings and writing: When you want to show me your ideas in drawings or 

writing, you can give me your work, or I can photocopy or photograph it. 

Photography and Filming: We will use cameras to take photos or to film in 

the research. Sometimes I will be filming and taking photos, and sometimes 

you will be filming and taking photos. 

Creative Art: If you show me your ideas through art, I can photograph your 

work (or video it if it is a play, or something that move), or, if you want to, 

you can give me your work to keep. 
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What happens to this research? 
Once we have finished researching, then I will write about your ideas, and tell 

other people about them. This writing will be published in journals and in a 

book, and hopefully lots of teachers, principles and people who teach student 

teachers at university will read about our research. I can give you a copy of 

this published writing too, if you would like it. 

What if I don’t want people to know who I am? 
I won’t use your real name when I write and talk about your ideas, so I will 

ask you to choose a different name to be called (a pseudonym) in this research. 

This way, if you want to tell me about things that you are worried might get 

you in trouble, or might hurt someone’s feelings, no one will know your real 

name.  

Can I tell someone if I have a complaint or a 

concern about this study? 

If you have any complaints or concerns about this research you can contact: 

Executive Officer 
Ethics in Human 
Research Committee 
Academic Secretariat 
Charles Sturt University

Private Mail Bag 29 
Bathurst  NSW  2795 
Phone: (02)6338 4628 
Fax: (02) 6338 4194
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Appendix 2: Consent forms 
Consent Letter for participants: 

Hopeful Lines of  Flight: Opening up possibilities of  imagining and enacting 
alternative discourses of  education in the early years of  primary school 

As part of  my doctoral research with Charles Sturt University, I am undertaking a project to illuminate 
what can be possible when primary school communities think about and ‘do’ schooling differently from 
the ‘common ideas’ of  what schooling should be. I am particularly interested in how a school 
community can offer hope to other schools in imagining different ways to think about 
education, children, teaching and learning. 

This research is being conducted to meet the requirements for a doctoral dissertation under 
the supervision of: 

Before signing this form, please tick the following boxes if  the statements are true: 

Charles Sturt University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee has approved this study. 
I understand that if  I have any complaints or concerns about this research I can contact: 

Primary/Sole Researcher: Clare Britt

Contact Email: clare.britt@gmail.com

Department Affiliations: Faculty of  Education, Charles Sturt University

Contact Phone No.: 0428 251176

Supervisor: Professor Jennifer 
Sumsion

Associate Supervisor: Dr Will Letts

D e p a r t m e n t 
Affiliations:

Faculty of  Education, 
Charles Sturt University

D e p a r t m e n t 
Affiliations:

Faculty of  Education, 
Charles Sturt 
University

Contact Phone: 6338 4423  Contact Phone: 6338 4365

Contact Email: jsumsion@csu.edu.au Contact Email: wletts@csu.edu.au 

□ I understand that I am free to withdraw my participation in the research at any time, and 
that if  I do I will not be subjected to any penalty or discriminatory treatment;

□ The purpose of  the research has been explained to me and I have read and understood the 
information sheet given to me;

□ I have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the research and received 
satisfactory answers; 

□ I understand that any information or personal details gathered in the course of  this 
research about me are confidential and that neither my name nor any other identifying 
information will be used or published without my written permission; and

□ I understand that the conversations and group discussions will be audio taped and / or 
video taped

Executive Officer 
Ethics in Human Research Committee 
Academic Secretariat 
Charles Sturt University

Private Mail Bag 29 
Bathurst  NSW  2795 
Phone: (02) 6338 4628 
Fax: (02) 6338 4194
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I _____________________________________ have read and understand the Information Sheet 
and any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in 
this research, knowing that I can withdraw from further participation in the research at any 
time without consequence. I have been given a copy of  this form to keep. 

Participant’s Signature: Date:

Investigator’s Signature: Date:
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Consent Letter for Parents/Guardians & Children 

Hopeful Lines of  Flight: Opening up possibilities of  imagining and enacting alternative 
discourses of  education in the early years of  primary school 

As part of  my doctoral research with Charles Sturt University, I am undertaking a project to illuminate 
what can be possible when primary school communities think about and ‘do’ schooling differently from 
the ‘common ideas’ of  what schooling should be. 

This research is being conducted to meet the requirements for a doctoral dissertation under 
the supervision of: 

Before signing this form, please tick the following boxes if  the statements are true: 

Charles Sturt University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee has approved this study. 
I understand that if  I have any complaints or concerns about this research I can contact: 

Primary/Sole 
Researcher:

Clare Britt

Contact Email: clare.britt@gmail.com

Department Affiliations: Faculty of  Education, Charles Sturt University

Contact Phone No.: 0428 251176

Supervisor: Professor Jennifer 
Sumsion

Associate Supervisor: Dr Will Letts

D e p a r t m e n t 
Affiliations:

Faculty of  Education, 
Charles Sturt University

D e p a r t m e n t 
Affiliations:

Faculty of  Education, 
Charles Sturt 
University

Contact Phone: 6338 4423  Contact Phone: 6338 4365

Contact Email: jsumsion@csu.edu.au Contact Email: wletts@csu.edu.au 

□ My child and I understand that we are free to withdraw their participation in the research at 
any time, and that if  we do they will not be subjected to any penalty or discriminatory 
treatment;

□ The purpose of  the research has been explained to me and my child and we have read and 
understood the information sheets given to us;

□ My child and I have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the research and 
received satisfactory answers; 

□ My child and I understand that any information or personal details gathered in the course 
of  this research about my child are confidential and that neither their name nor any other 
identifying information will be used or published without my (and their) written 
permission; and

□ My child and I understand that the conversations and group discussions will be audio taped 

Executive Officer 
Ethics in Human Research Committee 
Academic Secretariat 
Charles Sturt University

Private Mail Bag 29 
Bathurst  NSW  2795 
Phone: (02) 6338 4628 
Fax: (02) 6338 4194
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I _____________________________________ have read and understand the Information Sheet 
and any questions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to give 
permission for my child to participate in this research, knowing that I can withdraw from 
further participation in the research at any time without consequence. I have been given a copy 
of  this form to keep. 

Permission Form for images, photographs and transcripts 

!  

Parrent’s Signature: 

Participant’s (Child’s) Name:

Date:

Investigator’s Signature: Date:
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Appendix 3: Table of  Data Creation Episodes 

Ethnographic Research

• Participation 
• Field notes 

o 4th June 
o 5th June 
o 10th June 
o 11th June 
o 12th June 
o 18th June 
o 19th June 
o 20th June 
o 25th June 
o 26th June 
o 15th July 
o 16th July 
o 21st July 
o 22nd July 
o 29th July 
o 30th July 
o 4th August 
o 5th August 
o 6th August 
o 7th October 
o 8th October 
o 26th October 
o 28th October 
o 10th November 
o 14th November 

• Observations 
o Photographed 

▪ Indoor environments of K-2 room 
▪ Outdoor environments 
▪ Writing stories (at computers and tables) 
▪ 12th June - Art time 
▪ 11th June Maths problem solving 
▪ 19th June – Writing Task 

o Written 
▪ 4th June – Jules and Jonathan’s tour of the room; ‘Minmi’ class 

writing task: preliminary discussion, writing process and follow up 
sharing 

▪ 11th June – ‘bottles of blood’ maths problem: dicussion, process of 
task and follow up sharing 

▪ 12th June – Anike and the ethics consent form 
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▪ 18th June – circle time – “a mother is only as happy as her saddest 
child”; Huda’s dad and the ABCs 

▪ 19th June – meeting with sophie and kate; reggio twilight teacher visit 
▪ 20th June – practicing and getting better  - circle discussion, Friday 

class meeting writing agenda and  discussing issues 
▪ 15th July – Huda’s building ‘everybody’s building’ 
▪ 16th July – Tania’s mapping idea, Gordon’s grandma 
▪ 22nd July – Morning circle : how can we tell stories? What is a 

language?; Kerri and the prospective parents’ school tour 

o Video taped 
▪ 10th June – circle time: showing, timeline of thinking and learning; 

the ‘rabbits’ book – discussion, writing sheet “When British people 
came to Australia in 1788 what do you think it would have been like? 
How would theAboriginal people have seen the British? How would 
the British people have seen the Aborigines? How do you think they 
would have felt?”; children writing; circle time: Anike’s experience 
as a refugee; circle time, sharing writing 

▪ 18th June – reading time: Jules’ game; tidying and sorting 
o Tape Recorded 

▪ 25th June: Circle time 

• Document Collection 
o Collected 

▪ Collingwood College Website 
▪ School Newsletters 
▪ Reggio newletters 
▪ Victorian Essential Learning Standards 
▪ Kitchen garden program leaflet and recipes 
▪ ‘The school on the hill’ – book of the history of Collingwood College 

o Photographed / Scanned 
▪ “Can history predict the future?: the story so far’ – pedagogical 

documentation of 2-5 class project this year 
▪ Quotes on the walls and notice board of K-2 room 
▪ 2008 daybook from K-2 room 
▪ Fergus’ portfolio 
▪ “What does care look like?” books (Tara Jade and Jules) 
▪ Collingwood College Policy documents: strategic plan, student 

management, privacy policy, code of conduct, emergency response 
plan, student wellbeing, mandatory reporting policy, sexual 
harassment, prevention of bullying in the workplace 

o Photocopied 
▪ ‘Our conversations’ book of transcribed conversations in K-2 room 
▪ ‘Are humans animals?’ Our animal project – pedagogical 

documentation of K-2  project in 2007 

• Reflexive Writing 
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o Mindmaps (ongoing analysis) 
▪ Time 
▪ Space 
▪ Bodies 
▪ Knowledge 
▪ Relationships 
▪ Identity 
▪ Discourses (week 1 in K-2 room) 
▪ Reflective writing 
▪ Places in children’s mapping 
▪ Initial analysis of children’s mapping 
▪ Initial analysis of teachers’ conversations re curriculum 
▪ Discourses (week 2: K-2 room, teacher conversations, info night) 
▪ Data collection strategies 
▪ Art projects ideas 
▪ Art projects possibilities & provocation – teachers, children, parents  

o Written pieces 
▪ Initial impressions 
▪ Ongoing reflections & questions 

Transcribed Tapes

• Group discussions 
o Teachers 

▪ Small Group discussions 
• 12th June: Bianca, Sophie and John (focus: knowledge, 

curriculum, uncertainty, process) 
• 22nd July: Bianca and Sophie (focus: trust, planing for 

artwork) 
▪ Large focus group discussions 

• 22nd June: Kerri, Lara, John, Sophie, Bianca, (focus: group 
discussion questions) 

o Parents 
▪ 21st July: Tania, Lyn and Hannan (focus: group discussion questions, 

planning for artwork) 
o Children 

▪ Voice recorded process of photographing 
• 11th June: Photography and mapping with Fergus, Xander, 

Dharani and Thara 
• 26th June: Fergus and Jules outside 

▪ Focused group discussions 
• 25th June: Malaz, Esraa, Huda, Dharani 
• 15th July: Dharani, Gordon, Riley, Malaz 

• Conversations 
o Teachers 
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▪ 26th June: Sophie Map explanation and discussion about spaces 
▪ 25th June: Bianca Map explanation and discussion about the spaces in 

the classroom 
▪ 26th October: Designing and Making the sculpture 
▪ 28th October: Designing and Making the sculpture 

o Parents 
▪ 27th June: Tania 
▪ 16th July: Amy 
▪ 15th July: Lyn 
▪ 25th July: Hannan 

o Children 
▪ Explanation of  & discussion around photographs 

• 12th June: Thara & Fergus mapping 
• 18th June: mapping with Fergus and Xander 
• !8th June: mapping with Dharani 
• !8th June:  mapping with Xander 
• 26th June: Huda photos 
• 25th June: Malaz and Esraa Photos 

▪ Explanation of & discussion around drawings 
• 20th June: Xander map 
• 20th June: Anike map 
• 20th June: Esraa, Malaz, Huda, Thara, Asha 
• 26th June: Riley map 
• 15th July: Thara map 

Visual communication and artwork
• Photographs 

o 11th June – Fergus, Dharani, Xander, Thara 
o 12th June - Esraa 
o 12th June – Fergus & Xander 
o 12h June – Anike, Esraa, Malaz 
o 18th June – Malaz 
o 18th June – Malaz & Esraa 
o 18th June – Dharani 
o 19th June – Fergus & Xander 
o 18th June – Anike, Esraa, Malaz 
o 25th June – Huda & Asha 
o 25th June – Huda, Asha, Esraa 
o 25th June - William 
o 26th June – Malaz & Esraa 
o 26th June – Jules & Fergus 
o 15th July – Riley & Primo 
o 15th July – Huda, Malaz, Dharani 
o 21st July - Huda 
o 22nd July – Tiffany 
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• Drawings 
o Fergus 
o Xander 
o Riley 
o Dharani 
o Thara 
o Esraa 
o Malaz 
o Primo 
o Huda 

• Diagrams 
o Bianca mapping 

• Poetry & written pieces 
o Sophie mapping 

• Sculpture 
o The teachers’ collaborative sculpture 
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Appendix 4: Discussion Prompts 
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Appendix 5: Wall texts for the exhibition 
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Research Processes: creating the sculpture

RESEARCH PROCESSES

The teachers create their sculpture

TIME, SPACE, KNOWLEDGE, RELATIONSHIPS
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PLANNING THE 

SCULPTURE 

The decision making behind 

the processes of creating the 

sculpture involved many con-

versations and thoughtful 

planning. By creating a 

shared visual representation 

of the core ideas and phi-

losophies that had been 

emerging from conversations 

and earlier ‘mapping’ of the 

school, we hoped to add a 

further depth of understand-

ing that went beyond a lan-

guage of words, to explore a 

language of sculpture and 

art. This arts informed re-

search project is influenced 

by the possibilities offered to 

research methodologies 

when the traditional privileg-

ing of science over art, intel-

lect over emotion, word over 

image are disrupted (Lind, 

2005; Richardson, 1997). The 

recognition of the importance 

of many representations and 

many ways of communicat-

ing, calls for research that is 

“composed of different forms 

of representation. These can 

challenge the violent dichot-

omy that institutionally sepa-

rates image and text, body 

and mind, spirit and reason, 

female and male representa-

tions” (Lind, 2005 p.257). The 

metaphors of  building, weav-

ing and leaving doors open 

(as identified in an analysis of 

the language used in an ear-

lier discussion) were initial 

provocations to start imagin-

ing possible ways to visually 

represent these shared un-

derstandings...
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Research Processes: An early provocation to map the school

RESEARCH PROCESSES

An early provocation

MAPPING THE SCHOOL
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AN EARLY PROVOCATION: 

‘MAPPING’ THE 

SCHOOL

In my first weeks of this case 

study with the Collingwood 

school community, I asked 

the participants (children and 

teachers and parents) to help 

me gain an understanding of 

the place of the school from 

their perspectives: to each 

‘map’ the school for me. By 

‘mapping’, I did not mean 

only drawing  a map from an 

aerial perspective (although 

some participants did chose 

to represent their ‘map’ in 

this way), but mapping could 

also mean a broad range of 

different forms of representa-

tion: some people drew pic-

tures and diagrams, others 

took me physically around 

the spaces and talked to me 

about the places of signifi-

cance / importance to them, 

or wrote prose or poetry, or 

used photography, or film or 

collage, or told me a story or 

narrative about a place, or 

something that had hap-

pened in that place.  Each of 

the researchers later spent 

time with me  (and each 

other)  explaining  their ‘maps’, 

and these descriptions and 

explanations often led to ex-

tended conversations about 

ideas that were raised 

through the initial creation 

and then the subsequent 

discussion of the ‘maps’.
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GROUP DISCUSSIONS

CONSTRUCTING SHARED UNDERSTANDINGS 

Themes that were emerging from the various forms of ‘mapping’ seemed to show some key common and recurring ideas   

through the photos, conversa-

tions, drawings and other forms 

of representation. In order to 

gain a richer understanding of 

some of these overlapping 

themes, group discussions were 

organised to explore these 

questions in more depth, and to 

start constructing a shared un-

derstanding of what it might 

mean to be situated in the 

‘place’ of Collingwood College 

from the perspectives of chil-

dren, parents and teachers.

	

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE THE INITIAL 

‘MAPPING’ 

What places are important to know about 

in the school / classroom?

What places are significant or special to 

you?

Why?

QUESTIONS THAT STEMMED FROM 

THE MAPPING: 

How do you think this school is different 

to what is seen as ‘normal’ primary 

schooling? How is it similar?

What does it mean to be a part of this 

particular school community?

FOLLOWING THE EMERGING 

THEMES::

What does it mean to listen?

What does it mean to be listened to?

What does it mean to trust?

What does it mean to be trusted? 
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TRUST
hidden places & high places

The Wall

by Fergus

hidden places & high places: Trust 
seems to be emerging as a key 
overarching theme that runs 
through much of the data that 
has been collected surrounding 
the way spaces are imagined 
and enacted in the Reggio 
stream at Collingwood College.  
The teachers often speak  ex-

plicitly about the importance of 
trust in the physical and emo-
tional spaces of the school. 
Many of the spaces that are 
identified by the children as be-
ing particularly important to them 
are spaces that have elements of 
being secret, or risky or or pri-
vate, or separate. The special 

places that the children have 
wanted me to know about are 
high spaces and hidden spaces, 
such as the bunk, the climbing 
frame, the tunnel, behind the wa-
ter tank. These are spaces that 
are places where adults do not 
want to (o sometimes physically 
can not) go.
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